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*A footnote on the word "mission." “Mission,” as a word,

is not a category of thought in the Bible. The Hebrew word
for "mission," dath, is used only once in the Old Testament,

and in an insignificant sense. Eptrope, the Greek word for

"mission,” occurs only in one instance. (Compare Ezra 8:36

and Acts 26:12.) “Mission" comes from a latin root, missio,

a "sending off,” equivalent to missus, “sent." There has

been a great deal of discussion in the church about “mis-

sion” and “evangelism.” Wooly opinionation is bound to

arise when persons mix categorical terms of thought, like

apples and oranges, as in the following propositional state-

ment: “All evangelism is mission, but not all mission is

evangelism.” How do you compare apples and oranges?

"Evangelism” is a categorical term with definite biblical

background. “Mission” is not a biblical word at all, nor

does it have a consistent meaning in the lexicon of church

history. The problem is this: We can adequately define a

biblical word such as “evangelism” from its use in the

Bible. “Mission” can come to mean nearly anything the

interpreter wants it to mean. In the following study, “mis-

sion” is defined by the answer to the important question,

“What is it that our Lord sends us to do?” The answer we
discover to the question of Christ’s “sending” is our mission.



An Assumption

Mission: . . . Is Possible is a “participatory” study of

the Bible which is searching out the question, “What

is it that our Lord sends us to do?” The method of

study is evocative, that is, it asks questions. It is our

firm conviction that Christians continously discover

the meaning that Christ has for life when we are open

to the directions of the Spirit of God and do not at-

tempt to put God and his creative actions in the boxes

of our definitions and closed minds.

Mission: ... Is Possible is "participatory” in another

sense as well. The church, which is being the body of

Christ, cannot afford to have only a single person or an

authoritarian group of persons answer all the ques-

tions about “mission” and “evangelism.” This format

for a Bible study provides the opportunity for the

reader to speak as well as to listen, therefore making

possible a dialogue about the meaning and nature of

mission and its biblical foundation. Furthermore, it is

assumed by the author that his “views” are just that,

and the author certainly does not intend to be the sur-

rogate for the various views of all the members of

the Committee on a Call to Affirmation of Mission of

the United Presbyterian Church, U.S.A. It is the

author's conviction that the Bible speaks its own mes-

sage with clarity and authority. This study is an at-

tempt to discover what the biblical basis of mission

is for individuals, and for the whole church cor-

porately.
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Introduction

what would you consider to be the basic “mission”

command of Christ to his church?

While in the literal sense, “mission” or “commission,”

is not used, consensus would have it that Matthew

28:18-20 comprises the great “mission” command.

The following are several basic “mission” commands

of Christ (all quotations are from the Jerusalem

Bible):

Matt. 28:18-20 "All authority in heaven and on earth has been

given to me. Go, therefore, make disciples of all the nations;

baptise them in the name of the Father and of the Son and

of the Holy Spirit, and teach them to observe all the com-
mands I gave you. And know that I am with you always; yes,

to the end of time.”

Acts 1:6-9 “You will receive power when the Holy Spirit

comes on you, and then you will be my witnesses not only in

Jerusalem but throughout Judaea and Samaria, and indeed

to the ends of the earth.”

Luke 24:47-48 "He then opened their minds to understand the

Scriptures, and he said to them, ‘So you see how it is

written that the Christ would suffer and on the third day

rise from the dead, and that, in his name, repentance for the

forgiveness of sins would be preached to all the nations,

beginning from Jerusalem. You are witnesses to this.'”
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John 20:19-23 “'Peace be with you. As the Father sent me,
so am I sending you.’ After saying this he breathed on them
and said: ‘Receive the Holy Spirit. For those whose sins you
forgive, they are forgiven; for those whose sins you retain,

they are retained.'”

Matthew 25:31-40 passim “When the Son of Man comes in

his glory, ... he will separate men one from another . . .

Then the King will say to those on his right hand, ‘Come,

you whom my Father has blessed, take for your heritage the

kingdom prepared for you since the foundation of the world.

For 1 was hungry and you gave me food; ‘.
. . Then the

virtuous will reply, ‘Lord, when did we see you hungry and

feed you:’ And the King will answer, ‘I tell you solemnly, in

so far as you did this to one of the least of these brothers of

mine, you did it to me.’”

Other references on mission you may add.

The Apostle Paul summarized the essence of the

“mission” commands in several texts of his epistles

to the early Christian churches. For example, he

spoke of everyone who accepts Christ’s Lordship as

having the mission of “reconciliation” (II Cor. 5:17-20).

As you look at these basic biblical texts on mission,

record the essential directions for mission in each.

You may compare your responses with those we
chose:

Matt. 28:18-20 Make Disciples

Acts 1:6-9 Witness

Luke 24:47-48 Preach and Witness

Jn. 20:19-23 Extend Forgiveness

11 Cor. 5:17-20 Practice Reconciliation

Matt. 25:31-40 Respond to Human Needs

“GO, THEREFORE, MAKE DISCIPLES

OE ALL NATIONS!”

Go, preach and witness.

Go, extend forgiveness.

Go, practice reconciliation.

Go, respond to human needs.
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The Mission is the Gospel of Christ

We have already discovered from the several texts on

mission that “mission” is not a part of Christian faith

and life, nor is it merely a “department” of a Chris-

tian institution. Mission is the gospel. The wholeness

of God as Father, Son, and Holy Spirit is given for

all the needs of man. Mission is not an accessory of

faith. Mission is at the very heart of our relationship to

God. “As the Father sent me, so am I sending you”

(John 20:21). How did God the Father send Jesus

the Christ?

1. God Sent Christ As The Servant Lord.

Read Phil. 2:1-12 and comment:

Read Mark 8:27-30 and comment:

Jesus surprised his disciples by identifying himself

as the Messiah (the Christ) who was at the same time

the “Suffering Servant” of the Isaiah prophecies.

Read Isaiah 52:13-53:12 and comment:

“As the Father sent me, so am I sending you,” as

servants of the Servant Lord!



2. God Sent Christ As The Redeemer Son

Read and comment on John 3:15-17; Matt. 21:33-42; Matt.

27:54.

The Christ who sends his disciples as he was sent,

was the “Redeemer Son” who perfectly obeyed God,

his Father. He laid down his own life as the full ex-

pression of God’s perfect love (John 10;14-18a).

The mission takes this perfect love as the content

of its existence. It is no less than the complete and

perfect love of God. “The Father loves the Son and

has entrusted everything to him. Anyone who be-

lieves in the Son has eternal life” (John 3:35).

3. God Sent Christ In The Power of The Spirit

Mission, being “sent” by God, is always in the New
Testament, given in the context of the Holy Spirit.

Acts 1:6-9, “You will receive power when the Holy

Spirit comes on you.” John 16:7-9, “I must tell you the

truth; it is for your own good that I am going be-

cause unless I go, the Advocate will not come to you;

but if I do go, I will send him to you.”

Read John 1:29-34 and John 20:20-23 and comment:

Mission becomes abundantly clear in the New Testa-

ment. It is being sent, as Christ himself was sent,

with the power of God's presence, the Holy Spirit, to

be the emissaries of God to the whole world.

If we are “moved by the Spirit” of God that em-

powered Christ, as Paul says, we are sent to share the

Sonship, and the suffering of Christ. (Read Romans

8:14-17.) In the mission of the gospel, we meet the

wholeness of the sovereign Lord as:

a. God the Father who created all things and loves eter-

nally his creation;
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b. God the Son who redeems with self-sacrificial love and

forgiveness, persons who know him through trust and ac-

ceptance;

c. God the Holy Spirit who is the powerful presence in

persons who receive the new trust-love relationship to the

Father that is provided through the Son.

Again, “mission” is responding to a calling that is

analogous to Christ’s ministry (John 20:21).

Comments that you may have on this definition of mission:

Jn. 20:21:

4 . Mission Is For All The Needs Of Man

If the mission is to be sent as Christ was sent, and

if the Lord’s command was to “make disciples,” it

would seem unambiguously clear that anyone who is

concerned about the mission of Christ is himself a

“Christ follower.” (You may wish to review Matt.

28:18 and jn. 20:21). Jesus spoke very plainly to his

disciples about the price of discipleship (which is the

price of mission).

Read Matt. 16:16-26 and comment:

The price of mission produces an amazing paradox

of Christian experience; that is, the cost of losing

one’s life is rewarded by finding it!

The Jerusalem Bible and the Revised Standard Version

render Matt. 16:26 by stating that the benefit of fol-

lowing Jesus Christ is the saving of one’s “life.”

The King James Authorized Version translates dif-

ferently: “For what is a man profited, if he shall gain

the whole world, and lose his own soul?”

We cannot be too careful in stating the problem that

arises at this juncture. In the church today, there are

some who state that the mission of the church must

deal with all the needs of man's life, and there are

others who say that the preaching of Christ for the
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salvation of souls is exclusively the primary mission

of the church.

According to the biblical basis for mission, what is

the resolution of this conflict of views? A great deal •

hinges on this word “life” or “soul” in Matt 16:26. Are

these mutually exclusive terms? What is the right

translation? What is the correct interpretation?

(The Greek word translated in this text is “psyche”

and can be rendered “life” or “soul.” The real ques-

tion is, what would Jesus have meant in using the

Aramaic equivalent of “life” or “soul?” As English

readers of the text, we are tempted to read into such

a passage our own cultural and environmental inter-

pretation of “soul”—which is largely informed by Pla-

tonic idealism and not by biblical Hebraic thought.)

We begin to see the way Jesus responded to “mis-

sion" in the context of the whole gospel record. His

mission of redeeming love was not only extended to

the so-called “spiritual” needs of person’s “souls,”

but also to the healing of the whole person, and to

the demand for justice and liberty. If there is any

doubt to the complex array of Jesus' concerns in mis-

sion to the whole of man’s needs, then consider:

Matthew 25 en toto Mission to physical conditions of man’s

needs. Read and comment:

Luke 10:25-37 Concern that the love of God is not separated

from the love of persons. Read and comment:

John 3:35,36 Belief in Christ as the beginning of eternal

life. Read and comment:

Luke 4:18,19 Concern for captive persons (body and spirit)

and for the poor (body and spirit) and for liberty. Read and
comment:
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Matt. 23:23,24 Concern that religious practices are not sep-

arated from the “weightier matters" of justice, mercy, and

good faith!

Mission is being sent as Christ was sent. The mission

is to the needs of the total person.

5. Man Is One, Not Many Parts

If Cod in Christ sends us on a mission, and if we are

sent as Christ Jesus was sent, then we can discover

the true meaning of our mission from Jesus Christ.

He becomes the content as well as the standard for

the style for our mission. Jesus did not deal with only

a "spiritual” part of man. We have discovered that

Christ dealt with the needs of the totality of human

life, and how else could it be if he was the Redeemer

Son of his Father’s Creation? Cod created all, not

part of man. The fact that Jesus dealt with the whole-

ness of man’s unity and not in compartments of body-

mind-spirit is very evident in his dealings with the

personal and spiritual needs of the Woman of Sa-

maria, John 4; with Nicodemus, John 3; with Phar-

isees, Matthew 23. It was the Satanic forces that tried

to tempt Jesus into dealing with life in segments, to

use his spiritual powers without respect to their phy-

sical conditions such as throwing himself down from

the tower or turning a stone to bread, Luke 4. If Cod
were to divide man into segments of body, mind, and

spirit and put a priority only on the spiritual needs

of man, then the Incarnation and its great cost in the

pain of crucifixion would have been needless. Had

that been the case, even resurrection would mean
little or nothing, for the Creeks believed that the im-

mortality of soul was, in fact, freed from the decadent

body at death.

Christ was the Incarnate Lord whose mission was to

save from death the whole of man's life. As a Jew it

would have been unthinkable (for a truly devoted

Jew) to believe that you could have a religious sin-

cerity that avoided the physical, social, and psycho-

logical demands on true faithfulness to Cod. We will
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illustrate this in two ways: one, the story of the so-

called “Good” Samaritan (the Bible does not call him

“good”) and two, the Hebrew understanding of the

word “soul” of man.

Read again, Luke 10:25-37. What are the leading questions
which Jesus answers with this parable?

This is astounding! Loving, caring concern for a social

and physical need is a way of responding to the

question, “What must 1 do to inherit eternal life?”

Why? Belief in God is not enough to satisfy man’s

response to the gospel of Christ if that kind of belief

is divorced from compassionate relationship to God’s

creation, in this case, a specific person, an object of

God’s love, who needs help. Devotion to God cannot

be separated from that to which God is devoted!

Jesus, in the Samaritan parable, is not giving a plan

for the “Church and Society Department” of the local

church at Jerusalem, nor is he stating what is political-

ly expedient for religious Jews, nor is he stating that

a religious person is one who joins the Samaritan so-

cial welfare party of the state of Palestine. As the

Servant Lord and Redeemer Son, he is stating a case

for inheriting eternal life. Belief cannot be separated

from what we do!

Matthew 7:21-23; John 7:17; James 2:14-17; Eph. 2:8-10;

I John 4:16-21: Does it not appear that the New Testament
combines in a totality the expressions of belief and action,

faith and practice, devotion and compassion, righteousness

and justice? Any comments?

Belief cannot be separated from practice— if it is au-

thentic. In the New Testament evangelism (which is

responding by faith to the new life of God revealed

in Jesus Christ) cannot be separated from the fact

that the same Lord who calls us in Christ, will also

send us in Christ. Evangelism and mission are integral

parts of the whole gospel. A little aside on the Samar-
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itan parable, Luke 10:25-37, the so-called believers

(both clergy) of the parable had to go out of their

way, in fact, they probably got into the ditch on the

side of the road to miss the human brother in need!

The Bible does not say, as is commonly inferred, that

the victim was in the ditch! He was in the road.

Jesus did not allow the lawyer, who was playing

rhetorical games, the luxury of separating commit-

ment to God from compassion to man.

The second illustration gives us insight into Jesus'

use of the word “soul” or “life” (cf. KJV and RSV

on Matt. 16:26). Jesus spoke from a Hebrew back-

ground and context and in the language of Pales-

tinian Aramaic, which is closely akin to Hebrew. Jesus

spoke Hebrew as well. Hebrew would have been the

common religious language of the first century Jew-

ish family and of the synagogue. If the "mission” is

to bring saving hope to person's “souls,” then what

is the meaning of “soul” in the Hebrew context?

6. What Is “Man” Who Is Saved By Grace?

What we call the Old Testament would by and large

constitute the “Scriptures” for Jesus of Nazareth,

and all the New Testament writers. In the Old Testa-

ment, there are 14 words of "man,” one of which

will illustrate the essential meaning for our study of

"mission.” This is important, for we emphasize, and

rightly, our understanding of mission in terms of

what God has done in Christ, but to our own loss,

we do not also emphasize the meaning of "man” who
is the recipient of mission.

"Adam” is used 539 times in the Old Testament for

“man” or “mankind.” The most cogent references

included Genesis 2:5, “The Lord commanded the

man saying. . Lev. 5:4, “That a man shall pro-

nounce with an oath . . and Gen. 1 :27, God created

“man” male and female, and “man” is made in God's

image. (Gen. 1:26). Creatures are subject to “man”
(Gen. 1:26) but “man” is in no way God-like (Num.

23:19 and I Sam. 15:29). Man is both feeble and mortal

as a being, and all succumb to the separation called

sin (I Kings 8:46, Jer. 10:14, and Job 25:6).
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''Adam,” i.e., "man” or "mankind/’ according to the

Genesis account, "became a living being.” The word

used for "living being” is "nephesh” and this Hebrew
expression is used 756 times in the Old Testament.

"Nephesh” is the Hebrew category that Jesus and first

century Jewish teachers, such as the New Testament

writers, would use for our English word "soul.” How-

ever, the English concept of soul and the Hebrew
concept of soul (as used in the Old Testament and

by Jesus) are radically different. No one needs to point

out the fact that Jesus was not an Englishman!

Nephesh, or "soul,” in the Old Testament is the es-

sential being of man; it is the seat of man's emotions,

feelings, passions, selfhood, desire, and life. Flesh and

soul are integral terms of a common being, e.g..

Job 14:22, "Only his flesh upon him is in pain, and

his soul upon him mourneth.” (KJV The nephesh is

considered to be the inner being of man which is

delivered from Sheol in death. (Ps. 16:10, 30:4; Isa.

38:17). Nephesh is commonly understood in relation-

ship to a physically identifiable structure of the hu-

man being, e.g., the nephesh is a living being whose

life resides in the blood, Dt. 12:23,24 ("the blood is

the living soul,” and for this reason was not to be

eaten).

Greek soldiers never considered attacks upon them-

selves as a threat to their "immortal souls” which

would be released upon physical death to re-unite

with God. Not so with Hebrew soldiers, where an

attack upon the person was an attack upon his inner

being, his nephesh or soul, II Sam. 1:9.

Nephesh in Hebrew is used in place of the American

and English concept of "personality.” Nephesh is the

total descriptive characteristics of man, Num. 23:10;

Isa. 43:4; Ps. 124:7; and Deut. 4:9. Nephesh is the

center of human appetites in Ps. 107:1; Prov. 25:25;

Ps. 17:9; and Isa. 5:14. Nephesh, the Hebrew concept

for "soul” is considered to be the center of emotions

as well. (Love—sorrow—joy—alienation compassion:

Gen. 42:21; Ps. 35:9; Isa. 61:10; Jer. 6:8; Ezek. 24:21.)

Three salient points need to be stated about Nephesh

which is man’s total being, his essential self, his
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living soul. One, man's existence is dependent on that

which is beyond himself. His existence as man and his

nature are similar. What he is, and what he does is

similar in the Hebrew concept of man. Two, man is

soul, not merely body, but one with a positive living

quality that cannot be defined as a collection of atoms

and particles. Three, nephesh is often used in the col-

lective sense for “people” and "community.” In He-

brew, when we come close to soul or nephesh, we

are coming close to the community. There is no body/

soul dualism in Hebrew.

7. Jesus and Soul Talk

Was Jesus basically Hebrew or Greek? His Hebrew

language, culture and heritage is the very vehicle of

the Incarnation (Gal. 3:23-4:7; Romans 3:21-31). The

Christ is a fulfilment of Hebraic faith and promises

not the Greek classics! From this Hebrew perspective

of nephesh, consider again the significance of the

statement, “mission, for the Christian church, is

sharing a gospel for the salvation of souls.” Those

“souls” are the total being of persons, and the mis-

sion of God’s love in Christ is the gift for the whole

man. When Jesus stated, “Now is my soul troubled”

(in. 12:27), we can begin to see and hear with deep

pathos the significance of that statement.

The following New Testament references use the word “soul.”

Does the Hebrew concept of "Nephesh” (that the "soul”
is the essential and total being of man) or the Greek con-
cept of "soul” (the transcendent, eternally existent spirit)

seem to be the best for helping you understand the pas-

sage? Matt. 16:26; 22:37; Luke 1:46; 2:35; 12:20; Acts 14:22.
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The Missionaries: Who Is Sent?

1. A Roman Catholic Heresy

The word “heresy” is used in its literal Greek deriva-

tive sense, “hairesis,” or “act of choosing" and not

in the official Roman Catholic parlance in which

heresy is defined as the willful and persistent rejec-

tion of any article of faith by a baptized member of

the church. The “heresy” of which we speak is the

traditional interpretation of “mission,” i.e., the “send-

ing,” given by the Roman Catholic Church whereby it

is stated that Christ commissioned only the eleven

apostles (Matt. 28:18) and that the mission of Christ

is validated only by those who stand in the direct

line of apostolic succession through the bishops of

Rome (John 20:14-21). This doctrine of “succession”

was not a primary feature of Catholic faith until after

the Reformation and the Council of Trent, 1552, and

it is receiving criticism from contemporary Roman
Catholic theologians within the church, as well as

from without. It is useful to mention here because of

the bearing it has on the interpretation of the basic

“commissioning” passages of the New Testament

which we have already suggested, viz.. Matt. 28:16-18;

John 20:19-23, and Act 1:6-8. The contention of this

succession argument is that the commission is given

in those instances to only a select few, the apostles.

The question arises, was the apostolic commission

given to a few, and with that the privilege of con-

fining that commission to particular successors?
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Read the "commissioning passages” and comment on the

above question:

The Greek word for apostle, apostoles, means “one

sent forth” (from apo-stellein, a verb, “to send forth”).

Herodotus (1/21) uses the word when he refers to a

“herald” commissioned by the king to negotiate a

truce with another nation. The word becomes a

proper noun through usage in the early church and

did not have a precise meaning in the New Testament.

In Acts, apostles means the “eleven” or the “twelve”

including Matthias in the 24 of 26 times the word is

used, but in Acts 14:4,14, Paul and Barnabas are called

apostles, and in Acts 9:27, they are differentiated from

the “apostleship” of the twelve. In I Cor. 15:5,7, the

twelve are separated from “all the apostles” which

infers a very broad and imprecise use of the word.

The work of the Apostle Paul and his appointment to

apostleship is the witness of God in Jesus Christ.

Paul makes it clear that his appointment is from

Christ and not from the “hands of men.” (Gal. 1;

II Cor. 12:12; Eph. 4:11; II Cor. 11:15-12:11.) There

is nothing to suggest that the separation of Paul

through prayer, fasting, and the laying on of hands.

Acts 13:2f, is in fact an ordination to the apostle-

ship. God, Paul insists, called and sent him in the

apostleship. Gal. 1:15f, and the traditional (i.e.,

Roman Catholic view) set of apostles, centering

around the figure of Peter, recognized that Paul had

a God given commission which was as valid and ef-

fective as their own. Gal. 2:7f.

From the New Testament, we would conclude that

the mission of the church cannot be the exclusive

right of persons who are, or believe themselves to be,

in a strict line of apostolic succession.

2. A Protestant Heresy

A cfe facto heresy exists in some Protestant systems

in which “mission” is confined to special persons, or-

dained clergy. In the New Testament, the “apostle-

ship,” the “sending out” or mission, is not confined
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to a specialized few. “Ministry,” too, has a very def-

inite authority to serve the mission of Christ. Diakonos

is the Greek word meaning “ministry" or “service,”

again, a noun in common usage which became a

proper noun through specialized use in the church,

but as in the case of “apostle,” “minister” comes from

a common verb in the Greek language, diakonein.

There is a poignant illustration of this word in early

literature in which the leader of the camel caravan

is called the “diakonos,” or “servant.” Oftentimes

the leader would walk in front of the train while every-

one else rode. The word was even used in the sense

of “one who had his feet in the dust,” the image of a

minister, who leads through service.

Who is the “ministry” of Christ and his mission?

Jesus gives the word its greatest possible meaning,

and he confers it on all who would follow him.

Read Mark 10:45, cf. Dan 7:13,14 to see why the disciples

were surprised that the “Son of Man” was to be a “minister,”

i.e., a “servant.”

The word “ministry” and its action “to minister”

(diakonein, Mk. 10:45) became an essential mark of

the early church which ministered “as Christ minis-

tered” and was “sent” “as the Father sent” the Mes-

siah. “Ministry” is the mission of God through the

body of Christ, the church, to the whole world. “Min-

istry” may involve the same sacrificial service in the

church that was an essential mark of the ministry of

Christ. (Cf. Rom. 11:13; II Cor. 6:3f; Acts 20:24). The

“ministry” (diakonos) came to mean the whole

church, i.e., “all the saints” (e.g. Rom. 12:7; II Cor.

4:1; II Cor. 5:18; Eph. 4:11-12). The ministry men-

tioned in Eph. 4:12 is the expression of unity by the

whole body of Christ which has many different parts

and a common, diakonias, ministry.

A final word about ministry. Not only is it not con-

ferred on a specialized “clergy” in the church, but also

the mission of Christ through ministry is an expres-

sion of the “gifts” of the Holy Spirit in and through

individual members of the Church. (Charismata is a

Greek word meaning “grace-gifts.”
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Read I Cor. 12:28 and Eph. 4:7-12 and comment: Is Paul

naming ecclesiastical offices or describing functions of the

ministry? I think the latter. Much misunderstanding has

arisen over this point. Isn’t the function of ministry a re-

sponsibility of every member of the body of Christ?

3. The Whole Church Is The Missionaries

We shall point out in the following passages of the

New Testament the underlying theme of a biblical

understanding of mission: The whole church is the

missionaries.

The whole church is the body of Christ through

which God’s purpose for the world is realized! The

church is the radically new fellowship of the diversity

of human community in one unity, and the church

has many demands placed on it by God, e.g., to realize

unity, to build a new society of relationships in Christ,

to confront the strongholds of evil. These statements

may seem rhetorical and excessive, but the real ques-

tion is, do they measure up to the biblical under-

standing of mission that Christ wills to accomplish

through the church?

Read carefully Eph. 1:9,10; 1:15-25; 3:10; 3:21; 5:27; 5:29.

The challenge is inestimable, yet clear. The church is

called to extend the mission of the incarnate love of

God in Jesus Christ to all, including the powers of

the world which are not part of the body life of the

church: “I, who am less than the least of all the

saints, have been entrusted with this special grace,

not only of proclaiming to the pagans the infinite

treasure of Christ, but also of explaining how the

mystery is to be dispensed. ... So that the Sov-

ereignties and Powers should learn only now,

through the Church, how comprehensive God’s

wisdom really is, exactly according to the plan which

he had from all eternity in Christ Jesus our Lord.”

(Eph. 3:8-11)
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Mission Styles In The New Testament

The content of the mission on which the whole church

is sent is Jesus Christ under whom “God will bring

everything together.” What forms are appropriate for

the church to use in expressing mission?

1. Proclamation

One of the unique features of the New Testament,

vis-a-vis, the Old Testament, is the proclamation of

the faith. With the exception of the Jonah at Ninevah

episode (Jon. 3:2) and Isaiah (61:1) there is no clear

reference in the Old Testament to the fact that the

faith may be conveyed by proclamation. In the New
Testament, proclamation is a basic and essential fea-

ture of the idea of mission. Again, we point out that

“mission” is not a definitive biblical word; however,

“preaching” the faith is, and as a term it has very

specific characteristics in its New Testament usage.

There are three New Testament words used to rein-

force the significance of preaching as an essential as-

pect of mission. One, euangelizesthai, “to preach good

news;” two, katangellein, “to declare or announce;”

and three, kerussein, “to proclaim as a herald.”

It is of further significance that proclamation in the

New Testament should not be confused with the

modern “sermon” which is generally a homily to those

who are already converted to Christ. Proclamation in

the sense defined by these three words means the

telling of the good news of God’s mighty act of hope
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and salvation in the person of Jesus Christ, as told to

persons who have not heard. C. H. Dodd, in The

Apostolic Preaching, has summarized the kerygma

(the content of the preaching) in the early church in

the following way: (a) Christ represents a final time

and an age of fulfilment; (b) this is an event that

takes place in the life, death, and resurrection of

Jesus, and the resurrection is attestation to Christ’s

Lordship; (c) the Holy Spirit is the continuous presence

of Christ’s power in the body of the faithful; and (d)

the return of Christ is the omega point of history.

Proclamation is one form of mission essential to the

New Testament and its witness to the meaning of

Christian faith.

2. Reconciliation

The ministry of reconciliation is, in the New Testa-

ment, an effective accomplishment of the person of

Christ to bring together man and God in harmonious

relationship. The church has been called to be an

agent of the katallage, “reconciliation.” Paul states

that reconciliation is made possible by the death of

Christ which manifests the mercy and forgiveness of

God. (Rom. 5:10) Agents of reconciliation are those

who have been given the mission of being the very

force of forgiveness and mercy which is extended by

God through his agents to those who are alienated

from God.

Read II Cor. 5:11-21.

If the Bible speaks at all to the church today, nothing

could be more emphatic about the mandate of the gos-

pel of Christ upon the church, his body, than this:
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The great duties of the church's mission in proclama-

tion and reconciliation are toward those outside the

body life of the church. Archbishop Templeton stated

the issue very succinctly, “The church exists for those

outside of it." Emil Brunner originated a phrase that

has been used by many theologians to define the

biblical basis of mission for the Christian church;

"The church exists for service as a fire for burning.”

Can there be any doubt that the New Testament de-

fines the church’s mandate as one of extending the

reconciling love of God through Jesus Christ to all the

world? (Read Eph. 3:10; 4:7-12)

3. Identification

Through speech (proclamation) and love (identifica-

tion) the Christian church extends the mission of

Christ. Identification is the most threatening, contains

the highest risk, and yields the greatest satisfaction

of all the forms of mission. The crucifixion and resur-

rection of Jesus Christ is the unique pattern of identifi-

cation and its power to heal and bring new life.

“He who knew no sin, took on himself the sins of

us all.” On the cross, Christ bore the weight of man's

desperate alienation from Cod and from other human
brothers and sisters. The identification of Jesus with

Lazarus caused him to react to Lazarus' death with

deep sorrow and pathos (Jn. 11:35). Jesus' identifica-

tion with the needs of the Samaritan woman was

a social risk (John 4:9). Jesus identified with social

outcasts, poor, and disreputable persons (Mk. 2:15-17;

1:32; 1:40-45; Lk. 5:29f; Lk. 6:27). Nothing could be

more vividly pictured than the fact that identifica-

tion is not agreement, that empathy is not tolerance,

as demonstrated in the story of Jesus and the woman
taken in adultery (John 8:1-11). If the mission is being

sent as the Father sent Christ, it would appear that

the church must identify, unmistakably so, with the

alienated, the outcasts, the poor (including the poor

in spirit and poor in faith), if the church is to follow

the Lord. Mission is following the Lord.
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Read Matthew Chapter 16. What is the cross; what is the

self-denial the Lord requires of the church today?

The mission styles of the New Testament are proc-

lamation, reconciliation, and identification. It is the

great prayer of Paul to the Ephesians that “the saints

together make a unity in the work of service, building

up the body of Christ. In this way we are all to come

to unity in our faith and in our knowledge of the

Son of God, until we become the perfect Man, fully

mature with the fulness of Christ himself.” (Eph. 4:

12, 13). The wholeness of the gospel is not presented

until all three mission styles are enacted. Probably no

one member does all three; it is unlikely that any

group within the body of Christ accomplishes an ef-

fective proclamation, reconciliation, and identifica-

tion. “The saints together make a unity in the work of

service.”
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Group study schedules

Schedule “A” (45 minutes)

(For groups of 10 or more.)

Mission: . . . Is Possible may be studied as a “col-

legium digest” in the following manner: Divide the

entire essay, including the “introduction” into as

many parts as there are members in the group. Using

a room with several chalk boards, or many poster

size papers taped to walls, or table top paper taped

to walls, have each person report in synopsis form,

the context of the section of Mission: ... Is Possible

that he studied. The group leader summarizes the re-

ports and the monograph as a whole in about 15

minutes. This is followed by 15 minutes of discussion.

Schedule “B” (Three 45 minute sessions.)

Working in triads, study each chapter for 30 minutes,

dividing references among members of the triad, dis-

cussion, and recording responses of each triad. 15

minutes are used to summarize each chapter in

group-leader discussion.

Schedule “C” (Six 45 minute sessions.)

Study individually each section and record responses

(30 min.) and conclude with group-leader discussion

of each section (15 min.).

Session 1: “Introduction” through “Servant Lord.”

Session 2: “Redeemer Son” through “Mission for all

the Needs.”

Session 3: “Man Is One” through “Saved by Grace.”

Session 4: “Jesus and Soul Talk” through “Catholic

Heresy.”

Session 5: “Protestant Heresy” through “The Whole

Church Is The Missionaries.”

Session 6: Chapter III “Mission Styles.”
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Jesus said, “Go, make disciples of

all nations."

The 19 flags represent some of the

places Mission takes us through-

out the world.

Page 2 Dominican Republic

3 West Germany

5 Pakistan

6 Japan

8 Tanzania

9 Costa Rica

10 Belgium

11 Colombia

12 Sudan

13 United Kingdom

14 Argentina

15 Thailand

17 Brazil

18 Philippines

19 France

21 Indonesia

22 Switzerland

23 Jamaica

24 South Vietnam
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Having considered the life and mission of the Presby-
terian Church (U.S.A.), we declare that:

We are one part of the body of Christ:

a community of mutual interdependence in which
diversity contributes to wholeness.

We are called to live according to the model of
the suffering servant:

poured out on behalf of all people.
We are becoming a new creation by the power of

God’s grace:

to proclaim the good news of Christ and
to manifest the justice of God.

Conclusion of the proposed Life and Mission Statement
approved by the General Assembly Councilfor recommen-
dation to the 197th Genend Assembly (1985),
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At a recent Presbyterian staff meeting in Boston, the

Rev. Robert Newbold, associate stated clerk of the General
Assembly, addressed participants on the topic “Journeying
Toward A New Church.” He stated what he believes should

be the characteristics of the new church;

—A church known for biblical preaching.

—A church where emphasis is upon discipleship and
not upon mere membership.

—A church where worship occurs in the family at home,
and not just in the building called church.

—A church whose members regularly study the Word.
—A church whose ministry is expressed in evangelistic

outreach, social witness, and world mission.

—A church where stewardship is a normative expression

of gratitude to God for his blessings.

—A church where ethnic minorities, singles, women,
and young people no longer are tokens, but are included in

the total life of the church.

—A church where there is heavy reliance on the guidance,

teaching, and empowerment of the Holy Spirit.

Ann Anderson, Managing Editor

Joyce Benedicto, Editorial Secretary
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MEMORIAL PARK CHURCH

MISSIONS

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

Believing in and in obedience to the Lord's Com-

mand in Matthew 28:18-19 -

"Go therefore and make disciples of all
the nations, baptizing them in the name
of the Father and the Son and the Holy
Spirit, teaching them to observe all
that I commanded you .

"

We therefore desire:

1. To make disciples of the Lord Jesus
Christ and to be His witnesses to

all nations,

2. To influence the church to elevate
our awareness of the reason, needs
and acts of Christian mission in the

world

.

3. To encourage members to work in

Christian mission in a professional
role

.

4. To conscientiously support mission
workers in a variety of fields through
our financial, prayer and personal
resources.

— Excerpted from:
The Mission Policy of
Memorial Park Church

Approved December 1983



DISCIPLES IN ACTION SUNDAY

SUNDAY SCHOOL FOR EVERYONE

9:40 A.M.

CHILDREN’S CLASSES - Downstairs

"Models for Action"

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CLASSES

"Models for Action"

SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL CLASSES

"Models for Action"

ADULT CLASSES - Sanctuary

"World Overview"

Mrs, Sally Black

- Fellowship Hall

Mr. Dale Craig

- Fellowship Hall

Rev. Rich Patterson

Mr. David Hicks

DISCIPLES IN ACTION
Schedule of Activities

12:15 P.M. Lunch (Offering at the Door)

1:30 P.M. Elective Period I

"Focus: Ethiopia" - F.H. Mr. David Liefer

"Missions: Outside In"

(Parlor)
Dr. Carl Templin

2:30 P.M. Break

2:40 P.M. Elective Period II

"Dimensions of Peacemaking" - F.H.

Mrs. Ruth Rylander
"Short-Term Overseas Evangelism" - Parlor

Mr. Robert Malone

3:40 P.M. Break

4:00 P.M, "Where Do We Go From Here?" - F.H,

Mr, David Hicks

Activities for children ages 5-12 downstairs during

elective periods.

Free babysitting provided for younger children.**************
EXTENDED SESSION for 3 to 5 year-olds following Children

Sermon at 11:00 Service. Children dismissed to the

downstairs area, - Roger & Karen Wise

NURSERY CARE - 8:15 A.M. -12:15 P.M - Marcia Buchman



Rethinking Some Modern-Day

Missionary Shibboleths

G. THOMPSON BROWN

T oday we are very conscious of the shortcomings of the missionary

mottos of the past. Talk about “the regions beyond,” “the unoccu-

pied fields,” and even “the evangelization of the world in this gen-

eration” leaves us a bit uneasy. We find it easy to fault these expressions as

arrogant, paternalistic or naive and often fail to cast the same critical eye at

some modern-day shibboleths that have served their day and may have

become outworn. This paper takes a fresh look at four of these.

“From Missions to Mission”

In 1969, the '\n^\\QX\X\Q\']Ourx\2L\, International Review of Missions, changed

its name io International Review ofMission. This signaled a movement within

ecumenical circles to think not of “missions” but of “mission.” Dropping the

“s” became significant because it was felt that “mission” must be understood

in a holistic sense. The church, the body of Jesus Christ, can have but one

mission. Mission must be understood as that which lies at the core of the

church’s life and work, not the proliferation of activities that take place at the

periphery. In the days of the old Western Christendom, “missions” were

established as outposts in faraway lands. But today we know better.

Certainly this change in terminology affirms some very basic truths about

the Christian mission. It emphasizes the centrality of mission, the wholeness

of mission, the necessity for mission. The whole church must carry the whole

gospel to the whole world. We think it inconceivable that the church, as the

body of Christ, can have differing missions which are at cross purposes with

each other.

But it is also true that this slogan has led to considerable confusion. Having
affirmed the truth that the mission of the church is one, we must go on to

describe what it is we have affirmed. And here is the rub.

G. Thompson Brown is China Consultant for the Division of International

Missions and Adjunct Professor of World Christianity at Columbia Theological
Seminary.

Missiology: An International Review, Vot. XII, No. I, January, 1984
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First of all is the linguistic problem. R. G. Hutcheson has pointed out the

differing, and sometimes conflicting, ways in which “mission” is used

(1981:Ch. 6). Sometimes it is used simply as the “aim” or “goal” of an

organization. This usage became common during the Second World War in

the sense that each military unit was assigned a “mission.” Sometimes it

refers to the totality of the church’s activity.

Paying the pastor, repainting the church kitchen, utilizing a management consultant to

improve internal communication processes for the church staff, as well as providing a

church school, a local ministry to the poor or aged, and contributions to regional and
national denominational programs— all these are included in the concept of “mission
of the church” (Hutcheson 1981:83).

A third usage of the word “mission” describes more specifically the

church’s movement out into the world. This was its original meaning. As the

Father sent the Son into the world, so the Son sends the church into the world

(John 17:18). “For ‘mission’ is the Latin of ‘sending’ and a sense of mission is

precisely a sense of having been sent” (Winn 1981:15). We might say that the

church is the missile which God has hurled into the world.

It is this third usage of the term that is now in danger of being obscured.

Stephen Neill points out the harm done by the inaccurate and nondescript use

of “mission”: “If everything is mission, nothing is mission, and we are back

in the night in which all cats are gray” (1976:57). Lesslie Newbigin makes a

clear distinction between “mission” and “missions,”

We have to begin making some verbal distinctions if we are going to have our

thinking clear. The first is between mission and missions. When we speak of the

mission of the Church we mean everything the Church is sent into the world to do —
preaching the gospel, healing the sick, caring for the poor, teaching the children,

improving international and interracial relations, attacking injustice. . . . But within

this totality there is a narrower concern which we usually speak of admissions. Let us,

without being too refined, describe this narrower concern by saying: it is the concern

that in the places where there are no Christians there should be Christians (Hutcheson

1981:83).

John R. W. Stott also gives to the word a more precise meaning,

“Mission” then, is not a word for everything the church does. “The church is

mission,” sounds fine, but it’s an overstatement. For the church is a worshipping as

well as a serving community, and although worship and service belong together, they

are not to be confused. . . . “Mission” describes rather everything the church is sent

into the world to do (Stott 1975:30).

David J. Bosch speaks of the increase in the use of the word “mission” and

calls it a hindrance rather than a help.

The escalation in the use of the concept “mission” has indeed had an inflationary

effect for “mission” has now become the flag under which practically every

ecclesiastical (and sometimes even generally human) activity is sailing. . . . This

developement reached its apex at the Fourth Assembly of the WCC (Uppsala, 1968)

where practically everything was brought under the umbrella-term “mission” (Bosch

1980:11).
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Later he defines
‘

‘mission’ ’ more properly as having to do with the crossing of

frontiers. “It describes the total task which God has set the church for the

salvation of the world” (Bosch 1980:17).

On this point, almost all missiologists are in agreement. Yet, many
denominations today seem not to have heard the concerns raised and continue

with all-inclusive organizational structures for mission. If in our usage of

“mission,” the distinctive quality of “being sent into the world” is lost, then

of necessity we must invent a new term and a new way to implement what the

church has traditionally understood as “missions.”

A second problem with the current definition of “mission” in the singular,

with an emphasis on its oneness, is that this obscures the diversity which the

church has traditionally recognized in its missionary task. The New
Testament recognizes this diversity in many figures of speech: the different

members of the one body (Romans 12:4-8), the many gifts of the same Spirit (I

Corinthians 12:4-11), the various ministries of the church (I Corinthians

12:28-30). If mission is one, then how do we recognize and do justice to the

pluralism and rich variety of gifts which make up the church’s body?

If the mission is one, then it becomes of crucial importance how and who
defines this oneness. Thus, the importance given in church circles today to the

setting of priorities and goals for the whole church . Whatever the church does

of importance must somehow be defined within the priority or goal

statements. Often, the process, rather than bringing about a unity of purpose,

simply increases the polarization. Whatever interest group in the church

captures the “one mission concept” will then define the church’s life and
work in such a way that others will feel left out.

Perhaps overlooked in all of this is an understanding of what R. G.

Hutcheson has called the principle of “voluntarism in the local church”
(1981:154-155). Hutcheson writes that voluntarism is “a central dynamic for

the church.” Motivation behind the church’s mission is not voluntary but is a

response to the divine imperative. From the human perspective, however,

church members are completely free to join or withdraw, to participate, or not

to participate, to contribute or not to contribute.

Today, more than before, this voluntary principle must be understood and
utilized in motivating people to participate in the church’s mission. World
issues today have been so complex that it is impossible for many to identify

with mission holistically, so they choose one concern or cause with which
they can identify and support with vigor and enthusiasm. Note the

proliferation in recent years of organizations, both within and without the

church, which define their purpose in terms of a single cause, and appeal to

their constituency accordingly. Among Protestant mission organizations

which have grown most rapidly in recent years would be the following that

would fit this description: Wycliffe Bible Translators, Campus Crusade for

Christ, New Tribes Mission, Sudan Interior Mission. The same principle has

been true, not only of parachurch organizations, but of ecumenical coalitions
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which have specialized in single causes, such as Hunger, Human Rights,

Social Justice, Peace or Racism.

It would seem that when a group within the church really becomes
enthusiastic about a burning cause which they wish to address, then the

principle of holistic mission gives way to sharply focused single mission

causes. “Mission” breaks down into “missions” again!

“Mission on Six Continents’’

In 1963 at the meeting of the Commission on World Mission and
Evangelism held in Mexico City, the theme of “Mission on Six Continents”
was adopted. Rapidly, the phrase has come to be used and emphasized by

mission boards and agencies to describe the worldwide nature of the Christian

mission. The phrase emphasizes an important truth. Mission can no longer be

viewed as the sending of missionaries and funds from the continents of

Europe and North America to the continents of Africa, Asia and Latin

America. We have reached a new understanding that mission occurs not just

in some faraway country on the other side of the globe, but here at home —
that the continents of North America and Europe are just as much “mission

fields” as Central Africa. The base of the Christian movement is now the

church in every land.

All this needed to be said in 1963. And it needs to be remembered and

emphasized today. And yet the phrase, “Mission on Six Continents,” does

not get to the heart of the problem in describing the worldwide mission of the

church. In fact, it may obscure it. The heart of the problem is the disparity

between the resources of the various continents. To equate mission in North

America and Bangladesh is to miss the point. Much has been made of the

growing gap between the rich and the poor countries of the world. The same is

true of the Christian churches of the world. Some are getting richer, and

spending more of their wealth on themselves. Some, caught in the inflationary

spiral affecting third world nations, have proportionately a smaller and

smaller percentage of the wealth of the worldwide Christian community to use

for mission. The point is made by David Bosch,

The idea of “mission on six continents” is. however, not without its problems. The
(correct) observation that the Church is always in a missionary situation, may in

specific circumstances lead to myopia, so that the Church remains busy only with her

immediate neighborhood and, as Ralph Winter puts it, forget “that 84 percent of all

non-Christians are beyond the normal evangelistic range because (they are) outside of

the cultural traditions of any national church anywhere in the world” and that the

Mexico City slogan helps little to “cut through the massive cocoon within which the

churches of the world . . . now live” (Bosch 1978:189).

At such a critical point in the history of the Christian movement, church

budgets of ecumenically related denominations continue the trend of showing

a smaller and smaller percentage of resources being shared in mission with

churches abroad. For example, the Presbyterian Church in the United States

(PCUS) whose record might be better than some, spent 3.5 percent of all
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contributions for ministries in the other five continents in 1970. In 1980 this

percentage had dropped to about 2.6 percent. In 1970, the PCUS missionary

force numbered about 10 percent of the number of ordained ministers. By

1980, this was down to about 4 percent (Minutes of the General Assembly

1971, 1981).

Samuel and Eileen Moffett comment on the effect of the Mexico City motto

on their denomination. The United Presbyterian Church in the United States

of America,

“All mission is one” from Appalachia to Africa. We no longer speak about overseas

mission and home missions. We have scrapped that as fragmenting and divisive. Our
motto now is “Mission on Six Continents.” There is something commendable about

this. It is an acknowledgement that each part is necessary to the whole. But that

concept has been carried so far in restructuring that the parts are no longer dealt with

adequately as parts. We have tried, as someone has said, to create a thing called

“fruit” out of apples, peaches, pears and oranges. . . . The slogan, “Mission on Six

Continents,” while beautiful rhetoric, has resulted in disproportionate gains for

mission on only one of those six. It has been a convenient cover-up for isolationism.

Mission to the other five continents has suffered enormous losses. The dollar amount
we as a denomination spent beyond our own borders fifteen years ago was over twice

what we spend now. In real terms, after inflation, it is a drop of 75 percent. All this in

the name of wholeness (Moffett 1977).

Other problems arise from an uncritical use of the slogan, “Mission on Six

Continents.” The great differences which exist between countries are easily

ignored. Differences in culture, differences in receptivity to the gospel,

differences in the size and strength of the Christian church, differences in the

nature of the problems to be faced are all very significant. Literacy may be an

enormous problem in Zaire and no problem at all in Japan. Hungry people are

found in every land, and yet who would equate hunger in Bangladesh with

hunger in Sweden? How a denomination engages in mission in relationship to

its own judicatories and congregations is quite different from the way in which

it ought to do mission with independent and autonomous churches. What
might be appropriate and helpful action at home may be viewed as

neo-colonialism when practiced abroad. The assumption that mission is one

and the same leads too easily to the assumption that what are high priorities

for my church are the same priorities for churches in other lands. “Mission on

Six Continents” came about, writes Stephen Neill, because third world

church leaders wished to deny distinctions between older and younger
churches, but the phrase can hardly be considered as a “serious attempt at

theological thought.” He goes on to say.

There is a unity in all Christian activity. At the same time there is great variety, since

witness will take on very different forms according as it is directed to the sophisticated

society of the post-Christian world, to half-Christianized younger people, or to those
who have never heard a word of the gospel of Jesus Christ (Neill 1976:57-58).

Having affirmed that each continent is a mission field, let us go on to call the

church to mobilize its resources for witness and service in those areas in

crisis, for those causes which are neglected, where problems of health.
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Starvation, and poverty abound, where justice is denied, and where the name
of Jesus Christ is not known.

“Church-to-Church Relationships”

Another shibboleth much in use in recent years is the phrase

“church-to-church relationships.” Here again, an important truth about the

mission of the church is affirmed. It is the church that is sent into the world for

mission. And when one church engages in mission in another land, it is

essential that a partnership relationship be established with the Christian

community there, should one exist. Because of the success of earlier periods

of missionary activity, Christian communities now exist in practically every

land on earth. No wonder, then, that today church-mission relationships

should assume such critical importance. Such relationships should be

“church-to-church.” That is, they should not be through any intermediary

“mission” on the field. Relationships should stress mutuality in which each

partner both gives and receives. Missionary personnel should be fully

integrated into the life and the witness of the church in which mission is to take

place. The selfhood and autonomy of the church in the third world should be

respected.

All of this has been essential in breaking down the paternalistic patterns of

work which had developed in colonial lands. This change in working

relationships has made it possible for mission to survive the transition from

colonialism to independency in many a new country of Africa or Asia.

Yet, having said all this, it is time now to ask some questions. Having done

all this — established relationships with overseas churches which respect

their integrity and selfhood, emphasize mutuality, and integrate missionary

personnel into national church structures — what comes next? For what

purpose is the partnership maintained? Have these new relationships been

effective instruments of mission in a world of turmoil and revolution?

Mission is more than the establishment of relationships between two

Christian bodies, no matter how cozy or friendly that relationship may be. We
believe it is more than the giving of aid and comfort to other Christians.

Mission must always and at every point be directed outward to the world —
the world in all its lostness, its agony and its suffering. The world for which

Christ died— this is the object of mission. Such a mission may be expressed in

proclamation, compassion, concern for justice, reconciliation and

peacemaking. But the point is that such a mission can never be content with

establishing relationships with other churches. Partnership must be for

something, not an end in itself. “The church,” wrote William Temple, “is the

only society in the world which exists for the benefit of those who are not

members of it” (Neill 1976:51).

A subtle danger is created by the shift from mission to relationships. The

two are not the same. A healthy, mature relationship between churches may
be a prerequisite for mission, but it can never take its place. The church must

be seen as the base from which mission moves out into the world. Churches
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enter into partnership, not so much to help each other, although this may be a

by-product of mission, but to share resources, insights and spiritual gifts in the

crossing of frontiers, in bearing witness of a common faith to an unbelieving

world, and in demonstrating by deeds of compassion and justice God’s love

for his suffering and alienated creation.

Viewed in this way, the establishment of churches throughout the world

does not mean that mission should be curtailed. Rather it means just the

opposite. An enlarged base of operations means the possibility for an enlarged

mission! If a missionary is viewed as someone who is received by the church

overseas and fitted into its structure, the number of persons who can be so

absorbed is limited. The amount of funds which can be pumped into another

church without encouraging a new dependency is also limited. This

misunderstanding of mission produced the call for moratorium. But once the

overseas church is viewed not as a recipient of welfare, but as a base of

operations from which a new thrust in mission is to take place, then the whole

situation is altered. The strength and size of the overseas church, rather than

becoming a limiting factor, becomes an opportunity for a new mobilization of

the church’s resources in mission to the world. Unfortunately, the church

here at home has been led to believe that with the growth of our partner

churches abroad, the urgency of the missionary enterprise has abated. But the

reverse is true. The enlarged base means more opportunities for advance and

a new challenge to the worldwide Christian community.

“Every Christian a Missionary”

Again, a resounding New Testament truth! Every Christian has the

obligation to bear witness to his or her faith. Particularly in our day,

laypersons who travel abroad in the interests of government, business, the

military or in other professions have an opportunity to be missionaries in ways

that church professionals do not. This is the way Christianity grew in the early

days. Not only the Peters and Pauls carried the gospel, but also soldiers,

merchants and “those in Caesar’s household.’’ The mission of the church is

too important to be left to the church professionals.

Yet, here again, the phrase and the idea behind it has led to some confusion

and misunderstanding. Sometimes it has been used in such a way to imply that

there is nothing distinctive about the missionary vocation. No longer is there a

need for long-term, professional missionaries who go to another country with

the expectation that they will spend the rest of their lives there. The prevailing

wisdom among mainline denominational boards is to down-play the

appointment of missionary personnel. Lay volunteers and short-term

appointments are the wave of the future. Norman Homer speaks of the “new
vocational myth’’ that “the traditional missionary enterprise is dying, and

that missionary vocations have declined to the point of no return’’ (1978).

A closer look is needed. Certainly it must be affirmed that the missionary

vocation is not a higher or a more holy calling than other vocations within the

church. No particular religious significance derives from crossing salt water!
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But all evidence indicates that the need will continue for a distinct and

specialized ministry for overseas service which will require long years of

training and require the development of very specific skills.

One might also say that “every Christian is a pastor.” But having said as

much, it would not mean that within the Christian community some should

not be trained with special skills needed for the parish ministry. The record

shows that during the past two decades there has been an explosion in the

number of specialized vocations within mainline Christian churches. The
ranks of pastors, presbytery executives, judicatory staff, counselors and

chaplains has grown by leaps and bounds. The one exception to this trend is

the steady decline in the number of long-term missionaries under appointment

by mainline denominations.

The decline is not due to lack of personnel who wish to make this vocational

choice. Today there are more full-time, regularly appointed North American

missionaries working overseas than at any time in history. The latest survey in

1979 counts 53,494 of them (Wilson 1979:24).

Neither is the decline in the number of missionaries under mainline

denominational boards because their missionaries are not wanted. Invitations

for new missionary appointments which are received by these boards far

exceeds the number which are appointed each year.

The Reverend Yoichiro Saeki, former Secretary for the United Church of

Christ in Japan (KYODAN) makes the distinction between “missionaries”

and “the missionary” and says why they continue to be important.

Basically, every Christian is a missionary in the sense he or she is sent out to the

world by the Church, the Body of Christ. But “the missionary” is a Christian who is

sent out for the mission to the world by at least two churches from different nations.

What missionaries do and accomplish is important, but the presence of the missionary,

crossing the national boundary, itself, is more important. I have often been told that

the best missionary is the one who works himself or herself out of a job, after

developing national leadership. But I suspect there is presumptuousness behind this

conception, which is totally unbiblical, it seems to me. Rather, the missionary should

work himself into the job and into the community life of the people to whom he or she is

sent to serve (1974).

For those concerned about the unity of the church of Jesus Christ and who
feel that ecumenically related mission boards have a special contribution to

make, the drastic decline in their missionary personnel in the face of repeated

requests from overseas church partners, is a tragic and unnecessary

development. Norman Horner has put it well.

Numbers aren’t everything, to be sure. No valid theology of mission justifies the

equation of effectiveness with mere numbers. But numbers aren’t entirely irrelevant,

and a decrease of over 60 percent in two decades is not necessarily an occasion for

congratulations (1978).

“From Missions to Mission”

“Mission on Six Continents”

“Church-to-Church Relationships”
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“Every Christian a Missionary”

All true ! All needed to be affirmed. But now, perhaps, it’s time to move on

!
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IN THIS ISSUE

I
N keeping with our editorial policy, The Bulletin attempts to bring to the

Princeton Seminary Alumni worthwhile addresses and papers given here

and abroad by members of the Faculty or by visiting preachers and scholars

within the program of campus life. In this number we are making available

an address, “The Four Dimensions of Mission,” delivered by President

McCord at the opening Convocation of the Seminary, September 26, 1961.

During the Spring Term, Herbert H. Farmer, professor emeritus of

Westminster College, Cambridge, England, visited the campus and gave a

thoughtful address entitled, “The Sense of Vocation in the Christian

Ministry.” Many alumni who used Dr. Farmer’s Servant of The Word as

a textbook and since then have referred to it frequently, will appreciate the

publication of this article from the theologian’s pen.

Another recent and strong accession to the Faculty has come in the person

of Seward Hiltner whose books have found their way with real justification

into every preacher’s study. In an interesting, conversational way. Dr.

Hiltner tells us in “A Theologian’s Monthly Date with Psychiatry” of his

experiences and relations with The Menninger Foundation, Topeka, Kansas.

The article, “The Creative Preacher,” is an abridgment of two lectures

given by your editor to the alumni and students of Crozer Theological Sem-
inary, Chester, Pennsylvania, October 30-31, 1961. Part of the Introduction

of the first lecture appeared in The Southwestern Journal of Theology, Vol. 3,

No. 2, 1961, and is reprinted here with their permission.

The sermons are by Paul E. Scherer, Visiting Professor in Homiletics,

1961-63, and by Ernest Gordon, Dean of the Chapel of Princeton University,

and Visiting Lecturer in Preaching at the Seminary, 1960-61.

The concluding article, “The Gospel Empowering the Teaching Church,”
was an address delivered in Chicago, November 6, 1961, by D. Campbell
Wyckoff, before the Methodist Conference on Christian Education. Dr.
Wyckoff is Professor of Christian Education at the Seminary and the author

of a recent book. Theory and Design of Christian Education Curriculum
(Westminster)

.

D. M.



THE FOUR DIMENSIONS OF MISSION

Jas. I. McCord

Tonight marks the beginning of

150th year of The Theological

Seminary of the Presbyterian Church in

the United States of America at Prince-

ton. Traditionally the opening address

has included words of welcome to those

newly arrived on the campus, a short

statement concerning the year’s pro-

gram, and the development of some
theme relevant to theological education.

My words of welcome are especially

warm to those of you in the faculty and
in the student body whose coming to

Princeton is coincidental with the open-

ing of the Sesquicentennial Year. And
a very special word of welcome and of

gratitude is extended to the Reverend
Dr. Henry Seymour Brown, Vice Pres-

ident of the Seminary, Emeritus, who
first came to the campus in the fall of

1897, who was graduated in the class

of 1900, and who served as Vice Pres-

ident of the SeminaiA'^ from 1937 to

1946. To Dr. Brown this Seminary
and our sister schools in the United

Presbyterian Church are indebted for

the formation of the Council on The-
ological Education through which the

Church has assumed increasing respon-

sibility for the support of theological

education. More than anyone else Dr.

Brown merits the title of father of the

Council, and I am confident that he is

rejoicing in the decision that the Church

has recently made to place the needs of

her seminaries in the forefront of her

program.

On the twelfth day of August, 1812,

the Board of Directors appointed by the

General Assembly to oversee the foun-

dation and to guide the destiny of a new
school for the training of ministers met
in Princeton and solemnly inaugurated

the Reverend Dr. Archibald Alexander

as Professor of Didactic and Polemic

Theolog)". This marked the beginning

of formal theological training in Ameri-
can Presbyterianism, for Dr. Alexander

entered immediately on the duties of his

office, giving instruction to the three

men who constituted the student body.

When the General Assembly met in the

following May, the Reverend Dr. Sam-
uel Miller was elected Professor of

Ecclesiastical History and Church Gov-
ernment and was inducted into this

office on September 29, 1813. One is

greatly tempted to take as the subject

of this opening address
—

“so great a

cloud of witnesses’’—Archibald Alex-

ander, Samuel Miller, John Nevin,

Charles Hodge, Erancis Landey Patton,

Benjamin Warfield, John Mackay—but

“the time would fail me to tell of’’ them.

One is still moved by the Plan of the

Theological Seminary adopted by the

General Assembly in 1811, a Plan that

has inspired the Seminary’s program

across the century and a half of its

existence. Written into this historic

document are these words : the Sem-
inary “is to provide for the Church an

adequate supply and succession of able

and faithful ministers of the New Tes-

tament
;
workmen that need not be

ashamed, being qualified rightly to di-

vide the word of truth.

“It is to unite in those who shall sus-

tain the ministerial office, religion and

literature
;
that piety of the heart which
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is the fruit only of the renewing and

sanctifying grace of God, with solid

learning
;
believing that religion without

learning, or learning without religion,

in the ministers of the gospel, must ul-

timately prove injurious to the Church.”

A part of my summer reading in-

cluded papers and sermons of the early

professors who labored to implement

this Plan. I have been impressed with

their sense of mission, with the balance

they were able to maintain between re-

ligion and learning, and with their de-

terminative influence on the life of the

Church not only in this land but every-

where over the globe where graduates

went from the Theological Seminary se-

questered in a rural village in central

Jersey. No other institution contributed

more than Princeton to making the

years from 1815 to 1914 the Great

Century in the life of the Church, the

century in which the Great Commission

was almost literally fulfilled, with the

Gospel preached in every land and in

almost every tongue.

All honor then to those who have

loved the Church and her Head and

have followed him into the world as

his agents of reconciliation.

But we have not come to Princeton

merely to look backwards or to learn

only of what God has done in the past.

We have been called to participate in

the same mission which claimed the

allegiance and the dedication of our

fathers. We have come to be members
of a living tradition, to seek to be obedi-

ent ever more perfectly to the will of

Christ in the fulfillment of our vocation.

We are part of a Church which will al-

ways have an unfinished task until the

Parousia, until her mission is completed
and she becomes in truth the Bride of

Christ.

When the World Alliance of Re-
formed and Presbyterian Churches met
in Sao Paulo, Brazil, in 1959 to discuss

“The Servant Lord and His Servant

People,” it was in the awareness that

the Church is faced wdth a situation

that is new and unprecedented. One
report referred to the Church’s having

been planted throughout the world as a

testimony to the saving power of the

Gospel, and, at the same time, to the

world’s increasing alienation from the

spirit of the Gospel. In the face of this

alienation the Church has become con-

fused both at home and abroad and has

adopted the stance of theological co-

existence. She is confused before the

resurgence of the old ethnic religions,

baffled by the increasing secularization

of life, and she has begun to wonder
openly if there is any word from the

Lord, with the lurking suspicion that

if the answer is affirmative that word is

not to be heard within the Church. No
more pressing problem faces the Church
than that of mission, her own mission

to the world in which she has been

planted and for which she is responsible.

She must discover anew in our own
time the reality of the Church militant.

Let me suggest tonight that precisely

because the Church is losing her priv-

ileged position and being shorn of her

old securities, that precisely because the

spirit of contemporary culture is in-

creasingly inimical to the Gospel, the

Church may be freer than she has been

at any time in the modern age to be

the Church. This was the experience

of the ministers in Little Rock who re-

sponded to the challenge of integration

and who discovered, some of them for

the first time, the reality of the Church
as a reconciled and reconciling fellow-

ship of men. They learned what it
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meant to be members of a Third Race.

What I am suggesting is that through

the judgment of God the Church in our

time is being released from old involve-

ments and identification with patterns

and structures that were less than Chris-

tian, her mind is being disabused of old

myths and presumptions, and because

she is discovering that she is not the

world, she is rediscovering her mission

to the world.

While the Church’s mission is one, it

may best be understood in terms of four

dimensions. The first dimension is hor-

izontal, the outreach or extension of the

Body of Christ. This is the dimension

of mission we know best. It is seen in

evangelism, in missionary activity, in

the creation of new life in Jesus Christ.

The Church still exists for this mission

;

she is the agent of Christ’s ministry

and of God’s redemptive purpose in

history. I am not impressed by the

cynics who insist that the era of mission

is over and who look askance at any

attempt to evangelize in the name of

Jesus Christ, nor am I impressed with

those who have succumbed to the myth
of a post-Christian world. For one

thing, the assumption that a Christian

world has ever existed is so patently

absurd that one wonders on what basis

it can be made. The Corpus Chris-

tianum is the creation of a Roman
Catholic reading of history or of those

modern historians who, like Henry
Adams, have never been able to accept

the modern world. It is a romantic

notion, the construct of those who must
assume, like Hesiod, a previous golden

age. Moreover, such a myth fails to

take into account the minority status

of the Christian faith in many parts of

the world. In India, for example, where

the World Council of Churches will

have held its Third Assembly, four

hundred million persons inhabit a great

subcontinent that is only 2^ per cent

Christian. We are told that of the two
billion, eight hundred million persons in

the world today only between a quarter

and a third has some kind of Christian

allegiance. When one goes outside

Europe and the Americas, the Christian

population amounts to only some five

per cent. If we are entering an age that

is post-Protestant, then that is another

matter. But this is something Protes-

tants themselves should be the last to

lament if we take seriously the Re-
formed principle, “Ecclesia reformata

sed semper reformanda—the Church
reformed but always to be reformed.”

I

Let us assume, then, that we shall

have our ministry in an age that is post-

Protestant and, at the same time, pre-

Christian. What does this mean for the

horizontal dimension of the Church?
Are there not new structures being de-

veloped, new conditions that have arisen

which have not been brought under the

Lordship of Jesus Christ? What do we
have to say to someone in the Orient,

for example, who has lived in a feudal

culture until only a decade or so ago

but now has been catapulted into a

technological age? We have had years

to make this transition. The Industrial

Revolution was not collapsed into a

single decade for us but was spread over

centuries. What have we learned to

help those in minority churches who
must deal with these radically new con-

ditions precipitated by a technological

revolution? Is it not because we have

abandoned responsibility for our own
great urban centers that our evangelism

lags? A Church militant will have a
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strategy, will develop tactics, and will

enter into every situation in such a way
that in her own life the redemptive

power of the Gospel is reflected.

Again, what is our response to people

who are divided against themselves,

whose daily work has been denuded of

human significance through routiniza-

tion and mechanization? The Church

has been judged for her loss of interest

in persons as persons by the rise of the

psychological and psychiatric sciences

that have assumed responsibility for the

care of souls. I have been greatly en-

couraged by what my colleague. Profes-

sor Seward Hiltner, has written about

the Christian shepherd and by his lead-

ing the way toward the restoration of

the personal element of the Christian

evangel.

II

The second dimension of mission is

vertical. The Church’s movement is

always polar. She moves outward

through the extension of the Body of

Christ and upward as she grows up into

the Mind of Christ. She cannot always

be the Church militant, the Church en-

gaged in warfare. She must also be at

rest. In her worship she reflects on her

true nature as it is already in Christ;

she seeks to learn more and more the

mind of Christ and thus to become more
and more the Church. Only thus can

the Church be renewed and manifest

her true nature. As Karl Ludwig
Schmidt has written, “The object of

edification is not in the first place the

individual, but the whole, the Church.’’

Edification means, as Dr. Visser t’Hooft

has pointed out, “The action of the

Holy Spirit by which He creates the

people of God and gives shape to its

life.”

Because we have failed to take this

dimension into account and have been

content with a one-dimensional form of

existence, prophetic spirits like S^ren

Kierkegaard have insisted that our task

now is to re-introduce Christianity into

Christendom. Much of our church life

today is reminiscent of what Kierke-

gaard found in nineteenth century

Denmark, preaching that is inconse-

quential and teaching in the church

schools that somehow misses any con-

nection with the Gospel. Is it any

wonder, then, that our ecclesiastical

pronouncements to the world have be-

come so trivial ? Perhaps we should

consider a moratorium on such pro-

nouncements and begin to address our-

selves as a Church with the imperatives

of the Christian faith. Such pronounce-

ments might then take on an existential

character and recall the Church to her

primary responsibility.

The vertical dimension of mission

implies that the Church will take her

own order seriously. How is the Church

ordered today? I am not speaking of

the theological myths that surround the

various communions but of the phenom-
enological realities. In the four-way

discussions that will soon begin in the

United States Episcopal, Presbyterian,

and Congregational orders theoretically

will be represented. But an impartial

analyst might possibly conclude that

these are four sects masquerading be-

hind diflfering institutional fagades but

having the same phenomenological

form. Is it because the Church, instead

of being ordered according to the Word
of God, is now ordered according to the

standards and methods of the business

community ? The criteria are no longer

spiritual but those of efficiency and suc-

cess. And what has the minister become
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in the midst of this? He is the pastor-

director, a sort of ecclesiastical junior

executive far removed from the role

of prophet of the living God.

When the Church fulfills the second

dimension of her mission, she will learn

what it means to be a Church. Reformed

theologians insist that this is the true

meaning of discipline, just as discipline

for each of us means how to become

more and more a Christian. And this

is what the world expects of us—even

a world that is alien to the spirit of the

Gospel. Listen to these words of Albert

Camus spoken in 1948 at a Dominican

monastery in France: “The world of

today needs Christians who remain

Christians.” And some of you will re-

call Dr. Proelss’ words last spring,

words growing out of his own experi-

ence as a prison chaplain : “In an era

like ours .... we need nothing more
than a loud call and ‘recall’ to ethics

and responsibility. Since the transvalu-

ation of all values which we have to pro-

claim is (contrary to the one which

Nietzsche-Zarathustra had hailed) one

of return to the spiritual values of the

Christian tradition, it is one of greater

strictness, austerity and discipline in

matters of morals and religion. I would

like to call it the proclamation of a

broadened and enlightened puritanism.”

Ill

The third dimension of mission is

theological. The Church’s movement
outward and upward must be informed

and directed by the meaning of her

message. It is common knowledge that

theology has been the glory of the Re-

formed tradition. One still goes back to

Geneva, climbs the hill to the center

of the old city, and finds alongside the

cathedral of St. Pierre the Auditoire

where Calvin lectured and behind the

cathedral the Academy out of which the

University of Geneva grew. The build-

ings and their location are symbolic of

that relation between religion and learn-

ing which was writ large into the Plan

of Princeton Seminary. Here is the

cradle of a tradition which wrote creeds

and confessions out of the crucible of

profound experiences with the living

God and which deemed them signposts

pointing the way to the Word of God.

In Switzerland, the Rhineland, the

Netherlands, and the British Isles this

was the experience of the Reformed

family. They produced subordinate

standards through which they confessed

anew their faith. How could it happen

that this same tradition could grow so

sterile that in the mid-twentieth century

it finds itself in our own land virtually

without a theology? Is it perhaps be-

cause we continue to give lip-service to

a seventeenth century document which

was not produced by us, which is

couched in language and in thought-

forms alien to our experience, and which

was never intended to be a confession?

Who of you has ever used it to confess

his faith?

It is clear that there are two attitudes

abroad in the Church concerning this

confession. One is that of the legalist,

who is content with the confession as a

legal instrument because it absolves him

of any theological responsibility. For

him the confession is the law of the

Church and, like Javert in Les Miser-

ables, good, bad, or indifferent, the

law is the law. Such an attitude makes

theological discussion or reflection ut-

terly impossible and fails completely

to take into account the possibility of

the Church’s hearing afresh the Word
of God and re-forming her life in re-
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sponse to this Word. It confuses a sub-

ordinate standard with the ultimate

standard.

The second attitude is that of the

pragmatist, the person who sits loose

not only to the confession but to all

theology, is content with administrative

unity, and finds fulfillment in the insti-

tutional machinery of the Church. The
result is the theological task of this gen-

eration is virtually undone. Of course,

there are those in this faculty and in

other faculties who have spoken and are

now speaking relevantly, but the the-

ological dimension of mission is con-

spicuously absent in the life of the

Church.

Let me illustrate what I mean by

looking at theology’s three traditional

functions and at how each fares today.

The first is didactic. It is to reflect on

the meaning of the Gospel which the

Church proclaims. The minister of the

Word, the teaching elder, has this the-

ological task. His preaching should not

be the odds and ends he has been able

to gather together during the week but

should come out of his deep reflection

on the meaning of the Gospel. His

preaching should result in the upbuild-

ing of his people in the knowledge of

Christ and in their fuller knowledge of

all the ramifications of the Christian

faith. I cannot forget how the Reformed
churches in Hungary have been able to

hold their young people in the face of

the Communist regime through their

ministers’ instructing a new generation

each Sunday afternoon, using as the

basis of instruction the Heidelberg

Catechism. But when the Church’s

didactic is not rooted in theology, then

what is lost is the meaning of the Gospel

itself.

Theology also has a polemic task.

There are all sorts of errors in the

world, errors that should be clearly

labeled for what they are. But when
we have no context of truth, no frame

of reference, when we have no place on

which to stand, then our people are un-

able to recognize the most blatant error.

Thus the Christian faith may become,

and in many places has already become,

a sort of negative ideology, one more
competing ideology among the welter

produced by this age.

There is also the apologetic task for

theology, something about which I have

spoken so often, a function that can only

be performed, as Paul Tillich has re-

minded us, by the theologian’s partici-

pating “in the human predicament.’’

Dr. Tillich continues, “The theologian

does not rest on the theological answer

which he announces. He can give it in

a convincing way only if he participates

with his whole being in the situation of

the question. ... In formulating the

answer he must struggle for it.’’ But

many of us have become content with a

theology that is reduced to recital and

with the sermon’s success in getting the

Israelites out of Egypt by noon on

Sunday! What I have described is one

of the great tragedies of modern Pres-

byterianism. The only way to face it

is by speaking baldly and candidly and

by raising the question if we as a

Church are willing to pay the price of

developing a theology that is faithful to

Biblical revelation and that is sensitive

to the needs that have arisen out of the

agonizing human situation.

IV

The fourth dimension of mission is

ecumenical, for ecumenical mission has

to do with the fullness of the Gospel

of Jesus Christ. Religious associations.

I
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as our denominations tend to be, are in-

creasingly difficult to justify in a pagan
world. This contention, of course, is

commonly accepted, but up to this point

the answer we have given to the ecu-

menical imperative has been an inter-

denominational one, a conciliar response

that has produced a laissez-faire version

of cooperative Christianity. I believe,

however, that the meeting of the Na-
tional Council of Churches in San
Francisco in December, i960, marked
the beginning of a new direction, for

it has become clear that inter-denomina-

tional or cooperative Christianity as an

answer to the ecumenical imperative has

borne as much w'eight as it can bear.

The conciliar response, for all of its

service, is too often limited to those

things which are either unprofitable or

unimportant. Moreover, if Bishop New-
bigin is right when he declares that

“our deepest need is not synthesis but

repentance” then it presents a cheap and

easy-going response to the prayer that

the Church may be one. It attempts

unity without repentance.

In San Francisco the churches

seemed to recognize this. The ecumen-

ical question was put again, with a new
sharpness, to the churches, against the

background of the conviction that co-

operative Christianity was a luxury we
can no longer afford. With this came

the added awareness that our churches

in North America are far behind the

younger churches in this area of mis-

sion. We face the following disjunction

—shall we remain as we are in our

separateness, continue in our old ways,

or shall we as churches launch forth

venturesomely toward some form of

churchly unity that will be a visible

expression of our oneness in Christ

and of our commitment to a common
mission?

The ecumenical question for our gen-

eration, I submit, is primarily the ques-

tion of the Holy Spirit. Are we willing

as a Church among churches to let the

Holy Spirit be responsible for the

Church’s life? It is disturbing that the

World Council of Churches has not

dealt with this question in a major
theme in any Assembly and that the

Lund recommendation concerning the

Holy Spirit has not been followed.

Nonetheless, it is precisely because our

institutions are at stake that ours must
become the Age of the Spirit, of God
active in the world, shaking and shatter-

ing all our forms and structures, and
bringing forth responses consonant with

the Gospel and with the world’s need.

Perhaps this is why the Pentecostals

have begun to attract the attention of

classical Protestantism. They have been

able to move into rapidly developing

countries with a flexibility we do not

possess and through their ministry to

produce the fruits of the Spirit in the

lives of men. We who have stifled the

fire of the Spirit of God now see it

blazing up in other groups as judgment

on our coldness and indifference. For

God’s Spirit refuses to be stifled—even

by the Church ! No, especially by the

Church, for judgment begins in the

house of the Lord.

A Church renewed by the Holy
Spirit will become again the Church

militant, will move beyond the paralysis

of theological coexistence, and in the

fulfillment of her mission will partici-

pate meaningfully in the struggle in

which God Himself is actively engaged.

You have entered seminary at a time

when these questions can be raised, and

my earnest prayer is that you will find
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here a community of commitment and

learning in which you can wrestle with

the great issues of life. A great minister

of the past generation wrote in his auto-

biography that “a man need not in him-

self be very great to be used by a great

idea.” Let this be the time and place

when you are gripped by the idea of

the Church’s mission and begin to be

used in the service of Christ, the King.
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THE SENSE OF VOCATION IN THE
CHRISTIAN MINISTRY

Herbert H. Farmer

T he word “vocation” obviously is

derived from the active Latin verb,

vocare, meaning, to call. An active verb

implies something or someone who acts

;

a call, one who calls. Who, then, is the

called in this matter of vocation? The
answer which leaps at once to our

minds, our being religious people, is

God. God is the caller. Yet, I have

noticed that some of my secularist and

humanist friends, who do not believe

in God, still on occasion use the word
“vocation” concerning a man’s profes-

sion or life work. An unbelieving doctor

of my acquaintance recently wrote in a

testimonial to a younger colleague, “He
clearly has a vocation for medicine.”

But we must ask, who for such an un-

believing man could have done the call-

ing, or, in other words, what did the

word, vocation, really mean for him?
The truth is, vocation is primarily a

religious word, and indeed more than

that a theistic, religious word, and in-

deed more than that, again, a Biblical

religious word. In so far as it is still in

general use on unbelieving lips, it is

really an attenuated survival, a hang-

over, from the specifically Biblical-

Christian way of understanding man’s

situation in life. God then is the caller,

the active subject of the verb “to

call,” in this context, and if you

do not really believe in a God who
can and does call, the word “voca-

tion” is no more than a dead husk, and
the only excuse for using it is the lack

of anything better. A pantheistic re-

ligion cannot consistently speak of a

vocation, nor can a deistic religion, nor

can a humanist religion, if there can

properly be said to be such a thing. But

Biblical religion can, and must, so

speak, as the Bible itself impressively

shows. In the Bible, from the first page

to the last, the word, or the idea, of the

active, divine call or calling to men
meets you at every point, and that is

because it is dominated throughout by

a living sense of the personal God

—

one who, transcending the world, never-

theless is active in it and in human
history, and discloses himself through

his acts, and calls men into the service

of his purpose. And, of course, it is

because of God’s supreme historic act

of self-giving and self-disclosure in

Christ that the word “call” or “calling”

is supremely, and very especially, a

New Testament word in a way for

which there is no parallel, so far as I

know in any other religious writing.

“Called to be Saints.” “Called to be an

apostle.” “Called with a holy calling.”

“Walk worthily of your calling,” and so

on, in numerous other instances.

“Vocation,” then, we must maintain,

is pre-eminently a Biblical-Christian

category and “the sense of vocation” is

a Biblical Christian religious sense. It

has all the weight and amplitude of the

Christian revelation behind and within

it. But it is important to note that the

sense of vocation, of a divine calling, is

not, according to the New Testament a

peculiarly ministerial word, exclusively
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Cross-currents in Ecumenical and Evangelical

Understandings of Mission

Lesslie Newbigin

A ll seriously committed Christians presumably believe that

the gospel is for the whole world. The evangel is for the

oikoumene. It is therefore strange and sad that the adjectives “evan-

gelical" and "ecumenical" should have come in our time to stand

for two mutually opposed positions. This absurd and irrational di-

chotomy was given notable publicity in the summer of 1980 by the

juxtaposition of two world missionary conferences at Melbourne,

Australia, and at Pattaya, Thailand. Several of those who attended

both meetings have discussed the issues between them. 1 have

tried to follow this discussion as one who believes that every

Christian must be both evangelical and ecumenical. I am sure there

is both truth and error in both camps, and I am sure that it is part

of our obedience to God that we should be willing to listen to one

another and to receive mutual correction. What follows is a small

contribution to the discussion, and an invitation to correction.

Let me begin with some brief definitions. In what follows I am
using the term "mission" to denote the totality of that for which

the church is sent into the world in accordance with the Dominical

word: "As the Father sent me, so I send you." I am using "mis-

sions" to denote particular enterprises within the total mission that

have the primary intention of bringing into existence a Christian

presence in a milieu where there was previously no such presence

or where such presence was ineffective. And I am using "evange-

lism" to denote communication—by written or spoken word—of

the good news about Jesus. In this definition there will be no evan-

gelism unless the name of Jesus is named.

Among many issues that could be discussed I have selected

three that seem to me to be very important. The first is the ques-

tion of the primacy of evangelism over against social and political

action. The second concerns the relation of missions to churches.

The third is the complex ofe- issues that centers around the ques-

tions of universalism and religious pluralism.

I. Mission and Evangelism

Quite evidently one of the crucial issues in the debate is about the

place of evangelism in mission. The cruciality of this issue is indi-

cated in the words quoted from C. Peter Wagner in the January

1981 issue of Missiology (p. 74):

As long as the LCWE [Lausanne Committee for World Evangeliza-

tion] is to continue, its position on the nature of evangelism assumes

a crucial significance. It is one thing to assert that the singular task

of LCWE is world evangelization, hut quite another to define with

precision just what evangelism means. Such a definition involves

deep theological questions. In my opinion COWE [Consultation on
World Evangelization at Pattaya, 1980

]
answered two of these ques-

tions in ways that will furnish a basis for more effective evangelism

in the years ahead. The first question relates to the primacy of evan-

gelism in the total mission of the Church. . . . From beginning to

end, COWE took a clear and distinct stand on this issue. . . while

Lesslie Newbtgin, a contributing editor, retired recently from the faculty ofSelly Oak Col-
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recognizing that the cultural mandate is indeed part of holistic mis-

sion, COWE refused to go the route of the World Council of

C hurdles (W( ( )
,ind make it either prim.iry or eipial to evangelism

And after referring to an effort made by some at Pattaya to have

social service treated as on an equal level with, or as part of evan-

gelism, the quotation continues:

COWE not only said "No" to the WCC position of the primacy of

social service but also to those evangelical [persons] who are at-

tempting to load the word evangelism with meanings it never has

had If they had prevailed a new word would have to be invented,

but COWE held the line at this point.

As 1 understand it, no one is saying that evangelism is the

whole duty of the church. No one is denying the duty of compas-

sionate service to those in need. But clearly it is held to be essential

to insist on the primacy of evangelism above everything else.

What is at stake here?

Is it simply a matter of the relative importance of words and

deeds? If so, it would be a futile debate. No priorities can be as-

signed between them, because each without the other is ultimately

vain. It is the "Word made flesh" that is the gospel. The deed

without the word is dumb, and the word without the deed is emp-
ty. As H. Berkhof has said, there are times when words are cheap

and deeds are costly and there are times when deeds are cheap and

words cost lives. The dichotomy that opens up in our perceptions

at this point is part of the deepgoing dualism that we inherit from

the pagan (Greek) roots of our culture and which the biblical wit-

ness has never been able to eradicate. (It is worth remembering

that the same Hebrew word is regularly translated in English Bi-

bles both as "word" and as "act.")

1 do not find this dichotomy between word and deed in the

New Testament. In the "mission charge" given to the Twelve ac-

cording to Matthew, the authority given is for healing and exor-

cism. The word that they are charged to speak ("the kingdom of

heaven is at hand") is the interpretation of the deeds. The healing

and the good news are not two things but one. The good news is

that there is healing, and because there is healing there is good

news. Words and deeds both point to the same reality—the pres-

ence of the reign of God. There is not, and there cannot be any al-

location of priority between word and deed. Both are essential.

The kingly power of God is present in mighty acts and in words

that interpret those acts. Neither can be subordinated in principle

to the other.

But to have said that is not yet to have come to the heart of

the matter. There is, I am convinced, a real misreading of the New
Testament, which lies behind the insistence that evangelism must

be given priority over compassionate action. To make clear what 1

mean 1 must ask that we look at the New Testament evidence

afresh.

Since the time of William Carey it has been customary to take

the closing verses of Matthew's Gospel as the fundamental man-

date for mission. This text has often been referred to as the "Great

Commission," and missionary work has been understood essen-

tially as obedience to the "last command" of Jesus. Harry Boer, in
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his book Pentecost and Missions, has shown why Carey had to make
this text so central in his apologia for missions: it was because he
had to overthrow the view that it applied only to the first apostles

and not to the church in all generations. But Boer demonstrates

that this way of understanding the motive of missions is not that

of the New Testament. The Great Commission is nowhere cited in

the New Testament as the basis of missions. At no point does any
of the apostolic writers seek to lay upon the conscience of his

readers the duty to evangelize as an act of obedience to the Lord.

There is indeed an obligation involved, but it is never a matter of

obedience to a command. We shall return to the Matthean form of

the Great Commission, but first let us look at the Lucan and Jo-

hannii\e forms of it.

I.uke tells us that after the resurrection the apostles came to

Jesus and asked whether the promise of the imminent coming of

the reign of God was now to be fulfilled (Acts 1:6-8). Since the

original “good news" was that the reign of God is at hand, this was

a reasonable question. The answer of Jesus is both a warning and a

promise. The warning is to remember that the reign of God is

—

precisely—God's reign and not their program It is strictly and

wholly in God's hands and is therefore not a matter for their calcu-

lation or speculation. Even the most sophisticated techniques for

handling statistics about unreached peoples do not render this

warning otiose. The content of the gospel is Cod's reign. This is not

a program hut a fact. About a program or a campaign one can be

optimistic or pessimistic; about a fact one can only be believing or

unbelieving. If one believes that God reigns, that is everything and

that governs everything. The time and the manner in which he ex-

ercises his reign are wholly in his hands. The second part of Jesus'

answer is a promise—the promise of the Spirit. They have asked

about the coming of the kingdom; he promises them the immedi-

ate coming of the arrabon (2 Cor. 1:22; Eph. 1:14), the first-fruit

(Rom. 8:23) of the kingdom, the Holy Spirit. That coming will

make them witnesses—for where the first-fruit appears, there the

harvest can be confidently expected.

This promise was fulfilled on the day of Pentecost. Immedi-

ately the apostles were turned into witnesses. In what sense? Not

that they forthwith decided to embark on a preaching campaign.

Their being witnesses was not an action or a decision of theirs.

They became witnesses by something that God had done, because

that "something" became the occasion for questions. The crowds

came running to ask: "What is happening?" The first Christian

preaching was an answer to that question. It was not a program

initiated by the apostles. The initiative was God's and the action

was his. His action made the apostles witnesses As in the Gospel

narratives, the words explain the acts. And this is in line with the

biblical testimony as a whole. When in former days the Lord said

to exiled Israel "You are my witnesses" (Isa. 43:10) the reference

was not to something that Israel would or could do, but to some-

thing that the sovereign Lord would do to his people—blind and

deaf as they are (v. 8). The initiator, the active agent, is the Lord

who is the Spirit. The apostolic preaching is not an act of obedi-

ence to an order: it is a witness, a testifying, a pointing to the

source of happenings, events, actions, which are otherwise inexpli-

cable.

This Lucan interpretation is abundantly supported in other

strands of the New Testament. Mark (like Luke) records the prom-

ise that when the church is under attack for its faithfulness to Je-

sus, it is not to be anxious how to answer, "for it is not you who
speak but the Holy Spirit" (Mk. 13:11; Lk. 12:12). And in the great

Johannine discourses about the Paraclete it is promised that when

the church is hated and rejected for Jesus' sake, the Spirit will bear

witness, both as the Advocate who speaks for the church and also

as the Prosecutor who convicts the world in respect of its funda-

mental notions (Jn. 15:18-27; 16:8-11).
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If we now turn to the Johannine version of the Great Com-

mission (Jn. 20:19-23), we notice that here also the sending of the

disciples is linked to the imparting of the Spirit (v. 22). It is only as

the bearers of his own life that the disciples can fulfill the commis-

sion to continue that which Jesus came to do (“as the Father sent

me . . .“), namely, to release men and women from the grip of sin

(v. 23). But this account of their sending in the power of the Spirit

is significantly preceded by the words “he showed them his hands

and his side." It was, we understand, by these marks of the passion

that the disciples recognized the risen Lord and were glad (v. 21). It

is in this context that we must understand the conjunction “as" in

the following verse (v. 21). What does this “as" mean? In what

manner did the Father send the Son to be the bearer of his kingly

rule? Not in the manner of the kings of the gentiles exercising

mastery over others, but in the manner of a servant who “gives his

life a ransom for many." The scars of the passion are the visible

marks by which the body of Christ is recognizable. It will be by

the same marks that the church will be recognizable as the authen-

tic bearer of God's gift of peace, of reconciliation through the for-

giveness of sins. The mission must go the way of the cross.

But what does this mean? What is the way of the cross? Here

we have to guard against the long tradition (inherited from medi-

eval Catholic piety) that has seen the cross as passive submission

to evil. The drooping, pain-drenched, defeated figure of the medi-

eval crucifix does not truly represent the passion as it is portrayed

in the New Testament, and as it was portrayed in the earliest

Christian art. The passion was not passive: it was a mighty victory

in which the prince of this world was cast down from his usurped

dominion (Jn. 12:31). Jesus' way to the cross was not the way of

passive submission to that dominion but of uncompromising chal-

lenge to it in deed and word—whether it was manifested in sick-

ness of body or mind, in demon-possession, in the loveless

self-righteousness of the godly, in the hypocrisy of ecclesiastics, or

in the brutality of rulers. It was a challenge in deed and word, and

the Gospels lay enormous stress upon the deeds of Jesus, upon his

mighty works of deliverance and upon his compassionate compan-

ionship with the rejects of society.

It is impossible to set the deeds and the words against each

other or to assign priorities between them. The words interpret the

deeds and the deeds validate the words (e.g., Mk. 2:1-12). The

point is that this active and uncompromising challenge to the do-

minion of evil takes Jesus to the cross. And when the risen Lord

commissions the disciples to go on the same mission that he re-

ceived from the Father, he shows them the scars of his passion to

remind them of the way the mission must take them. Only as the

church goes that way, not submitting to or compromising with the

powers that enslave people, but challenging them in deed and

word and paying the price of that challenge in its own life, will it

be in the power of the Spirit. The manner of that challenge will be

conditioned by circumstances. In some situations explicit and ac-

tive opposition to public wrong is possible; in others the challenge

can only be by dissent and the refusal to cooperate. In all cases

suffering will be involved. The presence of the Spirit, who is the

active witness, is given to the church that goes the way of the

cross.

If now, in the light of the Lucan and Johannine versions, we

return to the Matthean form of the Great Commission, we see

that on the one hand—it is misread if it is read in isolation from

the others, and—on the other hand—that the other two alert us to

notes in Matthew's text that we might otherwise have missed. It is,

indeed, a command to be obeyed but—like the law as a whole—it

is misunderstood if it is read simply as law without its basis in the

gospel. The first sentence (v. 18) is a great shout of good news. Je-

sus reigns; death is overthrown. And it is because he reigns that he

can and does pour forth the gift of the Spirit (Acts 2:23). This

makes possible the discipling of the gentiles—previously (and

rightly) understood as the action of God himself in the last days.

The last days have indeed come (Acts 2:17ff ), and God himself,

God the Holy Spirit, will gather the nations together by his own
mighty power. The church, as the appointed witness of God's ac-

tion, will be the place and the instrument of that gathering. This

"discipling" will lead to the incorporation of believers into the

baptism of Jesus (the baptism begun in Jordan and completed on

Calvary) and so to following Jesus on the way he went, the way of

the cross.

Reflecting on these three forms of the Great Commission 1 am
led to the following conclusions.

a. There is an inescapable element of constraint, of obligation,

in any true understanding of the missionary motive "The love of

Christ constrains me" says Paul, and "Woe is me if 1 do not preach

the gospel." And yet the apostle who wrote these words is never

found in any of his letters laying the duty of evangelism upon the

consciences of his readers. He knows that the obligation comes

from the gospel itself, and it must not be turned into a new law.

Evangelism is an overflow from Pentecost. Even from the very be-

ginning we find that, while deliberate actions of sending have an

important place (e g.. Acts 13), many of the greatest triumphs of

the gospel have been the result of informal contacts of which we
know nothing. Two of the greatest of the early Christian commu-
nities—those of Alexandria and Rome—were brought into exis-

tence by the witness of persons of whom we know nothing. In my
own experience as an evangelistic missionary 1 have found the

same to be true. The ways by which people are brought to faith in

Christ are many, various, and infinitely mysterious. But at their

center is always the contagion of a joy that cannot but communi-

cate itself, rather than the consciousness of a duty that must be

discharged, a burden that must be carried.

b. In the communication of the gospel, word and act belong

together. The word is essential, because the name of Jesus cannot

be replaced by anything else. But the deed is equally essential be-

cause the gospel is the good news of the active presence of the

reign of God, and because this presence is to be made manifest in a

world that has fallen under the usurped dominion of the evil one.

A preaching of the name of Jesus which does not challenge this

usurped dominion, which does not arise from the common life of

the body of the risen Lord where the dominion is challenged and

resisted and where the wounds of that conflict are being patiently

suffered in the name and in the power of Jesus, is false. Where the

church is making this challenge and bearing these wounds, it be-

comes a place where men and women can recognize in Jesus the

presence and the power of the reign of God. Where, on the other

hand, the church invites men and women to take refuge in the

name of Jesus without this challenge to the dominion of evil, then

it becomes a countersign, and the more successful it is in increasing

its membership, the more it becomes a sign against the sovereignty

of God. An "evangelism" that seeks to evade this challenge and

this conflict, which—for example—welcomes a brutal tyranny be-

cause it allows free entry for missionaries rather than a more hu-

mane regime that puts difficulties in their way, becomes a sign

against the gospel of the kingdom. We have, surely, the authority

of the Lord himself for saying that church growth that does not

bear fruit is only providing fuel for hell (Jn. 15.1-6).

c. Word and deed are related to each other through the shared

life in the body of Christ. Every member must be ready with the

word when called upon to give an account of his hope (1 Pet.

3:15—and the context is the police interrogation cell, not the pul-

pit). Equally everyone must be ready to do the compassionate

deed—even when Jesus is not recognized (Mt. 25:31ff ). But not

every deed must have a word attached to it, nor every word a

deed. The members of the body have different gifts, and not all are
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eva'ngelists (Eph. 4:11). But when all the members are acting in

harmony in accordance with the different gifts given by the one

Spirit, the same Spirit uses their faithful words and deeds to bear

witness in the hearts of those whom God calls. Words and deeds

must be seen to belong together, having their common source in a

shared life centered in the broken body and shed blood of Christ.

For, once again, it is as the church truly participates in the passion

of Jesus that it is the bearer of the risen life of Jesus and therefore

the sign and first-fruit of the kingdom.

d. When we look at the history of missions in recent decades,

we cannot but be struck by the number of occasions when devoted

bodies of Christians have announced their commitment to the pri-

macy of evangelism, their intention to avoid all "secondary” activ-

ities in the field of social service and their determination to give

themselves wholly to the preaching of the gospel, and yet have

found themselves steadily drawn by an inescapable spiritual pres-

sure into involvement in teaching, social service, and healing. For

myself 1 canjiot doubt that this pressure comes from the gospel it-

self. And 1 have therefore to ask in all seriousness whether those

who successfully "held the line" at Pattaya should not ponder

again the classic warning of Gamaliel to the authorities in Jerusa-

lem (Acts 5:39).

In trying to overcome the dichotomy between a message ad-

dressed to persons calling them to conversion, baptism, and church

membership, and a message addressed to societies calling for struc-

tural change in the direction of justice and freedom, some use has

been made of the term "holistic evangelism." Like C. Peter Wagner
1 have avoided this term and have preferred to use the word
"evangelism" exclusively for an action of verbal communication in

which the name of Jesus is central. (I have always had in mind the

blurring of issues that resulted from John R. Mott's use of the

phrase "the larger evangelism" in the 1930s). 1 think that the

phrase "holistic evangelism" tempts its users to bypass important

theological questions.

The human person is indeed to be understood holistically. I

suppose that nowhere in the world has the attempt to understand

the human person in purely spiritual terms been pursued more re-

lentlessly than in India. The Hindu Scriptures try to find the real

human person {purusha) by stripping away all the "sheaths" (upad-

his) that constitute one's visible, contingent, historical being as

part of the ever-circling wheel ot nature {samsara). In the sharpest

possible contrast to this attempt, the Bible always sees the human
person realistically as a living body-soul whose existence cannot

be understood apart from the network of relationships that bind

the person to family, tribe, nation, and all the progeny of Adam.
For the biblical writers, continued existence as a disembodied soul

is something not to be desired but to be feared with loathing. The
New Testament is true to its Old Testament basis when it speaks

of salvation not in terms of disembodied survival, but in terms of

the resurrection of the body, a new creation and a heavenly city.

This vision of the heavenly polis forbids us to exclude politics from

our understanding of salvation. Yet, on the other hand, the only

politics we know deals with structures that are doomed to decay

and dissolution, as in the physical frame that is for practical pur-

poses called by one's name. How can our ultimate concern be with

either of these—perishable as they are? The patients whom we
treat in our mission hospitals will all die. The programs for social

and political justice in which we invest our energies will all perish

and be forgotten, buried under the rubble of history. Is it surpris-

ing that we are all tempted by the simplicity and rationality of the

Hindu solution, tempted (as many "evangelical" Christians are) to

take as our ultimate concern the salvation of the soul that will en-

dure when all the visible frame of this world has perished? To
speak of "holistic evangelism" does not enable us to escape this

problem—unless we have a very firm grasp of the New Testament
eschatology.

"The reign of God is at hand"—that is the gospel as Jesus pro-

claimed it. "The Lord is at hand" was the translation of that same
message by those who had learned to recognize the presence of the

power and the wisdom of God in the crucified and risen Jesus. But

what does "at hand" mean? It is commonly said that the early

church was mistaken in expecting the immediate coming of the

Lord, and that we have now learned to correct that mistake and to

live without that expectation. I think this is profoundly wrong. I

think that it is of the essence of our life in Christ—whether in the

first century or in the twentieth—that we do live "at the end of the

times," in the immediate presence of the imminent reign of God;

that this, and not some indefinite future, is the horizon of all our

thinking and doing. But this imminence means judgment and grace

for human beings as they really are, not just in their souls but in all

aspects of their existence—spiritual, intellectual, physical, cultural,

political. The new creation, promised in Christ, pledged in his res-

urrection, present in foretaste through the Spirit, concerns this

whole existence, not just part of it. Therefore both the grace and

the judgment apply across the whole range of our existence. Every

part of life is confronted with the reality of God's reign as its im-

mediate horizon, and this reality is both promise and judgment It

follows that when we try to withdraw the "spiritual" dimension of

our being from the wholeness of human being, and offer "salva-

tion" to this apart from the whole promise of God, we depart deci-

sively from the message of the Bible. The preaching of the gospel

necessarily means both judgment and promise for the whole life of

human beings. To offer, in effect, "cheap grace" to individuals by

peeling off all the social and political implications of the gospel, is

to denature the gospel. But that is what happens when compas-

sionate action in society is in principle subordinated to the preach-

ing of a message of individual salvation and the gathering up of

individuals into the church.

II. Mission, Missions, and Churches

The whole life of the church depends upon the sending of God
"As the Father sent me, so 1 send you." The church is constituted

as God's sending, God's mission. But it is not enough to say that

and stop. Throughout all our experience of life in Christ we find

that a representative principle is at work. All days belong to the

Lord, but one day is set aside as "the Lord's Day," not in order to

leave the rest to the devil, but to ensure that they all do indeed

belong to the Lord: one day is consecrated in order that all may be

consecrated. Similarly, the whole church is ministry, but we ordain

and consecrate "ministers," not to relieve the rest of ministry but

to ensure that all do in truth minister. So also the church is mis-

sion, but we need "missions" in order that it may be truly so. Once

again, this is not in order to relieve the rest of the church of mis-

sionary responsibility but to ensure that its whole life is mission-

ary.

I have defined missions as "particular enterprises within the

total mission which have the primary intention of bringing into

existence a Christian presence in a milieu where previously there

was no such presence or where such presence was ineffective."

The important word in that definition is "intention." The whole

life of the church—worship, fellowship, preaching, teaching, ser-

vice—has a missionary dimension, but not all has a missionary inten-

tion. When, following the death of Stephen, the Jerusalem church

was attacked and dispersed, the scattering of believers produced an

enormous missionary expansion (Acts 8), but there was no mis-

sionary intention. On the other hand, when, moved by the Spirit,

the church in Antioch laid hands on Saul and Barnabas and "sent
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therm off" to preach among the gentiles, the missionary intention

was central. Here is, one may say, the central New Testament par-

adigm for missions as 1 have defined them. The Antioch church

was itself a witnessing and rapidly growing community (Acts

11:19-26). It was also a compassionate church, responding gener-

ously and promptly to the needs of the hungry (11:27-30). But the

Spirit did not allow it to be content with this. It was to set apart

and send a team called for the specific purpose of taking the gospel

to unreached peoples. This team was and remained a part of the

church, but it was set apart with a specific missionary intention.

Such specific acts of sending are sometimes necessary if the

gospel is to cross a geographical or a cultural frontier. By deliberate

act a Christian presence has to be created where there was none.

But such deliberate acts ("missions") are not the only (and not

even the most important) ways in which frontiers are crossed and

unreached peoples are reached. The Antioch church itself was not

the result of an intentional mission but of the scattering of the

church of Jerusalem. Yet this was, perhaps, the most decisive of all

frontiers, for Antioch was the first congregation of gentile believ-

ers where a new word had to be coined ("Christians," Messiah-

wallahs) to describe this strange new reality—a gentile Israel of

pagan believers. The first witnesses to the gospel in Antioch were

not missionaries but refugees. And so it has happened over and

over again and so it continues to happen. "Unreached peoples" are

reached and cultural frontiers are crossed by refugees, fugitives,

famine-stricken villagers, conscripted soldiers, traders, profession-

al workers, and many others. A whole history of the "expansion of

Christianity" could be written with very few missionary names in

it! (Most of the histories have been written by the missionaries.)

And yet it remains true that a very important part of the story

is the story of missions and missionaries, and the "Antioch mis-

sion" of Saul and Barnabas is the first chapter of the story. It is

therefore important to spend a little time looking at the relation of

the "Antioch mission" to the churches in Asia Minor and Greece,

which were the fruit of its work. While Paul and his colleagues

form a distinct team set apart by the church in Antioch for a dis-

tinct purpose, they do not establish in the cities of Galatia or else-

where two separate entities—the "Antioch mission" and the

"Ecclesia of God." Surely (it seems to me) at this point Roland Al-

len is right. I find no trace of a dual form of Christianity either in

the Acts or in the epistles. I do not find there what I found as a

young missionary in India forty-five years ago, namely, two enti-

ties side by side: a "mission" responsible for evangelism and ser-

vice, and a "church" that was (apparently) a mere receptacle for

converts and their children. What 1 do find in the New Testament,

and this is very important, is a great variety of forms of ministry. In

particular it does seem that the early church acknowledged two

forms of ministry: the settled ministry of bishops (elders) and dea-

cons, and the mobile ministry of apostles, prophets, and evange-

lists. These are all listed as part of the ministry of the one body,

but they have different roles. I wonder whether or not the split in

our contemporary thinking between "church" and "mission" has

something to do with the disappearance of the second (mobile) el-

ement in the ministry from our acknowledged church orders. Mis-

sionary societies and other specialized agencies have begun to

provide in our day something of what these mobile ministries pro-

vided for the early church, but they have never been integrated

theoretically into our ecclesiologies or practically into our church

orders. Is not this a real need of our time?

I stand with Lausanne and Pattaya in believing that all Chris-

tians ought to be concerned about the great multitudes who have

had no opportunity to know, to love, and to serve the Lord Jesus

Christ. I think that the Uppsala Assembly should have accepted

this challenge more frankly and not allowed itself to be influenced

by the propaganda barrage put up in advance by my friend Donald

McGavran. I believe that missions in the sense in which I have de-

fined them are a necessary part of the total mission of the church,

though there may be times and places where they are impossible

or inappropriate. I rejoice in the clear and unambiguous affirma-

tion of the WCC Commission on World Mission and Evangelism

1981 meeting in Bucharest that "everybody is entitled to know the

initiative taken by God in Christ on their behalf" and that "a

church is not fully missionary if it only carries out its mission

within; it must also open itself to mission outside ad gentes." But I

stand with Bangkok and Melbourne in having real reservations

about the way in which the "challenge of unreached peoples" has

been promoted in some statements. I would want to make the fol-

lowing two points: (1) missions are one way in which the gospel

crosses cultural and political frontiers, but they are not the only

way; the model of Acts 11 has been at least as important in Chris-

tian history as the model of Acts 13; (2) it is a terrifying testimony

to the power of sin that even the gospel can become an instrument

of aggression and domination. The long association of missions

with colonial power is not something accidental, which we can

forget. It is the visible sign of an underlying perversion that has to

be exposed. I vividly remember that when the Indian tanks rolled

into what is now called Bangladesh there was an enthusiastic

movement in the Church of South India in favor of sending mis-

sionaries to that country. No one had apparently thought of doing

so earlier and few seemed inclined to ask whether the church in

Bangladesh wanted it or not. There seemed to be a strange inner

compulsion which suggested that where our power goes, there is

the place to send missionaries. To be frank, I am afraid of the

strong stench of imperialism, which too often infects the call for

world evangelization. Again and again we have to remember the

words "He showed them his hands and his side." The authentic

bearer of the gospel is the suffering servant, not the masterful ruler

and organizer. 1 am bound to think that the little groups of, for ex-

ample, the Brothers of Taize who go to immerse themselves in the

slums of Calcutta or Sao Paulo are nearer to the apostolic model of

missions than those who go equipped with all the resources, the

technology, and the power of Western culture. As the CWME Bu-

charest statement says, a crusading <;pirit was foreign to Jesus: "We
are free to use the methodologies that we consider best to an-

nounce the Gospel to different people in different circumstances.

But they are never neutral. They betray or illustrate the Gospel we
announce."

III. No Other Name

In the continuing debate between "conservative evangelicals" and

"ecumenicals," a recurrent theme has been that of "universalism."

Ecumenicals, with their eagerness to promote friendly dialogue

and cooperation in social action with those of other faiths, have

been charged with an easygoing universalism that blunts the cut-

ting edge of the gospel. It has been suggested that the missionary

motive is weakened or destroyed if the belief is entertained that

salvation is somehow or other possible without explicit faith in Je-

sus Christ. It is pointed out that the declaration of God's universal

love for the world in John 3:16 is coupled with the warning that

"he who does not believe is condemmed" (v. 18). By many evan-

gelical Christians this is seen as the crucial issue. As a missionary

on furlough from India I have sometimes been made aware of the

fact that my hearers were less anxious to hear about the growth of

the Indian church than to be assured that I knew that the Hindus

and Muslims of that subcontinent who had not accepted the gos-

pel were unequivocally destined for perdition.

Now there is indeed a kind of universalism which robs (luman

life of its ultimate seriousness, and which—paradoxically—also

robs life of its ultimate hopefulness. There is a kind of rationalistic
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uniVersalism which argues that because God is all-mighty and all-

loving it follows that there can be no possibility of eternal loss. It

is, 1 submit, impossible to fit the message of the cross into this

kind of rationalism. There is also a romanticism, from which con-

temporary ecumenical Christianity is not free, that turns a blind

eye to the traditional Christian teaching about original sin, invests

in human nature hopes that it cannot fulfill, and is therefore con-

stantly tormented by ineffective anger against the actual sin that

frustrates these hopes. When the hope of a new creation is re-

placed by the hope of an earthly utopia, the fear of hell is quickly

replaced by the fear of an earthly holocaust.

But to make the fear of hell the ultimate motivation for faith

in Christ is to create a horrible caricature of evangelism. I still feel

a sense of shame when 1 think of some of the “evangelistic" ad-

dresses that 1 have heard—direct appeals to the lowest of human
emotions, selfishness and fear. One could only respect the tough-

minded majority of the listeners who rejected the message. And I

would dare to claim that 1 have the great apostle on my side when

he pleads so passionately with the Galatians to recognize that, in

God's economy, the promise of the gospel and not the threatening

of the law comes first (Gal. 3:6-22). The covenant that God made

with the whole human race through Noah (Genesis 9), which he

made with Abram for the sake of all the nations (Gen. 12:1-3), and

which he renewed and sealed forever in the sacrifice of Jesus (1

Cor. 11:25) is a covenant of free, unconditioned grace. This, and

not the law, is primary. The law—which brings the threat of

death
—“was added because of transgressions till the offspring

should come to whom the promise had been made" (Gal. 3:19).

The law has a subordinate and secondary role in God's dealings

with us. The free gift of grace is primary, and to reverse the order

is fatal—as the whole letter to the Galatians argues so passionate-

ly. It is onlv in the light of the grace of God in Jesus Christ that we
know the terrible abyss of darkness into which we must fall if we
put our trust anywhere but in that grace. Therefore it is to those

who have received the gracious promises of God that the warnings

are addressed, lest they fall away from that total devotion that is

the only proper response to the grace of God.

Only in the light of the cross is the doctrine of the radical sin-

fulness of human nature possible. If we try to reverse the order

and to convince men and women of their lost condition before

they have come to know their Savior, we make ourselves judges of

our fellow human beings, and oifl^ judgment is rejected because our

authority to judge is rightly denied. It is only when I know Jesus as

my Savior that I can know that mine was the sin that brought him

to the cross. It is only in the light of the gospel that I am capable of

acknowledging the darkness of unredeemed human nature.

It follows that the grave and terrible warnings that the New
Testament contains about the possibility of eternal loss are direct-

ed to those who are confident that they are among the saved. It is

the branches of the Vine, not the surrounding brambles, that are

threatened with burning. It is those who had their invitation cards

to the wedding banquet who will find themselves outside, while

the riffraff of the streets and lanes will be sitting at table. The first

will be last and the last first.

There is, of course, a plausible logic about the argument from

the Christian experience of redemption through the cross of Christ

to the conclusion that those outside this experience are lost. I

know that 1 am lost apart from the mercy of God in Christ. May I

not, must I not therefore say openly that those who do not know
that mercy are lost? I can only answer that, while it seems plausi-

ble, it is not permitted for the simple reason that my place in the

whole transaction is that of a witness and not that of the judge.

My witness must not hide the fact that when a person meets Jesus

he meets the one into whose hands final judgment has been given.

But 1 can never be so confident of the purity and authenticity of

my witness that I can know that the person who rejects my wit-

ness has rejected Jesus. I am witness to him who is both utterly

holy and utterly gracious. His holiness and his grace are as far

above my comprehension as they are above that of my hearer. I am
witness, not judge.

The temptation to put oneself in the judgment seat is illustrat-

ed in the contemporary theologians who confidently assert that

people of other faiths or no faith will be saved through their sin-

cere following of the light they have. But Jesus is the Savior of the

sinners, not of the sincere! The same temptation is, I think, illus-

trated by those “evangelicals" who divide their fellow-Christians

into “real" and “nominal" Christians—a thing that St. Paul never

does, however shocking be the behavior of some in the church.

Once again the witness has become the judge, for it is 1 who decide

in the secret of my own mind who are the “real" Christians, and so

the “church" in which I believe has me and my judgment as its

center.

Every attempt to define, from the place where we stand, the

limits of God's saving grace involves those who make it in the kind

of “judging before the time" that is forbidden. There is One who
is Judge, and we may not presume to anticipate his judgments. To
put the matter in another way: an entity can be defined either by

its boundaries or by its center. The realm of redemption is defined

by its center. We have simply to point men and women to Jesus

Christ. Because he is “the light that enlightens every man," we
cannot presume to set limits to the shining of that light. It is the

nature of light to shine on into the darkness and out to the farthest

limits of space—unless we try to put it under a bushel and so to

define its boundaries. The children of light will rejoice to find even

the smallest reflection of light in the remotest places. Their con-

cern will never be to question its reality, but always to point to its

source. Christians are called to be witnesses, and they may never

presume to speak as though they were the judge. When they do

so, they cannot complain if their judgment is thrown back at them

by a world that has been mightily hardened in unbelief by their

presumption, for they have been warned by their Master: “Judge

not, that you be not judged"

As I read the New Testament, I find that it calls the Christian

disciple at the same time to a godly confidence and to a godly fear.

Both spring from the knowledge that final judgment is in the

hands of God and that we are not permitted to anticipate that

judgment. The Judge is the Lord whose grace is infinite, and there-

fore we have a godly confidence that “nothing can separate us

from the love of God in Christ Jesus our Lord" And yet this confi-

dence can easily become an ungodly complacency, and so Paul

—

like an athlete in training—must subject himself to relentless self-

discipline “lest, after preaching to others, I myself should be dis-

qualified" (1 Cor. 9:27). This is the very opposite of an easygoing

universalism. Yet the same Paul can write of the day when “The

fulness of the Gentiles shall be gathered in and all Israel shall be

saved" (Rom. ll:25f ). The terrible possibility of eternal loss is a

reality in his mind. But its threat is for him as a believer. For the

unbelievers—even for his obdurately unbelieving fellow Israel-

ites—he is willing to be convinced that all will be saved. That,

surely, is the true logic of grace as it is known by those who have

been made one with him who “made himself sin on our behalf."

And this, incidentally, is the logic that underlies the ecumeni-

cal movement. It is the logical outworking of the faith that Jesus

Christ alone is the center of the realm of redemption, and that

those who confess him as Lord and Savior, however much they

may have to accuse one another of error and sin, can never exclude

one another from fellowship, because that would be to forsake the

witness-stand for the seat of the Judge.
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Responses to the Article by LessHe Newbigin

Paul G. Schrotenhoer

I
have been asked to continue the discussion that Lesslie

Newbigin has opened on the issues that unite and divide

ecumenicals and evangelicals in mission. Of the issues he discusses

the one that, in my opinion, provides the best focal point to ad-

vance the discussion is evangelism. And since evangelism is the

proclamation of the gospel of the kingdom of God, I have chosen

to view the issues in kingdom perspective.

I can easily work with the definitions Newbigin has given of

mission, missions, and evangelism, and find the three areas—mis-

sion and evangelism; mission, missions, and churches; and univer-

salism—important areas to discuss. There are, of course, other

issues also that affect the relationships between ecumenicals and

evangelicals, such as dialogue in missions; the relation of Chris-

tianity to other religions; church and parachurch relations; and the

support of violence. These will have to wait until some other time.

Our discussion should reveal to what extent the differences be-

tween us are semantic or substantive, or rest on misunderstanding.

I. Evangelism Is Primary

With much of what the bishop has said I find myself in hearty

agreement, but 1 come down on the opposite side on the issue of

the primacy of evangelism. Evangelism is primary over social ac-

tion in the mission of the church in the sense that the communica-

tion of what God has done in Jesus Christ who established the

kingdom over the living and the dead when he died and rose again

(Rom. 14:9) is fundamental to all that people do to fulfill God's

task in the world. Because these redemptive events are decisive the

telling of them is primary.

just because Christ is the second (also last!) Adam, who has

put humankind back in its rightful place as the representative of

God in the creation to rule it in his name for the benefit of human-

kind, therefore, to tell what God l^s done in Jesus Christ is of par-

amount importance. What God has done and is still doing should

take priority over what we do.

Christ, we are told, came to destroy the works of the devil

(1 Jn. 3:8), to reclaim the world by casting out the Prince of the

world (Jn. 12:31) by translating those who believe out of the reign

of darkness into the kingdom of the Son of God's love (Col. 1:13).

Evangelism, the call to redemption, has to be primary because

of the fall of humankind and because of the magnalia Dei in Jesus

Christ. In this age of sin-overcome-by-grace in Jesus Christ it is

through the communication of the Word of God and through the

Spirit who works in and with the Word, that men and women are

recreated, bom again to become servants of God. Evangelism,

which tells what God has wrought, has to be primary because

"man's work faileth/Christ's availeth." The gospel is the power of

God unto salvation (Rom. 1:16).

The Great Commission of Matthew 28, as I see it, is not a new
command, but it is a redemptive update of the original creation assign-

ment. It is spoken by the same God who now appears in Jesus

Christ. Although it is not a new command, it does have certain
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new and essential components, which are required by the mighty

deeds of God in Jesus Christ who has been given all authority in

heaven and on earth.

The updating was required because a Foreign Power had to be

vanquished and God's servants brought out of his kingdom and

into the kingdom of the Son of God's love (Col 113), When
Christ was lifted up and the Prince of the world was cast out, God
gave to Jesus the authority to reissue the Cultural Mandate. The

new components are that redemption is accomplished and the

world has a new King.

So it is not whether or not evangelism (communicating what

God has done in Jesus Christ and through his Spirit will do today

to restore sin-broken lives) is primary. It must come first. The

main question is, rather. What are the scope and the content of the evange-

list's message!

I would see the term "holistic evangelism" as including both the

telling of the good news and regal summons to convert to God and

the call for social systemic reform in and for the name of Christ.

Evangelism must indeed always include the name of Christ.

Directly related to the telling of what God has done and is still

doing is the communicating of what human beings must do. Here

we must see the whole range of Christian obedience as indicated in

Christ's words: make disciples of all nations, teaching them to ob-

serve all that I have commanded (Mt. 28:19-20).

What has Christ commanded? The Great Commission is one

of those many summary statements that "cover the waterfront." It

should be put in the category of Ecclesiastes 12:13, "Fear God and

keep his commandments for this is the whole duty of man."

In summary let me say that evangelism is primary, but also

preliminary. That is, it misses the mark (a biblical term for sin) if it

does not issue in missions (the planting of the Christian presence)

and mission (the comprehensive task). This means that evangelism

by itself is always incomplete. Evangelism must call in the name of

Christ to personal conversion and to structural reform. Newbigin's

emphasis on the conflict with the dominion of evil is well taken.

II. Mission^ Missions, and Churches

The same can be said about the mission of the church: without the

proclamation of the good news in Jesus Christ by which people are

converted and sent, there would be no Evangelicals for Social Ac-

tion, no Association for Public Justice, no Committee for Justice

and Liberty, no Bread for the World. (I limit my examples to North

American nonecclesial formations.)

Perhaps we can say that even as evangelism is a prerequisite

for both missions and mission, so also missions (the planting of the

Christian presence where it is not) is a prerequisite to mission, the

total assignment. The mission depends on the presence of God's

people.

The question is. How can the church most effectively plant

the Christian presence where it as yet is not? How can the church

best equip the people of God? How establish a Christian presence

in industry, statecraft, education? The answer to this also will have

to wait.
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III. Universalism

The Bible speaks both in universal language and in particularist

terms. Some of the utterances don't seem to be easy to reconcile

with others, and the Bible itself seems unperturbed with the seem-

ing contradictions.

The Bible makes it unmistakably clear that the deepest cleav-

age within humankind is between those who believe and are saved

and those who will not believe and are lost (Jn. 3:36). (The idea of

the basic unity of all humankind is more Stoic than Christian.) The

idea of a reason {logos) common to all humankind and that Christ is

such a logos is akin to Greek thinking but not to Hebrew thought.

Christ "the true light that gives light to every man was coming

into the world" (Jn. 1:9). But not every person who comes into the

world has that light. On coming into the world no one has that

light. If they did, Christ, on his coming into the world, would not

have to be that light.

It must be granted that the Bible tells us nothing directly about

those who have not been confronted with the gospel. They who
have not heard of Christ will not reject him either. Given the pre-

mises in the paragraph above, it would appear to be the way of a

resistless logic to say that they are lost. But we should be wary of

strict logical inference in those areas where the Bible is silent.

Further, we should resist the temptation to speculate. We re-

call to mind the answer of Jesus to those who asked whether many
would be saved: "Make every effort to enter through the narrow

door, because many, I tell you, will try to enter and will not be

able to" (Lk. 13:24, New International Version).

Not only is the Bible crystal-clear that Jesus Christ is the only

Savior (Jn. 14:6; Acts 4:12; 1 Cor. 3:11) the only Mediator (1 Tim.

2:5), and the only wisdom (1 Cor. 1:30), but the call to believe in

Jesus is uttered with passion: "We beseech you on behalf of Christ

to be reconciled to God" (2 Cor. 5:18ff ).

It is further true that we are to be witnesses of God's grace in

Jesus Christ. Yet 1 am not impressed by Bishop Newbigin's com-
ments that we are not judges, for the person who is spiritual judges

all things (1 Cor. 2:15). On the basis that we are only witnesses and

not judges, it does not follow that to affirm that people who don't

know Christ are lost is an act of judging. To my way of thinking,

that kind of statement is simply a witness to the exclusive saving

power in Jesus Christ.

The mystery of universalism and particularism remains. As I

see it, the unbiblical stress on either one can lead to malaise in mis-

sions. To hold that all will eventually be saved makes the telling of

the gospel of grace unnecessary. Likewise, to stress that the num-
ber of saved is irrevocably set, regardless of human actions, de-

stroys the basis for missions also.

We should continue to struggle to understand the message of

the entire Bible, working out our salvation with fear and trem-

bling, for it is God who works within us both to will and to do

according to his good pleasure (Phil. 2:12-13).

C Peter Wagner

I
feel honored to be asked to respond to Bishop Newbigin's

fine essay on missological issues currently being dis-

cussed by ecumenicals and evangelicals. 1 could easily use the al-

lotted space in applauding the points in which we are in hearty

agreement, starting with our mutual conviction that God wants

the gospel to be made known throughout the world in this genera-

tion, and that he has appointed those of us who are members of

the body of Christ as his principal agents of reconciliation. How-
ever, 1 do not suppose that is wH&t the editor had in mind. My as-

signment more likely is to address the areas still subject to debate.

1 think 1 shall pass for now on the issues of the relation of missions

to churches and universalism. This is not because they are unim-

portant. However, I need all the space permitted to discuss the cru-

cial issue of the primacy of evangelism.

One of the reasons Bishop Newbigin and I come to different

conclusions on this issue is that we apparently do not agree on the

goals of evangelism. He states that the goal of evangelism, as he is

using the term, is communication—making known the good news

about Jesus. This statement, in my opinion, is good, but it does not

go far enough. I prefer the more radical definition of evangelism

formulated by the Anglican archbishops in 1918: "To evangelize is

so to present Christ Jesus in the power of the Holy Spirit that men
and women shall come to put their trust in God through him, to

accept him as their Savior, and serve him as their King in the fel-

lowship of his church." This implies that evangelism is communi-

cation, yes, but that it has not been completed until the people

who hear respond positively and become disciples of Jesus Christ
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and responsible members of the church. Assumptions made at this

point clearly affect the outcome of the debate.

The Primacy of Evangelism

If I understand Bishop Newbigin correctly, we agree on two points

that others might debate: (1) that the mission of the church in-

cludes both evangelism and social ministry, and (2) that evange-

lism and social ministry are distinct activities. The Lausanne

Covenant takes the same position. But it goes on from there to

state, "In the church's mission of sacrificial service, evangelism is

primary." 1 agree, but Newbigin does not. It was at this point that

Pattaya "held the line." Not that the Lausanne Committee for

World Evangelization (LCWE) rejects any dimension of the total

mission of the church, but that it feels its specific calling of God as

an agency is to concentrate on evangelism, expecting that God will

also raise up other such agencies to specialize on other equally val-

id aspects of mission.

This brings us back to the goals. The goal of evangelism is the

conversion of sinners, saving souls, making disciples. When people

turn from darkness to light, from the power of Satan to the power

of God, evangelism has occurred. The goal of social ministry is to

make people healthier, wealthier, less oppressed and less oppress-

ing, more peaceful, fairer, more just, liberated, enjoying shalom,

more secure. Social ministry may frequently reach its goal of help-

ing people and in some cases also open their hearts and minds to

hearirig the gospel. But social ministry does not need people to be-

come Christians in order to justify its validity as a God-ordained

activity. Helping people in the name of Christ is not a means to an

end; it is not bait on the evangelistic hook; it is a legitimate end in

itself. While usually evangelism and social ministry go hand in

hand, evangelism can and does take place without social ministry,

and social ministry can and does take place without evangelism.
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Bishop Newbigin frequently mentions the cross of Christ. As I

understand New Testament theology, the reason above all others

that drove Jesus to the cross was that without the shedding of his

blood there would be no remission of sin, no reconciliation to God,

no souls saved, and no gospel. This is evangelism. Yes, Jesus was

also a wonderful teacher, a healer, a kind person, an example of

the simple lifestyle, a prophet who irritated the establishment, and

many other fine things. So were a number of other human reli-

gious leaders, many of whom had a powerful social ministry. But

none of them died for the sins of the world. Behind the incarna-

tion and the crucifixion was, 1 believe, a clear indication of the pri-

macy of evangelism in Jesus' ministry and, by extension, in ours.

Jesus was not indulging in (pagan) Greek dualism when he said,

"Do not fear those who kill the body but cannot kill the soul," or

"What shall it profit a man if he gains the whole world but loses

his own soul?"

Social Ministry and Power

Bishop Newbigin very helpfully pointed out that the Lucan and

Johannine records of the Great Commission emphasize the power

of the Holy Spirit in the extension of the kingdom of God. 1 think

it needs to be stressed that the Matthean account also says, "All

power is given unto me." I personally feel that an important theme

of missiological research in the 1980s is going to be a rediscovery

of the power theme of the New Testament and its relationship to

our contemporary experience.

The power of God manifested in demons being cast out, lame

people walking, deaf people hearing, blind people seeing, dead

corpses coming back to life, miracles being performed, people

speaking in unknown tongues, receiving prophecies including

words of knowledge and other supernatural phenomena, is some-

thing that is happening today but that many of us whose minds

have been programmed with secular humanism have tactfully

avoided both in theory and in practice. More and more, however, I

am coming to believe that since these kinds of things constituted

the major recorded aspects of the social ministry of both Jesus and

the apostles, they may well be the things that Jesus primarily has

in mind for our social ministry today. Yes, it is important for

Christians to picket for free labor unions, and work for peace in

the Middle East, and help erase apartheid, and support land reform

in Latin America. But a great deal was said about these things in

the 1960s and 1970s, and is being said today. Perhaps the 1980s

will be a decade to balance these with the direct, miracle-working

power of God as was evident in the ministry of Jesus. 1 am grateful

for the stimulus that Bishop Newbigin has given to this in his fine

essay.

LessHe Newbigin Replies

I
appreciate the critical comments of Paul G. Schrotenboer

and C. Peter Wagner. We have very much in common. 1

have been asked to respond briefly. This requires a very staccato

style, with no space for many points of agreement. With this un-

derstanding, 1 hope that any appearance of rudeness and crudeness

will be excused.

To Dr. Schrotenboer 1 would say: (1) There is a semantic con-

fusion. I have avoided the phrase "holistic evangelism" because it

confuses two distinct things iftd allows the distinctive business of

evangelism {telling good news) to be side-stepped in favor of "so-

cial systemic reform." I hold that the latter is equally an obligation

for Christians but can never be a substitute for the former. There-

fore I am willing to "buy" "holistic mission," but not "holistic

evangelism." (2) 1 maintained on exegetical grounds that the New
Testament gives no authorization to assign primacy to words over

deeds. The texts quoted by Dr. Schrotenboer in no way touch my
argument. They refer to the facts of the gospel on which we agree,

but they do not invalidate Paul's statement (for example) that he

has been a minister of the gospel to the gentiles "by word and

deed" (Rom. 15:18f.). The attempt to assign priority to words over

deeds arises (I am convinced) not from Scripture but from the per-

vasive dualism of our "modern" culture. (3) On universalism, 1

was struggling to express the same tension that Dr. Schrotenboer

expresses. 1 do not think we are basically in conflict. Scripture re-

quires us to hold both the universality and totality of God's saving

purpose for the whole of humankind [not a Stoic idea), and the fact

that there is no way to the Father except by the faithful following

of Jesus on the way of the cross. 1 do not believe that our minds are

capable of formulating statements that completely do justice to

both. In that sense we cannot be judges, but only witnesses. And 1

cannot escape from the argument of Paul in Romans 9-11 taken as

a whole. The central pastoral thrust of that passage is a warning to

believers not to think "We are saved: they are lost" (11:17-36).

To Dr. Wagner 1 would say: (1) Is he not confusing "evange-

lism" with "conversion"? The former is an activity of believers;

the latter is a work of the Holy Spirit. When Wagner says, "When
people turn from darkness to light . . . evangelism has occurred,"

he is talking about conversion (2) 1 agree that there is no conver-

sion without evangelism. But the (verbal) telling of good news

may not in fact be the decisive happening that the Spirit uses for

his decisive work of conversion. The "mighty works" are an

equally essential element in the total witness. (3) 1 agree that when
Paul talks about "mighty works" he is not talking about picketing

for free labor unions, and 1 am happy that the long failure of

Christendom to take seriously all that the New Testament so

plainly teaches about miracles is now being ended. 1 am sure this

was a surrender of the gospel to culture and that we are indebted

to Third World Christians who (in my experience) expect and ex-

perience as a normal part of discipleship the kind of deeds of pow-

er that nineteenth-century positivists have dismissed as mythical

miracle stories. (But we would both agree that picketing for free

labor unions can be a proper form of obedience.) (4) However, 1 do

not agree that the goal of evangelism is to make Christians and

that the goal of social action is to make people comfortable in this

world. It is this dichotomy that 1 absolutely reject. I think the so-

cial action of Christians is significant only if it is a sign of the king-

dom. Otherwise most of it is piffling amateurism. 1 think that both

telling the good news and acting in the power that the reality of the

life in Christ gives us are acts of obedient testimony offered to our

Lord with the faith that the Holy Spirit will use (or not use) them

in his own freedom to do His work (only His) of bringing men and

women to conversion and faith in Christ. (5) Therefore 1 agree

with Dr. Wagner that it is perfectly right and proper to have

groups of Christians banded together for the specific purpose of

telling the good news, but only on the condition that they do not

separate themselves from those whose special gift and calling is in
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th'e field of social action. When this happens the words are robbed

of their credibility and the deeds are robbed of their meaning. (6) I

agree that, as the Scriptures teach, the death of Jesus was a neces-

sary sacrifice for sin. But according to both Mark and John the oc-

casion of the decision by the authorities to destroy Jesus was
precisely his mighty works of healing interpreted in the context

that he gave them (e.g., Mk. 3:1-6; Jn. 5:1-18). It was this witness

to the presence of the reign of God that precipitated the cross. But

Dr. Wagner, 1 fear, is profoundly altering the whole meaning of

these events by transferring them from their scriptural context into

the typical thought forms of "modern" Western individualism.

The more 1 reflect on this debate, the more 1 am sure that it is

about the way in which our modern postenlightenment culture

distorts our reading of Scripture. We need more input from Third

World theologians—people who are spending their time as evan-

gelists among and in the languages of non-European peoples.

Protestant Missionaries and the Study
of the Rhajiiavad Gita

Eric }. Sharpe

rhe Bhagavad Gita ("The Song of the Adorable Lord": in

what follows, abbreviated to the simpler form "Gita,"

without diacritical marks) is by common consent the most widely

read Hindu Scripture of the present day, both inside and outside

India. It is an episode in the vast epic poem the Mahabharata, in

which the god Krishna, in the form of a charioteer, instructs Prince

Arjuna concerning his whole duty as a warrior and as a man. Pre-

cisely when it was composed no one knows. Western scholarship

has generally opted for a date somewhere between 400 b.c. and a.d.

200, while Hindus as a rule believe it to be much older. Some
Western scholars have tried to deal with it as the higher critics

once dealt with the Bible and with Homer, in an attempt to

achieve understanding by dissection; Hindus will have none of

this, claiming it to be an indivisible unity, uniquely comprehensive

and totally authoritative. Originally written in Sanskrit, and since

translated into most major Indian vernaculars, it was first translat-

ed into English by Charles Wilkins in 1785, since which time it has

appeared in almost every European language. In English there are

now literally dozens of translations. Not all are equally good, of

course, but most succeed in conveying at least a general impression

of its contents.

For the sake of those for whom the content of the Gita is less

well known, it may be useful to s’limmarize its central message. By

Hindu standards, the Gita is not of great size, being made up of

eighteen fairly short "books" or "readings," and amounting to no

more than 700 verses in all. At the opening of the poem. Prince Ar-

juna, together with his charioteer, Krishna, is preparing for battle.

But the battle is between two rival branches of the same family,

and Arjuna is oppressed with the thought that although as a war-

rior it is his duty to fight, it is equally his duty to further the well-

being of his family as a whole. Therefore he cannot fulfill his

sacred duty {dharma) in one direction without breaking it in anoth-

er Indecision paralyzes him, and he asks Krishna's advice. Krish-

na, who is actually the god Vishnu in human form, responds at

length, and it is Krishna's teaching that comprises the message of

the Gita. Krishna, incidentally, is also called Shri Bhagavan (the

Adorable Lord), and it is this title that gives the poem its name.

His teachings, though they begin as a direct answer to Arjuna's

questions, soon leave these far behind, and in the end take the

Eric ]. Sharpe IS Professor of Religious Studies in the University of Sydney, Australia.

During 1980-81 he served as Professor of the History of Religion in the University of

Uppsala. Sweden. His doctoral dissertation on ]. N. Faryuhar, Not to Destroy but to

Fulfil, was published in 1965. His other publications include The Theology of A. G
Hogg il97h and Comparative Religion: A History 11975).

form of a comprehensive statement of Vaishnava Hindu doctrine

as it was understood in post-Buddhist times—and, one may add,

as it has been understood ever since. Arjuna is taught the theory of

the Sarhkhya school and the practice of Yoga. He is taught the

meaning of Vedanta. But above all his charioteer-guru tells him

the meaning of bhakti (loving devotion) as the final key to unlock

all the sacred mysteries. By this time Krishna is clearly more than a

mere charioteer, and in response to Arjuna's request he finally re-

veals his true nature as the creator, sustainer, and destroyer of all

things. In the matter of dharma, what Arjuna (and all other devo-

tees) must do is to pursue their duty without thought of personal

reward—though in Arjuna's case whether or not he is to place his

duty as a warrior over his duty to his family remains something of

an open question. This in the briefest possible form is the burden

of the Gita's teaching.

But the Gita is not the only Hindu Scripture in which Krishna

appears. He is equally the central figure in the vast narratives of

the Bhagavata and Visnu Puranas. There, however, he is not the

mature warrior-statesman, but the vouthful "trickster," the super-

naturally born child whose powers are revealed in a succession of

startling exploits. And in popular Hindu piety, it is this Krishna

who has long occupied the front of the stage, presiding over festi-

vals involving human intimacy and the relaxation of normal social

restraints.^ In comparison with these, the severe and somewhat ab-

stract teachings of the Gita have little popular appeal, though this

is not to say that they do not inspire those for whom reflection has

the upper hand of ritual performance.

Turning now to Christian interpretations, before about the

turn of the present century, when Protestant Christian missionar-

ies spoke of Krishna it was almost always the Krishna of the Pura-

nas they had in mind. They could well have read the Gita in one or

another translation, but there is practically no evidence that most

of them did so. Thus when we read in the Church Missionary Intelli-

gencer for 1855 that India's population "is morally unhealthy, nor

can we be surprised that they are so when the deteriorating influ-

ences to which, under the name of religion, they are subjected, are

brought to remembrance," and that "the corrupt heart of man" has

"set up as objects of worship the personifications of its own
vices, we may surmise that the anonymous writer has been ei-

ther contemplating a lingam, or reflecting on a Holi festival, or pos-

sibly both. The tendency to condemn the Krishna of the Gita on

account of the rituals associated with the Krishna of the Puranas

was, then as later, far from uncommon. But there were other lines

of attack. One was for a progressive age to condem the message of

the Gita as "quietist."

Robert Caldwell, from 1877 Coadjutor Bishop of Madras with

jurisdiction over the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in

October 1982 155
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EDITORS’ NOTE

This lecture was the first in a series on "The Missionary
Calling Today" delivered by Dr. Johannes Verkuyl as the
featured speaker in the Continuing Education Event for
Missionaries at Columbia Theological Seminary, November 1-4,

1984. This Event was jointly sponsored by the Division of
International Mission and Columbia Seminary.

In this lecture Dr. Verkuyl gives a masterful presentation
of how the purpose and aim of mission has developed down
through the years. He gives a critical but sympathetic
view of the various positions which have been held on this
theme. His own view, on which there is a growing consensus,
is that the concept of the Kingdom of God is the most bibli-
cal and most compelling goal of the missionary enterprise.
Here is a strong and appealing affirmation of the missionary
calling today.

Dr. Verkuyl is Professor Emeritus of the Department of Mis-
siology and Evangelism at the Free University of Amsterdam.
For many years he was a missionary in Indonesia where he was
engaged in a variety of activities including theological ed-

ucation and the Christian Publishing Body. After returning
home he served for a number of years as the General Secre-
tary of the Netherlands Missionary Gouncil.

Dr. Verkuyl 's lectures were so well received that there were
many requests that all or a portion of his presentations be
duplicated. He has graciously consented to this request and
has sent us his manuscript. It should not be reproduced or
printed without his permission. These notes from Dr.

Verkuyl' s lectures have been somewhat abridged. Those in-
terested in a more complete treatment of this subject are
referred to his text. Contemporary Missiology , Chapter VII,
"The Goal and Purpose of Mission," where footnotes and
scholarly references are fully documented.

G. Thompson Brown
Harry H. Phillips
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THE PURPOSE AND AIM OF MISSION

I would like to ask you to direct your attention to the question of

the purpose of mission. This question is of great practical impor-

tance, and is therefore one which cannot be avoided. The answer
given is decisive for the missionary strategy and for the choice of

means and methods.

The question as to the purpose of the churches' missionary task in

this world has received various answers in the course of history,
and these answers have been of great consequence for the practice
of mission. Our concern here will be two-fold. We will begin by
reviewing some of the answers which this question has received in

the modern period. Having done so, we will return to the Bible and
attempt to formulate the biblical view of the "missio Dei " and
"missiones ecclesiarum.

"

I. THE SALVATION OF INDIVIDUAL SOULS AS THE PURPOSE OF MISSION

We will begin our historical survey with those answers to our ques-
tion which view the purpose of mission as being essentially a

matter of saving individual souls. This has been the answer given
by many missionary organizations since the seventeenth century.
Hence, 1 begin our historical review by asking your attention for
some of the variations on this theme.

Early Pietism

The fathers of early pietism, Philipp Jacob Spener (1635-1705) and
August Hermann Francke (1663-1727), were in large part oriented to

the individual. Spener has given us the classical formulation of
the pietist ideal, and Francke busied himself with the practical
application. They laid the accent on true piety, on confessional
activity, on the importance of small gatherings of "devout Chris-
tians" and religious services held at home, on religious discussion
and Bible- reading at mealtimes, on singing and prayer, and on the
priesthood of the individual believer. In their theological educa-
tion they laid great emphasis on the importance of devoutness and
concerned themselves with the personal salvation of their students.
He who had not wrestled his way to penitence had not been saved and
was no true Christian. Good works were often stressed here in such
a way that their significance became that of a preparation for
grace.

These are several typical characteristics of early pietism. From
its center in Halle and in cooperation with the Danish court were
sent out many missionaries whose approach had been deeply influ-
enced by this early pietism. Yet we should be careful lest we--
as is often done-- typify these missionaries too narrowly, for on

1
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closer inspection we discover that their insights gradually under-
went a process of broadening once they found themselves on the mis-
sionary field. I take as examples here the first missionaries of
the Halle-Danish mission: Bartholomeus Ziegenbalg (1682-1719) and
li. Plutachau, sent by the Danish court, and A. H. Francke to

Tranquebar, India. He who considers their life and work finds clear
traces of early pietism, with its emphasis on the salvation of in-
dividuals, in which they had been educated in Halle. But he will
also notice, that when once engaged in the practice of missionary
activity, both of them came to realize that the exclusive concentra-
tion on the salvation of souls was unbiblical. They hence began
with education, undertook social work, and encouraged medical assis-
tance, and when they received a letter from the General Secretary of
the Danish mission, admonishing them "only to preach" and "not to

become engaged in merely earthly matters," their answer was that the
concern for souls also implies the concern for bodily needs, and
that a Christianity which is so spiritualistic that it refuses to be
of service in "earthly matters" is nothing but an unfortunate and
one-sided form of Christianity.

Although the emphasis in their work remained on the salvation of in-
dividuals, it would be incorrect to believe that this defined the
limits of their horizon. And this is also the case for early pi-
etism in Europe itself. In spite of the emphasis given to personal
salvation, contrition and the battle for penitence, the fathers of
early pietism stimulated the founding of hundreds of sanatoriums,
charitable institutions, schools, etc.: a precedent to which
Ziegenbalg c.s. could have appealed.

Later Pietism

Early pietism was followed by a new form of itself, usually con-
nected with the names of Count Nicolaus von Zinzendorf and the hun-
dreds of missionaries sent out by him and the Unitas Fratrum to

Greenland, Labrador, Alaska, the Himalayas, Egypt, Abyssinia, West
India, South Africa, and other places.

Sending off the first Hutterite missionaries (the Moravian brothers
Leonhard Dober and David Nitschmann)

,
Von Zinzendorf said: "Go then

in the name of Jesus, and see if there be souls amongst the Moors
who will let themselves be led to the Saviour." Such a formulary
was typical of Von Zinnendorf, who from youth had been deeply aware
of what he termed "the great love and condescension of this God and
Saviour Jesus Christ, even unto the death of the cross." This. .

awareness was deepened in Halle and by his experiences thereafter,
and resulted in a fiery desire to return that love received, which
drove him to win people everywhere for the Lamb, or in his words:
"To bring souls to the Lord." He thought here in terms of individ-
uals, the first from among the people and tribes of the earth. He
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speaks of ''Cornelius souls," the ingathering of the "firstlings." the

"calling out of individuals"; and "the making of a beginning." And
he quotes 1 Samuel 25:29, saying that the striving of missions is "to

bind one single soul into the Lord God's parcel of the living."

His concern was with what he termed "the salvation of individuals."
As he expresses it:

The apostolic idea is: more people must be saved; heathen,
come! Christian, come! People, come! We for our part
cannot help but tell the Good News.

Having converted these individuals, it was not his and his followers
intentions to leave them isolated and alone, and he gave instructions
that pains be taken to integrate them into spiritual communities.
There followed, hence, the process of building up small cores of be-
lievers, and later, for example in Surinam, Bishop A. G. Spangenberg
would give detailed suggestions for bringing about the formation of
congregations. On his deathbed Von Zinzendorf told of how the "mis-
sion to the heathen" had grown to proportions far beyond his origin-
al expectations: "My invitation was merely to the first of the
heathen, and already now there are thousands who stand like a formi-
dable caravan of travelers around the Lamb."

Henry Martyn (1781-1812)

Henry Martyn was a missionary of the Christian Missionary Society of
the Anglican Church and the great pioneer in the work of evangelizing
the Moslems; he felt himself driven to win individuals among them for
Christ. As he wrote in his journal upon arriving in India: "Until
now I have not been very useful. May I now bum out for God." Dur-
ing the last year of his life, spent in Persia working on a Bible
translation, he won one single Moslim for Christ, and it was the
baptism of this sole individual which constituted one of his last
missionary acts. This incident was typical and had much to do with
his view of the purpose of his missionary task in the household of
Islam. Yet anyone who would for that reason accuse him of limited
vision would do well to realize that this same man did fundamental
work in the study of Arabic, Persian and Urdu; the important
Islamic languages. Furthermore, he translated the Bible with the
help of native assistants, and, in his famous debates with Moslim
scholars, became a pioneer in the Moslim-Christian dialogue. Miss
C. E. Padwick, his biographer, describes these discussions as "the
first meeting in centuries between two giant spiritual powers
which had been encountering each other in a collision whose force
was such as could not be softened by the mediation of dialogue."

No one will attempt nowadays to conduct a dialogue in the same way
as did Henry Martyn, but the courage which he displayed in the task
of bridging the gap created by centuries of animosity and misunder-
standing gives evidence of deep religious conviction and of



passionate love. In the midst of language study, translation work
and debates, his central concern remained that of contact with in-
dividuals. About this he wrote: ”l have lost all hope of winning
Moslems by argument. I know nothing else to do than to pray for
them." And he noted elsewhere: "A painful anxiety on their part
for the welfare of their souls is something new for them and gen-
erates a corresponding earnestness of heart." And he repeatedly
refers to intimate contact with individuals as the implement for
the tilling of the missionary fields.

William Carey (1761-1834)

William Carey was another who laid heavy emphasis upon "individual
salvation," but, as was the case with Henry Martyn, and possibly
even more so, it would be grossly incorrect to see this as his
sole concern. Dr. M. M. Thomas of India, the former chairman of
the World Council of Churches, has pointed this out in an article
in the International Review of Missions of January 1971. As a

young man in Leicester, Carey agitated against slavery and organ-
ized a boycott against sugar imports from West Indian slave plan-
tations. In India he established an agricultural society in order
to improve the food situation, encouraged the humanizing of rela-
tions between people there, and fought against the caste system.
In Serampore he initiated the thorough study of Sanskrit which
would later make possible scholarly analysis of classical Hindu
texts. For these reasons William Carey is now seen as a trans-
itional figure who served to make possible a broader and deeper at-
titude toward the missionary task; as a founder of the newer missi-
ology. In 1806 he and his fellow workers in Serampere agreed on
and published a Form of Agreement containing the principles which
they saw to be normative for their missionary activity. The
primary purpose of mission remained the "winning of individuals,"
but the Form states that another purpose, the organization of
churches and the establishment of schools, must also be accepted.

The Student Volunteer Movement

As a final example of those missionary movements which emphasized
the salvation of individuals one can mention the American Student
Volunteer Movement, an organization which at the end of the previ-
ous century and in the early years of this century moved many stu-
dents in the United States, but also in Europe, to dedicate their
lives to the task of missions in Asia and Africa. Among the lead-
ers of this movement were such figures as John Mott, Robert Speer
and Herman Rutgers, the first secretary of the Dutch branch of this
movement. In 1866 this movement formulated its aims as follows:

As an evangelical and ecumenical gathering of disciples and
workers, we invite all who believe in Christ to join together
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in the communal task of bringing God's Word of salvation to

humanity in the midst of the present spiritual and moral chaos.

Our purpose is none other than the evangelization of the whole
of mankind in this generation.

The Student Volunteer movement has been properly called the greatest
missionary movement since Pentecost; it is one which has gone out

into the six continents of the earth, and whose influence on the

churches in Asia, Africa and South America can still be seen.

Evaluation

Several remarks need to made in evaluation of the current thus far

treated.

(1) In the first place we must evaluate positively the concern
which these missionaries and missionary organizations had for the
salvation of individuals. We need note that even though the last
world-missionary conference in Bangkok in 1972 viewed the extent of
God's liberaition in Christ as being much broader, it nevertheless
made a point of the fact that missionary activity fails to be true
to its task when it does not concern itself with individual need,
with the ultimate loneliness of the human heart, with the devilish
condition of doubt and hopelessness, and with the threat of sin,
demons and death. M. M. Thomas emphasized this in his opening
speech in Bangkok, and the same was true of Jurgen Moltmann, who in

spite of having an open eye for other human needs, did not fail to

refer to these deep personal needs.

Jesus Christ, who was so deeply touched by the multitudes, who wept
for Jerusalem and who took the entire weight of the world upon his
shoulders, always had time for individuals: for the Samaritan woman,
for a blind man along the side of the road, and for his comrade in
death--the robber hanging next to him on a cross. If the churches,
wherever they may be, neglect the needs of the individual in their
exercise of the missionary mandate, then they sabotage the Great
Commission laid upon them by Christ.

(2) In the second place, none of the missionaries or missionary
institutions whom one might accuse of theoretical one-sidedness by
reason of their concentration on the needs of individuals--particu-
larly their spiritual and moral needs --can be accused of having
neglected the other needs.

Early pietism stimulated the establishment of numerous institutions
of mercy. The Moravians stimulated social and educational work
wherever they found themselves. And the Student Volunteer Movement
did unimaginably much for the development of schools, universities
and theological seminaries.
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(3) In the third place, however, we are forced to admit that the
purpose set by these movements was too limited. They interpreted the
message of liberation from sin too individualis tically . As one rep-
resentative of these movements said: "Our theology does not wrestle
with cultural problems and our ethic does not concern itself with the
totality of human activities."

(4) In the fourth place we need note the mistake which they made
by often giving normative status to their own form of piety. Although
this is so above all in the case of early pietism, the new pietistic
movements can frequently be found to have made the same mistake.

Early pietism legalis tically declared the battle of faith within the
soul (the wrestling of one's way to penitence) to be a normative mat-
ter, and frequently directed more attention to the battle within the
soul than to Christ and his Kingdom. Later pietism broke with much of
this. Von Zinzendorf emphasized much more the joy of the Good News,
and reassuringly declared that Jesus Christ had won the inner battle
of faith for us. Nonetheless in later pietism and also in the later
Methodism there remains the tendency to generalize and to view as a

religious requirement what is in fact merely a particular form of
piety and a particular type of conversion.

(5) In the fifth place we need to note that there has arisen a

certain division in our own day between missionary organizations
which in theory and practice see the purpose of their task to be ex-

clusively that of saving individuals and those which view their pur-
pose as being broader, deeper and more encompassing. It is to be
lamented that in the course of time these two groups have come to

stand over against each other in a relation of polarization, whereby
the poles are sometimes referred to with the confusing and unfortu-
nate words "evangelicals" or "ecumenicals .

" Norman A. Homer has
treated of this polarization in a useful book, entitled "Protestant
Crosscurrents in Mission ," a book written in the attempt to bridge
the chasm which polarization has created.

One of the leaders of the evangelicals has told us that "it is time
to meet together." Symptoms of the fact that this time has come
are everywhere to be seen. As the meeting begins we must not for-
get that the present worldwide missionary movement originated among
those who saw the purpose of mission to be the salvation of individ-
uals. We must realize that in spite of the necessity of a broader
vision there remains a significant element of truth in the individu-
alist approach of these ecumenical pioneers.

II. ECCLESIOCENTRIC THEORIES OF THE PURPOSE OF MISSION

In the foregoing we have examined those currents and movements which
saw the salvation of individuals to be the isolated purpose of mission.
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We began here because it was this purpose which was dominant at the
beginning of the nineteenth century. In what now immediately fol-

lows we will turn our attention toward those theories which see the
purpose of mission in the plantatio or implantatio of the church.
Such aims appear in Roman Catholic missiology and also, although
with some fundamental differences, in the early Reformed formula-
tions of the aim of mission. We will begin with the first and then
move on to the second.

Implanting of Churches in Roman Catholic Missiology

Thomas of Aquino, whose formulations of the purpose of mission in-

fluenced not only Roman Catholic missionary activity, but also the

missionary theory of Gisbertus Voetius, speaks in his Summa Theo-
logica of the apostolic office of the implantation of the church.
The purpose of mission here is the implantation of the monarchic-
hierarchical church in the various peoples and cultures as an insti-
tution of salvation and good.

It is above all the concept "implantation" which has received at-
tention in the process of reflection which always proceeds and fol-
lows the promulgation of mission encyclicals. Missiologis ts of the
Munster and Louvain schools explain that the church can never be
said to be definitively implanted; her situation always remains un-
certain. Hence the need for men to dedicate themselves ever anew
to the task. P. Loffeld lays the chief emphasis on the local
church as the partial realization of the monarchic-hierarchical
church. He states:

This local church is the means chosen by Christ for taking
humanity into himself and making it a participant in redemp-
tion. It is through the local church and the formation of
its own clerical order and laity that the church universal
expands

.

In Pope Pius XII *s mission-encyclical of June 2, 1951 we read the
following formulation, which bears the mark of the influence of the
Munster and Louvain schools: "The final goal toward which we must
strive and which must remain ever before our eyes is the firm es-
tablishment of the church among the peoples, each (local church)
having its own hierarchy chosen from among the native clergy.

In 1962, A. De Groot, writing in the Yearbook of Catholic Theolo-
gians took note of recent exegetical work and emphasized the
eschatological dimension of mission. He accented more the mystical
nature of Christ's body, a point which theologians generally have
been underscoring since the Second Vatican Council. Here in part
is what de Groot says:
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The mission of the Church, enjoined by God as her response to
his own sending of the Logos and the Holy Spirit, is an es-
chatological event which involves proclaiming the Gospel to all
non-Christians. Missionaries proclaim the lordship of Christ
in the hopes of making disciples and establishing among the
hearers the whole Christian economy of salvation in a manner
that is native to them and yet stable and will serve as a con-
stant offer of redemption. The ultimate goal is to complete
the contours of the mystical body of Christ to the glory of the
Father through the Son and in the Holy Spirit.

The decree of the Second Vatican Council which deals with the mis-
sionary activity of the church, "Ad Gentes ," describes the purpose
of mission as follows:

The true purpose of this missionary activity is the evangeliza-
tion and implanting of the church among those peoples and
groups where it has not yet taken root.

Hence in terms of its formulation of purpose this decree differs
little from what was said by Thomas Aquinas. Yet if one looks at it
in its totality and keeps in mind other decrees, it begins to appear
to differ considerably from what the great scholastic said seven
centuries ago. In "Ad Gentes " as well as in the other decrees of
Vatican II, a significantly deeper ecclesiology can be seen. This
ecclesiology is much less monarchic-hierarchical than was the case in

the past, and much less Vatican-centered, but at the same time, and
much more so than was the case in the past, the church is viewed as

God's people on its way toward the manifestation of his Kingdom, of
which the decree names the following characteristics: peace, commun-
ity, brotherly love, justice.

Roman Catholic missiology since Vatican II has gone in two direc-
tions. Some missiologis ts have tended to revive and underscore anew
the pre-Council Vatican-centered view of mission. On the other hand
some Catholic scholars are going the route of emphasizing the coming
of God's kingdom in history and the characteristics of this kingdom,
as we have already seen in the case of "Ad Gentes

.

" What we note
here is the development of an ecclesiology which underlines the
directedness toward and participation in the Kingdom of God, and
which defines the purposes of mission in terms of this directedness
toward and participation in that Kingdom. One of the many who have
influenced the practice and theory of mission in this direction is

Ludwig Riitti who writes:

The mission of the church is truly apostolic only when her
structure and tradition, received from the apostles, stand
ever anew in relation to that which must direct her; the
message of the Kingdom of God as the universal world-future.
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Roman Catholic thinkers whose view of mission is determined by this
approach express and experience an ecumenical feeling of affinity
to those Protestants whose approach to the matter is similar.

Implanting of Churches in Earlv Protestant Missiologv

It was following the Reformation that Gisbertus Voetius, writing in
the Low Countries and encouraged to reflection by the growing mis-
sionary work in the Dutch East Indies, developed a theory of mission
in his work, De Missionibus Ecclesiasticia . H. A. van Andel, who
would later do pioneer missionary work in Central Java, analyzed
Voetius' theory of mission in his dissertation De Zendingsleer van
Gisbertus Voetius . (Kampen 1912)

.

After having asked what the object of mission was for his predeces-
sor he put the question as to its purpose and concluded that it was
threefold

:

1. The conversion of the heathen.
2. The subsequent planting of a church or churches.
3. The glory and manisfes tation of divine grace as the last and

highest purpose.

He notes that conversion is of value in itself, while implantation
without previous conversion is of no value; implantation requires
conversion if it is to be meaningful. Conversion itself is described
as leading to the second, as a growing into communion with Christ.
The plantatio ecclesiae is the gathering together of those who have
come to believe. Unbelievers become hearers of the Word, and hearers
become catechumens. Catechumens become applicants for baptism, and
they in turn become members of the church. The last and highest
purpose is then achieved-- the glory and manifestation of divine grace.
It is striking that nothing is said here about rejection of the
Gospel and the hardening of the heart, as is frequently the case
(and then often with all too much emphasis) in later Reformed theol-
ogy. All emphasis here is upon the revelation of God's glory in his
liberating grace and in the promise of that grace.

J. H. Bavinck took over much of Voetius' theory of mission. He
lays considerable emphasis upon what Voetius had to say about the

connection between the three purposes, and then expresses what he
sees to be the unity of the three, namely, the coming and extension
of the Kingdom of God. Later in this lecture I attempted to pick
up this line of thought and carry it further. At the moment, how-
ever, we will go on to discuss several theories of mission which can
be seen as variations of the ecclesiocentric theories thus far
treated. We will begin with the "three-self formula" of Venn and
Anderson, and then go on to the Church Growth School of Donald A.

McGavran.
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III. THE THREE-SELF FORMULA

In the nineteenth century the individualistic approach to mission
evoked what was claimed to be a correction to its supposed one-
sidedness. This movement was strongly oriented to the building up
of church congregations and the establishment of what was termed
"corporate life." Two figures connected with the missionary work
of two of the best known missionary organizations then in existence
formulated, almost simultaneously, the theory that the purpose of
mission ought to be the cultivation and establishment of "self-
governing, self-supporting and self-extending units of the church
universal." This is the so-called "three-self formula." Those re-
sponsible for formulating it were the English Anglican Henry Venn and
the American Congregationalist

,
Rufus Anderson. They were contempor-

aries, and after having formed their views, corresponded and cooper-
ated with each other.

Henry Venn (1724-1797)

H. A. C. Warren, one of Henry Venn’s successors and presently Canon
of Westminster, has published a book of Venn’s addresses, letters,
instructions and articles. He prefaced it with an excellent intro-
duction from his own hand. This book-- To Apply the Gospel, Selec-
tions from Writings from Henry Venn (Grand Rapids, 1971) --is an in-
dispensable source for the study of the missionary principles and
practical guidelines of this man who for 31 years--from 1841 to

1872--served as Secretary of the largest missionary organization of
the Anglican church-- the Church Missionary Society.

In reading his writings, one cannot but realize how deeply conscious
he was, in his letters to and contacts with missionaries in Sierra
Leone, Nigeria, Uganda, Kenya, India and Ceylon, of the problems
given rise to by the relations between western missionary organiza-
tions and the growing native churches. He was profoundly aware of

the threatening danger of dependence and of the necessity of warding
it off, and encouraged self-reliance and self-dependence. Concerns
such as these, in our day become very real, seem to have formed the
warp and woof of his letters and reflections.

He felt keenly, the paternalistic nature of the existing relations
and realized that western missionaries were becoming the supervis-
ors, directors and paymasters in the world of Asia, Africa and the
Caribbean. And he -was well aware of the immobility which could all
too easily result from this pattern of dependence.

Reflection upon these matters led him to a new formulation of the
purpose of mission. But before letting him speak for himself, we
need mention that men such as Venn did not in the least see their

new administrative proposals as the sole condition for the building
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up of churches. Venn belonged to the evangelical group within the

Anglican Church and had been deeply affected by the Great Awakening.
His ecclesiology must not be identified with and limited to what he
presented in the three-self theory. Venn, as well as Anderson, was
far from being a proponent of a purely institutional ecclesiology.
For both of them the institutional aspect was inseparable from the
concept of the church as the people of God. Having said this, we
can now allow Venn to speak for himself:

Regarding the ultimate object of a Mission, viewed under its ec-

clesiastical result, to be the settlement of a Native Church
under Native Pastors upon a self-supporting system, it should be
borne in mind that the progress of a Mission depends upon the
training up and the location of Native Pastors; and that, as it

has been happily expressed, the ’euthanasia of a Mission’' takes
place when a missionary, surrounded by well- trained Native con-
gregations under Native Pastors, is able to resign all pastoral
work into their hands, and gradually relax his superintendence
over the pastors themselves, till it insensibly ceases; and so

the Mission passes into s settled Christian community. Then the
Missionary and all Missionary agencies should be transferred to

the 'regions beyond.’

And in practice he acted on these aims, working for their realization
with great energy in the course of two generations. He stimulated
and encouraged the education of indigenous pastors, appointed local
bishops, saw to it that local councils of churches were established
and transferred the direction of schools into indigenous hands. He
also had the wisdom to realize that his principles must not be ap-
plied in a doctrinaire manner. When, for example, several of the
missionaries of the Church Missionary Society proposed to put a sfop
to the financial aid being received by a native diocese because of
its failure to have conformed, immediately to the practical guide-
lines of the General Secretary, Venn - indignantly characterized this
as unjust and as comparable to throwing someone into the water before
he has learned to swim; he noted that such a rigorous and abrupt ap-
plication of guidelines could cause considerable damage. But none-
theless, he remained convinced of the need to keep the guidelines in
mind in all organizational questions. As he put it: "It is expedi-
ent that the arrangements which may be made in the missions should
from the first have reference to the ultimate settlement of the
native church, upon the ecclesiastical basis of an indigenous episco-
pate, independent of foreign aid or superintendence."

A comparable formulation of purpose is to be found in the thinking of
Rufus Anderson, the most influential American missionary theorist and
strategist of the nineteenth century.
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Rufus Anderson (1796-1880)

Just as Max Warren did us a service with his publication of Henry
Venn's writings, so Pierce Beaver contributed greatly to missionary
scholarship by editing a selection of writings and instructions of
Rufus Anderson, under the title, To Advance the Gospel . Like Venn,
Anderson was the Secretary of a missionary organization; in this case
of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, in which
function he served from 1826 to 1866. It is above all his Outline of
Missionary Policy

,
published in 1856, which is of importance for us.

The difference between Venn and Anderson lies in the fact that the one
was an Anglican, the other a Congregationalis t . In spite of the dif-
ference, however, there remains a significant similarity in that both
emphasized the building of independent local churches as the proper
purpose of the missionary activity undertaken by Western churches.
The following are quotations taken from Anderson's Outline of Mis-
sionary Policy : Missions are instituted for the spread of a scrip-
tural, self-propagating Christianity. This is their only aim. This
aim of missions includes elements: (1) the conversion of lost man,

(2) organizing them into churches, (3) giving those churches a com-
petent native ministry and (4) conducting them to the stage of inde-
pendence and (in most cases) of self-propation.

Beaver notes that up to this time American missionary activity had
failed to be accompanied by any significant principal reflection,
and that Anderson was the first to take up this task by developing
a missionary theory with clear practical implications.

He held to the following goal of mission: "The formation of local con-
gregations whose pastoral care stands under the authority. .of the
presbyters." In his visits to the missionary field he displayed
nothing of the then traditional interest in establishing huge "mission
stations," but encouraged instead the spread of independent village
churches and neighborhood congregations. Unlike what had previously
occured, he laid unusual emphasis on lay-training as the best means
of equipping congregations to carry out their task.

Hi^ formulation of the purpose of mission as being the formation of
self-governing, self-supporting and self-propagating churches would
later be_known worldwide as the "Three-self formula." Anderson's
successor, N. G. Clark has noted that this theory and formula later
became the common possession of virtually all missionary organizations
in the entire world. Pierce Beaver has pointed out that this theory,
beginning in England and the United States, dominated a period from
the second half of the nineteenth century to the middle of the
twentieth. Until the Second World War, which inaugurated a new
period in world mission, practically all English-speaking missionary
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institutions have at least paid lip-service to Anderson's and

Venn's formulation of purpose of mission.

The influence of this formulation is not only to be seen in the case
of English speaking missionary organizations. German missions have
also acknowledged its correctness, and in the Netherlands one can
see clear marks of its influence in the Acts of the missionary con-

ference held in 1890, especially in the position taken at that con-

ference by A. Rupert. He was deeply influenced by the Anderson-
Venn formula in spite of the fact that, in contrast to them, he re-

jected the transdenominational corporate missionary organization
(societal missions) for which they had pleaded, and chose emphati-
cally to view mission as properly proceeding from the institutional
church and/or denomination, and argued on this basis for the estab-
lishment of interdenominational, ecumenical relations between young
churches and old.

Evaluation

A brief evaluation of Venn's and Anderson's approach to the question
of the purpose of mission must begin by recognizing the valuable
element of truth it contains. Just as God in the Old Testament
called the people of Israel to be the instrument for the presenta-
tion of his liberating deeds among the people, so in the New Testa-
ment history of grace he works to equip the church--his new people--
to be a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a dedicated nation
(1 Pet 2:9). In the Acts of the Apostles we find the chronicle of
the formation of the church, and in the apostolic letters we see the
apostles and their fellows busying themselves with the difficult
work of calling out churches from among the peoples. This process
of church formation is often ignored in the anti- ins titutional
theories which take up much of more recent missiology. Men such as

Venn and Anderson, and all those who followed in their footsteps,
can serve to remind us that inviting people to the fellowship of the
people of God, and forming and equipping congregations remain indis-
pensable elements in the fulfilling of our missionary task in the
world. The theory is also of much value sociologically. The well-
known Nigerian historian of the African church, Ajayi, has taken
note of this in his work entitled, Christian Missions in Nigeria ,

1841-1891, The Making of a New Elite (London 1965). He describes
Venn as a great missionary statesman who by reason of his vision not
only stimulated the development of independent churches in West
Africa but, in his emphasis upon self-reliance and independence,
thereby also contributed to the process of founding young new states
in that area.

Yet, this formulation of missionary purpose also has its weak points
and one-sided aspects. In the first place, it ought to be remarked
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that this theory is too ecclesiocentric . In the Bible it is the
Kingdom of God and not the church institute which is central. The
churches are constantly placed in the broader and deeper perspective
which is to a considerable degree missing in the ecclesiocentric
theories

.

Secondly, self-support is emphasized so strongly here that it almost
begins to appear to be one of the distinguishing characteristics of
a true church. At no place in the New Testament is self-support
given such a place of honor. The Bible writers simply noted that
there existed poor churches and those which were more prosperous.
Paul requests support for the former, but nowhere does he reprove for
the situation which makes such support necessary. In the writings of
Venn and Anderson one sometimes almost receives the impression that
it was the budgetary burden which they carried in supporting the many
congregations and mission stations which moved them to promote self-
support to the status of a principle. Just as one should not try to

turn a lack into a virtue, so budgetary difficulties should not be
used as a source from which to derive principles.

In the third place, we ought to be aware of the by no means imaginary
danger of the three-seifs formula being used to justify the severe
reduction and even breaking of existent relations between churches.
We think here of the Christian movements in China adhering to the
three-seifs formula. They were driven in 1950 to break missionary
relations with churches in other parts of the world, and appealed to

this formula for justification. Employing the formula as a justifica-
tion for the isolation of churches is, of course, to misuse it. But
unfortunately, it must be admitted that the formula can lend itself to

such misuse.

Lastly, we note that while Venn and Anderson propagated the building
up of independent churches in other parts of the world, in the West
they upheld the pattern of corporate missionary organizations (soci-
eties); their theory would seem to have implied the need to develop
church missions. That the principle of corporate missionary organi-
zations in the West was defended may be historically understandable;
but there can be no doubt that it was a contradiction to Venn and
Anderson's formula and their conception of the goal of mission.

IV. THE CHURCH GROWTH SCHOOL

Having seen the answers given to our question in the nineteenth cen-
tury by Henry Venn and Rufus Anderson, we now turn our attention to

the answer given recently by D. A. McCavran and some of the fellow-
workers. McCavran was instrumental in founding the School_ of World
Mission and the Institute of Church Growth in 1960 in 'W^^^n^ton and
later at Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena, California. As

the name suggests, it is "church growth" which is seen here to be
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the foremost purpose of mission. McGavran has set forth his ideas

in a number of books of which The Bridges of God, a Study in the

Strategy of Missions (London 1955), How Churches Grow (London 1959)
and Understanding Church Growth (Grand Rapids, 1970) are perhaps the

best known. There is in addition the interesting symposium. Church
Growth and Christian Mission (New York 1965), which includes a con-

tribution by McGavran and an article criticizing his position by

Eugene A. Nida. Finally, there is the series. Church Growth Studies ,

sponsored by the institute in which the principles of this school are
applied to various missionary fields and tested. The following are
several of the titles to have appeared in this series, published by
Eerdmans in Grand Rapids: Roy E. Shearer, Wildfire--Church Growth in
Korea ; William E. Read, New Patterns of Church Growth in Brazil ;

John B. Grimley and Gordon K. Robinson, Church Growth in Central and
South Nigeria ; Donald McGavran, et al.. Church Growth in Mexico . In
addition to these publications we might also mention the periodical,
"Bulletin of Church Growth."

In what follows we will attempt to describe the distinctive character-
istics of this influential school of mission. In doing so, we will
concentrate exclusively on the views of McGavran since, in our opin-
ion, the views of some of his colleagues, such as Arthur Glasser and
A. R. Tippett, are not to be fully identified with his.

Donald McGavran

Donald McGavran was bom in India, the son of an American missionary.
After receiving his education, he himself joined the Indian mission
of the Disciples of Christ, for which he labored some 31 years, from
1923 to 1954. There he became an expert in the fields of education
and in the organization of medical work, subjects which, remarkably
enough, now seem to receive little if any attention in his research
and reflection. Returning to the United States in 1954, and disap-
pointed with the slow growth of the congregations which he had served,
he has since then directed all of his attention to an investigation
of the causes of the growth and stagnation of churches. In what fol-
lows I will attempt to summarize the most important elements of his
theory

.

(1) In the fulfilling of the missionary task, all emphasis must
be laid upon the numerical growth of churches. The quantitative ex-
pansion of congregations is the first priority on the agenda of
"missionary business," and no matter how successful educational
activities and social programs may be, they are without significance
if they do not lead to church expansion. McGavran is of the opinion
that the occupation of missionary organizations with such matters as
peace, justice, development, the struggle against disease, poverty
and ignorance, amounts to misplaced concern. He views involvement in
the struggle against racism, in the world of politics and in
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interchurch aid as a flight from the true responsibilities of the
church. All must be made subordinate to the purpose of multiplying
churches

.

(2) For the purpose of multiplying churches one should make use
of mass movements. According to McGavran, one must make a point of
always working within the existent patterns of social relationships.
Churches have truly taken root in regions when they have become
peoples' movements, and "people" here means simply "a homogeneous
unit." In some situations, as is usually the case in Africa, this
will be a tribe, in others a middle-class group, as often occurs in

Japan, and in yet others, as in India, it may be a caste. Such
social structures must be used as vehicles for the spread of the Gos-
pel. One must begin with the central families, those holding posi-
tions of leadership. By reason of the interrelationship of families
within such a group there will then occur a snowball effect, whereby
it will become possible to convert entire communities to the Chris-
tian religion. Groups, tribes and castes must be won for Christ in
their totality. The existing patterns of social relations are, ac-
cording to McGavran, the bridges of God which he traverses in order
to gather the peoples unto himself. This aspect of McGavran' s theory
amounts in fact to the encouragement of the establishment of ethni-
cally-defined churches. Interchurch relations will, according to

this theory, follow later on their own.

(3) The application of this rule requires that missionary strate-
gists be concerned to pinpoint the groups which are at the moment the
easiest to win. This having been established, all available energy,
money and manpower must be concentrated there (Bridges of God

, p. 184;
and How Churches Grow , passim ) . Throw out your net only where schools
of fish are to be found. Don't plow amidst rocks. Gather the harvest
where the ground is most fertile. Waste no time in dialogue and in
presenting the Gospel to those who are hostile to it, but direct
yourself to those who have shown that they are ready to receive it,

and concentrate your entire attention to them.

(4) In connection with his strategy of first achieving rapid
quantitative growth and only thereafter turning to qualitative as-
pects, McGavran makes an unusual distinction. In the missionary man-
date of Matthew 28 he distinguishes two separate tasks--the making of
disciples, and the perfecting of them in keeping Christ's command-
ments. The distinction is presented in such a way as to indicate
more than a mere temporal order of occurrence within one continuous
process. It is interpreted so as to fit in with McGavran' s strate-
gic priorities.

(5) Missionary research must be concerned to answer two questions,
namely, what factors and methods yield successful church growth, and
what are the factors and methods which retard such growth? In the
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answering of these questions one must make use of sociology and cul-

tural anthropology.

McGavran has compared the growth of churches with that of apples and

pears in an orchard. Just as one investigates why the produce of one
orchard is bountiful and why that of the other leaves much to be de-

sired, so we must investigate why in one area our missionary labors

are blessed with a rich harvest, whereas in another the harvest re-

mains meager. This is what the series of Church Growth Studies at-

tempts to do. The research is wholly concentrated upon the question of
growth, the factors are calculated with the use of computers, and the

results are distributed so that everyone concerned may learn to organ-
ize missionary activity more effectively.

(6) Missionary organizations must set and constantly review their
priorities in the light of the principle of church growth. That which
maximalizes growth must be encouraged, and that which fails to do so

must be eliminated from the budget.

Evaluation

In evaluation of this school of thought we would like to make the fol-
lowing remarks

.

(1) In the first place, we ought not ignore the considerable in-
fluence which the Church Growth theory has enjoyed. This is especial-
ly so in so-called "conservative-evangelical" circles in the United
States. The documents resulting from Iberville Conference held in
Quebec in 1963 under the auspices of the World Council of Churches
show undeniable traces of the influence of the McGavran school. The
same is true of the 1966 "Wheaton Declaration" of the interdenomina-
tional Foreign Missions Association.

(2) Second, the emphasis upon the growth of churches is certainly
an aspect of mission which may not be neglected. The growth and
multiplication of congregations is something which is frequently
spoken of in the Acts of the Apostles; in fact so frequently that it
even led Dr. Kuyper to propose defining missiology as the theoretical
study of the growth of the church.

(3) Nonetheless, there are serious objections which can be brought
against the manner in which McGavran speaks of the growth of churches.
His own colleague, A. R. Tippet, has admitted that quantitative growth
has on the whole received too much emphasis, while what he terms
"organic growth" has unfortunately been relegated to the periphery of
concern (Solomon Islands Christianity , p. 52, London 1967). Eugene
Nida, the capable Secretary of the United Bible Association, has
warned against this emphasis upon the numerical. In the symposium.
Church Growth and Mission (p. 173 ff)

,

he notes that although in the
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initial period a church's growth-curve rises rapidly, it thereafter
falls just as rapidly, and that even when it continues to rise for
some time, one need always reckon with a period in which it will
fall. For this reason he finds McGavran's distinction between the
making of disciples and the perfecting of them incorrect. According
to Nida it is only by combining the two from the beginning that one
can minimalize the recession of growth and effectively prepare the
churches for future growth. Much sharper criticism of this emphasis
upon the numerical is to be found in the International Review of
Mission of July 1968, where Rev. John of India signalizes what he
feels to be elements of the proverbial American business mentality,
in which sums, profit, numerical growth and success play such a large
role.

Before passing on to the following point I would like to make several
remarks of my own. If Dietrich Bonhoeffer had allowed himself in
his political criticism and prophetic statements to be led solely by
consideration of whether they would promote or discourage the growth
of the German churches, he never would have made them, and he would
have had to remain silent. Yet it is precisely this prophetic ele-
ment which continues to inspire us and which has served to reveal to

us and be an example of what in a qualitative sense the church can
and is called to be. In the same way, if Beyers Naude and his fel-
lows were to view everything from the viewpoint of quantitative
growth, they too would be silent. Yet here again, it is precisely
their daring to stand alone in such situations which is in accord
with what the church is called to be. And with regard to the assis-
tance given to small churches, which often seems to amount in
McGavran's thinking to undesirable plowing amidst rocks, we need only
remark that there are times when such assistance is of deeper value
than is work in the midst of a mass movement. One calls to mind here
the work of the medical missionary. Dr. Paul Harrison. His labors
among the Arabs were anything but successful in the usual sense of
the word, for in his 25 years in Saudi Arabia he witnessed the con-
version of a mere 25 Arabs, bht his work was a tremendous sign of
God's patience with people. If we abandon small, lonely and op-
pressed churches, which humanly speaking have no chance of growth, in

order to direct our energy to those groups which are "now winnable,"
we may well find ourselves the object of the complaint of the voice
from Gethsemane: "Can none of you stay awake with me for even one
hour?" (Mt 26:40).

Also questionable is McGavran's theory that the caste, tribe and
class are the best vehicles for the spread of the gospel. No one
would deny that distinctly ethnic churches expand rapidly, and that
natural groups, once penetrated by church groups with a well-knit
social structure, offer relatively easy fields for missionary and
pastoral endeavor. Many examples could be given of this. Yet at
the same time he who is not blind in the matter will have to admit
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that in such situations the danger of a reappearance in new form of

the old exclusivity of tribe and caste groups remains great, and

that when that happens, integration into the ecumenical people of

God meets with almost insurmountable difficulties. Experience with
tribal churches in Asia and Africa show how the church can become a

vehicle for a new and strengthened tribalism or a new caste system.

McGavran fails to recognize this for the evil which it is, and hence
can speak almost denigratingly of ecumenical relations and of the

striving toward church unity. May we attempt to achieve church
growth along ethnic lines at the cost of isolating the members of

the body of Christ?

(4) The way in which McGavran sets priorities is one-sided and
unbiblical. According to him, everything must serve growth, but in
the Bible the priorities change from situation to situation. In
some cases the battle against hunger will be assigned the highest
place, sometimes that against sickness and disease; sometimes it is

the struggle for justice which receives emphasis; and at other times
the proclamation of the Gospel. Missionary strategy may not be
rigidly directed to mere quantitative growth, but must remain
flexible and responsive to God's guidance (Luke 10).

(5) McGavran has the tendency to break life up into two separate
sectors--the spiritual and the social, political and economic. His
contention is that attention to the latter, which he characterizes as

"passing projects," distracts attention from the two purposes of mis-
sion--the salvation and eternal blessedness of the soul. Yet, where
in the Old and New Testaments is such a duality between the temporal
and the eternal and between body and soul to be found?

McGavran 's conception of the church is one which views it solely in
terms of its relation to God. This view leaves out of account the
very real bond existing between the church and the world. It ignores
the reality of the church's position in the world and its duty to
fulfill its task there through the grace of him who is head of the
church and Lord of the world.

This school of mission, and above all its leader, is one-sided in its
view of the purpose of missionary activity. Yet it is necessary that
we maintain contact with each other, in order that all may be guarded
against one-sidedness. It is encouraging that men such as Tippett
and Glasser have thrown themselves into this useful dialogue, from
which all of us have much to learn.

V. CHRISTIANIZING AS THE PURPOSE OF MISSIONS

In the history of western missionary activity, Christianization often
has been seen as being the purpose of mission. A significant pro-
ponent of this approach was Gustav Wameck (1834-1910) who in his
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three volume Missionslehre spoke repeatedly of the "Christianiza-
tion" of peoples. He wrote as follows, "When Jesus speaks of the
need to Christianize all peoples he means they must be made Christian
on the basis of their natural and distinctive individuality as a

people." J. C. Hoekendijk has subjected this formulation of purpose
to a thorough analysis in his dissertation, Kerk en Volk in de Duitse
Zendingswetenscher . He has shown the existence of, as it were, two
levels in Wameck's Missionslehre . I quote as follows:

On the upper level are the living memories of the Kingdom and
the missionary enterprise invested with its eschatological task--
the saving of souls. On the lower level, history exercises its
'holy prerogative' and demands that mission takes as its purpose
not only the building up of churches, but also the Christian-
ization of peoples.

It is interesting that in post-war German missiology this naive talk-
ing of the "Christianization of peoples" is avoided. Christianiza-
tion also appears as the purpose of mission in the works of
Hoekendijk' s teacher, and later colleague, A. A. van Ruler. Unlike
others, van Ruler never spoke of this matter in a naive way. He never
tired of repeating that even in Christianized cultures God "rules in
the midst of his enemies," "in the midst of the darkness of the his-
tory of the human race."

In spite of his recognition of the profound sin which exists in the
Christianized world, however, his concern remains that of the Chris-
tianization of culture, and not merely that of the building up of
churches. As he writes on pages 160-161 of his Vaart en Visie :

The church is the divining rod of world history, which passes
over the earth and points out where new cultures of humanity are
beginning to arise: such cultures are those which have the cross
of Jesus Christ as their middle-point, and which are therefore
Christianized, and therefore destined to lead the way in the
world community and to form the bed in which the stream of world
history will flow forward.

It appears in his writings that he considers the culture of Europe and
America to be a form of the Kingdom of God, and that in his view the
worldwide expansion of this culture amounts in effect to the propaga-
tion of the Kingdom. We cannot agree with van Ruler on this point.
His view of the matter seems to be influenced on the one hand by the
dream of a return to a kind of "Christian theocracy" and on the other
hand by culture-Protes tantism of Ernst Troeltsch's Social Teachings
of the Christian Church.

But the Christianization of peoples can never be the final purpose of
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mission. In the light of the coming Kingdom of God every process of
Christianization is compromised from the first moment of its appear-
ance. Furthermore, the world itself is slowly but steadily becoming
more and more pluralistic. In the midst of this world vje must not
strive to dominate, but to follow him who went the way of the Cross

and who as the servant of the Lord washed his disciples' feet. Our

concern is not for a worldwide theocracy but for Christocracy.

Emilio Castro, director of the W.C.C. Department of World Mission and

Evangelism, had some good things to say on this matter in a speech
which he gave in 1974 on the subject of the church in the contemporary
pluralistic and revolutionary situation. As he pointed out, it is not
the task of the church to strive after forms of cultural domination,
but rather to fulfill the prophetic and priestly task in the midst of

injustice and oppression.

The church bears witness to the name of Christ more when it is op-
pressed than when it dominates. Only in the form of a servant does
it have a right to speak in the midst of the peoples. Christ rules,
that is true, but as God's Lamb; and in the Bible the reins of his
government converge not at an "Arc de Triomphe," but at the Cross.

VI. THE PURPOSE OF MISSION IN THE THEOLOGY
AND PRACTICE OF THE "SOCIAL GOSPEL"

Around the turn of the century there developed here in the United
States a movement of theology and practice, which must be seen as a

reaction to the exclusive emphasis in some circles upon individual
salvation, and to the strong ecclesiocentric accents in both home and
foreign missions. We refer of course to what has come to be known as

the "Social Gospel'."

Among those who were in the forefront of this movement I mention only
Walter Rauschenbusch (1861-1918), the author of Christianity and the
Social Gospel (1917); Washington Gladden (1836-1918), with his books
Applied Christianity (1886) and Christianity and Socialism (1905)

;

and Harry Emerson Fosdick (1878-1970) who exercised great influence
not only through his books but above all by way of his "Riverside
Sermons .

"

In his, at some points rather one-sided dissertation entitled "The
Background of the Social Gospel " (Haarlem 1928), Dr. W. A. Visser 't

Hooft has given us a masterful description of the background and
origins of this movement. On the many elements which he mentions as .

having been formative of it, we note in passing only the following;
the influence of the Enlightenment, that of the social sciences
(William James and John Dewey)

,
revivalism, Puritanism, and above

all the influence of the "pioneer mentality" with its experience in
attacking social problems and establishing small communities on the
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frontier

.

It was with great energy that Rauschenbusch propagated the message
of the 'Christianizing of the social order," while Fosdick viewed
world history as "a progressive manifestation of the loving purpose
of God." The latter developed a conception of the Social Gospel as

being "dynamic, active, transforming, (and) evolutionary." The
heart of the matter here was the realization of the Kingdom of God in

the social realm. For this, conversion was necessary, for Fosdick
shared no blind faith in a natural process of social progress. Yet
he felt it his task to emphasize that this conversion must be demon-
strated in the fruits which it bore, and the fruits of which he was
thinking were deeds of concrete social reform.

Our concern here is primarily with the influence of the theology of
the Social Gospel upon American mission. This influence has been
great and even now continues to be operative, be it on the foundation
of new theological pre-suppositions.

The three-volume work written by J. S. Dennis in the years 1879-1906
provides an extensive summary of the application of the theology of
the Social Gospel in missionary practice. The book, entitled
Christian Mission and Social Progress: A Sociological Study of Foreign
Mission , lists various social evils existing in the societies of Asia
and Africa. It mentions those in family life such as child-marriage
and the burning of widows in India, concubinage, and the oppression
of women; those in national life such as corruption and bribery; evils
in trade, including fraud and the lack of business ethics; and finally
evils such as superstition, compulsion and magic which plague re-
ligious life. Having listed these he goes on to give illustrations
of the various waya in which missionary organizations attempted to

combat these evils, and then follows this with a summary of the re-

sults achieved.

One who reads this book nowadays is at times tempted to ask himself
whether the author, whose eyes were so wide open for the evils of the
so-called "nonChris tian world," was sufficiently aware of the evils
of the "Christian world," and whether he had any feeling for the
positive aspects of these other older societies. Yet, his book re-

mains an impressive account of the wounds festering on the bodies of
these societies at the turn of the century, and of the first Western
attempts to attack these evils with the combination of prophetic
moralism and modern belief in progress so typical of the generation
of missionary personnel which was educated, formed, and inspired by
the Social Gospel movement.

Evaluation

Our evaluation of this movement will take note of both the positive
and negative aspects. Beginning with the first we must admit that
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worldwide diaconate would be unthinkable without the stimulus given
by the theology and practice of the Social Gospel. We can value
the importance which these theologians attached to deeds, to the

fruits of conversion, and to the social implications of the Chris-
tian faith. Until then, orthodoxy, by exclusively emphasizing doc-

trine, had neglected "orthopraxis." Pietists could only talk about
their "experience" and not about social obedience and justice. The
Social Gospel movement was very conscious of what pietism and ortho-
doxy had ignored; it was aware of the existence of the collective
sins which are institutionalized in the microstructure of society.
As Walter Rauschenbusch said, it realized there was a choice to be
made between a fatalistic acceptance of this status quo and an at-

tempt to influence social life.

In our orientation of the theology of the Social Gospel we must be
fair. In saying this I think of the criticism seemingly lacking in
self-examination which has been leveled at the movement by many evan-
gelicals, who themselves have just recently come to realize how much
they had neglected the social aspects of the gospel, and who should
have had an ear long ago for what the Social Gospel has to teach.

Yet there is also reason to be critical of the Social Gospel This
movement was much too optimistic, combining as it did the expecta-
tion of God's coming Kingdom with a belief in progress which was de-
rived more from the Enlightenment than from the gospel. It was this
optimism which Reinhold Niebuhr, himself a product of the school of
Rauschenbusch, unmasked, rejected and attempted to put right, while
at the same time never losing his appreciation for the positive as-
pects of Social Gospel theology.

Furthermore, the eschatological dimension of the coming Kingdom was al-
most completely neglected in this theology. In addition, it ought
to be remarked that during the high point of this missionary theology
the "Kingdom of God" was often unconsciously replaced by propaganda
for the "American way of life." The men and women who established
The Christian Century , and gave it its name, thought much more
romantically and naively about this brand of Americanism than do the
consistent and profound critics of it who now direct the magazine.

Finally, Social Gospel theology was on the whole too little aware of
the relation between the micros true tural evils (which they attempted
to rectify) and the macrostructures. Such an awareness however was
missing practically everywhere in those times, and ultimately, it was
to be two "Social Gospel theologians"-- the brothers Richard and
Reinhold Niebuhr--who would open their eyes and those of many others
to this matter.

I do not want to close our comments here on the note of criticism.
Although the conceptions of Social Gospel theology may often be
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theologically weak, the great importance of this movement remains.
It called the churches to participate in the struggle for the rec-
tification of social needs at home and abroad. The social ethos,
and above all the practice of the Social Gospel, should be seen as

the most important attempt to date to transcend the individualistic
emphasis in evangelization and mission, and to move the church to-
ward solidarity with the victims of injustice and to participation
in the struggle against the causes of such victimization. One cannot
say that what stood before their eyes was the deepest purpose of mis-
sion, but it cannot be denied and must never be forgotten that the
fight against social evils is intrinsically connected with that
purpose.

VII. THE PURPOSE OF MISSION AS THE IMPROVEMENT OF SOCIAL,
POLITICAL, AND ECONOMIC MACROSTRUCTURES

In the past years there have been many who have been of the opinion
that the purpose of mission must be located in the worldwide coopera-
tive struggle for the change of social structures and for human
rights

.

In connection with this, the reproach is frequently expressed that
the missionary organizations of the nineteenth century and the be-
ginning of this century did nothing on this score. Such an accusa-
tion is in my opinion highly unfair. The Christian communities of
those days in Asia and Africa were small minorities. Their resources
were limited and they did not even begin to have available the cadres
of sociologists and political scientists who could be of influence in
an attempt to deal with macros true tural matters. The churches and
missionary organizations did their work on a small scale in the midst
of small social groups. And it ought further to be remarked that
what happened here on a small scale laid the basis for the way in
which the macrostructures of many of these countries are now being
formed. Nehru, Sukarno, Nyerere, Kaunda and many other founders of
young states in Asia and Africa have repeatedly remarked that what
was done by missionary organizations on a small scale in such areas
as education, medical help, the care for the blind, orphanage work
and social planning provided the stimulus ’for the later institution-
alization of such services in the macrostructures of the young
nations. Such remarks are to be heard even in China on the part of
those who are not encumbered by the ideological shroud; and that in
a country where for understandable reasons the trauma resulting from
contact with the West has left wounds possibly deeper than those
contracted by any other third-world nation.

It is nonetheless the case that in times such as ours profound atten-
tion and activity need be devoted. to the transformation of macrostruc-
tures. It was once remarked to me by Billy Graham that the Apostle
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Paul did not go to the Roman Emperor and speak of the structures of
the Imperium Romanum . My answer was that we live in a period which
is much different from that of the apostles and in which in those
countries who pride themselves on their democracy, there exists the
possibility to influence the macrostructures. This is a task which
we must attempt to fulfill if we are to be true to our prophetic and
priestly calling.

There are indeed times when the position of the church can be com-
pared with that of the Christian congregations in the times of the
apostles. Yet there are also times which resemble those of the

prophets who spoke to the governments of this world and who spread
their message among the peoples roundabout. There are many bodies and
organizations nowadays where the Christian community can make its

voice heard if only it will. There- is such a thing as a missio
politica oecumenica , a vocation to work together in worldwide coop-
eration toward development and toward the liberation from economic
exploitation and political and racial oppression. Not only theolo-
gians, but also sociologists, political scientists, anthropologists
and servants of world-diaconate have a task here. Working for the
transformation of the macrostructures is as much included in the
legitimate aims of mission as are the labors of building up churches
and improving the microstructures.

In this connection there are two dangers which we must caution against.
There is, in the first place, the danger of emphasizing macrostruc-
tural concerns at the cost of neglecting other aims which have fully
as much right to be viewed as intrinsically related to the central
purpose of mission. He who, for example, ignores the task of church
renewal and hears only* the call to busy himself with the macrostruc-
tures does not act in the spirit of our Messiah. He who neglects
working for individuals and for small social groups so as to devote
all his energy to the supposedly fundamental macros tructural matters
has lost contact with real life and suffers from a psychosis. In
the second place we ought to realize that the task of improving the
macrostructures has its place as one aim among others and is intrinsi-
cally related to the final and deepest purpose of mission.

VIII. THE KINGDOM OF GOD AS THE PURPOSE OF THE MISSIO DEI

In the preceding sections we have discussed the various theories of
purpose of mission which have been formulated in the course of the
centuries. We have also taken note of the various forms of activity
to which these theories have led.

We want now to return to the Bible and try to discover there the pur-
pose of the missio Dei . The answer is not difficult to find, for the
entire Bible speaks of the purpose of God’s words and deeds as being
the revelation of his Kingdom and the restoration of his liberating
rule. We chose this word "kingdom" from among the many images and
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symbols which the Bible employs to represent God's purposes because
it seems to us to express the essence of the matter. What, now,
does the Bible understand by the Kingdom of God? The words are
often explained as having to do only with the inner life of the in-
dividual. Yet, while the Kingdom of God is doubtless of determina-
tive importance for the inner life of the individual, this was not
the only concern of Christ's preaching.

Others relate the Kingdom of God exclusively to the church, so as

practically to identify the two. And then there are yet others who
view the Kingdom of God solely in terms of the fulfillment of man's
spiritual needs and the forgiveness of his sins. Yet nowhere in the
New Testament is the Kingdom of God spiritualized or defined solely
in terms of the fulfillment of man's spiritual needs. As announcement
and realization of total salvation the Kingdom has to do with the
totality of human needs, and to use one of Jurgen Moltmann's terms,
with all 'bpheres of the devil."' These needs are definitely not only
spiritual in nature.

The Kingdom of which the New Testament speaks has an incomparable
depth and richness. It has dimensions which embrace heaven and earth,
world history and the cosmos (cf. Colossians and Ephesians). The
Kingdom of God is the new order, which began in Christ and which will
be completed by him, wherein all relationships will be put right- that
between God and man, those between people, nations, sexes, generations
and races, and that between man and nature. It is this of which the
prophets of Israel speak. This is the meaning of the visions in the
Book of Revelation. And it is this of which the apostles testify when
they speak of looking forward to new heavens and a new earth where
justice dwells (2 Pet 3:13).

The Kingdom of God is the redeemed creation, the victory over chaos,
the abrogation of all anti-messianic tendencies and the completion of
God's liberating work. This Kingdom has come in Jesus Christ and
will be brought to completion in and by him and his spirit. If this
is God's purpose, then it is this message of the Kingdom which must
be the frame of reference and point of orientation for mission. This
is the system or grid of coordinates within which the missio
ecclesiarum must function. Our missionary activity requires a deep
and broad perspective. We are called to derive our missionary task
from this all-encompassing message of the Kingdom. The final and
deepest purpose of mission is expressed in the words which our Lord
taught us to pray:

Hallowed be thy name.
Thy Kingdom come.
Thy will be done.
On earth as it is in heaven. (Mt 6:9-10)
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IX. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS PURPOSE FOR THE FULFILLMENT
OF THE MISSIONARY TASK IN OUR DAY

The task which we derive from the all-encompassing message of the. King-

dom is in the first place that of inviting men to learn to know Jesus
as the Messiah of the Kingdom of God.

Leading People to Jesus the Messiah and to Confession of Him as Lord .

In the gospels and New Testament epistles, and also in the entire his-
tory of the spread of the Christian religion, the beginning has always
been to bring people into contact with Jesus. It is from this deep
urge to "tell the story" that the New Testament itself originated.

This elementary task is often forgotten in our times. Justice, shalom
and the Kingdom are then spoken of without mentioning him. This is

understandable as a reaction to such things as the saccharine "sweet
Jesus cult" with its neglect of both the reality of the Messianic King-
dom founded in him and the promises and demands connected with it.

Yet its being understandable does not make such a practice any less in-
correct, and it is therefore good to see that the task of communicat-
ing the "story" of Jesus the crucified and resurrected Lord has re-
ceived increased support in world missionary circles in the past years.

Two things are necessary in order to lead people to the Messiah and to
invite them to confess him in word and deed. In the first place, they
must be brought into contact with what has been reported of him in the
New Testament. All the New Testament witnesses were convinced that
Jesus was the Messiah, but they also tell us that the Messiah whom they
came to know was different in important respects from the Messiah whom
they had expected and of whom they had dreamed. It is this Jesus, in
some ways other than the image of a Messiah which we might be inclined
to create for ourselves, that others must come to know. Looking upon
his earthly life and work, which stands open to view for all to see, we
look into the heart of God who came to us in him. God has used many
media in the course of the centuries to reveal something of himself,
but it is in Jesus that he has truly communicated himself: "Anyone who
has seen me has seen the Father." (Jn 14:8). And in this Jesus, in
whom God communicated himself, we also meet Jesus the Son of Man--the
true and new Man, the representation of what God intends man to be.

In John's gospel (Jn 2:23-25) we read that in various ways almost every-
one attempted to appropriate Jesus for his own purposes. But the
apostle goes on to report that "Jesus for his part would not entrust
himself to them. .. for he could tell what was in a man." This Jesus
so different from what people had expected and dreamed of, and a man
whom they could not appreciate for their own ends, was rejected and
nailed to the cross. Yet God acknowledged him and his resurrection,
confirmed him as the Lord of the new Kingdom come and coming. We may
withhold from no one a meeting with this Jesus of the scriptures.
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But in the second place, we must remember to present the living Lord.
In the meaningful communication of the story of Jesus we do not
function as historians or curators of the spiritual riches of a past
age, but rather as ambassadors of a ruling prince and of a living
Messiah who is en route to the final manifestation of the Kingdom.
It is because of this that in the meeting with him each generation
recognizes new aspects and confesses him in a new way. When Christ
is proclaimed in the world of the peoples and they come to know him,
each of them discovers fresh aspects of this reigning Messiah. In
our times this has meant the development of new images of Christ in
the West and above all in Asia, Africa and Latin America. We think
here of such things, as the title Christus Liberator, and of the
(so-called) "black theology," in which the experience of racial humil-
iation and oppression have yielded a picture of Christ that has brought
into prominence aspects which most people in the West have not even
been aware of. The danger of annexing Christ remains ever present,
and that is why it is necessary in some cases to unmask the dreams
and myths in which he has been clothed. But we must be careful here.
Christ as Savior and liberator of the world is not the myth which needs
to be unmasked, but the living Christ to whom we must invite people
wherever they may find themselves; in the house of Islam

,
in the worlds

of Buddhism and Hinduism, in that of Marxis t-Leninism and Maoism, and
in the world of scientific humanism, and modem technology.

We have said that the message of the Kingdom must be the frame of refer-
ence and point of orientation for our missionary task. This being so,

we cannot remain silent about the name of the Messiah of this Kingdom.
Once having brought men into contact with Jesus, the following in-

eluctable task is the call to conversion. This is of fundamental
importance. A confession of Jesus which is not accompanied by the
imitatio Christi is meaningless. This imitatio Christi is called
metanoia in the New Testament, and it is to this that we will turn our
attention.

Conversion (Metanoia, Conversio) and the Message of the Kingdom of God .

The word "conversion" carries so many connotations and has been the
cause of so much misunderstanding that it is well to ask what is

meant in such a verse as that of Mark 1:15 where Jesus declares: "The
Kingdom of God is upon you; repent, and believe the Gospel." The re-
pentance or metanoia which is spoken of here should be seen as the
answer which Jesus expects from those who have taken the message of
the Kingdom seriously. G. H. Dodd, the famous English scholar of the
New Testament, has explained that the translation of metanoia has
been somewhat one-sided in the past. Actually meta-noia means "to
think again" or "to have second thoughts." This translation is more
correct than the usual interpretation--being sorry for one's sins; it
is more positive and opens broader perspectives. Metanoia involves a
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total reorientation of thoughts, attitudes, will, emotions and feel-

ings, and results in new patterns of life, behavior and ways of

doing things. These are the fruits of conversion resulting from the

message of the Kingdom, a message with which we are all confronted
in Jesus Christ. The element of sorrow and repentance, of f letus ,

as Augustine terms it (weeping of the soul), is not excluded here,

of course, but the accent falls upon the turning to God and renewed
orientation to the criteria of his Kingdom.

There are two aspects of the matter which deserve to be given special
attention. In the first place, metanoia had to do with the whole life,

and hence also with social life. Any distinction between personal
conversion and participation in social life which becomes a separation
of the two, and in which importance is conferred upon the first, is

thereby rendered unbiblical. In the second place, metanoia as spoken
of in the New Testament is not something which occurs only at a

certain time and once for all. It is a permanent process of life-
renewal, of constant reorientation in the midst of the changing situ-
ations in which the follower of Christ finds himself. Emilio Castro
has repeatedly made a point of emphasizing that conversion is no
"agency of escapism" in the New Testament, and that the church's call
to conversion must be the call to reorientation toward persons and
structures in the midst of the often hard world in which we live. In
this sense conversion can be said to be one of the inclusive aims of
the missionary task.

The Message of the Messianic Kingdom and the Participation in the
Struggles Against All Forms of Human 111

The proclamation of the Messianic message and the call to conversion
in the New Testament are accompanied by the simultaneous process of
gathering together, preserving and increasing the people of God. The
discipleship to which Jesus invites us is not that of isolated in-
dividuals but of members of a community and members of the people of
God. He calls Zacchaeus, a son of Abraham who was lost but had now
been found (Luke 19:10), and he calls the woman whom he had healed in
the synagogue, a daughter of Abraham (Luke 13:16). His concern is
not only with the conversion of individuals, but with the formation
of a new people. When the synagogue "establishment" rejected him he
began immediately with the formation of a new community, calling forth
the apostles from his circle of disciples to become the founders of
this new community (Luke 6:13). The apostles continue the work which
he began. They, shape a new community free among the people, and a
community whose distinguishing characteristic is that it is God's own.
The factors which unite this people are not economic, political or
cultural in nature, as is usually the case with human communities.
This people arises from Israel and the goyyim by the words, deeds and
spirit of the Messiah. Its founding in the midst of the nations is
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due not to superiority of arms and organization, but rather to its de-
pendence upon the Messiah who is the shepherd and King and who wants
to dwell with it. He calls it, cares for it, frees it through the
forgiveness of sins and through the renewal which proceeds from him;
and he desires to use this people as an instrument for the realiza-
tion of his world-embracing plans. As we read in 1 Pet 2:9-10;

But you are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a dedicated nation,
and a people claimed by God for his own, to proclaim the triumphs
of him who has called you out of darkness into his marvellous
light. You are now the people of God, who once were not his
people; outside his mercy once, you have now received his mercy.

We see here that God's call and mercy are constitutive for the life of
this people, and it becomes clear, thereby, that the boundaries b-etween
this people and others are drawn in a way which is unique. This people
may not itself determine the boundaries and decide who is to be in-
cluded and who excluded. It is the Messiah who sets out the boundary
posts, and in doing so he is guided by grace.

The Bible constantly emphasizes that the formation of the people of
God which we see developing among the peoples of the earth is merely a

small beginning (cf. 2 Thess 2:3; Jas 1:18) of an entirely new humanity.
God's purposes reach much further than what can be seen at any moment
in time. The first fruits will yield their bountiful crop, and workers
are necessary to labor in the harvest (Mt 9:37-39). This task is to

be fulfilled by the people of God, which like the Messiah whose mark
they carry and in whose life-style they participate, has been called
not to be served but to serve (Mk 10:42-44). Just as he lay three
days in the grave and then arose, so this people must fall into the
ground and die like the grain of wheat in order that it might bear a

rich harvest (Jn 12:24-25). Just as he carried the cross, so his
disciples are called to deny themselves, take up their crosses and fol-
low him (Lk 14:26-27). When this people bears his mark in this way it

will discover that it pleases the father to bestow his Kingdom upon it

(Lk 6:20).

My concern here is not to present an elaborate ecclesiology . For this,
one can refer to such books as Paul Minear's Image of the New Testa-
ment , in which a careful description is given of the images which
the New Testament employs to portray the new people. My own concern
here is only to show that if we take the message of the Kingdom as

the frame of reference and point of orientation from which we are
called to derive our missionary task, the formation of the church must
be seen as an intrinsic part of that task. There has often been dis-
agreement about whether we ought to think in terms of the triad God-
church-world, or in terms of the triad God-world-church. Such a dis-
agreement is as senseless as it is a waste of time. He whose life
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and thought is oriented to the Messiah and his Kingdom will learn to

see the church in the perspective of the Kingdom. There will always

remain a place in missiology for ecclesiology and for the study of

churches in their own environments, but the central question in these

studies must remain that of the degree to which the churches serve
the messianic Kingdom. The establishment and expansion of churches
and their qualitative growth is no end in itself, but has to do with
the church's mediating function in the movement of the Messiah to the

ends of the earth.

When the message of the Kingdom serves as the frame of reference and

point of orientation in terms of which we view our missionary task,

then it is not only: 1) the communication of the name of Jesus, 2) the

call to personal conversion, and 3) the formation of the Messianic
people which need be seen as intrinsic elements of that task. There
is also a fourth element-- that of the struggle against all forms of
human ill. The Kingdom of God is an eschatological matter in the
Bible. In Jesus the Messiah it is a present reality, although one
which is not yet fully revealed. When the disciples of John the Bap-
tist come to Jesus and ask if he is the Messiah in whom the Kingdom
has come or whether they should look for another, he answers in the
following significant words:

Go and tell John what you hear and see: the blind recover
their sight, the lame walk, the lepers are made clean, the
deaf hear, the dead are raised to life, the poor are hear-
ing the good news--and happy is the man who does not find
me a stumbling-block. (Mt 11:2-5)

These words reveal that the Kingdom has both come and is coming, is

present and future. And the way to its consummation is marked by
the continued struggle against the forces and powers of the evil.

The message of the Kingdom of God cannot be understood and has not
been understood if we fail to concern ourselves with forces and
powers of evil in their various forms. The true breadth of Messianic
liberation can only be understood if we are concretely aware of the
extent of human ill and human slavery. And once having realized both
the depth of evil and the extent of God's saving acts in Jesus the
Messiah, we cannot do other than to hear and respond to the charge to
participate in the name of Jesus and the power of the Spirit, in the
struggle against all forms of human suffering in every comer of
society

.

The following are what we see to be some of the forms of this struggle
against human needs and ills.

(1) The psychical and physical needs . In the verses of Matthew
11 which we have just quoted, Jesus appeard not only as preacher but
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also as healer. In Rembrandt's famous "Hundred Guilder Print" we
see him portrayed as he is described to us in the gospels. He
stands in the shadows of the approaching evening; around him are
children and adults caught in the grip of physical and psychical dis-
tress. Jesus' messianic presence and their needs and yearnings seem
to interpenetrate, bringing to expression the God who condescends to

concern himself with the ills of mankind, heals their sicknesses and
stills their confusion. The messianic people of God have been called
to participate in the struggle against sickness and psychic disorder,
and hence social-medical work will always remain a part of our mis-
sionary task in the world.

(2) The ill of ignorance . Ignorance is one of the ills which
plagues individual and social life. One often hears that "What you
don't know can't hurt you," but such is a lie. In Indonesia illiter-
acy is called "letter-blindness," and it is that indeed; just as not
having had the opportunity to enjoy education can lead to what could
be rightly termed a sort of paralysis. The healing of this ill be-
longs to the task of mission as yet another form of restoring sight to

the blind and healing the lame, and hence messianic light shines
around the assumption of this responsibility.

(3) The ill of poverty and hunger . Jesus knew that poverty and
hunger formed the iron wheel of necessity to which the lives of the
poor were bound. He recognizes these ills and desires that the flags
and standards of his Kingdom be present in the forefront of the
struggle against them. Around the fulfillment of this work shines
messianic light.

(4) The ill of racial discrimination . In the course of this
century we have slowly come to realize the terrible fact that millions
of people spend their lives in the midst of social structures which
contain racial discrimination and in which human dignity is compro-
mised. Jesus constantly moved in the midst of those who were rejected
and despised. No respecter of persons, he saw all men in the light of
their being called to be children of God and, as members of his King-
dom, brothers and sisters of one another. Hence, the struggle against
all forms of racial injustice is one of the signs of the Kingdom; and
all followers of Christ are called to participate in it.

(5) The problem of cultural identity . It was above all the World
Conference in Bangkok which directed the church's attention to the de-
sire of millions of people for cultural identity. There are so many
structures which hinder the cultural self-expression of people and
societies. Within such structures they are robbed of their identity,
feel themselves deprived, and are considered abnormal. When the
liberating power of the gospel works in such a situation, it frees
men from that from which they suffer and restores to them their
identity, within the sphere of the Kingdom. As a black South African
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said not too long ago, "When I become united to Christ, who is the New
Man, he gives me freedom to express that new humanity in my own way."

(6) The threat of death and transitoriness . It is wonderful that
God has concerned himself with the last and deepest human need in

freeing us, through his Son, from the threat of death. Hence we can
say in the words of 1 Jn 3:2, "What we shall be has not yet been dis-
closed, but we know that... we shall be like him." Answering this

human need to be free from the threat of death is an essential part of
the task of world mission and world evangelization.

In a Bible study for the Bangkok Conference, Paul Minear wrote the
following:

The most profound cry which the Holy Spirit generates in man is

the cry to heaven, the cry for direct contact with the throne
of God, for a victory of God over his demonic enemies, for an
invitation to the festival of the Lamb.

It would be terrible if we were to ignore this cry which proceeds
from the depths of the human heart, and if we were to fail to convey
the invitation to the festival of the Lamb.

X. FINAL REMARKS

I have attempted here to present the deepest purpose of the missio
Dei, and what must consequently be the aims of world mission and evan-
gelization. It is encouraging to note that missiology is coming more
and more to emphasize directedness to the Kingdom of God. One can
almost speak of a consensus developing on this point.

And finally, in thinking about the purpose of mission we must keep
the following well in mind. It would be sheer pride and impudence to
imagine that we will establish the Kingdom and bring it to completion.
That is done by the Father, Son and Holy Spirit. Yet it would be a

sign of sinful faint-heartedness and indolence if we were not to at-
tempt in faith, together with the children of the Kingdom, to create,
in the midst of all forms of human. ill, signs and signals of that which
is coming. He who prays, "Thy Kingdom come, and Thy will be done,"
is also called to be of service in the Kingdom of God over the
length and breadth of the earth.
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Herewith a slightly edited transcription of my address "The Church in Mission”
given in the first evening.

I am very grateful to be part of this important occasion. I just want
to share with you tonight my understanding of a crucial development in
world mission today, a development which has and will continue to have
a tremendous Impact on the churches and on the world. When we talk
about Christian mission we are really talking about God's mission. And
this development I'll be trying to describe to you contains rather dis-
turbing elements, disturbing to a lot of us who love the church we are
part of, and yet this development contains much hope. I suppose it is
only natural that God acting in history always is disturbing and yet
also bringing hope. When we study the parable of the Good Samaritan in
Luke 10, most of us, probably all of us, identify ourselves right away
with the priest and the Levite. Religious people, active leaders in
the faith, who saw the wounded man lying on the road to Jericho, and
who nevertheless passed by on the other side. As we come to this text
in the scriptures, we realize right away that here is a mirror in which
we cannot but see ourselves; the priest and the Levite who passed by on
the other side of the road. They forcefully and yet rather easily re-
mind ourselves of the many occasions when we too passed by on the other
side of the road. So we identify ourselves with them. And this iden-
tification judges us and challenges us and compells us to do a better
job, to be much more caring, to be much ready to act in mercy to who-
ever is in need.

I believe this text, and similar texts in the Bible, constitutes one of

the most powerful motivating forces in global mission yesterday and to-
day. It has resulted in tens of thousands of Christians, reaching out
to all corners of the world to heal the wounded, to feed the hungry, to
educate the young, to denounce injustice and to proclaim the gospel of

salvation in Jesus Christ. And yet, have we ever paused to wonder why,

as we study the parable of the Good Samaritan, we very rarely identify
ourselves with the person who was hurt. Why is it we do not see our-
selves in the wounded traveller? The person who was way-laid by the
thieves, was stripped and exposed? Who was beaten up and left half-
dead? Why is it when we study the parable we do not see ourselves in

this light? And naturally identify ourselves with the priest and the

Levite, the unwounded? One wonders what would happen to Christian
mission in our homeland and overseas when Christian people see them-
selves as the wounded instead of the priest and the Levite who are the

unwounded. My friends, this is exactly what has happened in the last

decade or so, in world mission thinking. There has emerged in the

world church thousands upon thousands of Christian people everywhere,
particularly in Latin America, in Asia and Africa, who, when they read

the parable of the Good Samaritan read it differently from the way we

do. They see themselves as the wounded man. They do not see them-

selves in the priest and the Levite. They Identify themselves with the

person who was hurt and was suffering because they themselves hurt and

because they themselves suffer. And this phenomenon, this emergence of

Christian people in the church who read the Bible in this way, who do

not see things or understand things from the point of view of relative

comfort and relative security but from the point of view of the hurt,

the wounded, the marginalized, this emerging phenomenon has a profound

bearing on the way the churches understand and practise world mission

today.
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As Christians proclaim Christ all over the world, we have to ask the

questions: "Who are we?" "How do we see ourselves?" How do we under-
stand the reality in our own lives as we proclaim Christ today in North

America and overseas? I affirm Christian mission borne out of a sense

of gratitude to God for the good life he has given us. I want to salute

a mission done by privileged people to help the underprivileged. But

there is a world of difference between this kind of mission understand-
ing and a mission understanding borne of shared hurt, of sympathy, of

fellow feeling, a mission to the wounded because we too are the wounded
and we know in our own way what being wounded is like. This, in my
opinion, is the mission challenge to North American churches. Are you
ready to engage in mission not on the strength of your affluence but on

the strength of your poverty; not on account of your privileged posi-
tion, but on account of your shared hurt with the rest of humanity? I

think the need for world mission and evangelism today calls upon the

churches to re-examine the way we read the Bible, the way we engage in

mission. It calls upon us to try to see things from the perspective of

the wounded traveller rather than the perspective of the priest and the

Levite.

Let me now share with you a more or less historical framework, a read-
ing of world mission history which has been a challenge and an encour-
agement to me and to many others who are committed to the global mission
of our Lord Jesus Christ. There have been marked periods in church
history when the church suddenly grew tremendously and in the process
experienced profound changes. I think we are on the verge of another
such period. Let me put it this way. As a result of the Council of

Jerusalem reported in Acts 15, the door of the church was thrown open
to the Gentiles. From then on, a Gentile person can be a believer with-
out going through the laws of Moses. As a result, the church grew, in
number and in understanding. Christianity ceased to be only a Jewish
cult. It took upon the dimensions of a world faith. But to do that,

the power of Jewish Christians over the church had to be broken, and
Gentile believers allowed their full participation, not only in terms
of participation in the life and government of the church, but more
importantly, their particular Gentile perspective on theology is given
due place and respect.

With the modern missionary movement of the 19th and early 20th cen-
turies and despite its connection with imperialism and colonialism,
automonous churches eventually came into being in every land. The door
of the church was thrown open to Asians, Africans and many others. The
church grew in number and in understanding. As a result, Christianity
ceased to be merely the white men's religion. It has become truly a

universal faith. But to do that, the power of white Christians over
the world church has to be broken, and believers from other races and
other cultures allowed their full participation in the Body of Christ.

Some of us feel, even now, that the door of the church is not yet open
enough to people of other races and other cultures. European contex-
tualization of theology is still regarded as normative. The perimeter
of "legitimate" theologizing and church involvement is still largely
determined by white cultural values and categories. Some of us feel
that the inability, or the reluctance, of the Christian church to ap-
propriate the diversity of cultural Insights, and the abundant gifts of
many peoples, is a hindrance to efforts at world evangelism. Much re-
mains to be done. Nevertheless, we must rejoice that the basic step
has been taken, the direction set. We must rejoice that the Christian
church, as a result of the great missionary movement of which your

church is a part, is now a church of all peoples from different races

and cultures.
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One wonders who would come into the church next. Who will be coming
into the church in large numbers, and becoming part of it, making the
church even more universal, more abundant, and more approximating to
the image of the world's nations bringing their gifts to the throne of
the Lamb? From what I have learned of the world mission situation, I

think there is every good evidence to believe that the people who will
next come flowing into the Christian church are the world's poor, the
poor of the earth. Peasants, and labourers and their families who live
in slums and work in the fields or along assembly lines.

During the last decade or so, we have seen an increasing influx of
these people into the churches in Latin America, in Africa, and to a

lesser extent, but still in large numbers, in Asia. In the west,
churches among the recent immigrant population have been the fastest-
growing. The trend continues today. Worldwide, masses of the poor are
turning to faith in Jesus Christ. It follows then that for this pro-
cess to continue, to mature and to bear fruit, the power that middle-
class Christians have over the church has to be broken. In the first
world, but no less urgent in the third world. For while many third
world churches consist mostly of poor people in their congregations,
the theological understanding and mission agenda of these same churches
often reflect the middle-class perspective of their leadership, with
very little participation from the poor. Unless middle-class dominance
of the world church is broken, the masses of the poor who are outside
would not want to come in.

Here I must pause to make a couple of footnotes. When I use the term
"middle-class", I do not use it in any derogatory manner. For the

purpose of this discussion, the term connotes no negative meaning.
There is nothing wrong being middle-class. The problem begins when the

middle-class, which constitutes only one part of the total sociological
make-up of the world church, claims and exercises total power over the

church and deprives all others of the openness to participate. Then
everybody suffers, especially the church's understanding of the gospel
and hence its credibility as an evangelist.

The other footnote has to do with the argument that for world evangeli-
zation to succeed, the power presently dominating the church has to be

broken. "To break" is not the same as "to repudiate". The Council of

Jerusalem did not repudiate the early Jewish Christians. It recognized
the limited applicability of their convictions and their practices.

Neither did the coming into being of national autonomous churches in

the third world repudiate the white missionary churches. The new
churches simply claimed the protagonist role in the mission drama among

their own peoples in their own lands. So too, the breaking of the

power that middle-class Christians hold over the church is no necessary
repudiation of the middle-class. It is a necessary move for the sake

of world mission, for the sake that many more may come to know Jesus.

It seems to me that world evangelization requires the evangelization of

the poor who make up the bulk of the human population and who are out-

side of the church. It also seems to me that the renewal of the

churches requires the full participation of the masses of the poor

whose experience has until recently been very much excluded from the

churches' theology and mission agenda. But the poor, given the naked-

ness of their situation, has a lot to tell us about God, about the

Bible, about the church and its mission. I am not romanticizing the

poor. The voice of the poor is not the voice of God, only that theirs

is the voice that God hears, theirs is a cry that God listens to. The

poor are the recipients of the good news as well as its messenger.
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What is the message the poor have for us today? I think, and going
back to the parable of the Good Samaritan, it is that you and I too are
the wounded traveller. That with all our affluence, our relative com-
fort and security, we too are the hurt. And here the poor are right.
Beneath your sociological reality is the deeper theological and human
reality of being bound, and being hurt. I am aware that this is a very
dangerous message for global mission. I am aware that this message may
drive us to self-pity. It may tempt us to self-righteous unconcern and
provincialism. On the other hand, it may provide a new and powerful
surge for mission once more as we find within our own lives, as we find
within the history of our church and our people, the experience of hurt
which binds ourselves to our neighbours and to the suffering people all
over the world.

Finally, I have been wondering to myself why I should come to peaceful
and prosperous Iowa to suggest to good Lutheran folks like you to

consider thinking of yourself as a wounded man rather than as the

unwounded wholesome priest and Levite. Well, as I have suggested,
woundedness is your reality too, as it is mine. And we must accept it,

bring it up to our God and let him deal with it in our mission engage-
ment. Secondly, I believe the scriptures ask us to have the perspec-
tive of the wounded man. It was a lawyer, a teacher, a professional
person who asked Jesus "who is my neighbour?" Jesus effectively re-
plied that this is the wrong question. Jesus provided an alternative
question, and that is "who is neighbour to the man who fell among the
thieves?" In other words, Jesus asked the lawyer to adopt the perspec-
tive of the wounded man. To understand and to act as the hurt and the

marginalized see it. The same is required of us today. Lastly, I

think the task of world mission requires this particular perspective of

North American churches today. We proclaim and share Christ in North
America and overseas as we laugh with those who laugh and cry with
those who weep. The perspective of the wounded man would enable us to

do that. That is Christ's way for mission. In Christian mission, only
those who have been wounded and are not ashamed of it can bring healing
to others in our community and to the world. Thank you.

At the following evening plenary, five persons shared their experience in

mission through stories or vignettes ranging from pastoral work in a fishing
village in Chile, inner-city care in the USA, ministry to the blind in Japan,
legal assistance to Spanish Americans, to Christian witness in Cuba. And then

it was my turn to make a public response.

When we speak about world mission, we are in fact speaking about the

ministries of Dale, of Earlean, of Andrew, of Devi, of Elmer (who gave
the testimonies) and many thousands of Christians like them everywhere
in their home- towns and in their mission field. Theirs is the story of
global mission. Most of the stories we just heard are happy stories.
Stories which tell of experiences which have generated what we regard
to be results. I trust I'm not taking anything from them by also sug-
gesting that behind each success story probably are ten failures. For
every happy ending, I'm sure Dale, Earlean, Devi, Elmer must have ex-
perienced many unhappy endings, sleepless nights, and prayers in frus-
tration. And that also is the story of world mission. So the task re-
mains enormous. The stories our friends shared with us are signs of
hope to urge us to go on. Let us try not to be too sorry for the
people they have described. This young chap in Chile who died, this

woman who lost her job and was forced out - let us not be too sorry for

them. You see, the life of the poor is the life of misery, but let us

not forget that in every slum, there is laughter. In the most desper-

ate situation, people sing and people dance and they make love. There's
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always hope in the most desperate situation. Poor people are not
simply people who crawl into the corners of resignation. They are also
proud people. They sing, they dance. So I hope that these stories
would not simply make us feel very sorry for them. That's not what
they are asking us to do. Andrew told us of this polio man. There is
wholeness in his broken body. I think these stories are attempts to
remind us that there is wholeness in human brokenness. At the same
time, there is brokenness in our apparent wholeness.

My second point has to do with the human reality that these stories try
to convey to us. Again, allow me to borrow Earlean's observation.
People not knowing where to go. Like sheep without a shepherd. And
this idea comes across very strongly in all five testimonies. Sheep
without a shepherd is the classical image of human reality in the
gospels. And we often summarize this image by saying people are sin-
ners, Hearing these stories, I'm not so sure that this word is the
proper description of the human situation in which human beings are
like sheep without a shepherd. When we talk about you and I being sin-
ners, we are saying that you and I violate the laws of God. And this
is a reality that we all have come to understand. This is the reality
which has drive us to God in repentance. And yet when we hear these
storie, the people that my brothers and sisters serve, these are people
who are sheep without a shepherd. Of course they are sinners. Of

course these people sin and they know it, but it seems to me there is

another reality in their lives. It seems it might be more appropriate
to describe these people, who are like sheep without a shepherd as the

sinned-against . That is, we are not only violators of God's laws. We,

and particularly the people that my brothers and sisters just des-
cribed, are also the violated. Perhaps this is just another way of say-
ing what I said last night. If people are sinners and if they are also
the sinned-against, then it has a lot to say about the evangelistic
message, about the content of the good news. If human reality is sin-

againstness, then obviously the good news is to say; stand up and

struggle against the forces of sin; and the Christian responsibility,
the evangelistic calling for the church, is therefore to stand on their
side. I think probably for me this is the most important message from
the five of you and I want to thank you.

My third point is a challenge. We have heard these stories and we have
just sung a beautiful hymn "I Love to Tell the Story". What is the con-

nection between these five stories and the story of Jesus? I do not
think evangelism is simply telling Jesus' story, period. Evangelism is

to tell the story of Jesus in relation to Andrew's story, to Dale's
story, to Earlean's story, to Devi's story, to Elmer's story. To evan-
gelize is to relate the human story with the biblical story. To relate
the human story with the story of Jesus. And when the poor and when
those who are not in the church, who are not interested in the faith,

when they see themselves in the world of Jesus, then Jesus becomes a

live option for them. Jesus becomes real. They then have to make a

decision. That to me is evangelism and may I challenge you to look
into your Bibles and to find a Jesus story which would connect with one

of those five stories. A Jesus story which would enable you to tell

the persons whose experience you've heard that what they care about the

Bible also cares about.

And finally, I think I want to be a little nasty. (^I want to register a

complaint. I want to ask why it is that there is no vignette, no story

from sub-urban America. Why is it that we do not hear one story from

all you "missionaries" sitting here who operate daily in the important

mission field of sub-urban USA? I long to hear your story. Because
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what happens in the USA, in your church, whether it be in the inner-

city among new migrants, or in a nice neighbourhood in the suburbs, is

important to global mission. It is important to the ecumenical move-

ment. I want to hear that story and I want to complain that that story

has not been included in this panel. Thank you.

I must say happily I got a round of spontaneous applause mid-way into my last

point.

In the last evening. Dr Anderson sat me on a bar stool, in front of a camera

crew, and we had a one-on-one conversation with 1,600 people eavesdropping.

Together we probed into a number of important world mission issues. I will not

repeat them here except for a couple of exchanges to supplement what has gone

before. First the opening;

Anderson ; Well, Raymond, you probably have heard that this part of Iowa is

called little Switzerland. I wonder if you'd like to tell us the

similarity you see here.

Fung : Your ice cream is better and, I think, a lot cheaper here.

Anderson : That’s good. Let me start with a tough question. I spoke about
Geneva, and that is the central offices for the World Council of

Churches and you work as a staff person for the WCC and people in
this country have a lot of questions about various aspects of that;

and one question had to do with why it is that the WCC seems to be
so hard on the United States all the time and doesn't seem to give
equal criticism to the Soviet Union; people here wanted to know in

the case of Central America and so on why we always seem to get the
criticism. Thought I'd start with an easy one.

Fung : Let me be equally forthcoming. If I seem to be critical, I don't
mean to and if I seem to flatter you, again I don't mean to.

There are good substantial, procedural, contextual reasons. But
let me take it onto the human level. The impact of the USA on
people of the world is very different from that of the Soviet Union
in the world. Most ordinary people in the world, people who come
to the churches, people who work on the farms, in the factories,
who go to school, most people don't feel in a personal way the
impact of the Soviet Union, whether for good or for evil. But
that's not the case with the United States. You Impact the world
not only on the political level. Your presence is everywhere -

your TV programmes, your radios, your music, your lifestyle. Not
to mention your multi-national corporations, your soldiers and
tourists. The impact of the USA on ordinary people, those who are
in the churches, is tremendous and the impact is not simply politi-
cal, it is also economic, cultural and, yes, emotional. USA's im-
pact on the people of the world has a big capacity for good and for
evil. Most people look to the USA and expect a lot more than they
expect of the Soviet Union. There is indeed a "double standard".
Most churches in the WCC simply expect a lot more of the USA than
of the Soviet Union. Given your power, not only power over poli-
tics, but also over culture, and over the economic life of the
whole world. And don't forget, given your self-proclaimed self-
understanding. People in the world expect more of the USA.

Anderson ; Well, one of the concepts that you have mentioned here is the idea
of sinned-againstness. Now that's something that is a term that's
kind of related to you. You are a person who has I guess coined

that phrase, really. Can you say something more about that term?
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Fung ;

Anderson ;

Fung :

Anderson :

Fung ;

Anderson :

Well, I want to give credit where it's due. Actually it's in the
Lord's Prayer. And since 1 popularized that term, a lot of people
have told me it's in King Lear, Shakespeare. More sinned against
than sinning or something like that. I've also been told that it
is in "Moby Dick".

Good company!

So I feel very comfortable. I find this term useful for mission
thinking. If we define the human situation in economic and politi-
cal terms, then of course the answer must also be found in the
realm of economics and politics which, we know as Christians, do
not suffice. It's not enough. It does not touch the basic reality
that we are in as human beings. And so I feel that we should use
theological language. That's how I come to the use of the term
sinned-against . It includes economic and political exploitations,
but it is also very much spiritual exploitation. Let me give an
example. If you are deprived of a job and you have a family of
five - well, you are deprived economically, but you are not simply
deprived economically. Your whole human dignity is at stake. You
can't provide for your spouse; you can't provide for your chil-
dren. You get up every morning and you don't want to face your
family. You become a worm. That is sin-agalnstness. That is also
economic exploitation but it's a lot more than that. And if we
understand our reality as sin-againstness , then of course the way
out is to seek a solution in the forgiveness of sin. Soon we will
realize that while a person is sinned against by various forces,
that same person will soon realize also that he or she is also a

sinner. Let me be very specific. In Hong Kong, workers get poor
pay. So I say that they are the sinned against - not only that
they get low pay but because they have little say in the running of

their lives. But of course while they are sinned against they also
beat their wives. They also trample on other people - on other
poor people. Now how do you communicate the gospel to them? You
do not go to them and say you are a sinner. The answer is of

course I am a sinner, but so what? You go to them and say, look
into your own reality. You are the sinned against, but my brother,
you also sin against other people. You also sin against God.

That's how I find that expression to be useful.

That's a dimension then that would also have relationship to us.

That is those who are not classed as the world's poor. If we are

in some sense also victims as well as sinners.

That's right. If we define our reality in terms of sin-agalnstness
rather than only economic and political exploitation, then it's

much easier for us the fortunate, the well-to-do, to find out how
we too are bound and how we too are hurt, in a different way of

course. Fundamentally we share the same human condition as the

rest of humanity - you are no exception - I'm no exception. We are

much better off than a lot of people in the world, but our basic

reality remains the same.

So that's a kind of human experience - both being sinned against

also being sinner. Well, now how about all of us here. We talked

a good deal about the poor but some of us here are saying when you

say that the new team is coming on field there is going to be some

new stars. That makes us has-beens in a sense. That puts us on

the bench. How you see the middle-class? Is it kind of a lost

race now or is it a group of oppressors? What do you have to say

about the middle-class?
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Fung

Anderson ;

Fung

When I say about the middle-class I am also taking about myself.
Well, I think it is true that the missionary impulse is now coming
from the non-white Christian world, the desire, the enthusiasm to

proclaim the gospel. Of course the USA is a mission field. You
are missionaries here. That is your responsibility and this is the
job that you can best do. Not me or others from Africa or from
Latin America. You are the only persons who can do the job here.
Just as I am the only person - I can do a better job in Hong Kong
than you can - it is obvious. Now what does that leave the mission-
ary movement? The missionary movement of Christian people crossing
boundaries - cultural or national boundaries - and to proclaim the

gospel in a new land, in a new context - remains valid. But let me
be perfectly honest. Take the third world. Take Asia. If we are
talking about doing the basic ministry of the church - if we are
talking about the present agenda of the churches in the third
world, worshipping, teaching, evangelizing, visiting the sick, the
churches in the third world can manage on their own without western
missionaries, without western money. But this present agenda is

not enough. The whole world has not been reached with the gospel.
The bulk of the human population, the poor, even in your land, have
not heard the gospel. In the third world, while we have some ex-
periencne of doing that, we are still not very good at it. Some of

us are not even willing to do it and this is something that the

Lutheran Church is not very good at either. So here we have an
important missionary agenda to reach out to the world's largest
grouping of people who are outside of the church and because
neither of us can do a good job this gives us a reason to work
together. I know that I am trying to say something very beautiful
in a negative manner, but unless we encourage each other and say we
need a new missionary agenda - I'm not asking that the US churches
work the agenda of the third world churches - no, and I'm not say-
ing that third world churches should work your agenda - no. I'm
saying that we must come up with a new common agenda. Something
that we have not been faithful to and yet is mandated of God -

mainly, the proclaiming of the gospel to every person and particu-
larly to the poor. So I think we have a big opportunity here. We
all have some experience of doing it but not much. Let us work at

it. So I am proposing to you that it is an area that we can really
work together.

What would you say as you look at us either from the perspective of
Hong Kong or from the perspective of people who are, let's say, the

core of the world - the third world people. How do you analyze our
situation in terms of what gospel do we need to hear? That is,

what's our spiritual weakness from your point of view?

I hesitate to do that, but let me just share a story or two of per-
sonal experience. In my last trip to the United States, I went to
Youngstown, Ohio. I had a chance to talk with an unemployed steel
worker. He must be in his mid-forties or late-fortles . He's run
out of his unemployment benefits. He was standing on the welfare
line. There were a few others in the line, a few elderly persons,
a young mother, I think two or three black people. And we engaged
in a conversation. I had been told that the steel worker was among
the highest paid industrial workers in this country. Now he found
himself on the welfare line and as we talked I was surprised that
he was still speaking in terms of "we" and, looking at the others
on the line, "they". I think the pastoral message and also the

evangelistic message for this man is that "my brother, you too are

the sinned against". He couldn't see himself this way even as he
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Anderson ;

waited on that welfare line. The other story - I took a bus, a

Greyhound coach coming here to Decorah from Cedar Rapids. There
was a young boy, thirteen, very tall and lanky. The driver
would not let him play his music because he didn't have an ear-
phone. By some kind of federal regulation, you could not play
music in a public vehicle and that suited me fine, until I re-
alized he became very uneasy. It was a three-hour ride. Appar-
ently he did not know what to do with himself without his music,
and so he came to sit beside me and asked me what music I like

and so on, and I couldn’t distinguish a "western" from a

"country". He had a whole stack of music cassettes with him. And
so he tuned the volume to the lowest and soon we were listening
to his music - him trying to teach me, you know - and again that
suited me fine. He was on his way to spend a few days with his
mother who was separated from his father. We got to know each
other so well he treated me to a coke and some chocolate. I was
thinking to myself what was the good news to this young man. He

was so terribly lonely. I’m not romanticizing here. I’m sure,

people, even a teenager like him, might very well be manipulat-
ing their divorced parents all the time and trying to get the

most from them and so on. I have a very skeptical mind, but my
heart went out to him. To me, his basic reality remains sln-
agalnstness, and I came up with the idea as I prayed and medi-
tated, that probably what Jesus said to his disciples would make
sense to this young man. Pick up your own cross and follow me -

an offer of community, and a rejection of self-pity. You take

up your own cross. You are thirteen but you can do something
for others. You follow Jesus together with us. He leads the

way. Could your church make this offer of companionship, com-

munity, and challenge that’s really worthy of one’s life commit-
ment?

Thank you. You have shared with us parables that have applica-
tions beyond two individuals.
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T
I he answer could be guessed, but we still ask, why indeed should

we be in mission now?
Because Jesus was in mission, and we are his followers.

We did guess that would be your answer. Is our mission really like

that of Jesus?
The mission of the church in the present age may not be so different from the

mission of Jesus Christ in his brief ministry among our ancestors in the faith.

The pain and hurt were the same. Our responses should be like his responses.

His was a message of hope. Our mission is a ministry of hope.

But there are differences, are there not?

There is some difference between his mission and ours, so far as structure is

concerned. He had a remainder of eleven Apostles at the end, plus a number of

men and women who followed him and from whom he named 70 special

appointees.

To all of them he gave the not-very-modest assignment: “Go therefore and

make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the

Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I have commanded
you; and lo, I am with you always, to the close of the age.’’

The structure of the United Presbyterian Church in mission is somewhat more
complex. There are sessions, presbyteries, synods, and a General Assembly.

There are councils, agencies, offices, and advisory councils. Despite the

considerable structure needed for a mission committed to far more people than

1 00 followers, the mission commitment of the United Presbyterian Church is still

in the words of Jesus; “Go therefore. . . ”
We want to ask you about structure, but right now we need to hear

more about the differences in mission, as such.
Here is one major difference. Anyone who goes will be hard put to find a

nation where there are no disciples, where baptisms are not a continuing

practice of long standing. What will be found in almost every country is a strong,

faithful, indigenous church, deeply committed to mission. There will probably

be a council of churches.

Jesus had every right to use the word go, because almost every nation

remained to be gone to. Our situation is so different that even the word go must

be used carefully, and with full understanding. Overseas churches must be
seen as inviting churches. When persons in mission cross national boundaries
into areas where a Christian church exists, the authority rests with the inviting

church to describe the task of mission, to decide whether it wants persons from

other churches or nations, to select the persons who are to serve, to indicate

the life style sought, to provide supervisory and pastoral support, and to share
in financial responsibility.

Meanwhile, if we are to go, we must remember that there are many geograph-
ical places, and areas of life, in the United States where we must move in

mission. If there are poor people elsewhere, there are poor people here. If there

are elsewhere oppressed persons needing liberation, there are such persons
here.

All right, you started to speak of structure? What is the meaning of
structure?

Structure is a reference to the people, and their relationships, who are6



required to plan and participate in developing the mission the church decides to

undertake with the money available at any given time.

Who are the people who plan and participate in developing the
mission? How many of them are there?

Ultimate authority in the United Presbyterian Church lies with the approx-

imately 650 (the figure varies from year to year) commissioners to annual

General Assemblies. Half are ruling elders. Half are clergy. They are elected

each year by the 152 presbyteries. The same persons are unlikely to be

reelected by their presbyteries another year.

Successive General Assemblies have established the fifteen councils and
agencies in the Presbyterian structure. They have elected 522 persons to

govern those units. Each of the fifteen has a particular portion of the total

mission assignment. It is appropriate to the Presbyterian way to have a number
of agencies, plus elected persons, clergy and lay, who serve without remunera-

tion, to govern them, and layers of authority and review.

People of excellence are sought to govern the councils and agencies, but

they are not an elitist group. Each is a person from a United Presbyterian pew or

pulpit, serving in an extra dimension of mission.

As in employment, so in electing those who govern, the attempt is to find,

among others, women and racial or ethnic minority persons free to serve. The
fact is that the attempt has been in part successful, but the total record is

unsatisfactory.

Are the people mentioned above paid?
Only their travel and meeting expenses.

Who then is paid?

There are 294 executives in General Assembly General Mission work. They
are supported by 448 assistants, secretaries, and clerks, making a total of 742

human beings. It is worth noting that since January 1 ,
1 973, the total has been

reduced from 1 ,026 to the present 742. The reduction reflects a decrease that

began as early as 1967 in receipts of money from congregations. The same
decrease in receipts that reduces the staff provides the more significant tragedy

of a reduction also in the amount of mission work being done.

What does this word mission mean? Is it different from the mission-

ary work my family has cared about for generations?
Mission is the church’s redemptive influence in the world, within and beyond

its own walls, within and beyond its own membership, and within and beyond its

own community. It takes many forms. It calls for the planting of Christ’s church

wherever that church does not exist, by witnessing to Christ and inviting

persons to become his disciples. It involves the church in causes of liberation,

near and far. It emerges in quests for community self-determination. It arrays

the church against oppressors, everywhere.

The mission of the church, in which the United Presbyterian Church partici-

pates, includes many programs that are already familiar to us. For example,

evangelism, which is the first business of any church obedient to Jesus Christ,

is mission. Mission is church school curriculum development, aid to new
congregations, support for churches not able to pay their own way in our

common work, and participation in the cost of theological education.

As to the question of missionary work, it is still a principal dimension of

mission. The church still has missionary work in the United States, in large part

seen to by synods and presbyteries. The church still has missionary work

\
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overseas. The root function of mission is to name the name of Christ. The root

I function of missionary work is to name the name of Christ.

That is evangelism, and we must not be surprised that many missionaries do

their evangelistic work in special ways. They teach, heal, combat unsanitary

conditions, or demonstrate techniques in agriculture.

You speak of missionaries, but hasn’t the church changed even that
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word to something new?
A generation ago we began to call missionaries fraternal workers, to proclaim

their oneness with the national churches they served. It was before we realized

that we had a potential sexist language problem in the word fraternal. It is also

true that the word missionary has a lot of momentum behind it and has not been

abandoned.

It is probably best to say that our primary missionary work is done by persons

who are commissioned as missionaries of the Gospel of Christ and fraternal

workers in his church. Mission, on the other hand, is what all Christians do

together. The reason we hear more talk about mission than about missionary

work is the increased acceptance of the premise that mission is the calling of

every Christian.

Has the adoption of the word mission changed our missionary
posture in the world?

Yes, and we have had to learn two more new terms for our vocabulary:

rnutuality in mission and interdependence of Christian mission in an interde-

pendent world.

In the nineteenth century and since, missionaries from America and Europe,

in addition to their proclamation of the Gospel, encouraged the founding and
growth of national churches in places we would now call developing, or Third

World, countries. In turn, the national churches, in addition to witnessing to the

faith that was in them, erected councils of churches. Many years ago our

church encouraged and endorsed this ecumenical stance.

Such national churches and councils of churches have developed self-

consciousness about themselves as independent, interdependent, and equal

partners with such bodies as the United Presbyterian Church. They have similar

relationships around the world. They go to other nations. They baptize. They
make disciples.

They have a major voice in the categories of people seen to be needed in their

countries. They invite. We respond (if we have the money). Similarly, we invite

and they respond.

All of this adds up to mutuality in mission. It is interdependence. It means, in

more and more instances, our responding with grants of money instead of

people, or in addition to people.

Does the last part of the preceding answer mean that the United
Presbyterian Church is giving away blocs of its funds, and thereby
losing control of the ways in which they are spent?

Yes, we regularly have provided funds for other churches overseas. With
such money, the United Presbyterian Church buys into a partnership in mission.

It does not think of losing control of its (or God’s) money, because a church
does not give money to buy control of somebody else’s church or of that

church’s mission. What our church gets in return for its money is an invitation to

a celebration: the celebration of the Lordship of Christ. Our church gets a

chance to give away itself, as Jesus gave himself away, for the whole world.



The point must be made that a church receiving a grant from the United

Presbyterian Church knows better, not as well as, but better, than we how to

proclaim the Gospel in its own nation, in terms of its national culture, and in

terms of mission strategy.

Why do you assume that overseas churches know more than we
about the best use of mission money?
Your question is incomplete. It should have ended with the phrase: in their

own countries? The previous answer confined the superior knowledge to a

church’s own nation. Can it not ordinarily be assumed that the church members
in any town or city in the United States know more than anybody else about what
are the urgent needs in that place? By the same token, it is assumed that a

mature Christian church in another nation knows what it is that cries out still to

be done to evangelize its own country, to set free the captives there, and to

preach good news to the poor.

Are there enough dollars for mission?
No, there are not enough dollars given or spent each year to face up to the

hurt and hunger of the world. There will never be enough, until all have heard

Christ’s invitation to be disciples, until every child is fed, every injustice

corrected, all illiteracy replaced by the ability of everyone to read and write-in

other words, until God’s broken world is put together again, his way.

No, there are not enough dollars for the United Presbyterian Church to carry

the share it would like to carry, with others, in the global Christian enterprise.

Can you give some simple arithmetic about the dollars annually
spent in the United Presbyterian General Assembly General Mission
program?
The giving of congregations to the General Assembly General Mission

program has been almost steadily declining since 1967, when the figure was
$31 million, until 1977, when giving came to $20.3 million. That’s from con-

gregations. Other gifts came from United Presbyterian Women and individuals,

in addition to which there was income from bequests and investments. Such
other gifts and additional income came in 1967 as well as in 1977, so that it is

possible to draw a clear contrast between the two years in congregational

giving to the General Assembly General Mission program; 1967, $31 million;

1977, $20.3 million. United Presbyterians are gathered primarily in congrega-

tions. Even ignoring, as it cannot be ignored, the plague of inflation, the

decrease is bad news.

Does all this mean simply that we United Presbyterians are an
ungenerous people?
Tough question. The answer is that generosity is a relative matter, and all

things considered, we Presbyterians transmit a lot of money from our pockets to

the offering plate, or its equivalent. Indeed, total giving for all causes, from all

membership sources, is of the magnitude of one-half billion dollars.

Where does most of that impressive sum go?
The not surprising fact is that the largest user of funds given to and through a

congregation is the congregation itself. In 1977, congregations used for local

mission $359,078,896.
I

Is that an indication of selfishness on the part of congregations?
By no means. You know the kinds of bills and salaries your congregation must

|

pay to sustain the fabric of church life. In addition, congregations undertake

mission in their own neighborhoods, in their towns and cities, responding to 9
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those who need demonstrations of the good news.

Moreover, the posture of our church in the 1970's has been to distribute the

administration of mission so that it is assigned to the least inclusive judicatory

that can efficiently and effectively accomplish it.

The four kinds of judicatories are the session, the presbytery, the synod, and

the General Assembly. Any of the four could perform the local mission of a

congregation, but current wisdom points to the session—the “least inclusive”

that can carry on the task.

We suppose then that there is in each presbytery a Presbytery

General Mission; and in each synod a Synod General Mission. Does
each of these have sole responsibility to decide how much of the

money given they will use? Do they perform so much presbytery or n
synod mission that the General Assembly General Mission gets only

$20.3 million (that’s your figure) out of a potential of $500,000,000
(that’s your figure too)?

Not quite so. The presbytery has care over the session. The synod has care ^

over the presbytery. The General Assembly has care over the synods. One may
presume that such oversight, in each case, includes the right to inquire about

the wisdom and equity of mission dollar decisions.

In recent history, there has been little of what we may call inquiry into mission

budget decisions. Let us face it: it is a delicate piece of business. Too much
over-the-shoulder scrutiny of a responsible body’s financial judgments will

enhance the we versus they syndrome that the church already suffers.

Good news has come from an action of the 1 90th General Assembly (1 978) on

this very topic. It endorsed a much-studied plan, in five parts for interpreting and
funding mission in the whole church. One of the five parts gets directly to the

topic we are on:

A covenantal relationship among judicatories in which churchwide
mission budgets are negotiated, resulting in an overall goal and the

percentage that will be allotted for mission in each judicatory.

As a practical matter the above paragraph should be a profound signal for our

new oneness and for our undiscovered capacity to support mission worldwide

at levels not before attained. In the context of these pages, it is proper to note

something else the General Assembly mandated as a prerequisite to a covenan-
tal relationship. It voted also:

A biblically-based theological stance, affirming Jesus Christ as Lord and
Savior of the world. . . .

The new covenantal relationship and the biblically-based stance
both sound good. We are not critical, but we wonder whether you
would give us a definition of the word judicatory, in addition to

definitions of the four kinds of judicatories that you mention. Do you
mind?

Of course, we don’t mind: we wanted solid questions to answer. Remember,
however, that we are communicators and not lexicographers, which will be
clear as you see us wrestle with judicatory.

Judicatory;

Any English dictionary will define a judicatory in terms of the word court,

because the word has the same stem as judicial, judge, and judiciary. United

Presbyterians refer to a judicatory as a court, however, only on those relatively

rare occasions when there is severe enough disagreement among members10



that the judicatory must judge among them in a case having the format of an

issue in church law.

The more natural Presbyterian usage is to regard a judicatory as a governing

body that legislates, budgets for mission, and transacts church business. For

example, a presbytery performs one of its noblest duties when it ordains a

person to the ministry of word and sacrament. The word court—or any of its

derivatives— ill fits that happy, hopeful situation.

The word court—as a synonym for judicatory—goes far back in Presbyteria-

nism. Indeed, our close friends in the Presbyterian Church in the United States

(Southern) speak often of the courts of the church.

Thus, and after a lot of non-dictionary adornment, we define a judicatory as

one of four kinds of governing bodies, each having a definite area of responsi-

bility, in the United Presbyterian Church.

Session:

Our Form of Government, Chapter XI, says that the session of a particular

church consists of the pastor (or co-pastors) and the elders in active service.

Presbytery;

Chapter XII says that a presbytery consists of all the ministers who are

continuing members, in number not fewer than twelve, and at least one elder

commissioner from each church, within a district which includes at least twelve

churches.

Synod;

Chapter XIII says that a synod consists of the ministers and ruling elders of

not fewer than three presbyteries within a specific geographic region. The
synod shall be composed of commissioners elected by the presbyteries. The
delegation from each presbytery shall be divided equally between ministers and
elders.

General Assembly:

Chapter XIV says that the General Assembly is the highest judicatory of this

church and shall represent in one body all the particular churches thereof. It

shall bear the title of The General Assembly of The United Presbyterian Church
in the United States of America.

Each presbytery consisting of not more than 8,500 ministerial and other

communicant members shall elect one minister and one elder. Each presbytery

consisting of more than 8,500 ministerial and other communicant members
shall elect one minister and one ruling elder for each additional 8,500 ministerial

and other communicant members, or for each additional fractional number of

ministerial and other communicant members not less than 4,250; and these

delegates, so elected, shall be called commissioners to the General Assembly.

(Paraphrased)

You are candid, and you have presented in words a picture of

mission decision-making. Are you not, however, stalling? Tell us how
much the presbyteries and synods use for their respective general

mission programs.
All right. In 1977, the presbyteries reported spending in mission $6,665,726.

The synods reported $7,685,356. For the presbyteries that was an increase of

35 percent over 1976; and for the synods, 18.5 percent.

What do the presbyteries and synods do in General Mission with

those dollars?

You challenge us to tell what presbyteries and synods do in mission. It seems



best to back up a bit and tell you what congregations (led by sessions),

presbyteries, synods, and also the General Assembly severally do in mission.

To prepare these lists is to be on thin ice. They are incomplete and by no

means do they apply everywhere all the time. Knowledgeable people would set

forth other lists, with other emphases. The most that is claimed for the material

below is that it is better than just assuring you that all the judicatories do a lot of

good things, unnamed.

Congregations (Local Mission):

Congregations lead young Christians toward a mature Christian life. They

invite their own members to renew their commitments to Jesus Christ. They

invite members of the community to become disciples, and that is evangelism.

Evangelism, however, embraces most of all else listed here as the work of

congregations.

Some congregations provide feeding programs for children, the elderly, or

anybody else who is poor. They provide housing and facilities for community

programs. They engage in advocacy for excellent (not religious) public educa-

tion. They are public advocates for clean government. Some write letters to

their representatives in the legislatures, notably about laws that will combat
hunger Some provide accommodations for meetings of Alcoholics Anony-

mous. They conduct programs of mission interpretation. They teach steward-

ship. They visit prisons.

Presbyteries (General Mission):

Presbyteries vary greatly as to their respective geographies and as to the

number of member congregations. These variations affect their mission pro-

grams. At the least, presbyteries lead and assist congregations too small to

support themselves. Such congregations are certain to be found in the inner

cities, if not elsewhere. They are outposts, whereby there is kept alive on behalf

of all of us a witness to Christ.

Presbyteries establish new congregations. Presbyteries renew, support, and
redevelop old congregations. They arrange clusters of churches and provide

them with joint leadership. Like congregations, presbyteries establish commu-
nity centers. They conduct training in Christian education for the benefit of

leaders in congregations. Similar training is offered in interpretation and
stewardship. Presbyteries seek to build a youth program for the congregations.

Part of that work is the maintenance of camp and conference arrangements.
The presbyteries teach evangelism, but who that is engaged in mission does

not? The difference here is that a congregation alone may not know how to

begin evangelism, and the presbytery is responsible to provide a starting place.

Presbyteries offer programs of mission study, often as a part of officer and
leader training. Some presbyteries minister in hospitals, by providing at least

one chaplain. These last items are typical of those that a congregation may be
too small to do.

The presbyteries choose those ministers and elders who will attend, and be,

the next General Assembly.

Synods (General Mission):

There are fifteen regional synods. Their influence on all mission is consider-
able, because each nominates persons for election by the General Assembly to

the mission council and mission agencies of the church. This fact is here stated

immediately after the description of role of presbyteries in formulating succes-
sive General Assemblies. It is so located that we may see how our representa-12



tives to presbytery and synod have a firm grasp upon the administration of our

church. The synods do not exist, however, alone for the purpose of nominating

people. They have a distinct role in mission, and that is what we began to talk

about.

Fairly visible is the work of synods on college and university campuses.
|

^

Synods provide dollar support for some congregations. The money is

administered through the presbyteries. In many cases the money has been
separated from the $20.3 million that we have called General Assembly General

Mission.

Synods provide, for the presbyteries, specialists in Christian education,

mission interpretation, stewardship, mission development, and ministerial rela-

tions. The synods have a major function whenever we are really serious about

outreach to minorities.

The synods raise, receive from the General Assembly, and administer funds

when floods, famines, and earthquakes strike.

You will note that the recital of judicatory responsibilities fairly well conforms

to our earlier observation that the church distributes the administration of

mission to the least inclusive judicatory that can efficiently and effectively

accomplish it. This means that the list of synod mission activities, while

impressive, is somewhat brief. Much that a synod does is for the teaching and

leading of presbyteries. The synod has a distinctively conjunctive role between
1 ^

the General Assembly and the presbyteries.

General Assembly (General Mission):

The General Assembly sets the policies and directions for the global mission

of the church. Those policies and directions guide—and often govern—the
general mission programs of sessions, presbyteries, and synods. There is

nothing in the life of the church that is not the appropriate concern of the

General Assembly.

The General Assembly recruits, educates, and reeducates fraternal workers

and ministers. It provides vocational counsel along the way.

The General Assembly is first in responsibility for evangelism; but paradox-

ically, each of us in pulpit or pew is also first in responsibility for evangelism.

Providing fraternal workers who have been sought by churches outside the

United States and publishing Christian education curricula for use here are two

good examples of work done better by the General Assembly than by any other

judicatory.

The church participates through the General Assembly in the World Council

of Churches, the National Council of Churches, and the World Alliance of

Reformed Churches.

The National Council of the Churches of Christ in the United States of

America is a cooperative agency of 31 communions seeking to fulfill the unity

and mission to which God calls them. The member communions, responding to

the gospel revealed in the Scriptures, confess Jesus, the Incarnate Son of God,

as Savior and Lord. Relying on the transforming power of the Holy Spirit, the

council works to bring churches into a life-giving fellowship and into common
witness, study, and action to the glory of God and in service to all creation.

The World Council of Churches is a fellowship of 293 churches of the

Protestant, Anglican, Orthodox, and Old Catholic traditions, banded together

for study, witness, service, and the advancement of unity. It includes in its

membership churches in 90 countries with various forms of government, and its 13



life reflects the immense richness and variety of Christian faith and practice.

The basis for World Council membership is: . . churches which confess the

Lord Jesus Christ as God and Savior according to the Scriptures and therefore

seek to fulfill together their common calling to the glory of the one God, Father,

Son, and Holy Spirit.”

The World Alliance of Reformed Churches (Presbyterian and Congrega-

tional) links 145 churches in 80 countries. The churches have total membership

of perhaps 60 million people. The member churches go back to the Reformation

and their heritage is that of both Calvin and Zwingli.

Any judicatory can take up arms against hunger, but the General Assembly is

best equipped to call us, in concert, to this task. It provides written and audio-

visual materials for education and guidance in our action.

The mention of hunger materials will bring to all our minds the scores of other

programs for which the General Assembly provides special people— not infalli-

ble people—to point us in the right direction. Mission interpretation, steward-

ship education, and communication are tasks for the General Assembly, as well

as for every other judicatory.

Health ministries, in the United States and worldwide, are in the portfolio of

the General Assembly, but often come to life only when the synods, presby-

teries, and sessions hear what the General Assembly has to say.

The General Assembly has voted funds to use in the pursuit of justice in the

legal systems, but it is usually another level of church government that

proposes a grant of defense money. Almost the same words could be used to

describe the advocacy of economic justice, which often also has global

meaning.

Finally, the General Assembly occupies the role of the Old Testament
prophets in confronting government. It does not stop with ethical declarations

to the Government of the United States. Its voice is heard by other sov-

ereignties. It advises the United Nations. It calls evil evil, and good good.

At the beginning of the long answer to the question here concluded, we said it

would not satisfy all persons. It hints. It echoes. It suggests. It would be an easy
question to have answered if our church were doing virtually nothing. The fact

is that our church is into almost everything it believes to be the business of

Jesus Christ.

We begin to see the reasons, presumably valid, why the General
Assembly General Mission program received, from congregations,
only $20.3 million in 1977. What else may be added to that figure?

United Presbyterian Women gave $3,697,819 in 1977. Individuals made gifts

of $153,366.

Then there was income, as is annually the case, from non-living sources;
income on investments, income from funds held by others, and even mis-

cellaneous income. From all non-living sources, the General Assembly General
Mission program enjoyed in 1977 income of $4,062,081 . Certain non-recurring

income and necessary accounting adjustments brought the total dollars

available for the General Assembly General Mission program to $28,947,786, a

I
decrease from 1976.

You repeat the word decrease more than a few times. Did anything
increase?

Not really, so far as the General Assembly General Mission program is

concerned. It is time, however, to tell you about the two Special Offerings the



General Assembly seeks each year. The One Great Hour of Sharing offering is

received near Easter and the other is the Christmas Offering. They provide

opportunities for special service to people. They combat world hunger. They
provide for the self-development of people and for minority education. They
supplement inadequate pensions for church workers. Refugees from tragedy

and oppression are aided.

In 1977 the two offerings brought $7,597,026, an increase of almost $100,000
above 1976.

These offerings have a sort of brother-and-sister relationship to the General

Assembly General Mission program, but they do not add to the dollars available

to that program, as already summarized for you.

The Special Offerings are a story of attainment, if Christians may be permitted

to measure attainment in dollars. More important, they reveal United Pres-

byterians as a people of God responsive to the needs of persons under duress.

Why has giving to the basic General Assembly General Mission
program been declining?

The mem bership of the church has been declining. We dismiss this often-

repeated explanation of giving patterns, but it must be mentioned. What is

wrong with the explanation is that overall giving to United Presbyterian causes,

when you count the mission of congregations, presbyteries, and synods, has

been increasing. Remember the half billion dollars.

A more important observation is that declining membership is not a treasury

question. It is a matter of evan gelism. No matter what people give and no matter

how many members the church has, there are still plenty of people who have

not been persuaded to become disciples. We start there.

In some quarters it will be denied, but there is a good bit of apathy about the

church. It may be that a church with a demanding new sense~oT mission is not

the kind of comfort people seek in a rapidly-changing world. If there is apathy,

particularly about the church as a global mission partnership, giving will suffer.

The world economy is unusually ill-behaved. American Christians know they

have monthly bills difficult to pay. They may not be so sure that they are as

affluent as church fund-raisers tell them they are.

The church has priorities in mission, all established over the years by General

Assemblies, their councils and agencies, and by the processes of mutual

review— all already described in these pages. It is perhaps fair that persons

should have priorities too. In American history, the church has been held in high

esteem—or at least received a lot of unthinking lip service.

In any case, we may be assured by observation, and by research, that the

church is not now a high priority item in American life, nor necessarily among its

own members. It would be good in itself, and it would help financially, if we
could make the church so exciting, or make known how exciting the church

really is, that it would vault up the ladder of people’s priorities.

There has been some talk about a crisis of trust as to the leadership

of the United Presbyterian Churchrf? so, is that a factor affechng
giving to the General Assembly General Mission program?

It is here affirmed that United Presbyterians who know the persons called

leaders in these pages trust those persons completely— not to be infallible, but

to be faithful servants.

Nobody should be silenced, but it may be observed that a vocal few talking

often enough about a crisis of trust will get the crisis of trust that they seek. It is

true that there has been such talk. The best way to respond is with candid

0 }
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answers to questions—and that is what you are reading.

We buy your description of the people elected to serve in governing

and administering the mission of the church. Isn’t giving, however,

affected by their involving the church in matters of justice before the

courts?

A good guess. Grants have been made, and sometimes repaid, toward the

defense of persons accused of well-known alleged crimes.

The elected and responsible group of persons involved in making individual

grants have comprehensive guidelines, approved by the General Assembly.

One criterion is illustrative; Aid in legal matters stresses those areas where

racial prejudice and economic need combine to limit equal justice under law.

Legal aid has behind it the actions of General Assemblies. Otherwise, there

would be no money for such aid. More important is the declaration of Jesus that

God sent him to proclaim release to the captives and to set at liberty those who
are oppressed.

Some United Presbyterians have withheld gifts because the church is

involved with those who are before the courts. Others see that involvement as a

celebration of the love and justice of Jesus Christ.

Ail right, but is it not disturbing that the church involves itself in the

activities of men and women who are directing corporations for the

benefit of their stockholders?

[
The church has a process called mission responsibility through investment.

In answering your question, which is really about the process, the emphasis is

on the word responsibility.

It is certainly true that the United Presbyterian Church and others have

initiated, or joined in, stockholders’ resolutions. These are ordinarily addressed

to a board of directors, seeking disclosure of data or practices as they affect

human beings.

The church acts responsibly toward the law of the land, which provides for

just such resolutions, toward any who are oppressed, toward the world

environment, and toward the corporation.

Some giving to the church has been cut back because people cannot imagine

the church being interested in business, and even intruding upon its conduct.

It must be denied that there is intrusion. The church participates in resolu-

tions to companies in which it already owns stock. The resolutions tend to ask

the directors so to act as to encourage, wherever they operate, human rights,

the easing of oppression, and the protection of the ecological environment.

The reference to human rights and oppression is not idle. Many multi-national

corporations do influence, for ill or for good, the status of human beings in the

Third World.

Further, and more than ever before, the church seeks to meet with directors

of a company before taking any other action. In the best circumstances, there is

a person from the geographically-appropriate synod or presbytery in the

meeting with the directors. It is good to report that, as a result, some boards of

directors have been able to endorse in advance the purport of a proposed
resolution, so that no adversary situation ever arises. That reveals the corpora-

tion at its flexible best. It places the church in the reconciling, but advocate,

posture that is its Christian heritage.

Let’s go back to missionaries, because that’s what some of us care
about most, and we have heard some disturbing things about mission-
aries being brought home for budget reasons. Is it true?16



It is not true, but there are some related facts that will disturb you. Since 1 972
not one missionary (or fraternal worker) has been recalled for budget reasons,

despite substantial reductions in the headquarters staff and in program funds.

The other side of the coin is that attrition has been, necessarily, permitted toi

reduce the ranks. Not all who retire, die, or simply come home are replaced. In|

the nature of mission today, it is predictable that some replacements are

national Christians.

Some people simply come home? Why would they do that?

The usual reason is a personal sense—probably unwise— of the possibility of

releasing money for mission elsewhere. They know that in 1966 the average
j

cost of supporting a couple abroad was $1 2,000. In 1 977 it was $26,000 (a little
|

more than half is salary; the remainder is for transportation, education, housing,
|

and taxes). i

So, nobody has been brought home since 1 972, but there has been
attrition. What are the net figures?

At the end of 1966 there were 1 ,082 missionary persons serving outside the

United States. Their support cost the United Presbyterian Church $6,457,987.

In 1977 there were 366 persons. Their support came to $4,925,971

.

At another point you told about certain volunteers not on the regular

roll of fraternal workers, and presumably not reflected in the previous
answer. What is that situation?

In 1977 there were 1 12 Volunteers, 48 Overseas Associates, six Subsistence

Service Workers, and 20 Special Ecumenical People, all overseas. The cost was
$99,499.

In addition, there were 60 Bi-national Servants. Moreover, 252 volunteers

served in the United States, and 21 overseas nationals served in judicatory-

sponsored programs in this country. The cost for these programs in 1977 was
$53,410. Brief descriptions follow;

Volunteers in Mission are people, young and old, who are willing to contribute

service or live at a subsistence level while helping to meet needs and

opportunities worldwide.

Overseas Associates are persons who are employed overseas and, in

addition, accept assignments of a missionary nature in a spirit compatible with

the standards of the United Presbyterian Church.

Subsistence Service Workers accept a two- or three-year assignment to use

their special skills in another country.

Special Ecumenical People are from one non-United States country serving

in still another country.

Bi-national Servants have already lived and served in a nation outside the

United States for an extended period of time. Their task is to continue to

advocate the interests of the people of that nation through cultural, religious,

educational, and political activities.

Overseas nationals are distinguished from United Presbyterians serving as

volunteers in the United States by the fact that they are not United States

citizens, they are unlikely to be United Presbyterians, and they come to the
|

United States as missionaries to our country. I

May we look to the future with greater hope, as to increases in the

number of people serving outside the United States?
Yes. Currently there are 35 requests from overseas churches or councils of

churches for fraternal workers. There are more requests than that, but the 35

have been validated according to program standards of the United Presbyterian



Church, and nothing remains but the choosing of acceptable people.

In addition, there are current requests for 25 subsistence workers and almost

200 volunteers.

During 1977 the United Presbyterian Church appointed 17 new fraternal

workers and four new international subsistence service workers. The appoint-

ments were made possible by a gift from United Presbyterian Women plus a

special appropriation from the General Assembly General Mission program.

Turn the coin again, however. During the same twelve months of 1977, 47

fraternal workers retired, resigned, or went on leave of absence because of

adverse political circumstances.

Now the 1978 picture is brighter. Funds are available for 27 new fraternal

workers and ten new subsistence service workers. This may mean that for the

first time in a decade our church may make as many new appointments as there

are deaths, retirements, and resignations.

Weil then, we are somewhat encouraged. There is a point we should
like to pursue a little further. We learned that the church gives bloc

grants of funds to churches and councils of churches. Is it possible

that those grants were so much larger in 1977 than in 1966, for

example, that there was no dollar drop in support of mission outside
the United States?

Afraid not so: those programs other than the support of people from the

United States received $4,482,475 in 1966; and $1,067,000 in 1977.

Are the foregoing comparisons of dollars spent a decade apart

I

adjusted for inflation?

I
No.

What would the General Assembly do in mission with more money, if

it had it?

Let us remember that we have fallen back $10 million in General Assembly
General Mission giving since 1967. The seriousness of that shortfall is under-

scored by the fact that the church now has a list of needed and validated

'expenditures totalling $60 million; and is in the midst of a major campaign to

!
raise that much for General Assembly General Mission, for Synod General

Mission, and for Presbytery General Mission.

The list ranges from overseas leadership development through fraternal

workers, self-reliance grants to overseas churches, evangelism worldwide, to

youth leadership. There are seminary scholarships and support, small church
development, and funds for global medical mission. Of the more than $29
million for General Assembly General Mission, $17,040,000 is for use overseas
and $12,806,783 is for use in the United States.

It is a way of saying that we have fallen back more than $10 million and that

the manner of spending nearly $30,000,000 has been studied, challenged, and
fully certified.

Clearly our church is one of many partners in an extensive, expen-
sive, global enterprise in the business of makiEig disciples of all

nations. How can our congregation become genuinely involved in the
larger mission scheme of things?

Give. There is a place in Scripture where St. Paul put it to the Church at

Corinth like this; “That as a matter of equality your abundance at the present
time should supply their want, so that their abundance may supply your want,

that there may be equality.”



You have said give. What else can I do?
If you want to jump in with both feet, there are programs for short-term

missionary work as volunteers—two months to two years— for persons with

special skills. Predictably, physicians, dentists, nurses, teachers, agriculturists,

and engineers are especially valuable in such assignments to an inviting

country.

If you are a corporation person serving abroad, you should check with the

national church and with the fraternal workers to see whether you can be

useful. Learning the area language will get you good marks with your company
and with your church, and facilitate your being a brother or sister in Christ.

When you travel for fun, have fun. In addition, get some of the educational

pleasure that comes of seeing Christ’s people at mission in his world—and that

world includes the United States. When you travel on business, get yourself a

reasonable mixture of indigenous entertainment and indigenous mission.

We are a small and modest congregation. We have no corporation
people among us. We would not predict that income levels would
permit recreational travel abroad, for any of us, in the foreseeable
future. Notwithstanding, can you suggest ways in which we can really

participate in mission?
It is suggested that you make yourselves an extraordinary congregation: in

the study of mission, in caring about mission. Headquarters staff people and
other mission workers, including Christians from other countries, are available

to come and talk with the smallest—or the largest—group you can muster. See
the presbytery folks to learn who’s at large. Encourage your pastor— that means
don’t discourage him—about praying each Lord’s Day for the whole of Christ’s

mission in all the world for which Christ died.

Do you who have written these pages work and worship in local

churches? Do you know it is difficult to get some folks to lend an ear,

let alone give a dollar, to mission?
Yes. Yes.

How then would you suggest that we get started on involvement in

mission?
Assuming you want to spend little, and give instead as much as possible for

mission, there are two inexpensive suggestions:

The United Presbyterian Church has a personal interest program. About one- I

third of the congregations are participating. A congregation is put in communi- I

cation with a mission program and its people, in the United States or abroad.

You write them. They write you. When they can, they visit your church. If

somebody from the congregation should in fact travel where the program and

people are, there is an opportunity to drop in on folks who through correspon-

dence have become old friends. Your congregation does not support its

personal interest program, except in its general mission giving.

For about two decades, many congregations have set aside a few moments in

worship on the Lord’s Day for what is known as a minute for mission. More often
|

than not, at the appointed time a layperson arises from the pew, and goes to the

lectern or pulpit to tell something highly specific about the church in mission.

Aids are available from the General Assembly mission interpretation depart-

ment, but some people enjoy a week of putting this and that together, from

varied sources, and producing a homespun mission story that tops the General

Assembly minutes for mission. 19



Hie started to list a few frequently asked questions about mission,

and to answer them. Mission proves to be sufficiently complex in this

present time that both the questions and the answers have added up

to a fairly long story.

That is acceptable, however. Mission is the best story the United

Presbyterian Church is telling these days, except of course for the

story of Jesus and his love. When you come to think of it, it is the

story of Jesus and his love, told in terms of a renewed mission in a

new age.



Per capita apportionment

Pwertain budgets of presbyteries, synods, and the General Assembly are

apportioned annually on the basis of the number of church members.
The per capita budgets are intended to support only the essential ecclesiasti-

cal functions of the presbytery, the synod, and the General Assembly. The term

ecclesiastical is used here to denote those functions essential to the decision-

making processes of the judicatory. Such expenses are those required to

maintain the fabric of the judicatories as established in the Constitution of the

United Presbyterian Church. They include the expenses of the commissioners

in attending meetings of the judicatory and the salaries and ancillary expenses

of those persons employed to assist the judicatory in its legislative and judicial

functions.

It is important to see that there are distinctions between a per capita budget

and a mission budget. The several mission budgets support the mission

programs and projects of the respective judicatories. Each congregation

supports those mission programs and projects in terms of their winsomeness
and urgency, as reflected in the generosity of the members and families. The
health of the whole church is in part measurable by what the Form of

Government calls the grace of liberality in people.

Generosity for mission keeps present ministries to the world alive. It permits

new adventures in mission. It may be said that one who loves the church will

ordinarily hope for substantial increases in gifts for mission.

The per capita apportionment is not determined by the generosity of

congregations and their members. It is more a mathematical matter. Judicato-

ries carefully estimate their essential ecclesiastical expenses and divide the

total of them by the number of members.

The General Assembly per capita apportionment in 1977 was $1.30. That

meant that a congregation having 1 00 members would be asked for $1 30.00 for

the General Assembly. The $1.30 was constant across the church, for every

congregation. The Presbytery of San Diego is not atypical. It asked each

congregation for $2.45 per member. The synod to which San Diego Presbytery

belongs is the Synod of Southern California. It asked for 810. Our hypothetical

congregation of 100 communicant members would thus have a per capita

apportionment of $130 -i- $245 + $81, or a total of $456.00, or $4.56 per

member.

The per capita apportionment is established by dividing the number of

members into the sum of the ecclesiastical budgets, as has been seen. It would

not be appropriate, however, to lay upon each member the responsibility of

paying the indicated sum. It is the obligation of the congregation, made up of

people having disparate abilities to give, to remit the money, as a congrega-

tional expense, and not as a withdrawal from mission commitments.
In the same manner, some presbyteries apportion the per capita in an uneven

22 manner among their several churches, based on ability— or willingness— to pay.



Church government makes the presbytery responsible for payment of the

aggregate of the per capita apportionments of its member congregations. This

is a healthy aspect of Presbyterianism, in which the presbytery has oversight

over the churches. The presbytery is the appropriate body to observe a non-

payment and to inquire, in a Christian spirit, why not.

There is one sanction as to the failure of a presbytery to collect and remit per

capital apportionments. In such a case, the presbytery’s commissioners to the

pertinent General Assembly will receive only that part of their travel and per
diem expenses proportional to that part of the per capita paid.

On the other hand, the spirit that should prevail—and ordinarily does— is a

wholesome regard on the part of one judicatory for another. That regard is a

symbol of the peaceable oneness of the church.
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purpose. An^rtliiiTe tint serves to acco-4)lish ids purpose is tUe

r.iission of triO Glivirci., v/hat is God’s purpose;^ dliere do ue fiijd

it stated/

^ focussed Vie;^ ; ^ GdEY TIdS GOxulAId) ^ CmXST, Jesus ortianised

ids~l]iTscipie3 into a'"*JT)iii‘cirr 'l^o Gavo tLeia oijcir orders! a global

iiiission.

1. It is a i.iiasion \rith a i.iess-ge ; "the gospel".

(Resent your own suijioory of trie good nei/s tiiat is tiie

C’nristiari gospel . Or follow tiie outline of dr. F^LCI':::5r*s

aa^ress to UiC l6tn otuuent Volunteer ^uadreruilal, in
Clrist ’ 3 !:i.igdOi:i Is .Ian's Itoi^e , Assoc. Press, I.Y., pp. I8ff.

The nc2ws aoout :.iaxi is bad news: sin.

b. A lie nei/s aoout God is good news: redeiiiption in Czirict.

2, It is a mission to laaice tne message known*
'“Go ye into all tiie world and preacb..."

“II you iicve lioard tiie liows you muot proclaim it. if you
iiave liiet tne uord you must introduce idrij"

—

GirisX'ian .dSwior:s ;

>»nence and ^ud-ti^/ (^ids popular interpret^ition of tGe
a..ierican studies on tiie lidssiunary ouiig;.tion of tiie Gaurch
xiicy be secured, ivdiaeograpiied, frcM trie idssiomiy xiesearch

Library, 30i4l Lroadway, 27, U.Y. for ao)ut 25p)

Lm.iediate View ; TO POLLuiV Tti£ L-<AilII.G OF THL riO-'d' bPIdIT. In tne
1 ilia1 aruJ^'s is , no rigid, ooctrinaire derirdtl'on of tne idssion of
tae Giiurch uixi evsr Sabisay. lire idssion is ^/na-dc, e>:piosivo.
Tile Giiurca is continual.iy corrected, sustained £Uid guided in its
idssion by tne bpirit.

Additional resources

:

~ Paal o. ld.noar, xne Good News . A dories of
Lible lotudies on tne '^nristian idssion.
Student Volunteer !?vm.nt. 156 5th Ave,, m.Y., 15<i

Giiarles uanson. That tne LorId 1-lay iuiow,

*’'riendsldp Press, 257 ao-irth .-.vc., ~'X“

UNIT II - Hav GO S THL GhUHCh GO AGsUT ITS .llSalOIl?

Gnrisuxaii uitnoss xs a nltnoss
'bo tne wn'ole' gospel. . .

.

Nicolas Bercy-aev T/rote, in 1937, “Tlie ^iuestion of bread for rysolf is
a loaterial question, out die question of ore.d for isy neigiijors, for
eveiybody, is a spiritual and a religious question,

"

But ocr.jard of a -brui'iCated, non-thcological gospel. "The Gospel in
Gi-irisuian witness," rumarks a world Goiincil of Gnurcucs Stucy on x.vai:ge.ldsia,

(Leumenejal Studies ,^2, Geneva) "must again oeeoue sooetldrig i;iore tiirui 'tae

parapiirasc of John 3:l6 as: 'God so loved the world tiUt ae once inspired
a certa ii Jew to irdonn ids contenijorari-wS tuat d-ere is a great :iGai to oe
s.dd for loving one's neighoor.'"
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/Unit I mri‘o;*ed discussion cf tlie rtission doirn to t’.ie bci.sic

ran«x_ :.jentnls oi’ tlxe r;iitli* Unit II shoald siiOVJ tliat once it
is i'*ooted in the faith^ the Mission never stays nrjrrotj^

xiission is c, i'itness to tlie Truth (Jolm 18:37)
1 . rE tells tne tru-lii nbout sibiyT dod is at -work,

2. It tells tiie trmth about r.ian: lie nec'ls redoiaption.

3. It tells tiie truth a;x»ut Ciirist: txie ansi-;er to raaii‘s diiCuJDia, “Tiie

o-in is to present C lyrist so intelligently to nian tliat th:^ iTill

accwpt hiia as their personal Saviair^*

I-Iissiori is a .service ox Lovo C'kirk 10 ;i+5 ^

1 . It is a niis'siQn of' salya-i.i.on' for tlie lost. Represent 'tives from
tl*3 youn^-cr ciaurciios at i-ilLin^en repeatedly referred to laission-
aries coriir^ (.oit irith l.ittle or no evangelistic passion, “iiissiai-

arics," tiicy said, "should 30 out to orcadri tlxe Uosi>ei of Jesus
and not be adjairdstrators sitting at desks." (See W.C.C SciKienical Studio

2. It is a i.dssicai of eiiL^iiteiv.ient for tiie ignoi’ant • (head liknk
Laubr.ch’s clia.jtcr on laturucy as cvar^elisn in fforld Faitirin
Actloa, C, x.eber, ©d,, x}ob->s-herrill, I;, I,,

3 . It is a rdssion of l^:;liof for tiie underprivileged, (Sec iurcpe*s
Hoiaeless, jpaiapixLet 'Vrorid Sounc-1, uenevaj 0. l, Walker, iian

.I'd 1‘oodj Foreign i^lic^- Ass,, 22 3, 38th St,, IhY.f., 33?T”
!;• It is a ioission of justice for tiie oppressed. (See J.C.C. paiiuhlets,

Ecumonical Studies ' inter Relatior^j Social Studies: Tiie

Responsible Society in a World ioropective—obtaiiaole froia W.C.G.
13^6 idith ve., 10 ,

UIJIT III, WhEHE IS THE rdSSlOh Fl^iJl?

" So ye into all the irorld"

“uustav Warneck, foriiJerly professor of .iissions at lialle, once observed
biiat Lutinr is no *Missi:'nsraann‘ in our sense of tiie ter.i. To uliich

Werner Blerb replied, *Tiie poor iiarxl Insticad of founding a nissionoiy
society or accom-'arying Cortes to Me>dco,,.hG set about tlie natter of
refori.Li.ng tiie Oiiarciil ' which is all by way of cay xiig, tiie groat coa-
raission liiay be ia:ibiguous revS,meeting iftiat co stitutes tne 'world* but
triere is no douot tiiot it obliges one to *Go*.'‘ - Carl l^icnacison,

A, Tiie Ciiurch is sent to every iniiabiteu area of the world, ik> ^ilace

is too fur or too ne^r." But Milllions have never iieard of Jesus,

B, "The Church is sent to every social, political and religions community

of iiankixjd, . . It is sent to ail wiio deny or rebel against tiie roign

of Ciirist,” but tiie Cnurch retro«ts to tiie suburbs,

C, "Tiie Chui’cu is sent to prociaiii Giirist's reign in cvoiy noAent and

every situation. . " Wly tiien is tiic Giiurch silent six cLys a veekv

lieeuurce Material ;

B, . iiof.i.etL, Niicre'er tiiO bun, xriendsidp

iuress, .Y., ciiaps, I, i.
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UiaT IV - .m Alls THE rlissiuiiullhs?

”The C irl3tian nlssion is

evcrybo^ » s business . »

,

t, T, corsyiihy tlic Sngiiab tiicologiarij cr.cc i^rote, ••The i'irob

vris Clod tlio wli3 sent forth His Son in tb^ lil-ceiioss of alniiu.

iiesh. Txk.t is trie se .1 andi‘5jin.i ground of liissions. , , Tiie second
missionary w -.s the Son. ..vrio e:c.led and c?-;ptiod iiirisclf in thJj3 fcreign
lana of eej:’t.h, , . The third i:iissionjcy is tiie Holy uliost wxioi.i tine Saviour
sends forth into all tiie earth... The fourth iniSvSionLj:^'’ is the Jjiurcii. ..

All fcpj.r i.ilssion?,ri'js are involved in the one divine redariiprbion bo which
T7G ovre ourselves iitterlj''. .

."

A* Toe missionary is a foreigner .

1. tile Mscessaiy j'irst step. "A Je;-; brougiit tiie gospel to *Cokicj a
ROTian took it to France^ a Frencliraan took it bo Scaid±navia; a
dcaiidinaviian took it to dcotland^ a dcotsioxui evangelised Ireli-nd, etc.*’

2. ^3 a contxjiuxng watness to uxiivcx'sal iic^b-.<rc ojl vyiXuj.’Ox..

B, The ra.ssio’iai:^'’ is a native . lio country >o.li ever dc auc-;uately evange-
liaed save ly its own ^leopie. doinsse evangelists xro .j-d be a f-jr

gre.-^.ter poxrer in Cliira timn i^OOO foreigners," reported a oa-^nghoi

laisoi'Hs coni'erence.

C. Trie Missionai^'' is you . ••There is no p u’bicipation in tni’ist xjitxxjut

participation in His missi n to the x:crld." ('diilir:gen, 19^2)

Resource latorial:
ii. Grouch, Giirist * s xCingaora is Iian*s >.'orId, lart I.

The ilissionary V’bcution, :'ii-.eo., rury ^xese^ch
ia.brarj’-, '301x1 oroadirs^^, 1 .1., 27, I:.I., 25c

*0TEs Tlie next tiiree units are a series on
tiie Unity of tiie Ghxircii, as follows

;

5. Tiie Call to Unity
6. Tiie ^asis of urdty
7. TiiS F.calisaticn of Unity

Ui:IT V - TiiE CALL TO ULITT

•^Tiiat they all be one.

.

.

tixat tile world o~e~lieve^^

uoorgia Haxiaiess paouGs a skepbic s-^yiixg, •’! believe in the Cirorch
Universa|L, and I regret tnat it does not e^dst."

^pegin. id. til a cliscussi'^n o f church disunity as lienioers
of tae group ij.^ve seen it. uhut ai*e oi*e reasons for
disunion? Is it XTrong^

A no wilij.iij^0n statxaiient on iliLssion and tnitj^'" accl^res. "n»ivision in tiie
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cJiiurcii cdstorts itis viitness, ilnistr- i>es its i.iission, a.m coiitiv-LiicliS

its own iTaturo."

A, Unity is will Qarist , Ite prayed, '‘Tii.>.t tr.ty all i.iay bo on©,,.”
Acad~obim lT~» *ioad ‘J..iatiai]iS as a i'oi’ spii'iooal uiiLty. i<^ad

1 Oorint.iians l-i+ as a plea ior orjarJ-sational unity,

B, biiity is deciariued for the accoiiolisiiaerit of ttio '.li .
gsion,

^In India tiae v:ork o?'^tii‘istian .asoioiis is in tuo liaids of u2
British soci-tics, 17 uonLinenwl societies and 5U torth Airjerican

societies (as of l^ii?)* In rTorca tiiere are sojri© 20 dii’i'ereiit

denoninati jns opei’atln^; on the Ciiristian fronts in Indonesia 25i
in tiie -shiilippines 21.., in v.irica tij© picture is oxoe of sect-rian
conf'usion, , , (7, .7, Van Kirk, in A C.a’istian ulobal •^tratody)

‘‘Uidrty is -di tiai- co : ;ui o£- efj-wlive- «tti'ies©*cid-

of -tt3g-ea--.3mxii . .Ifiiilc uniti’’ asy be necessary in t.iO lards of tiiO

od.oT uiiui-cues, it is ix^orabive in tocse of txAO yo^x^er chircxies,”

(«?i.L..iii^^cn, iie.^rt of t.ic Oiiurcjies)

licso.Lrce i-iaU rial:

1, .;eubic;ln. The i^yunion of Cnwrch, tiarper’s

19h8> chap. 1
H. i.'. Van busen, ..orld yiiri^bianity , ^'riendssiiLp

iToss, 19h7) pliap, 6

IT VI - TKS dAhId OF ULifT

“
Txjxit they also inay be
one in us ... . *

-
- -

Leslie hewoi^in, a bishop of t!iC Ghurch of Soutii India, a union of
;xx:;^li(wni, Goi^^rej^.-tio;^ G,nristi:in, x'respytorion ard Aothodist cuarches,

wiiiCii has been called one of tiie i’K>st sijnificant events in caurch
history since tne Hofoniation, ’.rrilos, "It inay be uri ortunv. be to h' ve

tvro rival tei.iperai:ice societies in tiie s^*ie town, but it is not scandalous.

If Axe i.icnuero ai-e rsason-.bie people tiicp wi-i av.id oocasiorxS of friction
-ind laay, in fact, fird t:iat friei.dly rivalry lias an invijoratlng Ci-uct on
txxuir work, -at a t.—.jj-a-xice s-cxo^y vixose nieiobers .,rc ii^oitualiy aniTik is
gcner-i?y regaraed as scardaio'is. Thu c:d.otcnce of a plurality of ‘•Giaarcixcs*

is socud lous an the s -ac sense, for dxc C4xurcix‘s luiLty in biirist is of

its e-se-ce..."

sing T'C»Jbijin»3 The Eounior. ^ t]^ Church, chaps. 1 to ij, as

a basis, a v..eo..tQ .dbiit be i;orned up ocu.’’cen,x'd.ian (org-rdaa-

tional) and popular Protestant (spiritual) J-jos of church
uin.on. licwbii^in's syntaesis as xxcipfui'';|;^

unlot of txxc >^xxux‘cix is of its essence .

I^i^t unltt^ xs a apiriUial aiiLty , *'it consists in our sixaring in a life

of i.aioual"To . e and tr.ist wvd.cn is laade ;x03siole by our rebirth in rin”

C. It ^Iso a corixircal unj.ty .
” Purnaios tiie onurcii uas never taken -

Biblic^' doctrine of crc.»tion witn su ficient seriousness to enable it
to resist txie I .o^l of ‘tae spiritual' as txx.xt utxich is to bo set
over a^,i.iist 'the i.mteri .l»"
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U13T VII - the REALIZATIOII OF UinETI

"..the great new fact
of our tir^..

Bish p Berggrav of Horvxay, recalling ills imprisontnent b. the liazia during
tile war, says, "Strangely enough it was precisely in our isolation, wiien

all legal comraunication with the outside world was strictly forbidden,
that we in Ilorway really learned for the first time tiie roeaning of
•ecumenical*, wiiich is the living innur fellowship of Christians in tiie

\jorld."

^ake triis urdt a study of how the Ciiurch iias given
concrete expression tS the discovery of its living
Inncar fellowship

lias tile Clmrch already taken toirard unity?

!• A general surv^>(use Rout* hiliieiia-jr. The >«ueat for Unity, Assoc, tress)
2. A cold pattern; South India, (dee I.ewbigin, ixooYe, ciiaps. 7-10}

are tne next steps? (use Bilheiner, above, ciiap. 5)

I'jQTE t The next adjc units comprise a rapid survey of
the world raissi_n of tiie ciiurcii, area by area. Study
may be based on such inimdng coiar^ientaides as ii'Jorld

Faith in Action, C.T. Leb€u:, ed. Bobbs-Herri J., or
i7]:iere»er i^ie by S. K. Moffett. If furtijer stuc|y

tijae is u^TiabTe, more complete material iwy be se-
cured on each area from the Friendship iress, 2$7 i;tii Avo. N.Y.

UhlT VIII - MISSION TO AMf’.RICA

" Unciiristian living in »Ctiristian* nations
is* the great weakness of Cia:*istianlty* s

world outreach .
."^

B. T. liiles,

A. Hcn-f Ciiristian is America? A drilliaiit young Ceylonese tiiooiogian^ays
of 'iLica'leaii Christianity tiiat it is "a patciwrork ganaent. . .perilously
rear to tearing”, Wly?

is the Church *3 i-lission in Aiiterioa?

1, Continuing I'Tontiersj the Indians 5 tlie mountains— ("there is a section
of tiiis county, Knox Co., JSy., known as Upper stinking Creek where
only one tiling is unanimous—poverty*' } ; tiie foreign bom—(of 4J0,000
Portuguese in tiie U.S. only 100,000 iiave aiy relationship with the
ciiurch); tiie migrants; tiie liegro— (the loost serio js single sin of
America in tiie eyes of iost of the world is our treati^tent of tiie negro).

2, Unsuspected or unreaersed frontiers; tiie sciiool— (educationally we are
reproducing ourselves as pagans); the city; tiie fuctory; the Cimrchl

Resource material ; H, N. Morse, Again Pioneers;
Wi'iere'*'er tlie ciiap. 9; World j'^tli in Ac'iion,

chap, i
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UillT II MISSION TO EUROfE

"Europe is once again
a mission field.,."

"The laost urgent probleias in Europe are those of a spiritual kind,*."
declares f-iiaed S.jiss tiieologian Eiail ijrunner. " hen ijeople cease to believe
in ar^tfiing or to l:iope for anything and become unwilli. g to sacrifice theia-

selvBs for anytalng, it is iiapossible to find solutions for urgent social
and political problems,, , Tne probl®a of burope is a spiritual paralysis.”

/^scussion may be focussed on a single country, e,g,,
TVance, using tiie W.C.C. bulletin, i:cumenical Studies,
Evangelism in France; or as a broader approach iije

missiun ill Elurope la^ be spotlighted by three words J-J
A. Resistance . Review trje heroic wartime struj^le of the Cnurcli against

Yhe ilazis, Wliat are the new eneioies?

B. Reconstioiction, Note the Churches role in relief. Reconstruction must
be both pf^sical €Uid spiritual,

C. Reunion. Review tiie story of tlie World Council of Cijnsches,

Resources : The Btucient World, Uth s^uarter, 19i>2;

^'^rld FaTth in ^tion, ci>*p, 3j Wherever tlie Sun, ciiap, 7

UNIT X * MISSION TO UTIIi AMEiUCA

"Tiie iieart of Latin Ai.ierica . • , tne greatest
uni^iched mTssion field in the world,”

^

"How nany children iiave you^" a visitor asked a poverty-stricken i>iother in
brazil. "Eight, ” sne replied, Tiiree are dyii^ on earth, and five are living
in heaven."

"We pray to tiie Virgin," say tiie Indians of Ciiiciiicasc-enango, Guateiaala, "and if
she does not ansv/er, we go to/tiie witch doctor,"

Bo we have a mission to Latin AiaericaV Isn*t it alreac^ GatiiolLc /

A, We liave a mission of cora^jassion. Latin Ai.iorica is sic|^, hmigiy and illiterate.

B, We have a mission of liberation. (See Jrresbyterian Life, xlay 2n, *32, on tbs

i^otestant struogle for ieiigious iib'erty in Latin Merica^

C, We iiave a mission to the unreached s tribes of tiie Andes, tiie Amazon,

B, Our mission proclaims the Xiiving Cnrist . (See Br, Jbiin A l«Jackay*s coioparison

of L.A, Catholicism and brotes taiitlsmT’in Tiie Otxier Spanish Christ ;

Resources : .v’orld Faith in Action, ciiap. 10; where* er

the bun, ciiap.
'
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IT^iIT XI - MISSION IK Ai-KICA

»Tlig lace of God is wiiite

aiifll is 'feirn^a^inat ixa .«"

/Let diocusaion center about the explosive probleias

tiiat beset tiie (dark continent, and the Ciiristian response^

A, Education. The probleia; only 1 in 100 is in a school of any icind. The
laissiorTr about 80;ji of all African education ia still in church hands.

Agriculture, i^oleia: African agriculture is "full of superstitions,
charsus, hatreds and ignorance**. >lission* **You canJot iiave real Cijcristi-inity

in Africa witlwut Ciiristian agriculture. **

C. Industry . African industry xias turned sien into beasts, iiission: Said a
wuoan who had found Cur1st, "Lord I aia no longer a tnir^, but am a real person."

0, Race. (Read your newspapers on S, Africa, llenya.)

E, Evangelism, frobleia and missions Wuile Catholics and i'rotestonts boast of
iiaving converted i/i? of ail MVica*s negroes, Mosleaas iiave quietly won a
full 1/3 of them to Islam,

Resources s See Margaret Sharinon*s syllabus; Wherever
tiiti Sun7~"ciiap. 6; t<orld Eaith in action, ciiap. 5

UNIT XII - iOSSION IK ASIA

"Al.:iost one-half of all tlie peopio
in t lie world live in Asia...^*

/Think of the Gimrch’s ioission in Asia in terras of
uie following stark statements, by W.ii.P, in the
Saturdiiy Review of Literature,Aug . k» 193^

Most of tile people in Asia will go to bed hungry tonight.
Most of the people in Asia canr^it read or write,
itost of tile people in Asia live in gri xiing poverty.
Most of tile people in Asia have never seen a aoctor.
Host of the people in Asia iiave never iieard of democracy, or known civil liberties.
Most of tile people in Asia believe tiiat anything would be better than wriat tn^

have and triey are deterrained to get it.
Most of tiie people in Asia distiust peo; le with white skins.

(To which tiiS Ciiristian laissioncr would addi)
Most of tile people in Asia have never known salvation in Jesus Ciirist.

Resources: V‘/iiere*er the Lun, ciiaps. 2-5j .Vorld

Faitii in Action, cnaps.
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UhlT mi - TO ISLMi

Tiie mission to Islam is ti:>e ooddc

hLirdesi t'hriatian mission in tiie world

^^gin with a survoy of tiie geographical spread of
islaia*s 350,000,000 adiieren'bs from Ciiiiia to Surope
(Albania) and Africa—see K.Y. Tiiaes iiagaaine, Apr,
6, 19^

A, w'hat riiakes Islam so successimly laissianciiy? ”

''*fn lolom every iiian is a honaj.itaedon, bu'baji Oiiristendcaa, wtiere

is the Christian'* —iimerson

B, t^hat is the Ciiristian Approach to Islam?
"

'
'* iio hosiera ever singsV *kohazmaed, lover of Liy soul*” - il'reehof

Resources : J. Cnristy Wilson, Trie Ciiristian

iiessage to Islam, Revellj Worl3^ Faltxi in
Action, ci^pmr

UNIT XIV - RhVieW Am CONCLUSION

a concluding sesocum on a careful discussion of
i). T. Niles, Tiiat Tjiey May liave Life, Harper Bros,, using
the Study uui3e^\iy P^l "Converse, obtainable from the
S'tudent Volunteer Movement, 156 Fifth Ave,, K,Y. 10, u.xj

Missions is no longer a one-way street. It is good for self-
satisfied American CnristioTiS to listen to what a young
Ciiristian from Ceylon iias 'to say to them about their Coristian
mission.

* 30

(with profuse apologies for tardiness)
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Page 8Bruce Wells

I

(in English, The Mission of God ) ,
which popularized the term

"missio Dei," described what he felt it meant: "... the Bible

in its totality ascribes only one intention to God: to save man-

kind. ... The mission is work that belongs to God. This is the

first implication of missio Dei. God is the Lord, the one who

gives the orders, the Owner, the One who takes care of things. He

IS the Protagonist in the mission. ... Therefore, we can speak of

cliurch and mission always only with the understanding that they are

not independent entities. Both are only tools of God, instruments

through wi\ich God carries out His mission. The church must first

in obedience fulfill His missionary intention. Only then can she

speak of her mission, since her mission is then included in the

missio Dei."^^ But Rosin seemed wary about the term "missio Dei,"

and in f ict wrote his paper on it because it was not clear what

It meant. "... it is exactly the vagueness of the phrase "missio

Dei' ... which is open to ,theological exploitation Rosin

described the variety of useages of the term "missio Dei" and the

1952 Willingen conference, saying, "Thus even before the term

'missio Dei' was put into circulation, the process of its inter-

L rotation and modification was in full swing. The term was to be

taken up in the middle of this process and take on various colors,

depending on its theological context. Its grammatical ambiguity ..

i'ade it from the start possible to give it more than one explana-

' Thus it is hard to pin dov/n what "missio Dei" means in

order to compare it to the Reformers and the users of "missio Dei"

seem to agree that the mission of presenting the Gospel to humans

was started by God and is continued by God's power. The people who
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The propagation of the Christian faith among non-

Chrisitan people was one of the tasks of the Christian

Church from the begining. I was implicit in the Lord’s

teaching, as found in Matthew28;19 and Luke 24:47. ”Go

therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing

them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the

Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I have

commaned you; and lo, I am with you always, to the close

of the age." "...repentance and forgiveness of sins

should be preached in his name to all nations, beginning

from Jerusalem."

Apart from the labours of Paul and the legendary

missionary journeys attributed to the Apostle, lesser

known, or unknown, missionaries soon took the Gospel to

the far corners of the Roman world and beyond. Among

them are Pantaenus and the Gregory the Illuminator, and

the works of the Nestorian church of the East should not

be ignored, whose missionaries penetrated as far as

Ceylon and China. The methods and the meaning of

missions have changed through time and history, Paul

became like the people he was trying to convert. For

instance he was a Jew to the Jews and a Gentile to

Gentiles in order to enable them to believe in the Lord

Jesus Christ, Then there was a time when the Christian

missions was forced upon the people at the point of a

sword. The people had a choice to either believe or to

die. At first, the mission was to teach the people to
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become the followers of Christ

,

but as time went on , it

became something that was forced on to the people

.

Of

course this was done in the name of love and of God's

will, however , I do not think that mission should be

such. The teachings of Christ

,

although it leads to

lif e , should not be forced upon the people . God could

have easily made. or forced the people to follow Him, but

He did not, and does not, because He wants people to

follow Him on their own accord , not because they were

threathened. I believe that this is why He gave us free

will

,

and freedom to choose. This is not to say that one

should not care whether the other believe or not. One

should witness as if his/her (non-believer) life depended

on it , because it does. But one should not use force of

any kind to make them believe

.

This also does not mean

that 0 th

that there is salvation in other religion

.

Far from it

,

I am not supporting pluralism in that salvation can be

achieved outside Christianity and Jesus.

This is what seems to be happening today. Missions

seem to be an intellectual conversation to find common

factors, or unity, between religions. I do not call this

mission. It is not a mission, but a compromise, or

watering down of one's religion.

I would like to define mission like this. Mission

is creating a dialogue. That is helping nonbelievers to

listen to the Gospel and begin dialogue within him/her
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self. I believe that the Gospel has room to function

within many different context, and culture. I do not

believe that any culture is totally bad, no matter how

uncivilized it may be. Because all are created in the

image of God, and although His knowledge may have been

lost, some of His characteristics remain in all cultures.

Therefore, it was wrong for western missionaries to
4

change "savages" to be exactly like them.

In any culture, there are its own set of beliefs,

and Christian missions should be to aid the natives to

dialogue, or to struggle, within oneself to find the

meaning of the Gospel within one's own culture. Make

clear notice that this is not to compromise with other

cultures, but to help the people to have a true dialogue.

True dialogue is only possible if the one witnessing is

true to the Gospel, and really witness as if his/her life

depended on it. I believe that true dialogue comes only

after much struggle. True dialogue comes only with true

struggle

,

The role of mission is to teach the Gospel as Christ

commanded. It is not to diluted it, or to water it down,

with anything. By listening to the true Gospel, it

should force the listener to examine oneself, and should

lead to a struggle. Then he/she would have understood

the meaning of God's Word that is directed to him, or

her , rather than to try to understand the meaning of His

Word as given to someone else.
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As the Jews had to struggle with Judaism and the new

teachings of Jesus, so the nonbelievers today should

struggle with His teaching. This is what mission means

to me .

I

H



sion boards, and national churches in various relationships country

by country, ALM seeks to serve in the most effective ways possi-

ble.

However, as long as leprosy can cost patients the loss of social

status, job, and even family and home because of prejudice and

unreasonable fear—the stigma—associated with the disease, a

strictly secular approach to the problem is insufficient. Leprosy

patients still have special needs which can be met only by organi-

zations such as ALM, motivated by commitment to a spiritual her-

itage and by a respect for life that grows out of faith. “Where hon-

est, efficient, compassionate, and loving medical work inspired by

unselfish motives is carried out, it is witness of God's unselfish

love. Where such work is motivated by loyalty to Christ and His

Spirit, it is Christian witness"* ALM is committed to the holistic

development of people in the context of faith, constrained by Je-

sus' love to respond in loving concern to human needs for healing

and wholeness.

Notes

Dr. Olof K. Skinsnes, “Leprosy and the New English Bible," Interna-

tional Journal of Leprosy 38, no. 3, p. 310.

Ibid., pp. 310-11. Cf. John Wilkinson, "Leprosy and Leviticus: The

Problem of Description and Identification," Scottish Journal of Theology

30, no. 2 (1977): 153-69; and Wilkinson, "Leprosy and Leviticus: A
Problem of Semantics and Translation," ibid., 31, no. 2 (1978): 153-66.

3. The Rev. A. M. Derham, "A Scriptural Basis for the Leprosy Mission,"

Deed and Word (The Leprosy Mission, 1977), pp. 19-20.

4. Dr. S. G. Browne, "People at Risk," Deed and Word, p. 31.

5. Downers Grove, 111.: InterVarsity Press, 1975, pp. 29-30.

6. Dr. C. K. Job, "Evangelism—Whose Responsibility?" Deed and Word,

p. 28.
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The pluralist world in which we live challenges the Christian

mission to a greater openness to what God is doing among all

peoples and to a greater respect for all peoples in their own
integrity. The Christian faith challenges the mission in the

same way.

Mission arises from thanksgiving and rejoicing over good

news more than from a sense of duty. It is something to en-

gage in graciously and joyfully.

The good news gives meaning and hope to our lives. We are

released from the despair of Sysiphus and the rebellion of

Prometheus. Moral structure and humanizing purpose are

given by God, not punished by the gods.

The good news removes our guilt and condemnation. Moral

structure is not in itself good news if it implies our condem-

nation. But forgiveness has come to us. This forgiveness does

not destroy the importance of our acts in history because it

came in the form of an act in history, in Jesus Christ.

The good news gives us freedom, not the freedom of anomie

where nothing is right so we do what we please, but the free-

dom of forgiveness and love extended to us within a structure

of morality and meaning.

Our mission is to share all this in thankfulness, with full re-

spect for others who may not have it. They, not we, are the

ones to decide what of the good news they already have and

what they lack.

We have doubtless much to receive from others as we listen

to them and share with them. We do not know the dimen-

sions of our own faith till we have received as well as given.

Word and action belong together in our sharing. They are

both weakened when separated. There may be situations

where governments or good sense require their separation,

but this is not our preference.

The action which goes with the word is primarily a matter of

helping the meek and oppressed ones and living in solidarity

with them. This solidarity is not to be uncritical.

Solidarity between Christians of different churches and cul-

tures is also important for the mission. Mission structures in

which all member churches are both givers and receivers and

all decisions are made together can best show forth the truth

about mission today.

Growth in size of the church is a by-product of mission,

which is important but which should not be dominant.

Growth in faith—by the church and by those outside the

church—is of the very essence of the mission and should be

kept central.
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that because of the delay of the End a “reciprocal action is

therefore required between the conversion of the individual and

the reform of the structures, even though the former must

remain the principle factor in the life of the Christian”

(1970:55). These major themes need further exploration. But in

any event, of one thing we can be sure: the divine

superintendence of human history in our day is not primarily

oriented to further human happiness as much as confronting a

sinful race with a Savior who is Christ the Lord.

AEG
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Theological Education in Missionary
Perspective

DAVID J. BOSCH

Concerned that missiology is being neglected as a
theological discipline in academic circles, Professor Bosch
here gives us a historical overview of missiology and
proceeds to show how the missiological perspective is not

only necessary but a vital complement to the other

theological disciplines so that it deserves the full attention of

Christian scholars.

The Legacy of History

It is a commonplace that we are today experiencing a crisis in

the church’s understanding of mission. And it is ironic that this

crisis is developing in a period when the word “mission” is being

used more than ever before — albeit with many different

meanings. We have reached a stage at which almost anybody
using the concept mission has to explain how it is understood if

serious confusion is to be avoided. In some evangelical circles we
even detect a growing aversion for the word mission and a

tendency to substitute evangelism or, even more popularly,

evangelizadon. This has not solved the problem: evangelism and
evangelization also are undergoing a similar broadening of

meaning.
The gradual disappearance of missions or missiology from the

curriculum of one theological institution after another further

emphasizes this malaise. In some of the older European and
American faculties of theology where in the early part of this

century missiology appeared to be firmly entrenched, the chairs

Since 1971 David J. Bosch has held the chair in missiology at the University of

South Africa, Pretoria. Prior to this he was a Dutch Reformed missionary in the

Transkei, South Africa for 14 years. He earned his Th.D. in New Testament
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Missiological Society and edits the society's journal, Missionalia.
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have been either abolished or converted into others for world

Christianity, ecumenical studies, Third World theologies, world

religions and the like. This development has been linked with

the rapid decrease in the numbers of missionaries from the

Roman Catholic church and World Council of Churches.

In evangelical churches and seminaries the situation appears

radically different. Not only is the enrollment of missionary

candidates climbing steadily, but the number of lectureships in

missiology at evangelical seminaries shows a matching increase.

Evangelicals would, however, be well advised to refrain from

boasting or from using statistics to prove they are right and the

others wrong. Since most evangelical missionary work is

considerably younger than that of the Roman Catholic and

so-called ecumenical churches, the evangelicals may face

problems in the future similar to those of other churches,

pardcularly as what they now call missions increasingly becomes

interchurch relations. The tenure of missiology thus appears so

precarious even in evangelical circles that it is doubtful whether

a return to thetlassical understanding of mission and missiology

will save the day, or whether such a return could be theologically

justified.

It may clarify issues and lay bare the roots of the present crisis

to recapitulate the history of the interaction between the

church’s missionary activity and missiology as a theological

discipline. This is not merely an academic exercise, but rather an

opportunity to confront the contemporary crisis. Crisis, as

Kosuke Koyama reminds us, is the place where danger and

promise come together, where they intersect (1980:4).

The study of mission as an academic discipline is of recent

origin. The first incumbent of a chair in missiology, Charles

Breckenridge, was appointed at Princeton Seminary in 1836. In

Germany Karl Graul, founder of the Leipzig Missionary Society,

was appointed to a newly established chair in missiology at

Erlangen University in 1864, but his death shortly after his

inaugural lecture prevented him from occupying this position.

It was to be another 32 years before missiology gained
permanency on the European condnent with the appointment
in 1896 of Gustav Warneck as professor at the University of

Halle. Warneck, usually recognized as a progenitor of

missiology as an academic discipline, deeply influenced Joseph
Schmidlin who in 1910 was appointed to the first chair in

15

missiology at a Catholic theological faculty — the University of
Munster. In the following decades missiology became an
accepted discipline in many seminaries and universities,
particularly in the USA. No less than 51 of the 71 chairs iii

missiology in existence in 1950 were in the States. Since then the
number has increased even further, although some important
ground has been lost to other subjects in several institutions and
the trend is continuing. Even where missiology is still taught,
uncertainty often prevails.

The contemporary crisis in mission is dramatized in titles such
as the following: Christian Missions and theJudgment ofGod (David
Paton); The Unpopular Missionary (Ralph Dodge); The Ugly
Missionary (John Carden); Missionary^ Go Home! (James Scherer);
Revolution in Missions (W. C. Lamott); Missions in a Time of Testing
(R. K. Orchard) and Missions at the Crossroads (T. S. Soltau) — all

from the pens of Christian scholars since the ’50s. The general
mood ofself-doubt reflected in these titles has been provoked by
developments such as the attainment of independence by the
former colonies of the West, the revival of non-Christian
religions, the existence of “autonomous” churches in erstwhile
“mission fields”, the advance of secularism in the West which has
in many ways turned the West into a mission field, and the fact
that the Christian faith is losing ground in comparison with
other creeds and ideologies so that Christianity is increasingly a
minority religion.'

It would be misleading to argue that the contemporary crisis
has been caused by these and similar developments. Rather it is

something of a delayed symptom of a disease that has been
endemic in Christian missions. I am far from suggesting that the
entire missionary enterprise is to be lamented. After all I am by
conviction a missionary. It has become popular in many quarters
to disparage the entire Christian missionary enterprise. Stephen
Neill comments.

To listen to missionary history as represented in some quarters, one would be
inclined to conclude that missionaries have never done anything but make
mistakes (1959:74).

But in affirming the church’s missionary outreach we should
not close our eyes to what has gone wrong. The Bible frequendy
forbids us tojudge others; it says nothing to discourage us from
examining ourselves and confessing our mistakes! We are called
to repent; however, a call to repentance is not a call to abandon
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important work but to do it in a different way. And here I want to

examine two aspects of the modern Roman Catholic and

Protestant missionary enterprise which appear to be the major

factors responsible for the current malaise.

It is no accident that the beginnings of the modern missionary

enterprise coincided with the beginning of the Western colonial

expansion into the Americas, Africa and Asia. Both Protestants

and Roman Catholics at first regarded mission as primarily, if

not solely, the responsibility of the colonial powers. Pope
' Alexander VI divided the entire world beyond Europe between

: the kings of Spain and Portugal, transferring to them not only

j

political rights in those regions but also the duty to Christianize

I
the nations within their spheres of influence.

Protestant thinking of the period is epitomized in a statement

released in 1652 by the Lutheran theological faculty in

Wittenberg in which the missionary responsibility of the church

was denied on biblical, historical and theological grounds. The
missionary duty of colonial authorities was, however, endorsed

with a reference to the judges and kings of Israel who were

charged with the subjugation of the inhabitants of the territories

they occupied (Schick 1943:46).^ When missiology became an

approved theological subject in Germany 250 years later, this

attitude still was in evidence. In 1909 the Catholic theological

faculty of the University of Munster was asked by the ministry of

educadon “to pay attention to colonialism in their teaching”.

This first Roman Catholic chair in missiology in Germany was

expUcidy defined as being for the teaching of “missions in the

German protectorates” (Riitti 1974:292).^

We may claim that all this lies irrevocably in the past and that

our own mission agencies in any case never regarded mission in

this light. The problem is, however, that the legacy of the close

liaison between Christian missions and Western colonialism casts

its shadow over all missionary endeavors that originate in the

\ West. There is no escaping this. It is, moreover, seriously

questionable whether we have escaped the impact of the colonial

mentality. All too frequently the modifications in our missionary

policies and practices are little more than superficial

modernizations and adjustments. Our inveterate paternalism

I manifests itself in the debate on indigenization or

contextualization. The tacit assumption appears to be that the

Chrisdan faith is already fully and properly indigenized in the
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West. We have arrived and are now (impatiently?) waiting for
the churches in the Third World to complete the process we
ourselves have concluded long since. We fail to recognize that

indigenization/cQntextualization can by definition never be
completed, and that frequently the very structure of church and
theology, as it has taken shape in the West, is the real stumbling
block, both for ourselves and for the “younger” churches.
Another factor responsible for the present embarrassment in

the field of mission is that the modern missionary enterprise was
born and bred outside the church. The church — especially the
Protestants — did not regard itself as called to mission. The
Reformation definitions of the church were concerned with
what happened inside the church: on preaching, the Sacraments
and discipline. The church was a place where something was
being done (passive voice), and not a people who did something.
Stephen Neill says that the Reformation pronouncements in

England on the church

call up a vision of a typical English village . . . where all are baptized Christians,

compelled to live more or less Christian lives under the brooding eye of parson
and squire. In such a context “evangelization" has hardly any meaning, since all

are in some sense already Christian, and need no more than to be safeguarded
against error in religion and viciousness in life (1968:75).

Consequently when the missionary flame was eventually

kindled, it burned on the fringes of the institutional church,
frequenfly meedng with passionate resistance from the official

church.

The well-known multiplication of missionary societies had a

disastrous influence on the subsequent development of the

study of mission as an academic discipline. When missiology was
eventually granted a place in theological institutions, this was the
result of pressure from missionary societies, or (particularly in

the United States) from students, or in some instances even from
a government. On the whole neither the churches nor the

theological schools themselves welcomed the intruder. Mission
was an appendix to the church; missiology would be no more
than that in the theological curriculum. Traditionally theology
was subdivided into biblical, systemadc, historical and practical

disciplines and it was not clear how and where missiology should
fit in.

The general tendency was to regard it as a subdivision of
practical theology since it was supposed to be concerned with
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practical application. This view is still propagated in some
circles, particularly Roman Catholic. According to Karl Rahner,

practical theology is “the theological, normative science

regarding the self-realization of the church in all its dimensions”

(Riitti 1974:293). One of these dimensions is mission. Whereas
“ordinary” practical theology considers the internal upbuilding

of the church in the West, missiology is concerned with the

incipient church in the Third World, or with the “self-realization

of the church” in new territories.

There were also some efforts to incorporate missiology into

other theological disciplines such as church history or systematic

theology. The underlying principle was the same in each case:

missiology could not stand on its own; it had to earn legitimacy

by being introduced into the theological curriculum as an

appendix to an approved, classical discipline.

In spite of this, missiology was frequently assigned an

independent place in the theological curriculum, usually for

practical considerations rather than as a matter of principle. It

was widely believed, remarks R. Pierce Beaver, “that by placing a

professor of missions in a seminary the waning tide of

missionary interest and zeal might be stemmed.” The
introduction of missiology therefore had “the purpose of

indoctrinating future pastors and of recruiting and orienting

missionary candidates” (1968).

Other theologians often regarded their missiological

colleagues with aloofness, if not condescension, particularly

since they frequendy happened to be ex-missionaries who had
worked in “Tahiti, Teheran or Timbuktu” (Sundkler 1968: 114).

They did not know how to cope with a department of foreign

affairs in their institution. This lonely and at times precarious

existence meant that often missiologists had to make do with a

minimal theologictd basis for their subject. Moreover, since none
of the other subjects made any meaningful reference to the

missionary dimension of biblical, systematic, historical and
practical theology, missiologists often became their own
(sometimes whimsical) exegetes, systematic theologians and
historians — developing an entire theological encyclopedia for

the use of the missionary.^

By duplicating the entire field of theology, missiology
confirmed its image as a dispensable addendum and thus
further contributed to its own isolation and became a technique
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rather than a theology of mission. It was a science of the
missionary, for the missionary (Glazik 1968:459). Both Warneck
and Schmidlin looked forward to the day when there would be
sufficient material, knowledge and specialists to enable
missiology to vindicate itself in the company of the other
theological disciplines.

Redefining Church and Mission

The solution lies neither in regarding missiology as a
subdivision of one of the classical theological disciplines nor in its

self-assertion as an autonomous subject. We need a third option— since jettisoning the entire concept of mission or relegating it

to the annals of history must also be rejected with emphasis. The
Western church is today embarrassed by its legacy of
paternalism and arrogance. The resultant bad conscience
inspires a tendency to substitute development aid, peace service
or justice and reconciliation for mission. “India needs tractors,
not tracts,” we read in a church magazine. The church has to
dissolve itself in the world and contribute only indirectly towards
human betterment.

This approach seems to me utterly misguided. The proposal
to convert missiology into comparative theology (Exeler
1978:199-211), ecumenical studies. Third World theology or
world Christianity is equally unacceptable. In each of these cases
something would be lost because these subjects are both
narrower and broader than missiology. A further contrivance is

to abandon the teaching of missiology as a separate subject and
then to expect other theological disciplines to incorporate the
missionary dimension into the entire field of theology. This
integration strategy is advocated particularly in Britain. It

sounds ideal, but close examination discloses, as O. G. Mykelbust
has pointed out, two serious defects : on the whole the teachers of 1

other theological disciplines are not themselves adequately P.

aware of the missionary element implicit in all theology, nor do
they have the knowledge needed to teach the subject
(1961:330-340).

This brings us to a cul-de-sac: There are equally cogent
objections to missiology being regarded as merely an element of
all theological disciplines, or to its being substituted by another
theological field, or to its being a branch of practical theology or
some other facet of classical theology.
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So what do we do? I believe we should begin by redefining the

aim of mission, and with it, that of missiology. Roman

Catholicism as well as Protestantism have traditionally

emphasized one or both of two aims of mission: conversion —
the salvation of souls — and the planting of the church.

In conversion the person is regarded from the perspective oi

the fall— eternally lost, needing to be found and saved. It is the

aim of mission to lead sinners to a saving encounter with Jesus

Christ. This understanding of conversion as the overriding aim

of mission is still prevalent in evangelical circles. This holds for

the church growth movement, for even when Donald McGavran

et al propagate the planting and growth ofchurches, they do not

conceive of the church as an instrument of salvation. Rather they

see church growth in terms of an increasing number of

individual conversions. People must become Christians so that

they can help others become Christians, and so on. In Roman

Catholicism conversion as the aim of mission has traditionally

been championed by the Munster School.

The planting of the church as the aim of mission has been

advocated in its most radical form by the Roman Catholic School

of Louvain. Mission emanates from the church, it is carried out

by the church for the church, and its aim is the church. The

ecclesiology behind the Louvain School derives from Robert

Cardinal Bellarmine, a leading figure in the

Counter-Reformation. The church is defined in terms of its

visible, institutional and juridical characteristics. It is above all an

institution of salvation and an organizational entity, on an equal

footing with the state, “Just as visible and concrete as the

Republic of Venice” (Bellarmine). The aim of mission is to plant

this church as dispenser of salvation in a ever-increasing number

of territories.

There is much validity in both these aims. Unless our mission

work leads people to a saving encounter with the living Christ

and unless those who have experienced this encounter are

incorporated into a worshiping body, we have fallen lamentably

short of our calling. But if these aims — even taken together

become the solitary goal ofour mission, we fail in equal measure,

for if they are isolated from the wider aim of mission, they suffer

an essential deficiency.

The strong emphasis on conversion suggests that the

overriding purpose of mission is to prepare people for the
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hereafter. They are to be challenged to accept Christ so as to

make sure of a passage to heaven. The saved in the biblical sense

are reduced to making reservations for a place in heaven. The
motive for accepting Christ is thus one’s own redemption.
Mission, as a consequence, fosters pious egocentrism.

Karl Barth has pointed out that the Christian’s personal

enjoyment of salvation nowhere becomes the theme of biblical

conversion stories. To be sure, enjoying salvation is a truly

biblical notion and not unimportant. However, the Bible refers

to it as something almost incidental: people receive it, as it were,

without expecting or seeking it. What makes one a Christian is

not primarily one’s personal experience of redemption, but

one’s ministry (1956:571ff).

Then the preoccupation with the planting of the church as the

aim of mission does not fundamentally solve this problem of

pious egocentricity. Individual self-centeredness simply

becomes collective self-centeredness. The church becomes an
end in itself. It collects and conserves people for heaven. It is a

waiting room for the hereafter. As such it becomes an institute of

self-preservation which invites people to come in out of the

world. It does not itself go into the world except in evangelistic

forays, during which people are snatched from mortal peril and
dragged aboard a lifeboat. The church of the West is taken as a

model, if not the blueprint, for all ages and cultures and
attempts are made to implant it in the Third World, complete

with dioceses, parishes, clerical offices, buildings, seminaries and
all the panoply of self-maintenance and self-assertion. Mission is

the road from the institutional church to the church that must be

instituted. All reality is divided into “church” and “world”, and
mission involves the enlargement of the domain of the church at

the expense of the world. More and more tracts of world have to

be conquered, incorporated into the church and taken care of.

Salvation is a treasure which the church can dispose at will, the

gospel its self-evident possession. In the church there is light,

outside only darkness.

There still exist, of course, groups of Christians who perceive

reality in this way. On the whole, however, the revolutionary and
secularistic world of the 20th century has destroyed the naive

juxtaposition of church and world, of light and darkness, of“us”

and “them”. In the Roman Catholic Church, Vatican II initiated

the break with traditional static ecclesiology. The conceptual
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picture of the church as an institution was supplemented by two

others; the church as the mystical Body of Christ and as God’s

pilgrim people in the world. ^ In the opening paragraph of the

Dogmatic Constitution on the Church (Lumen Gentium) the

church is primarily described not as a sociological entity but as

the mystery of God’s presence in the world, in the nature of a

Sacrament.”

In Protestantism a comparable development has taken place

and characteristic of this is Karl Barth’s treatment of church in

his Church Dogmatics Volume IV. Here he considers “The Holy

Spirit and the Gathering of the Christian Community” — the

institutional aspect and the being of the church; “The Holy

Spirit and the Upbuilding of the Christian Community” —
treating the church as the Body of Christ in a manner that

resembles recent Roman Catholic theology; and “The Holy

Spirit and the Sending of the Christian Community” — seeing

the church as the pilgrim people of God in a manner analogous

to the Roman Catholic vision of the church.

These three modes of existence of the church cannot be

viewed in isolation from each other. The church’s being, its

upbuilding and its mission are inextricably woven together.

Winston Crum describes the church as an ellipse with two foci:

In and around the first [it] acknowledges and enjoys the Source of [its] life and

mission. This is an ingathering and recharging focus. Worship and prayer are

emphasized here. From and through the other focus [the church] engages and

challenges the world. This is a forth-going and self-spending focus. Service and

evangelization are stressed. Ideally, Christians learn to function in both ways at

once, as it were making the ellipse into a circle with both foci at the center

(1973:288). f

Karl Barth adopts essentially the same position:

As an apostolic church the church can never in any respect be an end in itself,

but, following the existence of the apostles, it exists only as it exercises the

ministry of a herald. ... Its mission is not additional to its being. It is, as it is sent

and active in its mission. It builds up itself for the sake of its mission and in

relation to it (1956:724-725).*

This implies that the introversion of the church must cease, an

introversion which manifests itself in devotion to conversion and

church planting— to mission work in which converts and young

churches are lifted out of the world into a religious province. In

1 Peter the church is characterized as “a chosen people, a royal

priesthood, a holy nation, a people belonging to God” (2:9,10).
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This represents one pole of the ellipse. It exists, however, for the
service of the second pole, “that you may proclaim the praises of
him who called ^ou out of darkness into his wonderful light.”

Now the purpose of proclaiming those praises is more than
the ingathering of those saved from the world. It includes a

penetration into the world without loss of the church’s selfhood.

This was already the case in the Old Testament;

Whenever the people of Israel renewed their covenant with God, they

recognized that they were renewing their obligation to the orphan, the widow,

the weak, and the stranger (Mennonite Board of Missions 1978:5).

The treatment of the oppressed and underprivileged was the

touchstone for the genuineness of the believers’ covenant with

God. The second pole of the ellipse measures the authenticity of
the first.

We might ask whether our watchword is: “The world for the

church” or “The church for the world”? The answer should be

clear: The church exists for the sake of the world, not the world
for the sake of the church. The Bible begins with the story of

creation, not with that of the elect people of Israel as

prefiguration of the church; it ends with the city of God which
will be without a temple (Linz 1964:33). The community of

believers is the salt of the earth, the light of the world, a leaven in

society. What is striking about salt, light and leaven is that they

surrender themselves without reservation, yet without ceasing to

be what they are! The point at issue is therefore not the church’s

self-affirmation and self-maintenance but its character as

servant. In the Lord’s Prayer we are taught before anything else

to pray away from ourselves — for the glorification of God’s

name, the coming of his kingdom, the manifestation of his will.

Thus the church surrenders itself to God and the world as the

“community of the dispersed” (Melanchthon).

It is important to realize that this self-giving of the church is

not a burden inflicted upon it, nor a new law laid on its back. As
Lesslie Newbigin says.

We have regarded witness as a demand laid upon us instead ofseeing it as a gift

promised to us. We have made the missionary imperative into a law, a heavy

burden laid upon the conscience of Christians, whereas the New Testament

sees it as a gracious gift, as — if I may use the phrase — a spin-off from
Pentecost. . . . There is absolutely nothing in the New Testament
corresponding to the almost franuc appeals for missionary activity which have

been common in Protestant missionary practice (1979:308).
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Elsewhere Newbigin says, “The word ‘You shall be my witnesses

is not a command to be obeyed but a prornise to be trusted

(1978:9). This is demonstrated by Paul who introduces himself

to the church in Rome as somebody who, through Christ, has

“received the privilege of a commission in his name to lead to

faith and obedience [people] in all nations (Rm 1:5).

This kind of ecclesiology has far-reaching implications for our

view of mission — which is more than an activity aimed at

conversion and church planting. Mission simply and only

means being sent to witness to the love of God in the crucified

and risen Lord Jesus Christ” (Margull 1960:979). In the words

of Vatican II,

Missionary activity is nothing else, and nothing less, than the manifestation of

God’s plan, its epiphany and realization in the world and in history (VsAd

Gentes 9).

Mission is epiphany, God’s arrival on the scene: “All authority m
heaven and on earth has been given to me. Therefore go . .

.”

(Mt 28:18,19). In the church’s mission the Lord of the entire

world reveals himself.

In redehning the aim of mission we must recognize that

mission is not only concerned with religious activities. Just as

the New Testament church was not an introverted religious

community. If it had been it would probably have been referred

to as nthiasos, as were the mystery rehgionsJ Ekklesia, church, is

basically a civil concept. The church is simultaneously a

sociological and a theological reality, both distinguished from

and involved in society. Had this not been so and the small group

around Jesus been athiasos, the early Christian confession /«oizs

Kyrios, Jesus is Lord!, would not have placed the Christians on a

collision course with the Roman government. Had they been

members of a thiasos they would at most have said, Christ is

Redeemer.” His lordship, however, included the reclamation of

his world from the ravages of Satan. The Christian faith

(contrary to what the common use of the expression, practising

Christians, seems to suggest) does not manifest itself only in

religious exercise.

When mission is understood in this fuller sense as the

admittedly imperfect manifestation of the kingdom of God, it

becomes impossible to forecast the outcome in any detail. When
the gospel is proclaimed, a process is set in motion which cannot

be expected to run on well-worn tracks. Ivan Illich says.
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Mission is the growth of the One Church but also the growth of the humanly
ever new church. Mission is the social flowering of the Word into an ever

changing present. [We have to do here with] the Word of God as the church in

[its] becoming; the Word as the church in [its] borderline situations; the church

as a surprise and puzzle; . . . the church when [its] historical appearance is so

new that [it] has to strain [itself] to recognize [its] past in the mirror of the

present; the church where [it] is pregnant of new revelations for a people in

which [it] dawns (1974:5,6).

Mission, to borrow Illich’s metaphor, is not the mother of what is

to come, but the midwife — facilitating the birth of something
not of its own making, nor created in its own image. It would be

utterly foolish for any midwife to expect the newborn infant to

bear the stamp of her own features!

Dimension and intention

Hans-Werner Gensichen has added to the discussion the

concepts, dimension and intention (1971:80-95). The church’s

entire nature, he asserts, is characterized by a missionary

dimension. However, not everything the church is and does is

explicitly or intentionally missionary. The church is always

missionary but not always missionizing. It is important to

maintain a dynamic and creadve tension between dimension and
intention.

The missionary dimension is primary. Unless the church is

“missionary by its very nature” (Ad Gentes 2), it would be

preposterous to engage in a missionary encounter with the

world. Gensichen lists five criteria for a missionary church:

1) outsiders are welcome there and made to feel at home; 2) it is

not merely an object of pastoral care with the pastor enjoying the

monopoly; 3) its members are equipped for involvement in

society and are, in fact, actively involved in it; 4) it is structurally

supple, able to meet new needs and challenges; and 5) it does not

defend the privileges of a select group.

The problem is that all too often the church lacks this vital

missionary dimension and yet becomes involved in a missionary

enterprise. Such a church erects a colossal missionary machine

without being in itself missionary. The result is all manner of

aberrations: the church imparts its own ghetto mentality to the

people it “reaches”. It engages, not in mission, but in

propaganda, reproducing carbon copies of itself.

On the other hand when the church is missionary by its very

nature, when it is in yet not of the world, when the new
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fellowship in the church so astonishes outsiders that they refer to

Christians as people “who turn the world upside down” (Ac

17:6), when the church is living on the borderline,between the

“already” and the “not yet”, as the “firstfruits of the Spirit ,
and

the “pledge of what is to come” (Jm 1: 18; 2 Co 1:22, 5:5; Ep 1; 14)

that church is divinely equipped to be God s agent in his

encounter with the world.

Mission in Theological Education

Thus we come to the teaching of missiology within the

framework of a theological institution. A major problem is that

the present division of theological subjects was canonized in a

period when the church in Europe was completely introverted.

When the right to exist was grudgingly conceded to missiology, a

solution was attempted in either assigning to missiology a

completely separate sphere, making it a component ofone of the

“classical” disciplines, or hoping the other disciplines would

embroider their own courses slightly by including some threads

of mission. None of these attempts proved satisfactory.

It seems to me that we need a combination of these three

soludons. And the key is to be found in Gensichen s distinction

between dimension and intention. A comparable, though not

identical, distinction is that between God’s mission and the

churches’ missions. Mission is the action of God in which the

church shares and which belongs to the essential nature and

character of the church. The church is the church only as it is

sent into the world (Barth). This constitutes part of its essence.

Missions are parucular forms of this essential participation in

God’s mission, related to specific times, places or needs. They are

identifiable activities of the church — activities which flow from

its missionary nature. In our missiological teaching both these

aspects should receive attention.

In the dimensional aspect of mission, missiology should

provoke theology as a whole to discover anew that mission is not

simply a more or less neglected department of the church s life

which only enters the picture when a specialist from outside

appears on the scene or when a collection is taken. Missiology is

not simply yet another subject but a dimension of theology as a

whole, an indispensable dimension which must preserve the

church from parochialism and provincialism. It constitutes a
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“test of faith” (Visser ’t Hooft 1964:21-28) for church and
theology.

This implies that missiology has in the first place a critical

function and operates as a leaven in theology — sometimes as a

gadfly. It causes unrest, a rustling among the dry bones,

articulating mission as the conscience of the church, for it always

questions, uncovers, digs down, prods and irritates. It

scrutinizes the church and proclaims it guilty. No group of

people can ever hug God’s mission to themselves or boast of

having accomplished it. It is dynamite, and unless we handle it in

the proper manner, it will explode in our faces (Bosch
1972:5-15).

Systematic Theology

.
From this perspective missiology put its questions to

systematic theology among other disciplines. If systematic

theology is the comprehensive and systematic study of the

Christian faith, how can it possibly occur that it is frequently

done in splendid isolation from the world outside the church,

particularly the non-Christian world?® How can so much of

systematic theology remain blind and deaf to the fact that the

total situation of the Christian church in the West and elsewhere

is today a missionary one? The theologian must not forget that

the early Christian mission was the progenitor of theology; that

the church was by circumstances forced to theologize; that

theology, biblically understood, has no reason to exist other than

to critically accompany the church in its mission to the world;

that theology, in the words of Martin Kahler, is a

companion of the Christian mission, . . . not a luxury of the world-dominating

church [but] . . . rather, a product of the emergency situation within the church

militant, in other words, the church that is, above all, engaged in mission

( 1971 : 189 ).

Since this is so, what conceivable jusdfication can there be for

the fact that in the ensuing centuries systematic theology

generally viewed philosophy (increasingly, moreover, a

Christianized philosophy) alone as partner in discussion and
proceeded to ignore the entire extra-Christian reality? Is not the

inveterate myopia and introversion of much Western theology,

together with its (at least implicit) claim to universality,

attributable to this omission? It is undeniable that the teaching of
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systematic theology and the published works in this field almost

completely lacked this dimension of involvement in the world

until two decades ago. It is by the same token a cause for deep

gradtude that this has increasingly changed since the 1960s and

that even Western theologians are beginning to take note of

what theologians of the Third World say. And yet, there are still

instances of systematic theology being taught without any

reference to Liberation Theology and other Third World

theologfies.

Church History

Missiology also addresses questions to church history. It is, I

fear, undeniable that church history has traditionally concerned

itself only with the domestic aspect of the history of the church,

concentradng on matters of interest to the church as institution,

or with an account of particular historians’ denominations

isolated from and frequently in opposition to that of other

denominations. The entire issue was aggravated by detaching

the history of missions from the history of the church and then,

with a sigh of relief, assigning the teaching of the former to the

missiologist— who once more proceeded to make matters worse

by presenting it merely as the history of the extension of the

institudonal church!

We have to ask in all sincerity whether the study of the history

of the church ought not to be completely redesigned. The
introduction of the missionary dimension into church history

could open new perspectives on such neglected issues as the

question of the failure of the early church to win the Jewish

people to Christ; the attitude to “heretics” in the church after

Constantine, particularly to those outside the Roman Empire

such as the Nestorians and Monophysites; the disappearance

almost without trace during the 7th century of the church in

once highly Christianized North Africa, Arabia and the Near
East, and the ensuing virtual immunization of Islam against the

gospel; and the official attitude of the church to the enslavement

of non-Christians, the subjugation and exploitation of other

races and the attendant phenomenon ofconversion by coercion.

In my Witness to the World I have made a limited attempt at

viewing the history of the Christian church from a missionary

perspective, asking how Christians in specific periods or

traditions understood their relationship to — and involvement
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in — the non-Christian world (1980:86-195). This line of
enquiry should be pursued in a much more sustained and
thoroughgoing manner.®

Practical Theology

The discipline of practical theology all too frequently does not
exceed domesticated reflections on the self-realization of the
institutional church in its preaching, liturgy, teaching ministry,
pastorate and diaconal work. In the seminaries of the younger
churches the same pattern prevails — after all, these aspects of
being the church must be reproduced “overseas”. Thus “at

home” practical theology concerns itself with the activities of the
existing church and “out there” with the activities of the
incipient church. The introversion of the church in the West is

by this means transmitted to the younger churches. Missiology
may indeed help practical theology learn anew what it means to

be the church ofJesus Christ in the wide world. In this way even
the church in the West may learn again how to become
indigenous and yet remain a stranger in the world!

Biblical Theology

Similarly missiology could enter into dialogue with biblical

theology, drawing attention to the fact that throughout the Old
Testament Israel’s treatment of the poor, the orphan, the widow
and the stranger was the touchstone of the genuineness of its

faith and that it is above all here that the Old Testament reveals

itself as a missionary document. In like manner the New
Testament, proclaiming the message of God’s unconditional
acceptance of sinners as dramatized in the life and ministry of
Jesus, is essentially a missionary document.

If this is correct, how can the biblical theologian possibly treat

the Old and New Testaments as containing no more than the

deposit of faith of a historical religious community, or do the

opposite and interpret Scripture’s pronouncements, traditions

and emphases in a way that merely legitimatizes the religious

conduct and self-understanding of one particular group?

Ecumenlcs

Missiology is probably more closely related to ecumenics than
to any other theological subject, yet the two are not identical.

Here missiology has the task of alerting ecumenics to the danger
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of a false striving after unity. The unity of the church can be

conceived in such churchly, institutional and organizational

terms that the missionary dimension is lost. Church union in

itself cannot be the purpose of the ecumenical enterprise. What
is at stake is not the sum total of united churches. Jesus' prayer

for unity among Christians was “that the world may believe” (Jn

17:21). The missionary and ecumenical aspects are therefore in

no circumstances to be separated. If we neglect one, we lose the

other as well. There is no true mission that does not suffer on
account of the “scandal of our division” (Visser 't Hooft). The
missionary movement presupposes the movement towards

unity; the movement towards unity presupposes the missionary

movement (Linz 1964:40-41).

Conclusion

It goes without saying that missiology addresses other

disciplines not from a pedestal of the righteous but as fellow

sinners and fellow blunderers. Missiology has sometimes been
referred to as ancilla theologiae, and this title aptly describes its

helper character and role. As James Scherer puts it:

Its presence among other disciplines will be dialogical and attentive,

provocative and responsive. ... It should strive to be the most charismatic of all

disdplines, at once confident of its own validity and urgency, but flexible and
humble enough to learn from all (1971:151).

Helmut Adamek stresses the fact that missiologists should be
expected to sacrifice their names so that they will normally

appear in prospectus as “in collaboration with . .

(1969:109-110).*® The missiologist therefore does not attempt

to convert all theology into missiology — that would be a new
kind of imperialism — but views the subject as complementary.
Missiology is after all dependent on the other subjects. In almost
every sentence it refers back to exegesis, systematic theology,

church history and practical theology. In this way missiology

becomes a synoptic discipline in the theological curriculum and a

catalyst. But precisely in order to be a true catalyst it has to

maintain a relative independence.

Missiology is, however, not only concerned with mission but
also with missions, not only with the missionary dimension but

also with the missionary intention. It therefore has to accept as its

theme the practical implications of the church’s crossing of
frontiers. As the study ofapplied theology it has to concretize the

missionary dimension with reference to the situation of thechurch in specific localities today. If it refrains from doing this
missionaries have every reason to complain that they have found
the study of missiology virtually irrelevant.
The particular areas to which missiology ought to pay

attention should include the whole wide field of cross-cultural
communication, the evaluation of non-Christian religions and
jdeologies, the approach to Western post-Christian secular
humanity, the contextualization of the gospel in those lands and
cultures which it has only recently reached, the theological
reponse of the younger churches to the gospel and the
relauonship between older and younger churches. Here
missmtogy is indeed “the study of the church as surprise” (Illich

Part of the surprise is that these aspects of the missiological
study also yield dividends for the church in the West. Time and
again pastors who labor in a Western context testify that the
study of missiology has been immensely helpful, particularly
with respect to cross-cultural communication and the
relationship of the gospel to other faiths. This study somehow
becomes to them the discovery of the other in themselves and of
themselves in the other. They detect affinities between their own
situation and that of the Third World of which they had never
dreamed. They not only understand the situation of the other
more clearly but also gain new perspectives on their own.
By treating missionary dimension and intention as

complementary, yet independent themes, missiology becomes
an indispensable ingredient of the theological curriculum. Yet
there remains one thing it cannot do: the church cannot expect
missiology to yield results which, according to its very nature and
being. It cannot produce. It is not the task ofmissiology to arouseand stimulate missionary fervor in the church. True, it does
serve the church and can also help it attain greater clarity
regarding missionary aims and motives. It may cite the church’sown history as an example; it may help those engaged in mission
compare strategies and methods; it may act as corrective to their
whims and biases; but it remains outside its province to motivate
and activate the church to mission. In other words it is not
theology but the Lord of the church who grants the church faith
vision fervor and perseverance. Theology cannot make
available to the church weapons and instruments which would
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render the believer’s trust in God dispensable or the church s

activities less hazardous. Theology may and indeed must

challenge the conscience of the church, but it may never be used

as substitute for any deeds and decisions of faith. Commitment

is always prior to theology. . . . The vision was caught, not

taught” (Scherer 1971:149).

Notes

1. Whereas 36 percent of the world’s population was regarded as Chnstian at the

beginning of this century, some suggest this will drop to no more than 16 percent by the

end of the century. u u
2. The conversion of pagans, so it was said, had to be undenakenyure beUi (on the basis

of martial law).
, ,

3. I. Schmidlin, the Hrst incumbent of the chair in Munster, subsequently wrote a book

with almost exactly that utle: Die kalholischen Musumen m den deutschen Schutzgebielen

(1913)

4 This in itself, was not unique. Karl Barth complained that he was forced to do his

own exeg«is as most biblical scholars did not go beyond the historical and philological

parameters of the biblical text.
. ,

. . u

5 Unfortunately the Council documents did not succeed m binding these three

dimensions into an organic unity. The three approaches competed with one another, so

the documents are, at best, a compromise which in fact favors the old. insutuuonal

understanding of the church, particularly in Ad Gentes (The Decree on the Church s

Missionary Activity), despite the rhetoric which creates the impression that the

people.of-God dimension is dominant.

6. The last sentence quoted is clearer in the German original: "Ihre Sendung ist kein

zweites neben ihrem Sein, sondem sie ist, indem sie gesendet und Kraft ihrer Sendung

Idtig ist. Urn ihrer Sendung willen und im Blick auf sie erbaut sie sich” (Kirchliche Dogmatik

IV/l.p. 809).
, ,

7. Several non-Christian authors did indeed refer to the church as masos. Celsus

called the disciples of Jesus thiasotai — worshippers of a cultic hero.

8. For an example of this, see Bengt Sundkler (1968: 1 14-1 15).

9 To be applauded is the new series of volumes in German, Kirchengeschichle als

Misstmsgeschichle. edited by H. Frohnes, H.-W. Gensichen and G. Kretschmar, and

published by Chr. Kaiser Verlag in Munich. Volume II in particular is an outstanding

example of the way in which church history can be studied as the history of missions.

10. Adamek gives a whole series of suggestions of such practical collaborauon with

workers in other theological subjects.
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The Flaw of the Excluded
Middle

PAUL G. HIEBERT

Western world view has a blind
spot that makes it difficult for many Western missionaries to
understand, let alone answer, problems related to spirits,
ancestors and astrology. Dr. Hiebert here brings us a
reevaluation of these problems from a Biblical perspective
which challenges some of the assumptions of Western
theology and opens the door for a more holistic, relational
and relevant theology of mission.

“ IwoHN s DISCIPLES asked, ‘Are you he that should come,
or do we look for another?’ ” (Lk 7;20). Jesus answered not with
logical proofs, but by a demonstration of power in the curing of
the sick and casting out of evil spirits. So much is clear. Yet when
I read the passage as a missionary in India, and sought to apply it
to missions in our day, I had a sense of uneasiness. As a
Westerner, I was used to presenting Christ on the basis of
rauonal arguments, not by evidences of his power in the lives of
people who were sick, possessed and destitute. In particular, the
confrontarion with spirits that appeared so natural a part of
Christ’s ministry belonged in my mind to a separate world of the
miraculous — far from ordinary everyday experience.
The same uneasiness came to me early in my ministry in India.

One day, while teaching in the Bible school in Shamshabad, I saw

Born and raised in India, Paul G. Hiebert, returned to his homeland as a
Mennonite Brethren missionary for six years and then later under the Fullbright
exchange as a professor of anthropology in the University of Osmania, Andhra
Pradesh. A graduate of the Mennonite Brethren Seminary. Fresno, CA, he did
his PhD at the University of Minnesota. Before coming to be Professor of
Anthropology and South Asian Studies at Fuller School of World Mission
Pasadena, he was an assooiate professor at the University of Washington'
Seattle.

^
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Evangelicals Reconsider

the Meaning of Missions

Wheaton, Illinois.

ONE OF THE FRUITS of the evangelical resurgence

in the past generation has been the emergence

among evangelicals of a self-critical spirit, which has

stimulated a renaissance of evangelical scholarship. This

renaissance has been especially evident in the field of

American church history , uhere some of the top scholars

are evangelicals; George Marsden, Mark Noll. Nathan

Hatch and Grant Wacker. These historians—who have

been affiliated with the Institute for the Study of American

Evangelicals, based at the Billy Graham Center at

Wheaton College—have been reminding other evangeli-

cals that their faith has a diverse and complicated history ,

and did not spring full-blown from the pages of the New
Testament.

This critical appropriation of the e\ angelical past took

yet another step last month when the ISAE sponsored

a conference on the history of evangelical missions since

1886. It was the first time that the institute had directly

addressed missions, w hich is clearly central to evangelical

identity. Though the focus of the conference was histori-

cal, the evaluations of the past inevitably reflected the

present ferment within the evangelical world. The fact

that secular historians w ere among the inv ited speakers

was in itself a vivid sign of a new w illingness to engage

in critical discussion.

In the opening session, W'acker, who teaches at the

University of North Carolina, powerfully launched the

process of self-scrutiny by offering what he termed a

“second opinion” on missions history. This turned out

to be a sympathetic account (probably more sympathetic

than one would hear at many liberal seminaries) of how

20th-century liberals reformulated missions theory in light

of their new understandings of revelation and conver-

sion, and their increasing effort to respect the integrity

of other cultures and religions. Liberal theology—open,

among other things, to the findings of social science and

to the idea of general revelation—had encouraged liberal

missions theorists to be more attentive to the relations

between religion and culture.

In contrast, W'acker continued, evangelicals—who
were convinced of the “ultimate w orthlessness" of other

religions—displayed a “perennial unwillingness to under-

take disciplined study of the origins, beliefs, rituals and.

above all. the social and cultural functions that all

religions perform.” As a result, evangelicalism had failed

to produce a first-rate scholar of the history of religions—

which should be regarded, Wacker suggested, as a signal

failure of the tradition. Evangelicals have proved they

can rub shoulders with the best in many disciplines, he

claimed, but have yet to show that they can engage in

rigorous and empathetic study of other religions.

Wacker’s address was not so remarkable for the con-

trast he drew as it was for its implications in the W'heaton

context. Wacker was implicitly challenging evangelicals

to begin confronting those thorny questions that liberals

began tackling a century ago; In what sense is the Chris-

tian gospel e.xclusively true? What is the relation of Chris-

tian truth to other truths? And how does one proclaim

the gospel know'ing that that proclamation is inevitably

shaped by the culture it comes from?

It must be said that no one in the audience rushed for-

ward to shoulder the burden of liberal theology. And it

may be that Wacker—employed at a secular institution-

can articulate concerns that other evangelicals are not

free to express, at least not in public. Nevertheless, one

suspects that, in the glacial manner of theological change,

Wacker's challenge helped to nudge some new theologi-

cal concerns onto the evangelical agenda.

I
F EVANGELICALS are not yet ready to learn mis-

sions theory from liberals, they have been learning—

and changing—as a result of discussions among them-

selves. Most obviously, they have begun placing an in-

creasing emphasis on the social dimension of mission.

In tracing the history of evangelical missions over the

past 40 years, Charles Van Engen, who teaches missi-

ology at Western Theological Seminary in Holland,

Michigan, argued that in the 1940s and ’50s. evangel-

icals—reacting largely to liberalism—focused exclusiv ely

on the question of sav ing individual souls. But by the

’70s, evangelical missions statements began stressing the

role of the church and its social and ethical witness. Van

Engen cited as a representative of this trend the popular

evangelical writer John Stott, who wrote following the

1974 Lausanne Conference on world evangelization; "I

now see more clearly that not only the consequences of

the [great) commission but the actual commission itself

must be understood to include social as well as evangelis-

tic responsibility.”

636 The Christian CENTIHY



Although this rising social consciousness of evangelical

missions can be attributed in pan to the general rise in

siK’ial activism among North American e\ angelicals. Van
Engen and a number of other conference speakers were
quick to stress that the strongest influence in this regard

has been evangelicals' encounter w ith their counterpans

in the Third World. Evangelical foreign missions has

cultivated a generation of church leaders in other lands

who are now teaching Nonh American evangelicals that

missions includes serving the needv and seeking justice

in the name of Christ.

These Third World leaders were themselves a forceful

presence at the conference, reminding the panicipants

that, in the words of Argentina’s Rene Padilla, the

EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE

“dominant rmssiology that has come out of the U.S. does

not meet the needs of the church in Latin America."

Third World theologians, the Baptist pastor said, are call-

ing the church to a “kingdom” theology and w_holistic

evangelization.

This Third World critique highlighted one of the per-

vasive tensions within evangelical thinking about mis-

sions; whether to emphasize the church’s mission or the

mission of the church. The traditional evangelical view

of missions has concentrated on statistical growth: so

manv people reached, so many converted, and so many
new churches started. But a more comprehensive notion

of missions—advanced especially by the Latin Ameri-

cans— is concerned not onl> about how the church reaches

others, but about the nature of the church’s total w itness

in a particular social and political situation.

A number of exchanges at the conference revealed the

intensitv of this debate. Padilla, who is general secretary

of the Latin America Theological Fraternity, was clear-

1> uncomfortable when asked w hat missions specialists

could learn from the phenomenal grow th rate of Pente-

costals in Latin America. That was a difficult question,

he said simply, since Pentecostals tended to support op-

pressive political regimes. For Padilla, at anv rate, the

growth of Pentecostalism is not an unambiguous exam-

ple of successful missions.

A similar tension was manifested later, following a

series of presentations b) Third World leaders on their

churches’ struggles to develop local leadership and an

indigenous identity. Ralph Winter—director of the U.S.

Center for Vv orld Mission and a longtime compiler of

church-growth statistics—said that the presentations had

led him to conclude that American evangelicals had

"failed" in their mission: “We didn’t leach people to

be missionaries." Samuel Escobar, a Peruvian who
teaches missiologv at Eastern Baptist Theological Sem-

inar) . responded b\ saying that Third World churches

were indeed doing missions, but not necessarih the kind

that "shows up on a computer”—a clear allusion to

Winter’s approach to evaluating missions. "We are no

less committed to evangelism,” Escobar said afterward.

“because we see that there is also the necessity to ask

the question: What does it mean to be the church?"

As this debate suggests, the diversity within the evan-

gelical fold makes it difficult to define the shape of

"evangelical" missions. Indeed, occasional questions

were raised as to what constituted the parameters of

evangelicalism. For example. Van Engen's use of Stott

as ev idence for the developing evangelical commitment
to s(>:ial action prompted Orlando Costas to observe that

Ston is an Anglican, and therefore someone w hom many
evangelicals would term a "mainline” evangelical. The
point is. said Costas, dean and professor of missions at

Andover Newton Theological School, independent

evangelicals don’t have "a franchise on the term

evangelical." Costas went on to suggest that much of

the significant work being done in evangelical theology

todav is being done by mainline evangelicals.

It is not easv for any group to acknowledge its diver-

sitv . to examine its past, and to admit the ways it has

changed. The fact that evangelicals are tentatively doing

so is perhaps the best sign of an evangelicalism come of

age As Jean Stromberg of the World Council of Churches

noted.
‘

'It’s courageous for the evangelicals to be examin-

ing their ow n history ," for any reinterpretation of the past

has implications for the present. "Just seeing the dev elop-

ment [of evangelical thought] traced." Stromberg said,

"gives evangelicals room to move around."

The encounter of evangelical missions with Third

World Christians, with social activists, and with the

demands of modern scholarship is one of the most ex-

citing dynamics in the church today. There are good

reasons to follow this encounter closely—not because

evangelicals might come out where liberals have (which

is impossible anyway) but precisely because they will

come out somew here el.se. In the process, evangelicals

mav suggest some new resolutions to some old but en-

during intellectual questions, as well as some new models

of mission that can enrich our common faith.

David Heim.

Comment
De]>^tment

At THET^mheran Church-Missoj,)i>t''^nod’s 1986

conventiorHteing held this mptm in Indianapolis,

the facultv of the Li?MS’s Copet^rdia Seminary in Fort

Wayne. Indiana, plans rei,pi^<ent a resolution asking the

assembly to declare that theM^eran Church in America,

the .American LutheparliChurcKand the Association of

Evangelical Luthefan Churches areno longer genuine

Lutheran churofies. and that after the mbfger of the LCA,

the ALC apdthe AELC in 1988 "the Ludih^Church-

Missou^i^ynod and its officials and members w^avoid

any aduons or relationships tending to lend cre^ility

to tne new body as a Lutheran church.”

July 16-23, 1986 637
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JOSEPH TATE BAYLY IV

A Memorial Tribute

Joe Bayly died July 16 after un-
dergoing heart surgery at the
Mayo Clinic. A College Church
member for many years , he will
be greatly missed. We have been
enriched by his life and minis-
try among us. Besides making
significant professional contri-
butions to Christian literature,
Joe was actively involved in the
church. He taught the Covenant
class, was an elder, and minis-
tered to single adults and widows.
He also helped start Life Groups.
He taught a Bible study at a nur-
sing home and showed great inter-
est in the handicapped and others
who appreciated his special con-
cern.

At a memorial service July 20,
many of his friends and colleagues
shared stories of how Joe touched
t:heir lives. The following remi-
niscences are excerpts from Jim
Reapsome's rem.arks at that service.

Joe took m.e under his v;ing when I

was a young college student . He
encouraged me, prayed with me, in-
structed me, laughed with me, and
wept with me. That was Joe’s
hallmark, v/hoever he touched, in
v;hatever circumstances, in whatever
station in life.

Joe taught many people a shocking
truth--that it was possible +:o be a

dedirated Christian and to have
fun at the same time. Wherever
he went , he had the uncanny knack
of driving home a deadly serious
point, and then easing the ten-
sion with a story.

Joe was a storyteller. In fact,

one day when he was a third gra-
der, the teacher left the room on

an errand and asked Joe to tell
stories while she was gone.

God's hand was on Joe at an early
age to be a spokesman for Christ,
whether written or verbal. Joe
did street meetings in Brooklyn
as a teenager. He identified
with us when he said he used to
walk around the block three or
four times, working up the con-
viction to join the group.

But Joe never became a pompous
pulpiteer or a literary prima
donna. He spoke and wrote for
the common person. He talked
about down-to-earth, real life
issues

.

Because of his books, and his
experiences suffering the loss of
three sons—Joseph, Daniel, and
John--he became a noted resource
person for helping people to cope
with death and dying. But Joe
never became a martyr. He never
implied, "Look at me. See how
much I've suffered." I always



respected hi:n fcr that. We v:ere

4t his son Joe's funeral and the
Eaylys were at our son John's
funeral. Sometimes, he used to
say to me, "I wonder what they're
doing today."

Joe's books, articles, lectures,
and sermons carried the imprint
of reality. He was in touch with
I’eal life and you knew it. As
widely sought as he was, he avoid-
ed adulation--he detested it,
actually. He was loved by the
little people--children , the han-
dicapped, the service people

—

because they knew he loved and
respected them. Joe was never toe
busy to talk with you, to give you
his undivided attention.

Joe loved books. Early on, the
classic work, "The Imitation of
Christ," by Thomas a Kempis made
a lasting impact on his life.

Strange as it may seem, he did
his vrriting seated in his favorite
lounge chair in the family room at

home, surrounded by his fam.ily. He

did it longhand on a yellow legal
pad. He rarely revised. But be-
fore he published "The Gospel
Blimp," he did try it out on us.

It was a truly memorable night.
About 12 of us crammed into a

roomette on the Denver Zephyr
speeding back to Chicago. We had
no idea he was thinking of pub-
lishing this hilarious satire of
typical American evangelism, but

he did, and it still speaks with
power today.

1 \ter on, David C. Cook Publishing
Jom.pany shared Joe with the world.
i-;is life took on a new burst of
t-Tithusiasm and meaning. He was
especially sought after by physi-
cians' groups, missionaries, col-
leges, conferences, and churches.
And yet he kept on writing. He

kept in touch with people, espe-
cially his own family—four sur-
viving children and three grand-
children, including Joseph Tate
Bay13- VI

.

In a time when the fraternity of
Christian leaders in the United
States suffers the terrible scourge
cf divorce, Joe made sure that Mary
lou and the children came first.
They knew Joe's love, his straight

-

arrow zeal for truth, his personal
attention, his humor, and yes, even

ris spells of melancholy. Joe was
first and foremost a family man, not
a career man, not a professional.
His greatest satisfaction came from
Knowing that his children were in

Christ's kingdom, serving him.

Joe was blessed with all kinds of

gifts and abilities. God used them
to touch countless thousands of
lives in many different ways. Today
we want to join hands with the Bayly
family in saying thanks to God for

Joe. That's what they did, late in

June . Knowing of the medical and
physical uncertainties ahead, in the

family circle they put their hands on

Joe— a true Christian patriarch--and
commended him to God for his blessing
Tliey could rejoice even then in the

gcodness of God. - Jim Reapsone



Cover Story

The Meaning of “Mission”
by Ralph D. Winter

Thefuture of the world hinges on
what we make of this word “mis-

sion." Yet at this moment mission is

almost universally misunderstood—in

both liberal and conservative circles.

About the only people who still

think of mission as having to do with

preaching the Gospel where Christ is

not named—being a testimony to the

very last tribe and nation and tongue

on this earth—are the oft-confus^

people in the pew. In this matter their

instincts outshine those of many emi-

nent theologians and ecclesiastical

statesmen.

Speaking personally, only recently

has the awesome truth dawned upon
me that practically everyone today

—

liberal or conservative, conciliar or in-

dependent—seems to agree that

Christian World Mission refers to the

redemptive activities of the church

within the societies where the church

is found. No longer does it point to

the redemptive activity of the church

within societies where the church is

not found.

Thus, for example, only a small

percentage of missionaries today, of

whatever stripe, work within socie-

ties, peoples, cultures, where there is

no church.

On the one hand, this is a reflection

of the reality that there remains rela-

tively little of that type of work to do.

But the missionary movement origi-

nally sent missionaries out to places

and peoples which had no indigenous

Christian movement within their soci-

eties.

As the church was successfully

planted in many parts of the world,

however, since “missionaries” be-

came involved in helping those

churches reach their own people (an

activity called evangelism in the send-

ing lands), this follow-through activi-

ty slowly gained recognition as mis-

sion by nationals and missionaries

alike.

It was seriously proposed at the

1963 meeting of the World Council of

Churches’ Commission on World
Mission and Evangelism that Chris-

tian workers going to other countries

to work with established churches

should more accurately be designated

fraternal workers rather than mission-

aries.

Had this idea been adopted by ev-

eryone in 1963, it would have saved

the meaning of mission for the initial

task of founding the church within

groups where it does not yet exist.

But no. It appears that somehow
the idea of going to serve at a great

distance had become a more important

consideration than whether or not a

unique, pioneer work of medicine,

education, and church planting was
being performed where a national

church did not yet exist. Thus, few
groups adopted the new terminology.

(It might be observed that those that

did adopt the new terniinology had
monumental problems explaining

things to the people back home.)

By 1963, essentially, the work
done by, with, for, or through the

church where it is had become labeled

“mission,” the church itself was con-

sidered the primary instmment of

mission, and the new phenomenon
was the church in mission.

Meanwhile, however, a vague un-

ease settled upon many people back
home who were supporting mission-

ary efforts. Despite the excitement of

seeing the church arise in lands across

the globe, there was something dis-

turbing about the idea that missionar-

ies no longer had to do “pioneer evan-

gelism,” nor even evangelism—since,

obviously, national leaders can do
that sort of thing better than foreign-

ers.

Today 90 percent of all missionar-

(Cont’d., page 8)

About the only

people who still

think of mission as

having to do with

preaching the

Gospel where

Christ is not named

are the oft-

confused people in

the pew. In this

matter their

instincts outshine

those of many

eminent

theologians and

..ecclesiastical

statesmen.
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Coyer story

The Meaning of “Mission”
(Continued from page 3)

by Ralph D. Winter

I have a new

answer for all

those nice people

who react

pessimistically to

predictions about

the fulfillment of

the Great

Commission.

Page 8/Mission Frontiers

ies are helping churches around the

world in a whole range of technical

and educational capacities.

The future of this kind of mission

is indistinguishable from the mission

of the church “back home” to its own
society. Now there is no apparent

need for a separate category of Chris-

tian workers called missionaries.

Part of the problem is sheer fear,

fear that world problems are now too

big to solve, fear that we really have

no hope in missions. Otherwise, I

ask myself, why do so many people

react negatively to our optimism?

I have a new answer for all those

nice people who react pessimistically

to predictions about the fulfillment of

the Great Commission. In the first

place I tell them that I am not interest-

ed in making predictions of what will

certainly happen but in discovering

possibilities that certainly could hap-

pen.

But I am getting tired in any case of

hearing how this or that prediction. of

the end of the world has come to

naught, how this or that prediction

about a date for the completion of the

Great Commission has failed to mate-

rialize. My answer now is simple. I

point out that there have probably

been more “failed predictions” in the

pessimistic direction than in the opti-

mistic direction.

A good example is the case of all

the dire predictions of total failure that

emerged from scholars and church-

men alike when in the early ’50s Chi-

na summarily tossed out all mission-

aries. It would be close to hilarious

today to read some of the “how-we-
went-wrong-in-China” articles which

were produced back then. Practically

everyone either agreed with these arti-

cles or was silent. No one, absolute-

ly no one, predicted anything positive

like the awesome, unmatched growth

of Christians in China that actually

occured in the subsequent 37 years.

Another example of pessimism is

the response of a German lay official

in the World Council of Churches to

an article by Dr. Donald McGavran in

1968. McGavran had the audacity to

advocate an aggresive mission out-

reach to the ends of the earth. The
professional economist and demo-
grapher at the WCC very kindly diag-

nosed McGavran’s optimism as the

product of an American success syn-

drome. He said.

Towards the end of this century,

Christians will comprise no
more than 8 percent of the

world’s population, assuming
that present demographic growth
will not be arrested in some un-

forseen manner. Even the best

missionary strategy with a con-

ventional approach to thefield of
church planting and church

growth will have no material ef-

fect upon this prognosis.

How did he get such an idea? Sim-_,

pie. He was thinking about the

shrinking percentage of the Western

Christian world in relation to the rap-

idly expanding global non-Christian

populations. But Christianity is a

faith, not a racial strain which must

grow merely by biological reproduc-

tion. Faith spreads by a different

mechanism—a contagion.

By now, we know that Christianity

is growing to beat the band in many
parts of the world outside of Europe,

often five or ten times as fast as de-

mographic growth rates. By now, we
know far better than he that by the

year 2000 the percentage of Chris-

tians in the world will be at least four,

perhaps six, times higher than this

man’s projection of 8 percent.

With greater hope, the meaning of

mission can once more refer to the

expansion of Christianity into the

non-Christian peoples of the world.B
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Outline; The Meaninis; of Mission , Joseph Comblin

I

.

Inf^roduction
A. History

1. Theology of mission not spelled out
2. Church must form new understanding from Bible

B- Tensions
1. Administrative (inside) — Christ (outside)
2. Relation between Christ and world
3. content of salvation and its historicity

salvation, both individual and social, leads
to a radical change in humanity.

4. starting point of theology
1. divine revi^ation
2. concept of mission, only way to know God

C. Mission of Christ
1. Mission is his whole life
2. sent/coming - revelation is outside human understanding

II

> , /

Gospel Mission
A. As mission or Movement

'1. salvation comes from encounter with Christ
*2. sin is a structure within very texture of world
3. mission must remain flexible, church can immobilize it
4. can't rely on formulas, obligation is to preach Gospel
5. Church extends beyond visible boundaries

B. As Obedia(fee
1. cor^stant submission to Spirit
2. Church can't be stronger than Master
3. Spirit speaks to us through others, sinners

C- As Salvation
1. salvation is to get tc^root of evil
2. we have to be authentic human beings, responsible for selves
3. to be saved must appeal to basic themes, freedom and love
4. must save from political structures as well as sin

I 5* salvation - act of confidence in God
6. models found in others besides apostles
7. must believe in doing good in life
8. Christ restored faith in destiny

D. As Service
1. Structures can't show love
2. look to selves for salvation through SIjirit

Jesus' mission - proclamation and exhortation
3. salvation is service outside, calling to indiv. inside
4. service is to bring all to shared level of humanity

E. As Strength in Weakness
1. complete weakness of Christ - defenseless
2. strength of word dissoJves evil
3. missionaries can be tempted, like Christ, to be messiahs
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F. As Witness /
1.

Christ spoke everywhere - publicity
Witness - public event to overcome sinful structures
3 . Capitalism - sinful social structure

III . Historicity of the Gospel Mission
A. Church and History

1. Integration - incorporating those evangelized
2. Adaptation - additions, progress
3 . 2 most impt . elements to discover Christ, Gospel miss., Spi

B. Signs of Times
1 . indicates that new people can be won
2. supreme sign - Jesus

IV. Features of Mission Historicity
A. Successive Stages

1. in O.T. - circular, each time at higher plane
B. Pedagogy and Liberation

1. teaching - in O.T.

,

submission and obediance
2. through Christ - enter into faith freely--liberation

C. Pauline
1* 3 types Pagans, Jews, Christians
2. Gospel is reconciliation.

I found Comblin's book taking an interesting perspective

in approaching the backbone of mission. He is heavily influ-

enced by Catholic tradition and is very concious of mission

on a social level. He continually brings up the theme of the

sinfulness of many social institutions, and even indicates that

the Church has the potential to stifle growth. "When Church

becomes an integral part of some given culture or society, then

it becomes the instrument of human beings rather than the

instrument of God." (p. 35* )

•

I was impressed by his emphasis

on salvation only being passed on by individuals, and his

observation of the apparent weakness and fraility that mis-

sionaries must use to be effective. Overall, even though his

discussion of the history of mission was weak, his thinking

was clear and certainly reflected some of the pressing mis-

sionary problems he has faced in Brazil.
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A MONTHLY LETTER ON EVANGELISM

MONATLICHER INFORMATIONSBRIEF UBER EVANGELISATION

LETTRE MENSUELLE SUR L ’ E V A N G E L I S A T I 0 N

Nr. 6/7, June/July 1989

Dear Friends,

I have just come back from San Antonio, Texas, with the WCC Conference on
World Mission and Evangelism. This once-every-eight-year event sees itself as

part of the series of historic missionary conferences dating back to Edinburgh
1910. Composed of delegates from member churches, council of churches, mission
boards and missionary societies, and practitioners on the grassroots, the

conference provides some clear indications of where the ecumenical movement is

at in its missionary thinking and commitment today.

With this letter, I propose to offer an initial and focused report on San
Antonio. Initial, because a comprehensive report will be issued officially in

book form later on. It will contali full documentation. Focused, because I

will not attempt to describe every aspect of the conference; instead, I will
attempt an answer to the questions: What is the message of San Antonio? What
major contributions do we see San Antonio making to the ecumenical movement? I

am aware of course that mine cannot be the only available answer.

Overall, praying the prayer which is the San Antonio theme "Your Will be Done:

Mission in Christ Way", the conference has come to the conviction that
Christians are called by God to proclaim the good news, to act with those who
struggle for justice and dignity, to treasure the earth, and to seek renewal
of missionary efforts and structures. Theologically I believe it is in the
first part - that we are called by God to proclaim the good news - that the

San Antonio message and contribution can be located. This is what happened.

First, the statement Mission and Evangelism - an Ecumenical Affirmation was
conscientiously supported and appropriated at San Antonio. The statement,
approved by the WCC Central Committee in 1982, had not received as much
expected attention as the statement on Baptist. Eucharist and Ministry at the
Vancouver Assembly. This prompted skepticism as to how serious member churches
are taking it. After San Antonio, I don't think there can be any doubt.

A San Antonio report entitled Mission in the name of the living God begins
with this affirmation:

r

At the very heart of the Church's vocation in the world is the
proclamation of the Kingdom of God inaugurated in Jesus The Lord,
crucified and risen (ME 6) and made present among us by the Holy Spirit.

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES COMMISSION ON WORLD MISSION AND EVANGELISM
OEKUMENISCHER RAT DER KIRCHEN KOMMISSION FUR WELTMISSION UND EVANGELISATION
CONSEIL (ECUMENIQUE DES EGLISES COMMISSION DE MISSION ET D’EVANGELISATION

Case postale N° 66 ISO, route de Femey CH-1211 Genhre 20/Switzerland
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Another entitled Witness in a secular society leads with this recognition and
plea:

Everywhere the churches are In mlsslona'-y situations. Even In countries
where the churches have been active for centuries we see life organized
today without reference to Christian values, a growth of secularism
understood as the absence of any final meaning. The churches have lost
vital contact with the workers, the youth and many others. The situation
Is so urgent that It demands priority attention of the ectimenlcal
movement. (ME 37)

And, the Important chapter on Witness among people of other living faiths
bases Itself on three sets of affirmations. In the order given:

True witness follows Jesus Christ In respecting and affirming the
uniqueness and freedom of others ... such an attitude springs from the
assurance that God Is the creator of the whole universe and that he has
not let himself without a witness at any time or any place. The Spirit of
God Is constantly at work In ways that pass human understanding. (ME 41)

The proclamation of the gospel Includes an Invitation to recognize and
accept In a personal decision the saving lordship of Christ. It Is the
announcement of a personal encounter, mediated by the Holy Spirit, with
the living Christ, receiving his forgiveness and making a personal
acceptance of the call to dlsclpleshlp and life of service. (ME 10)

I

Christians owe the message of God's salvation In Jesus Christ to every
' person and to every people ... The wonder of (Jesus's) ministry of love
persuades Christians to testify to people of every religious and
non-rellglous persuasion of this decisive presence of God In Christ. In
him Is our salvation ... In entering Into a relationship of dialogue with
others . . . Christians seek to discern the unsearchable riches of God and
the way he deals with humanity. (ME 41,42)

San Antonio Is built on the mlsslology of Mission and Evangelism: an
Ecumenical Affirmation . I urge you and your church to study It and to make It

your own. CWME stands ready to facilitate. I'll be happy to send you a copy of
this 25-page docvunent on request. If you don't already have It.

Secondly, San Antonio Is explicitly emphatic on evangelism, to an extent
unmatched In major WCC meetings since the New Delhi Assembly In 1961. Herewith
excerpts of the Section One report: Turning to the living God . On the present
situation:

We have been made aware of a new and widespread Interest In evangelism In
communities linked with the ecumenical movement In the North as well as
the South. The love of God for the world Is the source for our missionary
motivation and this love creates an urgency to share the Gospel Invitingly
In our time. We recognize however with deep regret that some of our
missionary endeavours may be attributed to Impure motivations - concerns
about declining church membership, subtle political agendas, and the like.
Christians desire to "confess the life and work of Jesus Christ as unique,
decisive, and universally significant" (*Tambaram II); we therefore Invite
our churches to subscribe to the CWME aim, as endorsed by the Nairobi
Assembly of the WCC (1975) that the Christian community should be assisted
to proclaim "the Gospel of Jesus Christ, by word and deed, to the whole
world to the end that all may believe In him and be saved".
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On communicating the gospel in Christ's way;

The faith evoked through the communication of the gospel needs nurture
within the body of Christ. This nurture includes prayer, eind the study of

God's word in a language and cultural form which communicates without
alienation and which facilitates the discernment of the contours of God's
reign in all realms of life. We can and may never determine in advance the

way the Gospel will come alive in the life, context, and culture of a

community. We affirm true Christian communication to be an act of worship,
a praise of God through the shared word and action of persons-in-community

,

reflecting the life of the Holy Trinity. Christ's mission to the world
manifests the outpouring of God's love through the Son and the Spirit. The
ground of unity of the church, the body of Christ, is the love and the

unity eternally manifested in the life of the Triune God. The church as

God's chosen instrument for proclaiming the good news of the kingdom is

meant to embody and communicate values of oneness, reconciliation,
equality, justice, freedom, harmony, peace and love. In the image of the

Trinity, we must hold together this witness of the worshipping and serving
community united in love, with that of its evangelistic task of sending
forth persons to proclaim the word to those who have not yet heard or

realized its fulfilling and saving grace.

"The vicarious work of Christ demands the presence of vicarious people"
(*ME 25). We stand in awe in the awareness of the belief that God has
committed to our faltering faith communities the message of his love and
his reign. We witness to the humble power and servant lordship of the
Crucified and Risen, seeking to be faithful to him who called us into
discipleship and into the ministry of witnessing to the living God.

As we seek to communicate God's image to others, we realize that our own
lives and stories, as well as non-discursive ways of communicating through
hymnography or song, iconography or symbol, movement and silence, may be
more effective personal and experiential ways of sharing the faith than
some forms of mass media. The church is also challenged to proclaim the
gospel today in new languages, in both written and oral forms, and in the
idioms and the symbols of the cultures in which it is carried. Many
millions have not heard the story of Jesus, even in cultures where
historically the gospel was common knowledge.

If the Uppsala Assembly 1968 introduced the language of social involvement into
the WCC, San Antonio has re-introduced a new-found language of evangelism,
making itself heard in the context of today.

These tremendous affirmations have, however, to be viewed in light of the
present moment in history. In some parts of the world people face a total
system of death, of monstrous false gods, of exploitative economic systems,
of violence, of the disintegration of the fimdamental bonds of society, of
the destruction of h\oman life, of helplessness of persons in the face of
impersonal forces. We are called to exercise our mission in this context of
human struggle, and challenged to keep the earth alive and to promote human
dignity, since the living God is both creator of heaven and earth and
protector of the cause of the widow, the orphan, the poor, and the
stranger. To respond to all this is part of our mission, just as inviting
people to put their trust in God is part of that mission. The "material
Gospel" and the "spiritual Gospel" have to be one, as was true of the
ministry of Jesus (*ME 33). Frequently the world's poor are also those who
have not yet heard the good news of the Gospel; to withhold from them
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justice as well as the good news of life in Christ is to commit a "double
injustice" (*ME 32). There is no evangelism without solidarity; there is no
Christian solidarity that does not involve sharing the message of God's coming
reign (*ME 33).

Thirdly, San Antonio faces conscientiously and boldly the crucial mission
issue of witness among people of other living faiths, and comes up with an
understanding that represents a big step in the corporate, ecumenical
discussion of the subject. Speaking for myself, I am delighted and moved by
the finding. I find it intelligent and helpful to Christian involvment in
mission and evangelism among our Hindu, Muslim, and Buddhist neighbours.

Probably, the most noteworthy San Antonio statements on the subject are as
follows:

We cannot point to any other way of salvation than Jesus Christ; at the
same time we cannot set limits to the saving power of God. At times the
debate about salvation focuses itself only on the fate of the individual's
soul in the hereafter, whereas the will of God is life in its fullness
even here and now. We therefore state: a) that our witness to others
concerning salvation in Christ springs from the fact that we have
encountered him as our Lord and Saviour and are hence urged to share this
with others, and b) that in calling people to faith in Christ, we are not
only offering personal salvation but also calling them to follow Jesus in

the service of God's kingdom.

We have paid attention to the complex debate about the relationship
between witness and dialogue. We recognize that both witness and dialogue
presuppose two-way relationships. We affirm that witness does not preclude
dialogue but invites it, and that dialogue does not preclude witness but
extends and deepens it.

Dialogue has its own place and integrity and is neither opposed to nor
incompatible with witness or proclamation. We do not water down our own
commitment if we engage in dialogue; as a matter of fact, dialogue between
people of different faiths is spurious, unless it proceeds from the
acceptance and expression of faith commitment. Indeed, life with people of
other faiths and ideologies is by its very nature an encounter of
commitments (*ME 45). In dialogue we are invited to listen, in openness,
to the possibility that the God we know in Jesus Christ may encounter us
also in the lives of our neighbours of other faiths. On the other hand, we
also see that the mutual sharing with people of other faiths in the

efforts for justice, peace and service to the environment engages us in

dialogue - the dialogue of life. We wish to commend this in recognition
that all humankind is responsible before God and the human family.

In affirming the dialogical nature of our witness, we are constrained by
grace to affirm "that salvation is offered to the whole creation through
Jesus Christ" (*Tambaram II). "Our mission to witness to Jesus Christ can
never be given up" (*Melboume 1980). We are well aware that these
convictions and the ministry of witness stand in tension with what we have
affirmed about God being present in and at work in people of other faiths;

we appreciate this tension, and do not attempt to resolve it.

These statements add up to two conclusions. One, Christians must share our
faith with our Hindu, Muslim and Buddhist neighbours and invite them to be
disciples of Jesus Christ. Two, Christians should be open to the possibility
of God's presence and work in people of other faiths.
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This second conclusion is a departure from the position arrived at the

Vancouver Assembly 1983. The Vancouver debate settled on the following text;

While affirming the uniqueness of the birth, life, death and resurrection
of Jesus, to which we bear witness, we recognize God's creative work in

the seeking for religious truth among people of other faiths, (emphasis
mine .

)

San Antonio openly recognizes the possibilities of God's work in people of

other faiths. It recognizes the tension between this position and our

commitment to evangelize. It does not attempt to resolve the tension. "We

cannot point to any other way of salvation than Jesus Christ, at the same time

we cannot set limits to the saving power of God."

With this, the conference commits itself to the following act of faithfulness,

i.e. a commitment of the participants for a specific, accountable action.

a) we commit ourselves and challenge our churches to cooperate in

witnessing to the millions of people who have not yet had an
opportunity to respond to the gospel;

b) we affirm that witness does not preclude dialogue with people of other
living faiths, but dialogue extends and deepens our witness;

c) we commit ourselves and challenge our churches to engage in dialogue,
wherever possible, with people of other faiths and to work together
with them for justice, peace and the integrity of creation.

The above constitutes my answer to the question of San Antonio message to the
churches and its contribution to the ecmenical movement. Time alone can tell
if it is indeed so. Meanwhile, I am encouraged by the direction San Antonio is

offering to the ectunenical movement.

The conference, as you know, is not simply another ecumenical gathering. San
Antonio is a legally required event mandated by the CWME constitution drawn up
in 1961 when the International Missionary Council became part of the WCC. The
constitution provided for maintenance of a CWME constituency and periodic
world conference which has the powers to oversee the finance and programme of
CWME.

Since 1961, organisational developments within the WCC and traditional CWME
constituencies have rendered such provisions obsolete. Of the traditional CWME
constituencies, many autonomous missionary societies have become the mission
boards of denominations, and national council of churches have developed into
full grown ecumenical bodies with comprehensive agendas of their run. On the
other hand since 1961, CWME has become more integrated into WCC's
accountability system, such as commissions, \inits and Central Committee etc.
Reality has outrun the "IMC" constitution of CWME.

At San Antonio, the constitutional anomaly was legally removed. CWME still
retains its constituency. But the constituency will no longer exercise its
powers through a periodic conference such as San Antonio, but through the
regular structures of the WCC. For students in mission history, San Antonio
marks the final step in the integration of the IMC with the WCC. At this
point, it is significant to recall that in New Delhi in 1961 when the first
step was taken, the Assembly pointedly noted, "integration must mean that
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the WCC takes the missionary task into the very heart of its life, and also
that the missionary agencies of the churches place their work in an ecumenical
perspective and accept whatever new insights God may give." San Antonio brings
the integration process to its logical conclusion. Has this strong hope of New
Delhi been fulfilled? The findings of San Antonio are remarkably encouraging.

I should add too that it is not only the intellectual product of San Antonio
that is encouraging. What has most encouraged me is the people and the way the
statements I refer to were developed and arrived at. The conference urges upon
us an explicit and powerful emphasis on evangelism, on the commitment to

invite people who have not heard of the Good News and those who have not been
moved by it, to be disciples of Jesus Christ. In San Antonio, this thrust was
visibly led by delegates from Asia and Africa. Right in the first plenary, a

Nigerian pastor and a bishop from Pakistan rose to put the classic concern
"that all may believe" on the agenda. The conference was prepared for it. The
first of the four sections entitled "Turning to the living God" provided the
specific space and support for corporate discussion on the subject.
Thereafter, in section gathering, in small groups, caucuses and in plenary,
delegates from churches and mission boards, from Scotland to Uganda, men and
women, brought their concern for and experience of the direct communication of
the gospel to the forefront.

//
From the vantage point of staff, I believe something important happened in San
Antonio. A psychological barrier has been broken through - the feeling that in
WCC circles and meetings, one simply does not talk the language of evangelism,
or that one does it only at the risk of confrontation, and that even if one
does talk about it, one should so load it with qualifications, ("balance" is

the ec^amenical word), that it no longer soars. That barrier has been broken
through. In San Antonio, Christians committed to evangelism at home were able
to express that same commitment with no hangups and no apologies. I am not a

psychologist. I do not propose to analyze how the barrier has come into being
in the first place and kept there for so long. I simply rejoice it was broken
in San Antonio. The openness that CWME deliberately created in the design of
the conference, the working out of the ecumenical principle of participation,
and the profoundly moving experience of daily worship must have something to

do with such evangelical emancipation. Also the simple fact that nowadays
there are more and more "eciunenical evangelicals", or "evangelical
ectamenicals" in our member churches, both in the North Atlantic regions and in
the Third World. And these people are making their voices heard. In San
Antonio, this voice found harmony with the Orthodox voice, certainly in areas
such as evangelism, witness in secular society and in inter-faith situations,
but also over issues such as Palestine.

I hope and I believe the next WCC Assembly in Canberra 1991 will also witness
the breaking of this psychological barrier. It is the only way by which the
international ecumenical agenda can more fully reflect the agenda of the
churches. And it is the only way towards a fuller ecumenical movement.

There are many more important things from San Antonio that I can dwell upon -

the discussion on power, on structures to facilitate world mission. The
decisions to encourage work on the missionary congregation in a secular
culture, on youth evangelism and music, on the possibility of one world
missionary conference (rather than two organized separately by WCC and
Lausanne). On the role of Orthodox. On the delegation from China. Let me leave
them to the next letter or to better minds. This is long enough. And I do want
to make this only an initial and focused report.
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Finally, let me share with you an image that San Antonio has indelibly carved
in my mind. The words are "the Earth is the Lord's", the title for the third
section of the conference. The picture is the brightly coloured globe which is

the conference logo. The vigor comes from memory of many participants at San
Antonio from across the world, each with a story to tell and to share. And the
scripture comes from John 3/16-17. "For God so loved the world that he gave
his one and only son that whoever believes in him shall not perish but have
eternal life. For God did not send his son into the world to condemn the
world, but to save the world through him".

So much for now. I seek your prayers for the people of China. I seek your
continuous prayers for it is going to be long haul.

In Christ
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THESES ON THE MEANING OF MISSION: WHAT IS MISSION?

Group II-A: Devotion to a clearly stated and compelling mission is a source of

unity. In documentary statements coming from various ecclesiastical streams

there is a remarkable convergence toward a definition (description) of

Christian mission. Ultimately, neither mission nor unity are the result of

human programs but rather the gift of God. The Christian participates in

mission to the extent that one is open to the work of God's Spirit. The

TRIUNITY of God places before us the source, nature and function of mission.

Mission has its origin in God; it comes to us as the gift of God's grace,

God's gift of the Son, and its function is to reflect the glory of God by

bringing together all things fragmented and divided. Its goal is to unite

that which sin and division have separated.

Mission is concerned with the great mystery of God's purpose achieved

in Christ Jesus (Eph. 1-3). Mission is concerned wiith human (personal)

relationships which involved the disciples of Christ in imparting not only

the Gospel of God's love and care, but also their very selves (I Thess. 2: 8)

in sharing the task of building up a community of believers who through
obedience of discipleship are instruments of God's mission and purpose. This

community is a "CARAVAN people" - a pilgrim people sent on their task - by

the Son as the Father had sent him (John 20: 21). They are on the way of the

Son, guided (or driven) by the power of the Spirit,
The trinitarian basis of mission is the criterion by which our

understandings of mission are judged. In various ways, varying groups, in

various times, have taken particular aspects of mission and presented them

as the totality of mission. Such understandings of mission lead to division

and hinder our participation in God's mission. Often "mere hviman activities

are substituted for the work of the Spirit." (Roland Allen) God calls to

mission - not method. Mission is found not in the arrogance of method and

talented gifts but in the giving of self which is to accompany the shared

ministry of gifts as the pilgrim community walks the way of Christ. Too often
the caravaning disciples stop their journey and build a house on the way of

Christ (St. Columban) , boxing in fixed patterns...
Mission becomes a factor of division when we neglect its origin, its

nature, and its function. As humble disciples, we must await the empowering
of the Spirit for mission. . .Mission is the response of the community to the

Spirit of Christ who calls to 'mind all that Christ's life, teaching and
example have given it. This is a call to continual conversion and obedience
to God's plan to bring all things to their full glory (I Cor. 2: 8).

Group II-B

Christian mission is that part of the Triune God's outreach to all
people which is carried out through the Church in covenant with God through
Jesus Christ. In this context, Christian mission includes:

1. proclaiming Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior;
2. Affirming and participating in the work and witness of the Holy Spirit;
3. accepting our calling to transform the world;
4. discerning, as God enables us, the contexts of our obedience;
5. confonting the idolatries of the world with the gospel;
6. being alive to the hope of the kingdom;
7. establishing communities of worship and witness;
8. bearing the fruit of the Spirit in who we are and in what we do.

In all this, we respond to God's concern for the poor, the oppressed, the
marginalized and those who do not know Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior.

ASM THESES ON MISSION AND UNITY



THESES ON THE CHURCH, MISSION AND UNITY

Group III-A: 1. Unity in Action . There appears to be increased
participation and cooperation among mission personnel and churches at the
local level - although this is more true of older groups than of those more
recently formed. Numerous illustrations of mission in unity were shared.
2. Context Is Important . Local conditions create different opportunities
and constraints for cooperation in mission. We need to be sensitive to these.
Religious, historical and political variables loom large.

3. Shift in Pa radigm . We are in the midst of a tremendous change in the role
of the church and the practice of mission. This affects everyone, is being
led by persons from the 2/3ds world, and will eventually make our present
categories of "evangelical", "ecumenical" and Roman Catholic obsolete as an
adequate framework to describe the new mission context of the church.
4. Definition of Mission . All agreed on the critical importance of defining
mission with a larger category than planting the church. While we did not
refine a definition there was agreement that it must center on God's reign
and his kingdom activity in relation to all of creation.
5. Multiplication of Organizations .

A. We note the proliferation of new, small groups many of which operate
in other countries and cultures without taking account of the existing church;

B. While we appreciate and acknowledge the abilities of missionary
pioneers, we need to challenge such persons and their associated
organizations with the value of cooperating at the institutional level;

C. North Americans, especially "Anglos" with their cultural
peculiarities of individualism and pragmatism, need to be sensitive to

existing churches and to be informed by church history and ecclesiology . God's
servants should act as God's servants, with humble hearts and willingness
to accept supervision by others.

6. Relationship Networks . There appears to be a new development of

relationship networking which crosses all kinds of structural boundaries (an

aspect of the new emerging paradigm): short-term associations, free-floating
structures, etc. Educators may be able to play a key role in initiating this.

7. Theology of Pluralism . We have been good at developing pluralistic
theologies but have not adequately developed a theology for pluralism. Some

guiding notions for such a theology: (a) celebrate diversity as God's design
for life and as a gift to us; *(b) participate more fully in diversity to

experience more deeply the person and character of God; and (c) recognize
the multicultural, multiform emerging church as a "sign" and "foretaste" of

the kingdom which has come and will some day come to completion.

Group III-B: We acknowledge and affirm the various manifestations of unity

in Christ in our world, and affirm the struggling and untidy efforts at unity,
for these are the creative work of the Holy Spirit. We further affirm that:

- we as educators, administrators and ministers of the gospel are called
to promote unity through our positions and institutions;

- in our human response to the prayer of our Lord (John 17) we seek

conversion to unity, personally and on every level of the church;
- the goals motivating us to unity are: '

a) learning from each other of Jesus Christ, and walking in his way;

b) witnessing to the world;
c) seeing the urgent needs of the world with cooperation in the

efficient use of resources;
d) worshipping together on special occasions;
e) participating in the reality of the unity we have in Christ.

ASM THESES ON MISSION AND UNITY
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‘^Spreading the Faith, and the Debate
By PETER STEINFELS

Some people are calling it the
"

“stealth” encyclical — the long papal
letter on missionary work that ap-
peared last Tuesday with little advance
notice and do English texts available In

2 the United States.

In Rome, Vatican
spokesmen said the docu-— News ment, "Redemptoris Mis-

y*’ Analysis sio," reflected fears that

Catholicism was lagging
-li behind Islam in expansion
-v> in Asia, Africa and the Middle East

But when American Catholic officials

read the text they found it aimed more
at debates within Christian ranks
about the whole point of missionary ac-

tivity. And officials of Jewish groups
sought reassurance that the letter did
not signal a setback for Catholic-Jew-
ish relations.

Pope John Paul 1 1 apparently wanted
to counter any impression that the

,
church’s effort to spread the faith

through missionary work might be
‘

‘ eclipsed by its dialogue with other reli-

' gions and its involvement in economic
and political struggles. Earlier papal
documents have dwelt on the economic

^ and political struggles; what is special
to “Redemptoris Missio” (“Mission of

• the Redeemer”) is the Pope’s concern
with theological views that suggest

'1 Christianity has no special status as a
means to salvation.

Scholars in comparative* religions
' have been drawn to the idea that all

world religions, even in their differ-

ences, are about equal in their ^tential
for spiritual fulfillment. The idea has
also gained adherents among aca-

.3, demic Christian theologians, especially
those deeply engaged in discussions
with representatives of major faiths

.. like Buddhism, Islam and Hinduism.

Missionary as Hero

What effect these views have had on
missionary work is an open question.
Auxiliary Bishop William J. McCor-
mack of New York, American director

. .
of the churdi’s mission arm, the Soci-
ety for the Propagation of the Faith,
said missionaries in the field were
“getting on with the job and not letting

various theories interfere with their
work.” But he added: “These theories

• are greatly discussed. Intellectually, if

they stay there’ long enough, they will

have an impact”
- Clearly, the Pope would like to re-

store a heroic image of missionaries,
. harking back to the days when their

. courage and ingenuity in far-off lands

made them a religious equivalent of In-

diana Jones. That image has been
weakened by the declining number of

p^ple joining the priesthood and reli-

gious orders, the mainstays of Catholic
missionary work.

In addition, many Christians have
recognized that in the past missionary
efforts were linked to colonization or
foreign domination. That awareness
has increased self-consciousness about
claims of Christianity’s superiority to

other world religions, especially when
the Christian faith seemed to be losing

ground in the missionaries’ own home-
lands in Europe or the United States. -

‘Myth’ of Uniqueness

William R. Burrows, managing edi-

tor of Orbls Books, the publishing
house of the Maryknoll order of mis-
sionaries, speaks of a division between
younger and older missionaries. Those
under 55 years old are more likely to

see validity in non-Christian religions

as a simple matter of their experience,
he said. But they struggle with “how to

A papal letter

renews questions

about the point of

missionary work.

square the circle” of fitting that experi-
ence into their older theology.

In 1988, Orbis Books published “The
Myth of Christian Uniqueness,” co-
edited by John Hicks, a Protestant
scholar, and Paul Knitter, a Catholic
thwlogian. Mr. Knitter said Vatican of-

ficials had called his work inimical to
missionary efforts, charging that his
approach would remove all incentive ic

preach Christianity and gather con-
verts.

Mr. Knitter denied that accusation
but acknowledged that in his view,
seeking converts should be subordinate
to interreligious dialogue and to practi-
cal cooperation for human progress.
For such a dialogue to be genuine, he
added, all religions would have to be on
equal footing.

By rejecting this view, the Pope’s en-
cyclical wades into a debate cutting
across Christian denominations. It will
play a part at the sessions when repre-
sentatives of hundreds of Protestant

and Eastern Orthodox groups gather in

Canberra, Australia, next month for a

World Assembly of the World Council
of Churches.

It is also a debate in which individual

positions remain in flux and party lines

are not fixed. In “Christian Uniqueness
Reconsidered,” another book published
by Orbls, several strong suppliers of

interreligious dialogue reply critically

to the religious pluralism advocated by
Mr. Knitter and Mr. Hicks. This kind of

pluralism, the criticism goes, tries not

to imp^ Christian standards on non-

Christian religions but ends by impos-
ing the standards of some form of mod-
em liberalism on Christian and non-

Christian religions alike.

Keeping the Dialogue Going

The Pope’s insistence on retaining
some traditional priorities does not

mean that he rules out the newer con-

cerns. The encyclical strongly en-

dorses missionary efforts to relieve

poverty, counter political oppression
and defend human rights.

Its recognition of God’s saving pres-
ence in oUier religions goes well be-

yond the Second Vatican Council’s de-

cree on missions and Pope Paul Vi’s
1975 letter on evangelization, said the
Rev. John F. Hotchkin, executive direc-

tor of the American bishops’ Secre-
tariat on Ecumenical and Interreli-

gious Affairs.

The encyclical said interreligious
dialogue could lead to spiritual growth
and asked all the faithful to engage in

some form of it. Father Hotchkin
called it “as positive a statement as
I’ve seen” in authoritative church dec-
larations.

Responding to concern expressed by
spokesmen for some Jewish groups
about the document's stress on Jesus
as the source of salvation. Father
Hotchkin said the encyclical was not
meant to address relations between
Christianity and its parent religioa
Judaism. They are in a different cate-

gory from Christianity’s relations with
other major faiths, he said.

Rabbi Jack Bemporad. interreligious

affairs officer for the Synagogue Coun-
cil of America, agreed with this inter-

pretation. But two other leaders in in-

terreligious discussions, Rabbi A
James Rudin of the American Jewish
Committee and Rabbi Leon Klenicki of

the Anti-Defamation League of B’na.*

B’rith, said they regretted that the dis-

tinction had not been made explicit ir

the encyclical *

In fact, the document left a lot un-

stated. It restated the Christian leach-
ing that all salvation comes from
Christ and that this occurs ordinarily
and most fully through, the churches
But the encyclical also said many peo-
ple would attain salvation even though
they would never be Christians.

The “mysterious" relation of their

salvation to Christ and the church h
something the encyclical did not try tc

explain theologically. The Pope has left

plenty of puzzles for theologians to pon-
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and depth of the church.

Troeger’s format and message remind

us that we can never assume that we know
what folks are hearing when we preach.

Faith ranges far beyond what most of us

usually imagine. Therefore, we must al-

ways seek to present the fullness of God
to all who are present. We need to be

nurturing a “voice” that can faithfully

proclaim the gospel in a diverse and

changing culture.

To be “in class” with this group prom-

ises to challenge the way a preacher thinks

about his or her style and perspective to-

ward preaching. Never can we so quickly

liscount stories, experiences and varia-

ions of faith different from our own. We
iced to look and listen to see if and where

ve encounter the Christ.

To “sit around the seminar table” with

he characters of this book is to participate

n a worthwhile continuing education event

hat promotes growth and reflection on
he task of communicating the gospel in a

liverse and changing culture.

While this book is written for preach-

rs (“those with many years of experience

nd those just beginning”), it w'ill also

irove to be helpful reading for anyone
Isc seeking to grow in faith and faithful-

ess. The lucid style, the dialogue among
lass members, the wealth of references

nd illustrative material all encourage
road thinking and serious theological re-

lection for any committed Christian.

Effective preaching demands faithful

earing. And Just as this book will force

reachers to reconsider how they preach,

will force hearers to rethink how they

:ar. As one of the imaginary students

Dints out, “God does much more than

teak to us. God shapes us as a potter

lapes clay. God blows on us as wind,

od attracts us as light. God cools our
irst as water. God feeds us as bread and
ine” (p. 58).

By reconsidering how we hear and rec-

;nizing the hungers of our hearts, we can
rhaps allow God to work in and through

What kind of voice do preachers need
an increasingly pluralistic culture? What
id of perspective must preachers nur-

e so that faithful proclamation can take

ice? What can be done to enhance the

iring of the gospel? To be the 11th

dent in this imaginary class reminds us

at Christ meant about people coming
m north and south and east and west to

at table in the reign of God.
As we continue to discover who we are

Christians, as a church, as God’s people,

t is a helpful word for all of us.

ALEX W. EVANS
tor, Pickens, S.C., church

THE ONCE AND FUTURE
CHURCH: REINVENTING THE
CONGREGATION FOR A NEW MIS-
SION FRONTIER. By Loren B. Mead.
Alban Institute. 1991. $9.25.

The thesis of this book is that the de-

nominations and the congregations are still

living with structures and mindsets that

were developed to work during the era of

Christendom, even though Christendom

has long since disappeared.

The early church knew that it was op-

erating in a hostile pagan culture. The

boundary between church and world was
very clear. The mission field was at the

doorstep of the congregation and the chief

missionaries were the church members. A
rigorous apprenticeship of two or three

years called the “catechumenate” preceded

baptism. Since the early Christian’s life

was at risk, it was necessary for one to be

very clear about“who you were and whose

you were” in order to keep the faith in a

hostile environment.

Then came Constantine, and within a

short time the countercultural church be-

came the state church. Hence the

emergence of “Christendom,” in which

the boundaries of the church were syn-

onymous with those of the empire. The
church was the guardian of the values of

society. Everyone in a given parish was a

nominal member of the church by birth-

right. The boundary between church and

world was blurred, and it was no longer

clear who was in and who was out. The
“mission” of the church was at the bound-

aries of the empire bringing the gospel to

the heathen.

This mentality of Christendom has un-

dergone modifications, first during the

Reformation and then further in the New
World with the disestablishment of any

given denomination. Nevertheless, the

assumptions of Christendom continued to

hold through the middle of this century. In

“one nation under God” there was an as-

sumed congruence between the values of

the “Judeo-Christian tradition” and the

values of the culture.

Being a Christian was mainly a matter

of being a good citizen, attending church

regularly and giving money to support

missionaries who carried on the mission

in Asia, Africa and Latin America. On the

home front “ministry” was what “the min-

ister” (priest, preacher) did.

The impressive denominational struc-

tures served Christendom well and raised

large amounts of money for mission in

faraway places. But now Christendom is

dead, and the mission frontier is at the

doorstep of the congregation again in a
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IN RICHMOND CALL 359-8442

OUTLOOiV BOOK SERVICE— P. O. Box 85623, Richmond, VA 23285-5623
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society that is at best indifferent and at

worst hostile to the church and its gospel.
Yet we are still operating with the

structures and mindset of “Christendom.”
How must the church change to confront
the new missionary situation? These are

the issues that Loren B. Mead is probing
in The Once And Future Church.

EDWARD A. WHITE
Washington, D.C.

New Books
IN Christian

Education
By Lillian McCulloch Taylor

Outlook Book Review Editor

FORBID THEM NOT: INVOLV-
ING CHILDREN IN SUNDAY
WORSHIP. By Carolyn C. Brown.
Abingdon. 1991. 207 pp. $19.95.

Based on the texts of the Common
Lectionary, this book offers specific sug-
gestions for prayers, litanies, sermon
illustrations and ways to present Scripture
so that children — as well as older wor-

shipers— can really “hear” the message.
It includes hymn suggestions for children,
plus reproducible work sheets related to
each Sunday’s worship.

SPIRITUAL LIFE OF CHILDREN.
By Robert Coles. Houghton Mifflin.
1990. 358 pp. Hardback, $22.95; paper,
$10.95.

Coles gives in this unique book in-

sights into the spiritual lives of children
(whether Christian, Jewish, or Islamic):
their views of salvation and righteousness,
their experience of God and spirituality
and their ways of understanding the ulti-

mate meaning of their lives. Also included
are children’s paintings apd drawings.

LAY LEADERS: RESOURCES FOR
THE CHANGING PARISH. By Wil-
liam T . Ditewig. Ave Maria Press. 1991.
116 pp.$5.95.

This guide for lay church members
grew out of the author’s experience in a
priestless parish (Catholic). He explores
such topics as leadership, pastoral plan-
ning, the impact of the Second Vatican
Council, prayer and canon law.

NEW KID IN THE PEW: SHARED
MINISTRY WITH CHILDREN. By
Mary Duckert. Westminster/John

Knox. 1991. 128 pp. $8.95.

A distinguished Christian educator!
shares her vision of children being active!

participants in mission in the church as!

well as students in Sunday school. She
provides examples of “shared ministry”
in which children participate in study,!

worship and social services to the benefit

of others and of themselves.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION IN THE I

SMALL MEMBERSHIP CHURCH.]
Edited by Nancy T. Foltz. Religious]
Education Press. 1990. 234 pp. $14.95.

This comprehensive resource is aimedl
at making religious education more effec-l

tive in small churches. A number of]

contributors cover subjects of interest to I

the small church: trends, worship, socio-l

logical perspective, administration,
curriculum, etc. A wall chart that summa-

1

rizes important information on religious]

education is included.

VALENCE IN THE FAMILY. By
Marie M. Fortune. Pilgrim Press. 1991.

288 pp. $19.95

This pioneer in the field of the preven-
tion of sexual and domestic violence now
provides a workshop curriculum for min-
isters and other helpers. This manual
provides a detailed methodology for ef-

Rekmdle the Gift ofGod
Christian Education Conferen(%, July 19-24

Montreat Conference Center, Montreal, N.C.

The educational ministry of the church is not church school alone - it takes place at many different
times and in many distinctive ways. The effectiveness ofyour ministry depends upon how you use the
gifts that God has given you.

The conference schedule will feature:

• Bible study and reflective time with Walter
and June Wink, adjunct faculty member and
professor of biblical interpretation, Auburn
Theological Seminary, N.Y.

• workshops that will help you explore how you
rekindle your gifts and respond through ministry

• jointworship with conferees from the Global

June and Walter Wink
Mission and Bible and Theology Conferences.

Join other educators, pastors, church school teachers, lay people and volunteers for this exciting
gathering in MontreaL

For more details and a conference brochure, call 1-800-572-2257 or write
Montreat Conference Center, P.O. Box 969, Dept CE, Montreat NC 28757.
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Non-Colonial Missions Have
90% Lower Overhead

By Dr. Bob Finley

Members of ihe missionary committee

of a Baptist church in New Jersey were

greatly disturbed recently when they

learned that about 90% of the funds they

distributed to various mission agencies

were consumed by costly overhead. The

reason all their missionary giving went

to colonial type mission boards.

Committee members were also startled

to learn that if their missionary outreach

were directed to non-colonial missions, it

would be ten times more effective be-

cause overhead would be eliminated.

But when they presented these facts to

the congregation, they were met with

hostility and opposition. Many members

of the church had close friends or rela-

tives who were involved in missionary

work with high-overhead colonial mis-

sion boards.

•'Wc can't just cut them off ” a deacon

said indignantly. “What about those who
have gone out from our church? Wc have

to stand behind them."

The turmoil experienced by this

church is typical of that which is taking

place these days among missionary-

minded Christians all over the United

Stales and Canada. The high overhead ex-

penses of colonial missions have been a

fact of life for the past SO years even

though largely ignored until the past de-

cade. But recent inflation has forced the

churches to face reality. Tlicir members

are not willing to suppor l programs where

90%' IS consumed by needless overhead.

Colonialtsm Defined

It was not until after World War II

that American churches began to be aware

of colonialism. As independence movc-

menls spread over Asia and Africa, many
denominations and independent mission

boards (which became denominations in

other nations) found themselves being

called "the last vestiges of colonialism."

A colonial mission is one which sends

representatives to start or perpetuate

branches of its work m other countiics-

For example, when mission operations in

Asia are known to be the work of Ameri-

can Baptists. Canadian Presbyterians,

Missouri Synod Lutherans or Roman
Catholics, they are colonial works.

Recently when I visited the head-

quarters of a large Christian organualion.

Ilicir leader said. "We are now in more

Ilian 80 countries." Notice he said *« are

in these countries By that he meant that

liis organi/alinn had expanded itself or

had bctinchcs m all these other nations.

This may sound fine to us as Americans

who believe in free enterprise. But when

Christians in other countries hear of an

American or Canadian organi/.aiion being

established within their borders, it is

“mslitulional colonialism."

We are colonial missionaries whenever

we maintain our citizenship and roots at

home and go out to work in another

nation. The only way to avoid the stigma

of culonialism is to obey the command uf

our Lord who said, "As my Father hath

sent me, even so send I you " When He

came to this earth. He became one of us.

No one knew He was a foreign invader

from outer \|sace Likewise, if wc go us

immigrants to other nations, sink our

roots there, become assimilated with the

poputalion. find employment and earn an

honest living, we can truly be ambassa-

dors for ihe Lord But when we go as re-

prcsrntalises of U S. mission agencies and

organi/.alions. the people there may he-

lievc we were sent out by the CIA

Overheiiil livitininod

Whenever a culonul mission mcuis ex-

penses which could have been avoided by

sending (heir funds to indigenous nun-

colonial missions instead, then that ex-

pense becomes overhead

When American families are seni to the

Philippines. India. Indonesia, or a similar

anintry. ihe personal support they need

IS ten limes greater than that required by

local cili/cns of that nation who have

been called ol God for missionary service.

Alniosi every colonial mission expends

a minimum of $1000 |>er month to

send an American family overseas (and

most spend $2000). In poorer countries,

almost all the iion-colonial missions could
send out a lar more compcicnl missionary

witli less (hail SlOO per month support

So W/r ol the support funds used by
colonial missions arc used fur overhead.

When colonial missionaries go out.

they expend tens of thousands of dollars

for equipment, clothing, food, housing,

transportation, and other things needed

to maintain themselves in a foreign en-

vironment. Those who are called of Cod
to serve our Saviour within their own
countries get along with expenditures of

less than 10% of that of the average

missionary from a foreign country

Millions of dollars arc spent by colo-

nial mission boards for other overhead ex-

penses which are not even needed by

missionaries who are native to the land.

Tlicse include the cost of expensive

language schools, special schools for the

education of the children of missionaries,

and furlougli expense. If these millions

were made available to indigenous mission

boards, a hundred times more would be

accomplished for the kingdom of God.

Time for a Change

The lime has come for our churches to

do a complete about-face in the way mis-

sionary work IS dune For loo long a lime

our thinking has been conditioned. by a

colonial mcniality. Colonialfsm says,

"Send out your missionaries, start your

branches in other nations, expand your

work to other lands." There is no men-

tion of such a concept m the Word of

God Fvery chuich should be a soul

winning slntiuii obeying the command of

our Lord to "go into all the cr>sm<>i

(original Greek word) and lell llic good

news to every creature" (Mark 16 IS).

Wo should totally penetrate our society

with llie gospel, because God is not will-

ing liial any sliould perish. But there is no

record in the New TcstanKni that our

Li>rd ever sent a man as a missionary

whore he did nut know the language.

God's Word does not advocate starting

branches of our organizations and dc-

nominalions in foieign countries. God's

way Is fur native sons who find Christ

while ,iway from home to lake Ihe mes-

sage back to (heir own people as did Saul

of Tarsus. Barnabas uf Cyprus, and the

Trc.isurcr of Lthiopia.

The only way to end the extrava-

gance uf overhead expenses is to pliasc

out all forms of missionary colonialism.

Wo should discontinue the expansion of

our works to other nations, and the cost-

ly piaoticc of sending Amortcans overseas.

Instead, wo should rccogni/c that wc ate

one body in Christ with believers of like

precious faith in poorer countries, and

send missionary gifts to Iliem to help

them cany on iheir work for the Lord.

... Less With More
This is the home of a colonial missionary in one of the poorest nations in the world

Before, he was a successful Baptist pastor in America. Persuaded that he should go out

to "the mission field,” he raised his support and took his family (and their cars) overseas.

They could not live like those poor people. So they had to have a nice house. Most of

his time IS spent taking his children to their various schools, treating Iheir frequent

illnesses, sterilizing utensils, buying special foods, and trying to maintain normal

American family life. He doesn't know the language, so has no established work as yet

Dr. Finley begged him to return home and use the thousands of dollars he was spend-

ing to help an indigenous independent Baptist work based nearby. For what it cost to

keep this one American there, the native group could send out 30 missionaries.

Less ...

This Asian missionary doesn't

need shoes or trousers. He

dresses as his own people do.

He knows their languages.

Eats their food. Reaches their

hearts with the Word of God.

He IS ten times more effective

than a missionary from Amer-

ica. at 10% of the cost. Thou-

sands like him are on the field

or ready to go. Support may
be sent through Christian Aid.

D
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^Apostles
Fro

The word apostle means "one sent" or "missionary." Two kinds a

mentioned in the New reffamenr the original twelve chosen by oi

Lord, and others whom He called and sent forth later. We use the ter.

in the latter tense, meaning missiontries.

From Georgia

My company will be sending a check

fot $1 50 per month for ten personal mis-

sionaries such as you mention in your

letters. If posable, 1 would like for you to

assign some specific missionaries and send

the photographs to me. I plan to fake

these and assign one of them to an in-

dividual Christian that is associated with

our company. 1 trust that through this

method ! may be able to get many more

Christians in our area interested in your

program and that these fifteen dollars will

multiply thousands of times.

From Indiana

Many years have passed since Bob

Finley had to leave China and since God

led him to Korea just before the out-

break of hostOities there. In Korea he

experienced a type of real Christianity

Americans know so little about

.

His end of the year message was right

to the point Untold millions of God's

dollars are being siphoned away and

squandered in efforts producing very

little permanent results for our Lord and

Saviour. And God b ready to do some-

thing about it.

From Washington State

Greetings in our Lord Jesus Christ. I

am a Christian who just arrived not so

long to this country. 1 am praying how

the Lord can use me to support his work

in the Philippines, especially the Fellow-

ship of Independent Fundamental

Churches of the Philippines. Praise God
he blessed me in my part tune job. Rev.

Juanito P Danganan, the Executive Di-

rector of FIFCOP Mission, suggested if I

have a gift to send to them, send it

through you because Christian Aid is the

only organisation in America that helps

our indigenous missions in the Philippines.

From Pennsylvania

This year I again have the privilege to

be Vacation Bible School director for the

First Presbyterian Church and our Chris-

tian Education Committee chose, in the

providence of God. to send the monies

collected during the two week period to

support the families of the Christians

ready and willing to go forth with the

Good News. What a joy it b to be able to

support the work at this crucial time! I

can well remember another day some

years ago. when your work was just be-

ginning. and also remember the walk of

faith it look to open up. not only tight

purses, but hearts, and prayers, and faith.

Our offering of S86.I7 was given by 52

enrolled children, and their relatives.

Quite exciting, bn'l it? Thank you. Dr.

^b, and may the Lord bless richly the

sowing of the Seed, and may it f^ on

rich and fertile soil.

A Bible woman witnesses to a laborer on

a rubber plantation in Malaysia. Regular

monthly support by sponsors in the U.S.

and Canada enables native missionaries to

reach souls for Christ in places the

American missionary could never enter.

From California

Thank you for your fine literature, tell-

ing so well about the "new” thrust in in-

digenous missionary work with all its ad-

vantages, and lesser financial outlay than

in the present and past form of missionary

work, in which the missionaries were -

and are - all foreigners to the countries in

which they minister. 1 most heartily agree

with this method of helping indigenous

missionaries. 1 have long been thrilled and

thankful for the great work of Bakhl

Singh, and of Dr. Abdul Haqq m India. I

myself spent 30 years in India, but have

always been heart-broken that the na-

tional workers in our Mission never had

any such results as those I read about! I

know that they are real and I praise God
for them.

From Michigan

Please use the enclosed check for SSO

as 2 months' support for a native mission-

ary overseas. As the Lord enables, I hope

to send S2S per month till further notice

to be used in this way. I would like to

know the country’s name where he is

serving.

My heart is thrilled by the reports of

the spread of Christianity in these under-

privileged lands. I am a 77 year old widow
with no children, but everything I receive

comes to me from God’s Hand, so why
should I not pass it on to His sheep in

other folds. God bless you and your staff

for the marvelous work you are doing. I

believe it b the way Jesus would have

done it.

From New York

We think of you continually and of the

two children we sponsor. What we give is

little but God fed 4000 with but little and

ance the cattle on a thousand hills are

His, His eye sees the sparrow. He clothes

the lilies, we are sure He will see us also,

and a little does a lot with Him.

... And Bought One for a Missionary
Native missionaries in Asia and Africa walk thou-

sands of miles in the hot sun and drenching rains be-

cause they have no money with which to take avail-

able trains or buses or to rent rides on trucks. So
they walk.

But when someone sends a contribution to enable

the missionary to purchase a bicycle, this is great

cause for rejoicing. Philip Bara! in Arkansas sold his

bicycle and sent the money to buy a bicycle for a

missionary in India. Missionary P. Mattaih, serving

with the Bible Brethren Fellowship, received the

bicycle and sent the “Thank you” photo above.

Once a month believers come from miles

around for a day of evangelistic meetings

and fellowship called "Big Sunday."

In Zimbabwe :

Gospel Goes Forth
With Power

The gospel of Jesus Christ is preached

with power today across the embattled

bnd of Zimbabwe thanks to God’s anoint-

mg on Ezekiel Guti, founder of the For-

ward in Faith movement in that country.

When Ezekiel was a boy, his mother

returned one day from a visit to a dis-

tant village where she heard a preacher

tell about heaven and hell. His mother’s

tale frightened the young boy. "Mother,

where can 1 find someone to teU me about

God?” young Guti asked. "I don’t want

to go to hell.”

But there was no preacher in those

parts to tell the good news of a God who

loved the world so much that He sent

His only Son to die for us, that we

might be saved from our sins and go to

heaven.

Young Ezekiel spent much time alone

in the forest meditating on the concepts

of heaven and hell. One day he heard

angebc voices singing, and a voice said.

“Fear not, sin not. be not afraid. The

angels of God are watching over you.”

The boy’s search for the truth took

him many miles from home where he

finally met a man who showed him how
to accept Christ as his Saviour and live an

empowered Christian life.

Thus called of the Lord. Guti began

to preach in 1960. At first he tried to

bring revival within the existing denomi-

national churches started by foreign mis-

sionaries. but encountered much opposi-

tion and persecution. So in 1965 Guti

began an independent, evangelistic faith

mission caUed "Forward in Faith.”

The initial handful of four believers

has. in the past 16 years, literally ex-

ploded into 240 local assemblies number-

ing 85,000 believers. Over 200 consecrat-

ed, full time workers are now preaching

the Word with power all over Zimbabwe,

and have even expanded into neighboring

Botswana, Zambia, Malawi and Mozam-
bique. Another 60 trained volunteers are

ready to go out into the harvest fields as

soon as the Lord leads His people to

supply the $30 to $50 per month support

which they need.

There once was a time when many
Zimbabwe churches could support and

send out full-time gospel workers. But the

ravages of 15 years of civil wars have left

hundreds of thousands unemployed. Their

devasted economy makes self-sufficiency

impossible at the present time.

Sponsors who send $30 to S.'O per

month through Christian Aid will receive

the name and photo of a full-time in-

digenous missionary, and have a part in

rebuilding strong. Bible believing churches

in this war-torn land. War-orphans can

also be supported by monthly gifts of

$15. and the name and photo of the

needy child will be sent

Burma Tribes Cry ‘Send Us Missionaries’
According to a recent report coming

out of Burma, tribes-pcople there are

begging the mission boards based in

Burma to send them missionaries.

t.ien though American missmnartes
have been excluded from that land for 16
years, indigenous evangelistic groups have
been highly effective in reaching their

own people. Sometimes whole villages

have turned to Christ.

One of these indigenous groups is the
Burma Independent Mission Their leader
reports that irihes-people are hungering

for the gospel faster than local mission-

aries can be sent out at present levels of
aiailable support. He writes:

With your continued help we will be
able to keep all of the 104 missionaries

of our conference on the field in 1981.
But unless Cod helps us in a greater way,
we will not be able to answer any of the

cries for help for new missionaries in the

unreached places. Wc are doing all wc can
and even beyond our means. Unless the
saints qf God in other places undertake
with us we will have to say "No” to the

BIM leaders are training their youth to be

witnesses for Christ. This group attended
youth evangelistic training sessions at

Lonzong village.

unreached people of Burma.

Do you know what it means to not

have a missionary in a certain area? One
of our native missionaries visited one of

the villages ot the Naga tribe some time

past and brought the Word to them. There
was a marvelous turnmg to Christ. Forty

households pul away their fetishes and
embraced faith m Christ, with the pro-

mise that a missionary would soon be

sent to their village to leach them the

{Continued on Page 3)



Apostles
Overseas -

I preach the gospel to people living in a

1 SO mile radius from my home.
I find that people in villages are perish-

ing without knowing the real truth, and
worshipping dead idols. They are living

without any hope. But, praise Cod, in

some villages people who never once
heard the name of Christ are hearing the
gospel and understanding the truth and
receiving the Lord Jesus Christ as their

personal Saviour.

If I can afford it. 1 usually travel by
bus. Sometimes I rent a bicycle. But,
praise the Lord, recently and unexpected-
ly. He gave me a beautiful bicycle which I

am now using in the Lord’s work. Now 1

can go where I want to when I want to
without additional expense.

The fervent prayers and regular finan-

cial help are the main reasons why my
ministry is going forward. I recently got
married Please pray for my work, and
for my wife, loo.

P. G. Vargis, kneeling, of the Indian Evan-
gelical Team in northern India, meets
with some new converts recently bap-
tized. “Prices have gone up as much as
50%." he writes. "Please pray that the
Lord will provide supporters for all our
116 full time workers."

From Burma

In the last week of May 1 was out on
lour to the Khumi District of Paletwa in

order to hold a gospel campaign and to

give training to the native missionaries

living in that section.

The Lord blessed His work through me
in a pleasing way One Sunday morning
39 members who came "out of darkness
into His marvelous light" (1 Peter 2 9)
were baptized m the Kolodin River. All of
us were happy in the Lord.

While staying in Paletwa town 40
members received the joy of the Lord
through the working of the Holy Spirit.

We do rejoice with them.
After some time 1 left Paletwa and

went back home to Matupi. Then a mes-
sage came from a very dark area, request-

ing me to dedicate a new church building

in one of the villages.

It is a cute little church building and I

was surprised how they could construct

so good a builduig where there are but 15

Christian families. They had spent $625
and It was built without any outside help.

Members from other villages also came
lugether and we had about 450 people

At that lime 24 people who had come
out of heathen darkness to accept Christ

were baptized The place where I baptized
them IS a rather big river.

On my way home I slopped at several

other villages Let us praise the Lord that

during my last trip among the unreached
tubes 133 people received spiritual bless-

ings. We give thanks to Cod for His
wonder working power. "The people
which sat in darkness saw a great light.

to them who sat in the region and
shadow of death, light is sprung up”
(Matthew 4 16). May Cod he praised.

From Zimbabwe

One of our crusade teams went to

preach in a township near Salisbury They
booked a hall with 500 seats, but it was
packed out and many people had to stand
outside to hear the Word of God. These
were mature men and women. ail listening

intently to God's Word.

Many miracles took place each night,

drawing crowds again every evening. A
woman who was blind received her sight.

A crippled boy, seven years old, rose up
and walked. So many miracles look place

during these meetings that some drunk-
ards outside were heard to say, "Jesus is

walking on earth again."

On one single night 76 new converts

were baptized. We are grateful to God
that you support this great work with
your prayers.

From Nagaland

Loving greetings in Christ’s :,The

Lord has been so gracious to us this past

week We have conducted a missionary-

in-service training seminar here at Mokok-
chung. A total of 96 gospel workers from
the tribes of Ao. Kony^s, Phom, Sang-
tarn, Imchunget, Chan and from Assam
attended. The following subjects were
taught leadership in revival, discipleship

training, spiritual warfare, evaluation of

missionary call. Everyone who came was
greatly blessed. We ourselves are very

much strengthened in the Lord. The visit-

ing gospel workers were cared for by 96
Christian families here at Mokokchung
town who volunteered to take care of all

the expenses of the training for the entire

period by hosting the guests in their re-

spective homes.

Two missionaries came from right on
the Burma boundary. They shared the
burden of the regions beyond, and we
came to a decision that we will start sup-

porting four gospel workers beyond the

Indian border in Burma More than 300
villages m uppwr Burma are unreached
where there is practically no government
administration, neither any mission works.
These four brothers sacrificially planted
four churches there. Tliey are not ap-

pointed by any group, but are working
on their own without support. So under
God's guidance, we have decided to sup-

port them. By the end of this month I

shall be visiting this border area and get

detailed information. This is one of the

most strategic mission fields in the world
today where there is no mission working
in any form.

From the Philippines

As a missionary in the Philippines I

serve a local church and conduct evange-

listic and Bible teaching meetings at two
mission stations.

Each week my wife and I conduct two
Bible classes for children and adults on
Monday and Tuesday, three classes on
Wednesdays, Bible study and church
prayer meeting on Thursday, and three

Bible classes on Friday. We also conduct
classes and visitation on Saturday, besides

our regular services on Sunday.
The two mission stations are results

from our Monday and Tuesday night

Bible classes. We hold our meetings under
a mango tree during the summer, but in

the rainy season, we have to stop holding

classes because we have nowhere to meet.
For only SlOO wv could put up a simple

thatch shelter at one mission station, and
then we could conduct Bible classes all

year around.

I praise the Lord for fellow Christians

who have helped our ministry a lot

through help sent through Christian Aid

May the Lord continue to prosper you
all. You are doing a tremendous job in

His ministry Pursue the good wo^ you
have begun.

ftrong preaching of the Word by faithful Burmese miMionarTes^i built urvigoroui tn-
igenoui churches such as this one. Believers give sacrificially to build meeting halts and

tend out missionaries, but need help to expand their missionary outreach,

Burma Tribes Cry
(Continued from Page 2)

ways of the Lord and how to protect
themselves from the evil spirits they had
turned against, for over here the powers
of darkness are very real.

But due to the shortage of missionary
support we were not able to send a res-

ident missionary. After many months the

missionary who first visited them returned
and, alas, they had all reverted to their

former ways. They had truly wanted to

be Christians, but with no Bible and with

no one to teach them, the evil spirits

came back to attack them and they again

reverted to animal sacrifice to appease
the evil spirits. Don’t blame them. They
knew no better. Blame us. Blame your-
selves. Because we failed to send a mis-

aonary to them. The same is true in

Palettwa and Matupi districts, also. Let us
all get on our knees and cry out to God
and ask Him what we can do to help send
more missionaries to the tribes of Burma.
All that hinders is a lack of finances.

Workers arc available.

Training School Needed
In order to train new missionaries we

need a Bible school. Through prayer, at

our general assembly we agreed that with
$1000 a month we can operate a Bible

school. By faith we plan to start one in

July, even though we do not have a single

cent on hand to do so. But all things are

possible with God. Please make this an
earnest matter of prayer, and inform your
Christian friends of the great need of a

Bible school in Rangoon. With it we can
train hundreds of young men who are

eager to preach the gospel to the lost

tribes of Burma.

Print Gospel Literature

If we cuinot send a missionary, we can
at least send a "silent" missionary who
never stops speaking-e gospel tract. We
need tracts, gospel portions. New Testa-

ments and Bible study booklets in our
language to build up the local believers in

the faith. Please pray with us that funds
will be provided for us to purchase paper
and pay for the printing of Gospel litera-

ture ill the many languages of Buntia.

Hit by Inflation

Ifyou notice inflation in your country,
it is far worse here. I hesitate to tell you
these things but because you are spiritual

partners with us, I believe you also are

interested in our physical needs. The cost
of food, clothing and travelmg expense
has gone up drastically.

‘Send Us Missionaries’

Most of out missionaries can no longer
support their wives and children on their

present aUowances of $25 monthly. They
can no longer travel to distant preaching
points like they used to. because every-

where they go they must pay for a ride on
a bus, a boat or a truck. All government
employees have had an increase of 30% in

salaries to keep pace with inflation. So if

you can inaease the support you send
even a small amount, it will be greatly

appreciated. But if you can’t, we praise

God for what you do send, and you can
still join us on your knees and pray that

He who sends forth laborers into His

harvest will also supply their every need.

Please remember us in your daily prayers.

This is Buphui, first convert from the Dai
tribe in Burma. He is studying now at a

Bible school in India in order to be a mit-
sionary to his own people. Very few
Burma citizens can leave their country to
study abroad, so a Bible training school
in Rangoon is urgently needed.
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Christian Aid Mission

Route Ten, Box One
Charlottesville, Va. 22901

Send $30 monthly to provide full support
for a missionary such as this one on the

foreign field. Use coupon below.

Yes, I want to help our fellow believers

poorer countries overseas to minister in

Christ's name. Enclosed is my gift of

Please use it for

the hungry, sick and suffering

care of homeless children,

Bible institutes and Christian schools,

send oulnative missionaries.

a bicycle for a missionary (S75|.

the training base at headquarters.

where most needed, emergency fund.

I am interested in providing regular

support for:

O a missionary on the foreign field (S25
to S50 monthly for full support)

a trainee in Bible institute ($15 to

$25 monthly for all expenses).

a needy child in a Christian home ($10
to $15monthly).

Please send name and photo of the
one I support.

Save the expense - name and photo
not necessary.



Construction Begins on the Training Base Dormitory

At ground breaking ceremonies for the new guest

house. Dr. Bob Finley, left, and board member Walter

Lumpp, right, begin excavation as staff missionaries look

on. After the prayers were over, power shovels moved in

to prepare the site for laying the foundation

Construction lias begun on flic long awaited,

desperately needed guest liouse-donmtory at the

headquarters training base of Christian Aid

This new building is designed to provide hous-

ing for trainees and visitors from otlier nations

during the time of their stay with the Mission.

The training base is being established particu-

larly for new believers from lands that are dosed
to Christian missionaries Recruits are being enlisted from among the many
thousands of foreign students and other aliens who arc alrcaily in the U S.

and Canada from Red China, the Soviet Union. Saudi Arabia. Afghanistan

and other closed lands Wticn they return to their Iiomelands. these trainees

can be ambassadors for Christ in places where no other Christian witness has

ever gone before.

Many of Clod's people prefer to give for buildings, so we are asking all of

our friends to pray about having a share m the construction costs. However,

Artist's drawing of the new guest house dormitory now under construction at Christian Aid headquarters.

no funds designated to help needy believers ttverseas will be used for this

building. They are sent lOO'.J to tile field. So if God leads you to help put

up the building, please designate your gift for the building fund
The projected cost lor this dormitory is S400.000 of which almost half

has already been given or promised II the remaining S200.000 is contributed

during the next six months, this building i

God's grace it shall be done
I be completed debt free By

Buildings for the Kingdom of God rrrr^ 1
3 ^

ruc- >

m

A School in Central Asia
In j dosed land ol Cciiiial Am.i.

Brothui I’rein and his co-wuikcis opi-ncd

j sdioul lust Junuuiy wnli 400 children

cnmlled. Ncjily 100 ol ilicm ate Picm\
own shildicn whom he has .idopicd so he

can raise ihein as Chrisliaiis Others are

Iron) Chrislian l.iniilics in the llnnulaya

iiioiiiitams wiicre iliere are no schools.

Alter a year of study, these childien c.in

go back and read (lod's Word for ihctr

laniilies and ehurdies

•Many of lliesi duldieii now sleep on

the ditl Door of j eovs shed. A hosicl lor

1^0 boys will e»)sl S40.000. while

'stO.OOO 1% needed to build one for 100

gills, ('hiisiiaii Aid h.is already sent

S50.000 for the kitchen and classroom

buildings. Another $10,000 is needed to

finish llie interior of the school building.

A Bible Institute for India

Students and faculty of Sharon Bible Institute gather in front of their single meeting hall.

It IS used for classes, sleeping quarters, evangelistic meetings, Sunday school and church

services. They desperately need another building

Sharon Fellowship of India has trained

2000 missionaries in one single meeting

hall during the past 30 years. Students

sleep on the concrete Door at night, then

get up and attend classes there during the

day bvangehstic meetings are held in the

same hall almost every night and on Sun-

day the place overflows as children attend

Sunday school and llicir parents conduct

church services Sharon Bible Institute

needs its own building. The students need

one separate room where they can sleep,

wash and dress; and still other rooms for

classes. A new building for Sharon will

cost Si 00,000. Wlio will give it?

Remember Christian Aid in your will

Help future generations to complete

the great commission.

Form of Bequest

/ give, bequeath and devise to

Christian Aid Mission, a non-profit,

tax-exempt religious organisation

with headquarters at Charlottesville.

Virginia, the following

How to Help Yourself

While You Help God's Work A Training Center in Indonesia
Gift annuities to Chnitiiin Aid provide

you with a guaranteed income tor life,

mostly tax free. They also help meet the

needs of missionaries around the world.

Yields are high, up to 15'J;- annually, de-

pending on your age. Write for details

I wish to learn more about gift annuities.

Please send full information aliout a

single life annuity for (myself) (one of

my parents.)

joint or survivorship annuity for (my
parents) (myself and

)

llcnty Liiifang cotnpleicd Dallas Thcnlugical Seminary in place to juil them. New dormitories can be built lur S20.00U cadi
1‘WO and returned to Indonesia to head up the Sulawesi Bible while SKO.OOO is needed Im a general purpose biitidiiig to pro-
Insiiiule Hundreds »>f students want to attend hut they have no vide classrooms, library and adminisiraiive offices.

riicsc throe schools typify the pressing need for new buildings by rnptdly growing indigenous groups of
Bible bi'lieving. soul winning Christians in poirrcr countries oi thessorid. rhousimds of these cunsccrated
sainCs of God have no hope of finding jobs and earning ntemey. They are eager ami willing to do ail the
work putting up the buildings, but with cement (which must be imported from industrial nations) costing
SI 2 per bag, they can not go alicad without our help More than 100 grou|>s need new liiiildings



GENI'.RAL suuvevo general survey
4 = 0

1 1 tlip ll^v breaks and all shadows dec before the

“riX; iS of.l.

tied Redeemer.

AUeff^rt of CcntcnniAl Stitistics
r u /~'i

Re^ James S. Dennis. D.D, Netv York, Author of Chus-

tian Missions and Social Progress. " we are able
As rc-ards atrencies, agents, and evangelistic lesn ts, we arc an e

to^-epo?t that the forces of evangelical missions throughout

world, mav be marshaled as follows:

'sneietics activclv engaged in direct missionary effort . ...... 4J

If Societies co-operating and supplementing by service in special

" anS pLses o1 .'ork be a.UcJ, the nbmbcr .voald be

If Women-s Auxiliaries in primary and direct connection with the

^
Drincinai Societies be still added, the total would be augmented

K S mSig a comprehensive total of all Missionary boc.e^

tiVc nt work in the foreign field au'

The annual income, not including any duplicated returns, rep-

“ing in nmst cases that reported for

WomS^harrin !hese ‘toials is represented by

Total” M^'Ii-eign'
’

missionaries, ordained and
^

lay,

^

of

^

both

Tota?ornative agents, ordained and unordamed
^

Admitted to the Church during the
‘ite™ il'

(If all reports had been received covering this item,

would have been not less than 100,000.)
,7,008

Sunday-schools reported, i5.o,^^2, with an

The total of the Christian Community, i.e.. those contessc v

pvanCTclical in their religious allegiance, is. ...... • 44 4.-4

Educational institutions, including schools of all

•

Roao’d/P'
Pupils in these mission schools. .........

missionarv
Translations of the Bible, entire or in part, ™r in

auspices for missionary uses, including some

the century, which have now been superseded by ^re^

Totj’^nnual' cin^ulaum; of ihe' Bibic;

Total annual circulation of books and tracts

Mission publishing houses and printing-presses
^

4

( (3ot)ics ••• * •

Total annual output = p,,„es
364.904.39O

Periodicals published in the vernacular on various fields. .
.^.

3^^

J

Total annual circulation :
’ ’

' ;

Plospitals in operation under strictly missionary auspices 3.5S

. CarncKic H.gll. April The detailed summary of these statistics will be found

Appendix at the end of Vol. 1 1

.

ARSTRACr OE ST.Vl'IbTtCS 429

Dispensaries 753

Total of patients treated annually 2,579,651

Total of separate treatments of dispensary, or outside, pa-

tients 6,647,840

Orphanages “C3

Inmates in orphanages 1 3.039

(If to these permanent institutions under Missionary

Boards and Societies, we add many philanthropic ef-

forts for orphans in Armenia and India, the number

would be increased by several thousands.)

Leper Homes and Hospitals 9°

Inmates 5. 166

(We have reason to believe that at least 2,000 ol these arc

Christians.)

Schools for t4rc Blind and Deaf Mutes ^3°

Inmates ‘ ;
’

;

' '
' V ' ' '

^i”°

Details concerning the United Society of Christian Endeavor, the

Epworth League, die Brotherhood of St. Andrew, the Christian

Associations for Young Men and Young Women, tempcrmice and

rescue efforts, guilds and societies for the promotion of puritv,

prison reform, abolishment of footbinding, work for sailors, sol-

diers, and prisoners, university extension movements, free hbiaiies,

summer schools, conventions for intellectual and religious improve-

ment lecture courses, and societies for social and cultural develo[i-

ment, will be found to a limited extent in the appendix, and more

fullv in the volume of statistics soon to he issued.
_

Purclv native organizations (traceable in most instances to t he

stimulus of missions), for extension of knowledge,
_

and the

furtherance of national, social, moral, and religious retorm .s4

Alissionarv Training Institutions and Societies in Christian Lands

(not including theological schools and_ seminaries). ..... <7

Mission steamers and ships used in evangelistic, meihcal, and other

departments of mission service, in the foreign held. ..... >7

From the data wdiich have been collected as a basis for these sum-

maries, several interesting deductions and comparisons may he

made. I shall not undertake in an international assembly to com-

pare nation with nation, nor in an interdenominational gathering to

emphasize or contrast any denominational features of the misMon-

ary conspectus, but there is one aspect of the case which concerns

ns' all. and in which we shall all alike rejoice. ...
I refer to the stcadv, continuous, unflagging growtli ot mission

ary service as reflected in the regular increase of missionary agen-

cies during each decade of the past century.
.

From ,649 to 1800 (a period of over 150 vears) twelve mission-

arv societies w-ere formed. From 1800 to iSto (a period of tliirtv

year's)! twenty-two societies were formed. The subsequent record

of decades is as follows: .

1830-1840 t6 Societies organized.

1840-1850 25
“

1850-1860 34 „
1860-1870 41 „

HI* -

IS<Io . . . . ifj-

lS?o • •

Kiri? Aic<>



GENERAL SURVEY42S

.-ind work until the day breaks, and all shadows flee before the

spreading- light of the glory of God in the face ot the world s glori-

fled Redeemer.

Abstract of Centennial Statistics
, „

Rev. James S. Dennis. D.D.. Nezv York, Author of Chris-

tian Missions and Social Progress." *

As regards agencies, agents, and evangelistic resit ts, we arc able

to report that "the forces of evangelical missions throughout the

world, mav be marshaled as follows:

Societies actively engaged in direct missionary effort. ...... 249

If Societies co-operating and supplementing by service in special

forms and phases of work be added, the number would be in-

creased by 200, making a total of. ; 449

If Women’s \uxiliaries in primary and direct connection with the

principal Societies be still added, the total would be augmented

by 88, making a comprehensive total of all Missionary bocK^

ties at work in the foreign field 537

The annual income, not including any duplicated returns, and rep-

resenting in most cases that reported for 1898, amounts to the

notable sum of
?i9..i^6,i20

Woman's share in these totals is represented by 120 Societies, con-

tributing ‘

i

’ ^“’ 5°°dt 7

Total of foreign missionaries, ordained and lay, ot both

Total of native agents, ordained and unordamed

Total of communicants oj.

Admitted to the Church during the last reported year. .... 04,Ko

(If all reports had been received covering this itena, it

would have been not less than 100,000.)

Sunday-schools reported, 15.032, with an attendance of.
.

pi,92^
The total of the Christian Community, i.e., those confessedly

evangelical in their religious allegiance, is 4414 .23”

Educational institutions, including schools of all grades, num-

ber 20.407

Pupils in these mission schools • • RO_49 .37 ^'’

Translations of the Bible, entire or in part, made under missionary

auspices for missionary uses, including some made earlier m
the century, which have now' been superseded by re-

Total annual circulation of the Bible, either entire or m por-

tion 2,535.466

Total annual circulation of books and tracts I 4 .494 .09P

Mission publishing houses and printing-presses 14°

„ , 1 f f j
Copies 10,561,177

Total annual output
-j 364,904,390

Periodicals published in the vernacular on various fields 366

Total annual circulation ;
• • • 297,435

Hospitals in operation under strictly missionary auspices. . . . 355

.CarneKic Hall. April The detailed summary of these statistics will be found in the

Appendix at the end of Vol. tl.

AUSTRACT OE STATISTICS 429

Dis]iensarics 753
Total of patients treated annually 2,579,651
Total of separate treatments of dispensary, or outside, pa-

tients 6,647,840
Orphanages 213
Inmates in orphanages 13.039

(If to these permanent institutions under Missionary
Boards and Societies, we add many philanthropic ef-

forts for orphans in .Vrmenia and India, the number
would be increased by several thousands.)

Leper Homes and Hospitals 90
Inmates 5.166

(We have reason to believe that at least 2,000 of these are

Christians.)

Schools for tdie Blind and Deaf Mutes 30
Inmates 500

Details concerning the United Society of Christian Endeavor, the

Epworth League, the Brotherhood of St. Andrew, the Christian

Associations for Young Men and Young Women, temperance and
rescue efforts, guilds and societies for the promotion of purity,

prison reform, abolishment of foothinding, work for sailors, sol-

diers, and prisoners, university extension movements, free libraries,

summer schools, conventions for intellectual and religious improve-

ment, lecture courses, and societies for social and cultural develop-

ment, will be found to a limited extent in the appendix, and more

fully in the volume of statistics soon to be issued.

I’urclv native organizations (traceable in most instances to the

stimulus of missions), for extension of knowledge, and the

furtherance of national, social, moral, and religious reform 54
Missionary Training Institutions and Societies in Christian Lands

(not including theological schools and seminaries) 87

Mission steamers and ships used in evangelistic, medical, and other

departments of mission service, in the foreign field 67

From the data which have been collected as a basis for these sum-

maries, several interesting deductions and comparisons may lie

made. I shall not undertake in an international assembly to com-

pare nation with nation, nor in an interdenominational gathering to

emphasize or contrast any denominational features of the mission-

ary conspectus, but there is one aspect of the case which concerns

us all, and in which we shall all alike rejoice.

I refer to the steady, continuous, unflag.giiig growth of mission-

ary service as reflected in the regular increase of missionary a.gen-

cies during each decade of the past century.

From 1649 to iSoo (a period of over 150 vears) tw'clve mission-

ary societies W'ere formed. From i8oo to i8tn (a period of tliirti

vears), twontv-two societies were formed. The subsequent record

of decades is as follows:

1830-1840 ... 16 Societies organizcil

1840-1850
1850-1860
1860-1870 ... 41
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any way be applied to the giants of the

19th and early 20th centuries. Temple
Cairdner of Egypt, Samuel Zvvemer of

Arabia, Jessup of Syria, etc., and Rev. Elie

Smith and Dr. Cornelius Van Dyck, the

translators of the Bible into Arabic, plus

countless devoted women, all adopted

their new countries as if they were immi-

grants. They gave the best years of their

lives to their field. Rev Jessup could write

a two-volume work entitled 53 YEARS IN

SYRIA! These pioneer missionaries studied

and mastered Arabic and most of them
lived there as everyone else did In the last

few decades there may have been too

many pressure cookers, dishwashers, and

western trappings, plus too much haste in

rushing to witness to Muslims, ill-equipped.

But who cannot stand in awe of what the

early missionaries accomplished in their

devotion to Cod s call?

Recently we had the privilege of visiting

with one of these saints whose labor for the

Lord is a life of prayer after 40 years of

service in Egypt. There were tears of joy in

her eyes when we told her about a family

we had visited in Kuwait where the mother,

a nurse, remembered Miss Noordewier

from school days in Egypt. Most impor-

tant to Helen Noordewier was the knowl-

edge that this mother, in spite of great diffi-

culties in her life, was bringing up her

children as fine Christians. For years we
have been writing to this family. They call

us "our dearest friends." How did we meet?

They were listeners to Saatu'l Islah, The

Arabic broadcast ministry

In this fast-moving age, we find a fas-

cination for people's culture almost to the

exclusion of sound doctrine. J.N.D Ander-

son anticipates the fact that many who
make a study of various religions can

become weakened in their own faith It is

not at all uncommon for someone who has

made an extensive study of Islamics to

become lukewarm in his attempt to bring

the Gospel — not wanting to upset its

"culture." The community of that culture

becomes so sacred that it is being con-

sidered a crime to upset it. Or the person

simply becomes enamoured with the art

forms, beauty and outward piety of the

total Islamic picture.

Anderson addresses this in his epilogue.

He suggests that after a study of com-
parative religions it is very important that

you still see the radical difference between
all of them and the Christian faith. To

quote:

In any final analysis, it is clear,

everything that is good and true and
beautiful has its origin in Cod,

mediated to men through that living

Word who has been from eternity the

Revealer of the Godhead. Did He not

say, 'I am the truth,' and is He not the

'light that lighteth every man'? The
Christian, then, can trace all that is

best in non-Christian religions to its

ultimate source and origin, and give

Him thanks. Similarly, all that is evil,

false and unlovely comes from be-

low, for "Cod is light, and in Him is no

darkness at all." These other religions

then, like so much else in the world of

men, are made up of elements whose
ultimate origins are diverse. But in so

far as these diverse elements have

been welded into systems which serve

only to divert and keep men from that

way of salvation and life which cost

Cod Himself the incarnation and the

cross, the Christian must regard them
as Satanic substitutes, however good
they may be in parts. This intolerance,

if intolerance it be, is not that of a

sectarian and insensitive spirit, but is

necessarily inherent in the nature of

the Christian message.

Arabic Broadcast

The Back to God Hour
6555 West College Drive

Palos Heights, IL 60463

GIVK
a subscription to Missionary Monthly tor

birthday or anniversary this year!

5ee page 2 for information.

8/MISSIONARY MONTHLY
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THREE-MISSIONS* EIGHT PRINCIPLES ON PROPERTY

lo The three sister ohurohea will use all their property in Korea only
for the mission work of the Korean Church and will consult with the
Committee on Cooperation on the matter of its use and disposalo (Note;

Missionary residences and the accompanying land are not included in this)o

2o The words of Article ^20 of the Mutual Agreement, 1969, "Mission
residences and the accompanying land" is interpreted to mean all land and ^

buildings historically used for missionary residential purposes as distinct
from church or institutional purposes. However, the throe sister churches
will consult with the Committee on Cooperation on the matter of use and
disposal of missionary residential property or its proceeds no longer to bo
used for missionary residences, noting the urgent opportunities for Christian
witness which are found in Korea.

3* The Planning Subcommittee shall set up long and short term plans for new
mission work and establish work priorities in the case of donation of or

support given tlirough the disposal of Mission property.

4. VThen Mission property is to be disposed of for the carrying out of the
above work plans, the Finance Subcommittee will be consulted.

5. VThen Mission property is to be disposed of, first option at market price
shall be given to the church or church-related institutions.

6. Churches or institutions wanting to receive donations of or special
purchase rights of Mission property shall present a detailed description
of purpose to the Finance Subcommittee.

7o Proceeds from disposal of Mission property vrill not necessarily be used
for the area concerned, but for the good of the whole Church.

8. The final decision on the disposal of property rests with the mission home
Boards.

ADDENDUM:

One final word concerning the meaning of "consult" in principle No. 1 and 4.
This simply means that wo will discuss these matters with the COC, telling
what we propose to do and asking for its advice. This does not mean that
we promise to abide by their advice in every case.

We trust that the COC will be willing to accept this understanding cf the
principles for the disposal of mission property. We fully intend to use
our property in Korea for the good of the Korean Church as a vidiole, and to
consult with them as promised in the Mutual Agreement. However, we must
insist that the right to be consulted does not mean veto power, and that
the actual transactions must be carried out by the representatives of our
mission juridical perscns.

Australian Presbyterian Board of Missions.

Board of World Missions Presbyterian Church in the U.S

Commission on Ecumenical Mission & Relations
United Presbyterian Church in the U.S. A.
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RESPONSE-ABILITY is an occasional publica-

tion of the Division of Corporate and Social Mission

which seeks to share perceptions and judgments

on current social issues, critical mission challenges

and emerging trends confronting the church, as it

witnesses in word and deed, individually and cor-

porately, to God’s Word in the world today.

This summer 1984 issue is dedicated to the

centennial anniversary of the Protestant mission

presence in Korea, an event we celebrate this

year. From that perspective, this issue of

RESPONSE-ABILITY attempts to do two things:

(1) it seeks, in retrospect, to discern those critical

elements in the original Korean tradition which
joined with the particular way in which the Christian

message was brought to that country to make the

Korean Church one of the most dynamic church

communities in the world; and (2) it also attempts

to identify within the historical experience of the

Korean Church those elements whose meaning
transcends the Korean scene and, because they

are of universal significance, address us, the

church in the U.S.A., with a powerful Word of Judg-
ment and Grace.
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Editorial

WITH THE MINJUNG (PEOPLE) OF KOREA:

The meaning of the centennial celebration of

the Presbyterians in Korea is brought out by
what is perhaps the fact of the greatest impor-

tance for the mission of the church today: the

emergence in the 1 950s and 1 960s of a new
world church community out of the breakup of

a colonial structure of the world that had lasted

through World War II. During those two fateful

decades, forty-eight new nations rose from

the underside of history to impact the world

system with their agendas. As these new
nations emerged onto the world stage, so also

did the churches that had developed in those

former colonial settings.

This new world church is an amazingly vital

and vibrant church, visible and vocal, with a
distinctive theology of its own, couched in the

theological vernacular of the Third World. That

theology represents the fruit of the day-to-day

struggle of the Christians in those lands to

interpret the Gospel to their contemporaries.

Through preaching, teaching, song, story,

dance and drama, these chruches in former

colonial settings have inserted the Gospel into

the living situation of their people. They have
related the Gospel to the living questions their

people are asking, not so much about the

past, as about the future. The Korean Church,

as it emerged out of thirty-six years of Japa-

nese colonial domination, is an illustrious

example of this new world church.

A dialogue has been developing between
this new world church and the churches of

the “Old Christendom,” a dialogue in which

we, the churches of the West, are addressed

by a powerful Word of Judgment and Grace,

spoken to us by the Third World churches. In

this dialogue, we, the churches of the West,

have much to learn. In this dialogue, we will

be transformed on both sides.

Minjung Theology

As one seeks to understand Korean Chris-

tianity, in its homeland as well as in its over-

seas diaspora, an important clue is to be found
in particular in Minjung Theology. This orienta-

tion of a significant part of the Korean Church,

beyond doubt, has contributed much to mak-
ing of Christianity the historical fulfillment of

four-thousand years of Korean cultural tradi-

tion. Minjung Theology, which provides the

central theme to this summer 1984 issue of

RESPONSE-ABILITY, expresses the histori-

cal experience of a church that identified itself

with those who are oppressed politically, exploited econom-
ically, and alienated socially. It was the theology of a church

that consciously opted to use the Hangul, the despised and
neglected Korean vernacular script over against the Chinese,

the accepted medium of the educated and powerful.

Differently from Latin American Liberation Theologies

which owe a debt to Marxist analysis, Minjung Theology

arises out of the cultural soil of an original Korean tradition

that spans over four millennia. Minjung is a Korean word
composed of two Chinese characters: Min meaning the

people, and Jung meaning the mass. Literally, then, it could

be rendered into English as the mass of people, or the

common people.

Central to Minjung Theology is the figure of Jesus Christ

which gives that theology a strong evangelistic projection.

The countenance of the Jesus of Minjung Theology is that

of one who, in the midst of suffering and death, rejoiced in

the life of the common people. It is the Jesus who wept and
laughed with the common people. It is the Jesus who did

not refuse the very costly perfume poured on him by a

beautiful woman. It is the Jesus who, at a gravesite in

Nazareth, shouted: “No, he is not dead!”

Equally central to Minjung Theology is the figure of the

common people - a people that, in its unending struggle

against the powers of death, does not become cynical nor

see itself defeated. Many stories are told of Korean students

who, beaten up by the police, did not beg for mercy. Though
brutalized by a repressive government, these students have

not thereafter rejected justice and love. Even when silenced

by the government’s overpowering repressive apparatus,

these students continue to harbor a deep, abiding sense of

joy. Though tortured and subjected to long jail sentences

under most harsh conditions, they are full of life. Korean

Christianity, a Christianity of the common people, has

learned the wisdom of life and joy from its students, its labor

movement, from the Minjung - the oppressed people of

Korea.

Minjung Theology has made its own many of the symbolic

motifs that have originated in the millenary culture of Korea.

A case in point is the symbolism of the Korean masked
dance which, in Minjung Theology, becomes a vehicle car-

rying profound theological meaning. The Korean masked
dance is a village ritual in which the little people, the common
people, join in dancing. As they gather in the dance, they

shout together, they laugh together. They laugh at the pre-

tensions of political and religious rulers. From within the

dance, a prophetic voice arises, the same voice of the angry

prophet of Israel.

Another example is the taking into Minjung Theology of

the category of Han, the resentment of the wronged and

oppressed, which is a traditional Korean cultural motif

steeped in the folklore of the common people. How this

original material is reworked in Minjung Theology can be

seen in the adaptation of several literary sources, such as

Yun huong-kil’s Changma (or. Rainy Season), a popular
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novel in which the Han of the wronged young farmer who
is taking to the hills to join the resistance against the oppres-

sors is transformed into a snake - an interesting twist on

the middle-eastern biblical symbolism attached to the snake.

Korean Challenge to the American Church

This Korean Christianity of the common people presents

a special challenge to the American church. That challenge

is, at least, on two fronts.

On one hand, Minjung Christianity highlights by contrast

the predicament of a prosperous American church. In the

light of the American church’s close identification with the

dominant American sub-culture of success, Minjung Theol-

ogy raises beyond a doubt a critical mission question for a

church such as the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). On the

other hand, the Korean Christianity of the suffering people

presents us in the U.S.A with a galling reminder. We realize

how deeply implicated we are as a nation in the present

sad state of affairs of South Korean civil and political liberties,

because of our overwhelming military presence in that coun-

try for two generations.

As to the first challenge, it might seem, at a superficial

level of analysis, that, as in Minjung Theology, we in the

U.S.A. also speak the language of the people and make
their categories ours. However, the portion of American

Christianity of which we are a part ordinarily lacks, that

theological perspective of the poor and the oppressed which

Bonhoeffer used to portray as “doing theology from below.”

Thus, our cultural relevance is often uncritical. It lacks that

element of challenge, that dialectic cultural distance, which

enables Minjung Theology to speak for the poor and the

oppressed.

For the Gospel to be heard as relevant in society, it must
speak of things that are real in the lives of its hearers. It

must, therefore, begin by accepting issues and models as

these are culturally offered. This the church does well

enough in our American culture.

But relevance is not enough. The Gospel must, at the

same time, challenge the whole worldview of its hearers. It

must cause them to question things they have never ques-

tioned before. It must bring them to the place where they

hear spoken to their whole world of understanding and
experience that Word of Judgment and Grace which marks
the end of one world and the beginning of another, a death

to the old and a new birth. Therefore, this is the question

that Korean Christianity presses upon us: Is it because the

critical relationship of the Gospel to American culture has
been so blunted that we, who have seen ourselves for so
long as the guardians and sustainers of that culture, are

now impotent to challenge the central philosophy of our

society?

The same question can also be put in another way. An
enormous amount of American theology has been pre-

occupied in recent years with the question of restating the

Gospel so as to make it relevant to a post-modern culture.

The historical experience of the Korean church underscores
for us again that such a restatement can be done in one of

two ways.

It can be done by embracing modernity or post-modernity

Wishing fervently for Peace
Stepping on this firey hot earth

The soles of my feet are burning
Moon ik-kwan

as the fundamental frame of reference providing the models

and the axioms into which the Gospel is to be fitted. In our

American culture, the pressure that the restatement be done

in those terms is pervasive. We are under a continuous

barrage, from the Right as well as from the Left of the

American church-and-society continuum, to undercut the

currency of the Gospel.

By contrast, Korean Christianity shows that such a restate-

ment can be done in a truly missionary way. Standing within

the tradition of Christian faith, worship and discipleship, and

taking the biblical axioms as fundamental, we can seek to

bring the Word of God to bear upon all that comes to expres-

sion in our culture. The historical experience of a genuinely

evangelistic church, such as the Korean, shows that standing

squarely within the tradition of historical Christianity does

not in the least mean advocating a biblicist fundamentalism,

because both fundamentalism and liberalism are the twin

products of the Enlightenment rationalism.

What the Korean Chruch presents as a challenge to us

is a kind of discipleship that is open to one’s culture as well

as to the testimony of Christians from other cultures. Such
discipleship is totally committed to obedience to Jesus Christ

as he, in the countenance of the poor and the oppressed,

leads us along the way of the cross. Korean Christianity

reminds us that only to such discipleship the promise of the

Holy Spirit is given, both to convict the world and to lead

the church into the truth.

The second front on which Korean Christianity challenges

us is where it makes us take responsibility for the conse-

quences of the pervasive military presence of the U.S.A. in

that country for two generations. Of the two wars that the

U.S. has fought in Asia after World War II, the first was in

Korea where, from 1950 to 1953, the U.S. poured over one
million people and $50 billion in an armed struggle against

the Communist forces of North Korea. The American military

presence, inclusive of nuclear weapons, continues in Korea.

The American role in the transformation of South Korean

society illustrates the adverse effects a dominant, outside

military presence can have in a Third World country, even
when that presence is meant as a bulwark against aggres-

sion from other sides. The nature and extent of that negative

effect, as exemplified in South Korea, can be highlighted by

just a few references.

There have been in South Korea two military coups, in

1961 and 1979-80, none of which was justified by a serious

national crisis. After each coup, all political parties were
abolished for a time, and only reinstated in token form. Pro-

gressive tightening of political surveillance, steady disregard

for human rights and due process of trial and punishment,

have come to characterize present day Korean society. The
militarization of the South Korea social order has been further

advanced by the pervasive infiltration of traditionally non-

military institutions and careers by military personnel.

There is no doubt that gross human rights violations and
the indefinite blocking of political democracy in South Korea
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have certainly not been sought by the United States and,

at times, they have even been actively opposed by the U.S.

authorities. Yet, the irony of a policy that intended ‘1o make
the world safe for democracy” and which has resulted in a

pervasive and sustained abridgment of political and civil

liberties is a humbling one for us in the U.S. The churches

and the universities are the only remaining arenas of open
dissent in South Korea.

Korean Dynamism

As one considers the prospects for church and society in

South Korea, a sign of hope is to be found in the fact that,

in spite of the repressive character of a deeply militarized

social order. South Korean society has been rapidly and
dynamically changing. It is this very dynamism of that society,

exemplified in its church as well as in its economy, which

will at the end make it impossible for the military to control

society for an indefinite period.

This dynamism is very visible in the Korean church. Both

in its homeland and as a diaspora in Japan, the U.S.A. and
elsewhere, the Korean church has been developing a wealth
of multiple and complex relationships with the Christian world

community, from whose life and mission the Korean church

freely draws and to which it also abundantly contributes out

of its many strengths. A church such as that cannot be
bottled up by an authoritarian government, nor can it be
kept frozen in that quietist “Babylonian captivity mentality”

of Japanese occupation vintage which still characterizes

large sections of the membership.

In a parallel way, an increasingly more complex, sophis-

ticated and internationally-oriented South Korean economy,

whose values and priorities are shaped in the market place

of the world, cannot for much longer be contained by force

at home.
It is therefore under these signs of hope that we, in the

Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), salute the Korean Christian

community in its homeland and in its overseas diaspora and

join with the whole People of Korea in the celebrations of

the first centennial anniversary of the implantation of Prot-

estant Christianity in the peninsula.

Heart’s Fire

Heart’s fire —
forest fire in howling wind

flame and burn!

Flare up as sword from pursed lips

piercing painful flesh

tearing out every joint!

Heart’s fire —
rather be an ocean,

long cold night on wooden floor,

an ocean of fire,

spewing flames of oil,

scattering soot, blackening empty sky.

Heart’s fire —
stream of blood through valley snows
swell and flow!

Not just fists,

not just fists that strike me,

oh, fire in my heart,

burn, flaring, wailing!

I’d rather be an ocean baring teeth,

scattering soot, blackening empty sky.

I’d rather be an ocean of fire.
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THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT
of the Church of the Minjung

I: The Early Background

According to tradition, Korean history dates back to 2333

B.C., when Tangun, the son of a bear, founded the Kingdom.

In early history, it appears that tribal communities developed

and matured in three states: Koguryo in the North, Silla and

Paekche in the South. It was during this era, known as the

Three Kingdom Period (57 B.C. - A.D. 668), that Korean

recorded history began. During this period Buddhism was
introduced into Korea by the Chinese.

By 668, with the help of the T ang Dynasty in China,

had unified Korea. However, in the latter part of the

century, the power of the Silla Dynasty began to be

weakened steadily. There were several reasons for this

decline. The hereditary nature of the government positions

had resulted in a ruling elite which was restricted to members
from a few clans. These family factions were constantly vying

for power and influence, weakening the central government.

Out of all of this political chaos, a new leadership finally

emerged. In 918, Wan Kon defected his opponents and

founded the Korys Dynasty. He immediately instituted sev-

eral new ordinances and reforms. One such change was in

the land ownership system. All property was declared to

belong to the government and the high officials. Another

group that received land from the government was the

Buddhist priesthood. During this period Buddhism reached

its height of power. This aristocracy supported Buddhism
because it promised happiness for the ruling class, Buddha’s

protection for the king. The priests gradually became pow-
erful landowners, and their influence on political decisions

greatly increased. Toward the end of the fourteenth century,

Buddhist priests controlled much of the national economy
and became de facto rulers in many areas.

From 1219 to 1392, the country was in deep trouble. In

1 21 9, the new Mongolian leadership in China invaded Korea
and Koryo became a tributary state. In the midst of this

political turmoil, many ruling elites and Buddhist priests

began to exercise their power. This led to excessive exploi-

tation of the Minjung, especially the peasants, which in turn

resulted in rebellion and unrest.

Because of all these problems, the government desper-

ately tried to institute several reform programs. These pro-

grams had a two-fold purpose: (1 )
revitalization of the nation

after almost a century of Mongol domination; and (2) elimi-

nation of the social and political abuses of the Minjung for

which the Buddhist priesthood was held responsible. The
persons initiating the reforms were the Confucian scholar-

officials (Sadaebu) - those who had obtained their positions

by passing the civil service examinations.

In 1 392, Yi Songgye, the newly risen military leader over-

threw the Koryo dynasty, thus ^fnding the Yi dynasty. Yi

immediately turned the new administration over to the

Sadaebu, who then instituted their numerous reform pro-

grams. All of the estates were confiscated and redistributed

to those who had been loyal to Yi Songgye.
In addition. Buddhism was deemed unacceptable as the

official religion; Confucianism, or more accurately, Neo-Con-
fucianism was substituted. There were several reasons for

this change. Toward the end of the Koryo period there was

a definite deterioration in the moral and spiritual leadership

of the priests. As they grew wealthier and more powerful,

they became more corrupt. And in order for the new dynasty

to retain its position and increase its own power, it was
imperative that the Buddhists lose their influence and power.

The administration confiscated all temple property and for-

bade all Buddhist activities. Not surprisingly, this change

received wide support. An anti-Buddhist movement had

already started in the late Koryo years, as a result of the

resentment generated by the priest's manipulation of power

and wealth.

Thus, the switch from Buddhism to Confucianism was for

most of the Minjung a welcome change. But the shift to

Neo-Confucianism was not beneficial for the Minjung. Bas-

ically two classes of social stratification emerged. They were

Yang ban (mainly Sadaebu, i.e., ruling class people) and

Xiang-rom (slaves, landless peasants, powerless and lower

class people).

The Korean Confucian scholars believed that the universe

was comprised of two forces: Light and Darkness, Heaven
and Earth, Male and Female. These forces were called Yang

and Urn. According to these scholars, Yang, which sym-

bolized heaven, was superior to Urn, symbolizing earth. As
long as this natural hierarchy was obeyed, the human world

and the cosmic order would be in balance, and society would

live in harmony and peace. If this hierarchical system was
not followed, a state of barbarism and chaos in which human
desires have no limit, would result. Thus, according to the

Confucianists, a harmonious and orderly society could only

exist when a Minjung had a fixed position and had a superior

(meaning Yang-ban) to serve.

Confucianists also taught that the female was created

especially for the purposes of procreation and of giving plea-

sure to the male. They insisted upon the inferiority of women,
placing them in the same class as slaves and referring to

them as Xiang-rom. Here we should identify Xiang-rom as

the Minjung of the time.

From the reign of the King Sungjong, (1469-1494) the

classical scholars emerged as a new force, and the number
of the ruling class increased. And again from the regin of

the King Kusanghaegun (1608-1623), many independent

middle class farmers and wholesale dealers became part

of the ruling class. Yet the two distinctive classes of social

stratification were evident until the end of the Yi dynasty in

1910. In this kind of politico-socio-religious context, Chris-

tianity was introduced to Korea in the year 1 884.

During the latter years of the Yi dynasty, there were many
important political events that took place. There was much
social unrest and many political revolts by the Minjung

against the ruling class. Among them, one event deserves

special attention. That is the Tonghak Rebellion. Among the

Yang-ban class, the selling and buying of government posi-

tions was a common practice. Anyone who purchased an
official position would generally reimburse himself through

extortion. Taxes and levies were increased by local and
national governments until they reached three or four times
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the legal rate. Extravagance, licentiousness and debauchery
were the order of the day at the court.

The tears of the Minjung fell like the drops of the candle
falling on the banquet table. As music swelled in merry-mak-
ing, so increased the outcry of the discontented Minjung.

The suffering Minjung could no longer remain silent. In 1 895,

the Tonghaks (mainly poor peasants) rose in rebellion in the

South. The Tonghak movement has both a religious and a
political significance. Because of the oppression of corrupt

officials, they were determined to resist unto death the cor-

ruption of the officials who oppressed the Minjung. This may
be called a truly indigenous Minjung liberation, a religious

movement.

II: The Formative Period

When Dr. Horace N. Allen, the first missionary of the

Presbyterian Mission Board, came to Korea in 1 884 he did

not bring God, as it were, in his sandwich bag. God was in

Korea from the beginning of creation and God had been
working in Korea. Dr. Allen had courage, vision, and a sense
of calling. He came to Korea to be a partner with the Koreans
to work for the extension of God’s Kingdom. In fact, the first

Korean Christian was V7 Ungchan who was baptized by

Rev. John MacIntyre in the year 1876 in Manchuria. This

was eight years prior to Dr. Allen’s coming to Korea.

The year 1884 was during the Yi dynasty period. One of

the policies of the Yi dynasty toward the West at that time

had been that of Choksa Chongwi (“Expel the Wrong and
Defend the Right”). This policy was evident in a series of

persecutions of the Catholics (who came to Korea in 1784)

and in an uncomprising closed-door policy toward the West-

ern powers. The official ban on Western religions was not

lifted. Therefore Dr. Allen arrived in Korea in September
1 884 through the “back door” of the American legation, which

appointed him the legation doctor. With his Western medical

skills, he gradually gained the favor of the royal family and
laid a foundation for future mission work. On April 5, 1 885,

Rev. M. G. Underwood, a Presbyterian missionary, and
Henry Apenzeller, a Methodist missionary, and his wife

joined Dr. Allen. As time passed, the missionary community
grew and carried out a considerable amount of medical work.

The next breakthrough for the American Protestant mis-

sion was the opening of a school for girls in 1 885. The doors

that the missionaries could open through education were
for girls (who were considered to be inferior creatures) and
also for boys of the Minjung. The sons of the Yang ban
were not attracted to those schools.

Since Christian evangelism was still banned, the work of

the mission had to be among the Minjung, and it had to be

a secret and underground work. The early missionaries tried

to gain the favor of the government, to be cautious and
patient in doing their work, to gain the confidence of the

government and the people. Thus, on the one hand, the

missionaries’ community was using the good offices of the

American legation and, on the other, they were slowly pen-

etrating the lower class, i.e., the Minjung of the Korean
society.

However, there was a major breakthrough for the mis-

sionaries. They found the Hangul, the Korean vernacular

script, despised and neglected. They picked it to study, using

it to communicate to the Minjung of Korea. Thus, the medium
of their language was the language of the Minjung, although

they found the Chinese language was the official written

language of Korean officialdom and among the Yang ban
class. Thus, the medium of Hangul encouraged and facili-

tated the contact of the Christian message and of its bearers
- missionaries with the Minjung in Korea. This was the

beginning of the process of rehabilitating the language of

the Korea Minjung who were oppressed, exploited, alien-

ated, and kept uneducated in cultural and intellectual mat-
ters. Then, the first great event took place in Korea; the

translation of the Bible into Hangul. The translation of the

New Testament began in 1887 and by 1900 the whole Bible

was translated into the Korean vernacular language. Other
books and tracks were also published; and the circulation

of these and the Bible became the most effective strategy

of the missionaries in spreading the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

In January 1893, the early missionaries adopted a very

significant mission policy, which was called the “Nevius

Method." The four articles of the policy are as follows:

(1) It is better to aim at the conversion of the working

classes than that of the higher classes.

(2) The conversion of women and the training of Chris-

tian girls should be a special aim, since mothers
exercise so important an influence over future

generations.

(3) The Word of God converts where man is without re-

sources; therefore, it is most important that we make
every effort to place a clear translation of the Bible

before the people as soon as possible.

(4) The mass of Koreans must be led to Christ by their

own countrymen; therefore, we shall thoroughly train

a few as evangelists rather than preach to a multitude

ourselves.

After the Tonghak movement (1895) was crushed by the

government, the countryside was wide open for missionary

penetration. Missionaries went deep into the countryside

and made contacts with the Minjung who were associated

with the Tonghak movement. Then Christianity was accepted

by the Minjung in fighting for justice, equality, and human
rights. Christianity became became a politically oriented faith

and a religion of hope and power for the oppressed and
suffering Minjung.

During this period the major emphasis of Korean Christ-

ianity was to achieve equality of human rights, and social

justice for the Korean people. The Minjung were enlightened

and inspired by the analyses of current situations and prob-

lems. They were stirred up against the administration and

illegal judgments of government officials. An important his-

torical event of the Korean Christians was the “Common
Meeting” of a cross section of the Minjung with common
concerns.

There was a butcher whose name was Park Song-Chun,

belonging to the Xiang-rom class who attended the meeting

and became a Christian. Later he led the “Butcher’s Liber-

ation Movement” from 1895 to 1898. He was one of the

founding members of the Seungdong Presbyterian Church

in Seoul. These gatherings of the “Common Meeting” spread

throughout the countryside.

Since the missionaries had to do itineration to reach the

Minjung, they had to train more Korean Christian leaders

who could go with them. Thus, Dr. Samuel A. Moffett founded

a theological institution (which is the Presbyterian Theolog-

ical Seminary in Seoul) in 1901 . The missionaries gradually

ceased to be pioneers and to do direct preaching to the

Minjung. They became the organizers or managers, direct-

ing and supervising the Korean Christians’ evangelistic
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enterprise. They would make occasional trips into the coun-

tryside, visiting newly organized churches (which used the

“Comon Meeting”) and administering sacraments.

The Korean churches widely used the Bible as a very

important tool for evangelizing Korea. The Bible became
the greatest factor in evangelization. The Korean church

derived her power, her spirituality, her great faith in prayers,

her liberation from the fact that the whole church was satu-

rated with knowledge of the Bible. The Bible study and

training classes constituted the most unique and most impor-

tant factor in the growth of the Korean Church.

The Minjung in Korea responded to the Christian mes-

sage. The motives and reasons for the response, in great

measure, were to alleviate their social and political condition.

This was true particularly after 1895. Certainly, because the

Christian message gave some hope to the Minjung (the

outcasts), political oppression was another cause for the

increase in believers. The Minjung felt that they had reached

the bottom of misery.

Ill: The Japanese Occupation

The year 1 905 was a fateful year for the Korean people.

That year Korea lost its independence and sovereignty and

became the protectorate of Japan. The Treaty of Protectorate

robbed the Kingdom of Korea of its diplomatic rights to deal

with foreign powers. The Japanese established the office of

governor general under the Korean king to control the

Korean government. For the Korean people this meant that

their historical contradiction was no longer merely an internal

^ social contradiction, but between the Korean

people and the Japanese power. Indepen-

dence and the expulsion of Japanese power
— * from Korea became the main concern of the

Korean people.

In this political situation, Korean Christians

were not exempt from a sense of national

crisis and national humiliation and an intense

anti-Japanese feeling. The missionaries also

felt keenly the estrangement between the

m Korean people and the Japanese which

seemed to presage a general uprising. They
not only understood the hopelessness of fight-

ing against the Japanese Imperial Army for a
lost cause, but also foresaw the danger of

making the young Christian church a political^ ^ agency. It seems that missionaries were suc-

cessful in de-politicizing the Korean Christian

through mass revival meetings. The main
features of the several revival meetings held

in 1907 were the confession of sins after a

M L sermon convicting the people for their sins,

UnT loud prayers, and various forms of collective

I emotional expressions. These revival meet-
ings brought a deep sense of fellowship

among Christian communities and a moral

transformation of individual lives. However,
the Christian message was no longer geared
to the social and national crisis of the Korean

A Minjung, but was limited to the rigid and nar-

JMJ row definition of the salvation of the soul. The
Korean Christians’ aspiration for national

f “salvation” was completely ignored; and the

missionaries’ tight control of the Korean Christian com-

munity stifled the dynamic and the autonomous Christian

“koinonia” which could have responded better to the histor-

ical predicament.

August 29, 1910, was a day of national humiliation for

the Korean people. This was the day when Korea was form-

ally annexed to Japan. The Korean people lost their country

and became enslaved as subjects of the Japanese military

rule. The Yi dynasty formally ended and the right of govern-

ment was transferred to the Japanese Emperor.

The Korean people never accepted the authority of Japan

as legitimate. For the Korean Christians, political neutrality

was not possible whether they were in the church or outside

of it. Living under the oppressive Japanese rule was inevit-

able suffering for a powerless Minjung.

Under the extreme conditions of political oppression,

economic exploitation, and social alientation by a foreign

regime and internal control by the missionaries, the Korean
Christians had no positive outlet to express their feelings

and aspirations other than in their dream in the Biblical

language. But those dreams were not empty dreams; they

were powerful for their historical self-understanding. Here,

Korean Christians found the God of the Exodous most mean-
ingful for their historical condition. For example, a preface

to a Sunday School lesson states:

‘The Book of Exodus is written about the powerful

God, who liberated the people of Israel (interpreting it

as Korean people) from suffering and enslavement,

and made them the people who enjoyed glorious free-

dom; God appeared as Yahweh before Israel, and as
the whole and just God. God exists by oneself and of

oneself, God has sympathy, and God is the Saviour.

Exodus is the book of the miracle of God’s liberation

of the people of Israel from the power of Pharoah
(interpreting him as Japanese Emperor) with God’s
power. God has saved Israel first and established it

holy. This book is a foreshadowing of the redemption

love of Jesus in the Gospels and of God’s power that

cleanses, that is, the miracle of the grace shown forth.”

The struggles of the Korean Christians for independence
and social justice were persistent despite the regulation con-

cerning meetings (1910) and that of guns and explosives

(191 2). The continuing efforts of the Korean Christians’ strug-

gles became the spiritual backbone of the March First Inde-

pendent Movement of 1919. From 1896 to 1898 many intel-

lectuals, merchants, and industrialists organized an Indepen-

dent Association. With the help of the Minjung who partici-

pated in the Tonghak movement in 1 895, the Independent
Association formed a society which later led the March First

Independent Movement. These people had the conscious-

ness of the struggle of the Minjung for liberation. Perhaps,

this movement was the broadest in scope of the Minjung
liberation movement. Of the people who constituted the

movement, peasants were 48 percent; Christians, 22 per-

cent; and ordinary men and women in their twenties, 30
percent. With 22 percent Christians, we could say that the

Christians provided much of the leadership of this move-
ment. Unfortunately, the March First Independent Movement
was crushed by the Japanese Imperial Army.
The Japanese government strongly enforced the policy

of Japanese ultranationalism in Korea. According to that

policy all values and institutions cume under the Imperial

(continued on page 10)
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(South) Korea
People

Population (1983): 40 million.

Annual growth rate: 1 .6%.

Ethnic groups: Korean; small Chinese

minority.

Religions: Buddhism, Christianity,

Shamanism, Confucianism.

Language: Korean.

Education: Years compulsory, 6;

Number of students: 9,951,000.

Attendance - of those eligible,

91 .65% attend middle school,

56.8% high school, and 13.9%
college (1980). Literacy - over 90%.

Health: 1 doctor/1 ,554 persons (1979).

I nfant mortality rate - 32/ 1 000 ( 1 982)

.

Life expectancy - 68 years (1979).

Work force: (14,722,000 in 1982):

Agriculture, forestry, and fishing -

30.6%. Mining and manufacturing -

22.4%. Services - 47%.

Geography

Area: 98,500 sq. km. (38,000 sq. mi.);

about the size of Indiana.

Cities: Capital - Seoul (1980 pop.

over 8 million). Other major cities -

Pusan (over 3 million), Taegu
(1.7 million), Inchon (1 million),

Kwangu (727,000), Taejon (651 ,000).

Terrain: Partially forested mountain

ranges, separated by deep, narrow

valleys; cultivated plains along the

coasts, particularly in the west

and south.

Climate: Temperate.

Government

Type: Republic, with power centralized

in a strong executive.

Independence: August 15, 1948.

Constitution: July 17, 1948; revised

1962, 1972, 1980.

Branches: Executive - president

(chief of state). Legislative -

unicameral National Assembly.

Judicial - Supreme Court and
appellate courts. Constitutional Court.

Subdivisions: Nine provinces, four

administratively separate cities

(Seoul, Pusan, Inchon, Taegu).

Political parties: government Party -

Democratic Justice Party (DJP).

opposition Parties - Democratic

Korea Party (DKP), Korean National

Citizens Party (KNCP).

Suffrage: Universal over age 20.

Central government budget (1983

projected): Expenditures, $1 3.9 billion.

Defense (1983 est.): 6% of GNP; about

one-third of national budget.

Armed forces (1982): About 600,000
active.

Flag: Centered on a white field is the

ancient Chinese symbol of yin and
yang, a divided circle of interpenetrating

red (top) and blue (bottom), represent-

ing the union of opposites. At each
corner of the white field is a different

trigram of black bars, symbols of the

elements from the ancient pan-East

Asian / Ching or “Book of Changes.”

Together, the yin-yang and the four

trigrams represent eternal unity.

Economy

GNP (1982): $65,944 billion.

Annual growth rate (1961-81): 8%.
Per capita GNP (1982): $1,680.

Consumer price index (1982 avg.

increase): 7.3%.

Natural resources: Limited coal,

tungsten, iron ore, limestone, kaolinite,

and graphite.

Agriculture, forestry, and fisheries:

1 8. 1% of 1 982 GNP. Products - rice,

barley, vegetables, fish. Arable land-
22% of land area.

Manufacturing and mining: 35.3% of

1 982 GNP. Products -Textiles, foot-

wear, electronics, shipbuilding, motor

vehicles, petrochemicals, industrial

machinery.

Social overhead capital and other

services: 46.5% of GNP.
Trade (1982):

Exports - $23.5 billion: textiles ($5.4

billion); transportation equipment

($3.4 billion), base metals and articles

($3.1 billion), electrical products ($2.1

billion), footwear ($1 .2 billion), fish

and fish products ($0.8 billion).

Major markets - U.S., Japan, Euro-

pean Community, Middle East.

Imports - $24.3 billion: crude oil ($6

billion), grains ($0.9 billion), machin-

ery ($4.4 billion), chemicals and

chemical products ($1 .8 billion), base

metals and articles ($1 .7 billion),

transportation equipment ($1 .4 billion).

Majorsuppliers - Middle East, Japan,

U.S.

Official name:

Republic

of

Korea

i
.ft
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(North) Korea
e: Official name:

i

Democratic
People’s

Republic

of Korea

People

Population (Jan. 1980 est.): 19 million.

Annual growth rate: 3.2%.

Ethnic groups: racially homogenous.
Religion: Religious activities essentially

nonexistent since 1 945.

Language: Korean.

Education:

Years compulsory -11.
Attendance - 95% (est.).

Literacy - 95% (est.).

Work force: (6.1 million):

Agriculture - 48%.
Other - 52%.

Geography

Area: 1 21 ,730 sq. km. (47,000 sq. mi.).

Cities: Capital - Pyongyang.
Other cities - Hamhung, Chongjin.

Terrain: Numerous ranges of moderate-

ly high and partially forested moun-
tains and hills separted by deep, nar-

row valleys and small cultivated plains.

Climate: Warm and sunny summers,
cold winters.

Government

Type: Communist state, one-leader rule.

Independence: September 9, 1948.

Constitution: 1948, revised 1972.

Branches: Executive - President (Chief

of State): Premier (Head of Govern-
ment).

Legislative - Supreme People’s

Assembly.

Jud/c/a/- Supreme Court, Provincial,

city, county, and military courts

(subordinate to Supreme People’s

Assembly).

Subdivisions: 9 Provinces, 4 munici-

palities, 3 special urban districts.

Political parties: Korean Workers

(Communist) Party.

Suffrage: Universal at age 17.

Flag: Two blue horizontal stripes, top

and bottom; two white narrow stripes;

and a wide red center band on which

appears a red star in a white circle.

Economy

GNP (1978 est.): $10.4 billion.

Annual growth rate (1 978 est ): 7.2%.

Per capita income (1978, in 1975U.S.
dollars): $570.

Natural resources: Coal, metallic ores,

iron, zinc, lead, gold, silver, tungsten,

molybdenum, hydroelectric power.

Agriculture: Products - rice, corn,

potatoes, fruits, vegetables, tobacco.

1978 gross weight - 6 million metric

tons.

Industry: Types - mining, steel, cement,
textiles, petrochemicals, machines.

Trade (1978): Exports - $965 million:

machine tools, semirefined metals,

chemicals.

Imports - $900 million : machinery and
equipment, petroleum, foodstuffs,

coking coal.

Partners - USSR, China, Japan.
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(The Historical Context, continued from page 7.)

Authority of the Emperor. Hence, the government, the mili-

tary,business, all truth, beauty, and morality belong to the

institution of the Emperor. The infamous Education Rescript

was an open declaration of the fact that the Japanese state,

being a religious, spiritual, and moral entity, claimed the right

to determine all values. This was the spirit of Japanese
national policy which was combined with the doctrine of the

divinity of the Emperor. This belief, championed by the

Japanese military as the holy army of the Emperor, launched

the mission to bring the “light of the Emperor” to Korea.

The Korean church moved into a new political situation

from the 1920s. The oppression, exploitation, and alienation

of the Japanese government toward the Koreans became
very cruel. Physical tortures and imprisionments were com-
mon practices. The missionaries at this period were products

of the early 20th century fundamentalism and they knew
only to emphasize the “salvation of souls.” Also, in order to

do their mission work, they found it necessary to collaborate

with the Japanese authorities. Yet, toward the end of World

War II, they were expelled from Korea. Now the Korean

church had to carry on her mission by herself. The Christian

persecution continued with the end of World War II in 1945.

We may characterize the Korean church as the following:

(1) She lacked an historical consciousness;

(2) She yielded to the enforcement of worship at the

Japanese Shrine (Shintoism);

(3) She was under the sway of fundamentalistic

dogma and imported theology; and

(4) She became a captive to those who were striving

for ecclesiastical authority. Evidently this was the

period of the “Babylonian Captivity” of the Korean

church history.

IV: The Contemporary Church

The 36-year-long Japanese role in Korea ended after

World War II when the country was divided with the Amer-
icans holding the South and the Soviets the North. Prior to

1945, North Korea held the majority of Christians in the

undivided country. With the division, many of these Christ-

ians fled to the South. Many who remained, suffered perse-

cution. Practically nothing is known of the church or of the

activity of Christians in the North today - except in the nega-

tive. In other words, what is known is that no church buildings

are in use, no public worship is allowed and no Christian

activity is identified. However, unofficial reports indicate that

there are home gatherings of Christians, apparently on lines

similar to the house church movement that survived in China
through the Cultural Revolution there. Nothing is known of

their number or the nature of their activities. However, in

South Korea, the situation is different. The Korean church

is one of the fastest growing churches in the world today.

In 1948, with American support. Dr. Syngman Rhee
became president of the Republic of Korea. America with-

drew its military forces from Korea in 1949. On June 25,

1950, North Korean forces invaded the Republic of Korea.

The war continued until 1953, even though Armistice negoti-

ations began in July 1951. Syngman Rhee continued to

serve as president until April 1 960, when university students

and others, rioting in protest against irregularities in the pres-

idential election of that year, forced him to step down. The
new National Assembly named Dr. Chang Myon prime

minister. His government was ousted in a military coup in

May 1961.

During the Korean War and the political turmoil, the Korean
church was still in the “Babylonian Captivity.” The leaders

of the Korean church were overwhelmingly fundamentalistic,

sectarian, ritualistic, and formalistic. Most Protestant

churches have not changed their beliefs, attitudes, and
theologies for forty years (1928-1960). In spite of significant

contributions toward self-awareness and nationhood by the

church, the majority of the leaders were not influenced by
the contemporary trends of the world church. Furthermore,

the feeling of regression which occurred during the Japanese
occupation continued to dominate the mood of the church

even after the liberation of the nation. The church lacked a
guiding concept in a changing world. Due to strong foreign

influences, indigenous theology was not developed. ‘The
other world” and “salvation of souls” fundamentalism dis-

couraged any meaningful social involvement of the church.

As a result, the Korean church was alienated from the soci-

ety, and contributed very little or nothing at all toward the

issues of social justice. Nevertheless, the Christian commu-
nity grew and the estimated numbers were 1,000,000

church-goers, of which many were refugees from North

Korea.

Then the political atmosphere was drastically changed.
After two years of military government under General Park

Chung Hee, civilian rule was restored with the advent of the

Ihird Republic in 1963. Park was elected president in

October 1 972. One year after he was re-elected for the third

time. Park proclaimed a national emergency. He initiated a

series of reforms to cope with domestic and international

situations, including an amendment to the constitution

enabling him to run the country for a further six years. On
October 26, 1979, Park was assassinated and Choi Kyu
Hah became president. While the power was maintained

by Gen. Chun Doo Hwan, Choi released political detainees

and promised a series of political reforms. Student demon-
strations turned to violence and there was a major insurrec-

tion in Kwangju. Choi resigned on August 15, 1980, clearing

the way to power for Gen. Chun Doo Hwan, who was elected

president on August 27, 1980.

During the Park and Chun regimes, there was a very

rapid economic growth. The basis of this high growth was
a heavy dependence upon foreign capital and technology.

The main axis of the growth was export-oriented industries

of the labor-intensive kind. Such a priority emphasis on

industrialization in economic strategy brought about im-

balance, dependence, and many other serious problems.

Because the development process was dominated by the

government, there arose a phenomenon of centralization of

power. The consequent low-wage policy for laborers and

low-price policy for agricultural products brought about the

Minjung’s discontent. This unhappiness in turn brought polit-

ical repression, which is the opposite of democratic political

development. There rose also serious social problems: a

widening gap between the rich and the poor; a deepening

of the socio-economic gap between the rural and the urban

areas; rapid urbanization; massive migration of the rural

population into urban centers, especially Seoul; sacrifice of

the rights and welfare of workers; ecological disruption; and

other invisible social costs. Cultural values lost were restric-

tion of freedom of speech and publication, caused by the

concentration of power in the hands of a few. This resulted
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in the wide-scale suppression of intellectual freedom.

As of now the Korean church has a real tension between

the two types of Christians. One group is still holding on to

the fundamentalist belief of Christian life. This group is still

in the “Babylonian Captivity” of the years between 1920-

1960. While these Christians are not interested in the social

and political affairs of life, they are enthusiastically evangelis-

tic. They believe in prayers. Almost without exception, every

church holds before daylight prayer meetings daily. They

fast often and hear high pressure preaching. Their prayers

are for personal petitions and for the conversion of relatives.

Intercessory prayer for others is almost nil. Another important

aspect of this group is the charismatic movement which has

spread considerably in most churches. It appears that the

main reason their fundamentalist belief has not changed is

that many Christians know the risk involved in a struggle

for freedom. Persecutions under the Japanese, under the

communists for many from the North, and under the present

totalitarian regime, have forced them to be realistic about

church and state. One of the major criticism should be

directed to their naive understanding of the Christian truth.

The principle of the separation of church and state must

include the right of disobedience. But they have failed to

Christians in North Korea

Since the liberation from the Japanese colonial rule in

1945, the Church of North Korea has experienced serious

trial under the Russian occupation and later Communist

regime. The Church opposed the policies of the newly

established Communist regime which was considered to

be atheistic. On the other hand, the Communist government

perceived the Church to be an extension of U.S. imperial-

ism. By 1953, when the Korean War ended, the churches

in North Korea virtually disappeared, and many Christians

fled to the South.

There have been many changes in Asia during the last

30 years. In China the Church that appeared to be com-
pletely wiped out during the Cultural Revolution, opened
its doors, and the number increased to several hundreds

today, with two theological seminaries open. We believe

that a new history of the Christian Church has been
wrought in the late Twentieth Century, and that God will

be able to do the same work in North Korea. In fact, what
happened in the People’s Republic of China will also be
true of the People’s Republic of Korea (North Korea).

In recent years, a gradual change has occured in North

Korea. A small number of overseas Koreans, including

Christians, were given special opportunities to visit their

long separated families in North Korea. A number of

Americans including Mr. Stephen Solars, U.S. Con-
gressman, have visited North Korea. A minister of the

Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) was invited to visit North

Korea in 1 982, and was allowed to bring Bibles and hym-
nals. He took two hundred Bibles and 1 50 hymnals, and
presented them to the Christians in Pyong Yang. The
Government in North Korea officially recognizes that there

is no church, but Christian worship services are reported

to be held on Sundays in homes.
The question of the continuity of the Christian Church

in North Korea and of the forcible separation of ten million

Korean families are matters of the greatest concern for

the Church in South Korea and in the U.S.A.

understand fully the meaning of this principle and their duty

to prophesy and to follow the exemplified life of Jesus Christ.

Yet there is another group of Christians who have not

only emphasized the evangelistic aspect of spiritual life but

also the “missio-dei” concept. Out of some 8,000,000 Chris-

tians in 200 denominations (61 registered with the govern-

ment), more than 3,000,000 Christians belong to the six

major denominations who have membership of the Korean

National Council of Churches (KNCC). They hope and pray

that the Korean churches get together to witness to the great

mission work of God and to manifest the commitment of the

whole Christians in Korea to the cause of the further expan-

sion of God’s Kingdom. This is the real spirit of ecumenism.

In order to achieve that goal, since the 1960s the following

issues have been considered, even though not yet realized:

(1) First of all, the Western church-centered relations

must be overcome and churches in the so-called

mission field must realize their authentic

subjecthood.

(2) Maturity and autonomy (self-determination) should

be fully respected in relations and cooperation on

the international level. This means that internation-

al justice as well as Christian solidarity are integral

to the ecumenical relationship.

(3) Ecumenical relations and cooperation of churches

on the international level should be set in the con-

text of secular ecumenical relations with Minjung in

different nations, and this should also be firmly

based upon theological and historical foundations.

This means that inter-church relations should in-

clude \n\er-Minjung relations for justice and peace.

Since the 1970s, Korean churches have actively partici-

pated in Korean society through their pronouncements and
actions. The area of participation has been those of social

mission and human rights. This social mission includes rural

mission, industrial mission, urban mission, and mission work
among students and intellectuals. Especially the human
rights movement of the Korean churches has forced strong

solidarity linkages with democratic forces in the Korean soci-

ety at large. The missionaries from the Presbyterian Church
(U.S.A.), the Uniting Church of Australia, the United Meth-

odist Church in America, Canadian Presbyterian Church,

and German Churches, have become co-workers with the

Korean church leaders and with all Christians as partners

in Jesus Christ. Together with the Korean church, they affirm

that they believe in the same God, one Church of Jesus
Christ, and one mission to carry out.

For quite some time, theological discussions in Korean
were concerned with issues like indigenization, the thesis

of secularization, or the scope of political theology. In early

1970 the theme of Minjung became a concern of Korean
theology when theologians were invited to speak at Minjung

mission groups such as the Urban Industrial Mission and
the Korean Student Christian Federation. The theologians

began to learn and reflect upon the experiences of mission

work at the grassroots level. However, it was in the latter

half of the 1 970s that there was a concerted effort to articu-

late Minjung theology. Several articles were written on the

theme of Minjung and published in various journals. Not all

of these were theological. Quite a few were historical

inquiries, and others were sociological studies. There were
also studies of Minjung literature, drama, and art. Con-
sequently, there were lively interactions between theological

(continued on page 14)
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GOD’S PILGRIMS:

Korean Christians in the United States

One-hundred years ago, in 1 884, American Presbyterian

missionaries went to Korea to spread the seed of the Gospel.

The promise of our Lord now has come true: the seed has
come forth, the Church has been founded, schools estab-

lished, hospitals built, catechumens baptized, the Lord

praised, and the Word gone forth.

The Korean Church, however, had to experience many
sufferings and pass through agonies such as colonization,

the invasion by a Communist army, and political oppression.

Out of the experiences of suffering and persecution, a spiritu-

ality has been formed which is grounded in Scripture, prayer,

and a sense of community. The 1 00-year history of Christian

mission and evangelism in Korean can be summarized by

unbending faith in the living God - a faith that strongly resists

all forms of human oppression - and evangelistic fervor.

Now, since the relaxation of restrictive immigration laws

in 1965, there has been a substantial increase of Korean
immigrants to the United States. According to statistics at

the end of 1 980, the Korean population in the United States

has grown to approximately 500,000. The annual increase

of the Korean population here is 25,000. It is predicted that

the total will grow to 800,000 in the late 1980s and possibly

reach one million in this century.

At present, there are 1 ,000 Korean churches and approx-

imately 1,000 Korean ministers in the United States. It is

estimated that a majority of the 1 ,000 congregations are, in

a sense, Presbyterian. More than 230 of these congrega-

tions are a part of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). These
Korean Presbyterian churches have come into the PCUSA
as a result of its overseas mission in the past and present.

Each Korean church is serving an average of 650 Korean
people in its location. Based on the expected 25,000 annual

population increase, about 40 more Korean churches will

be needed each year.

Koreans from many walks of life have immigrated to the

United States, and for many reasons. Many come with reli-

gious convictions; some are ignorant in this area; others are

indifferent. All of them have a basic human need for love,

peace and life abundant. But now they find they do not

control their own circumstances. They find themselves in a

wilderness, living as aliens and strangers, and an inescap-

able question arises: What is the real meaning of their immi-

grant existence in America? What is the spiritual meaning
of their alien status? “How shall we sing the Lord’s song in

a foreign land?” (Psalm 137).

The biblical faith, however, presents Korean Christians

the vision of themselves as a pilgrim people. Koreans in this

country are called by God, like Abraham, to leave their home-
land with dreams for ‘1he land of promise.” They live in a
foreign land as “strangers and exiles,” not feeling wholly at

home where they are, nor being comfortable any more about
returning to the land from which they came. But they are

not wandering aimlessly. They have been called To go out,”

with visions for a “better country.” (Hebrews 11:8-10,

13-16).

Having left behind the security of belonging to just one
culture, they are free to dream bigger dreams and to see
larger visions than they might have otherwise. But while

living as aliens and strangers in a wilderness is uncomfort-

able, their visions have an unshakable foundation, even God
himself. They must, by God’s grace, bring themselves to

see and to appreciate a new image of themselves.

To go out from one’s homeland and live on the cultural

and social boundary means to be freed from the dominance
of one culture or one society. As the bearers of the image
of God, human beings never were meant to live within the

confines of nationality or cultural heritage. Human beings

can transcend such natural “givens,” and dream higher

dreams and see greater visions. The life of pilgrims therefore

is like the night, when petty concerns recede into the back-

ground, giving way to more ultimate concerns and more
significant aspirations. God wants his servants to be “in the

world but not of the world.” That is why, when Jesus called

his disciples, they were asked simply to leave everything

behind and follow him.

Because the Korean immigrants do not have any political

power, they may be ignored and despised by the “prin-

cipalities and powers” in society. They are powerless, but

that is precisely why God has chosen them as special

servants.

“Earthen vessels,” Paul called the Christians. God can

work and manifest himself through powerless “earthen ves-

sels,” because through them he can show That the transcen-

dent power belongs to God and not to us.” (2 Corinthians 4:7)

Korean churches in America have been taken out of the

security of homeland situations. The churches have been

forced to leave many of the institutional activities that were
characteristic of their life in Korea. However, the congrega-

tions should not yearn for the old days. Korean churches in

America need to move in new directions, adapt to new cir-

cumstances.

If there are no springs, one digs a well. If there is no ford

to cross a river, one builds a bridge. If one has neighbors

that are in need, one offers help. Likewise, if Korean congre-

gations do not have a church building facility, they should

find an alternative. The Korean congregations should dis-

cover anew that the church is a pilgrim people moving across

time and space in participation in the mission of Jesus Christ.

The church realized after the death and resurrection of

Jesus that it could not longer center its life on a fixed temple

of stones, that is itself the living temple of Christ’s moving

presence. Therefore, the question is, how can the Korean

churches, the people of God, move out with Christ into the

Korean and American communities?

Once they have this vision, of a pilgrim people with creative

potential and a special calling and responsiblity, Korean

immigrant Christians will be able to sing the Lord’s song in

this foreign land.
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The Wish
It is a season of splendor

When the creeks break free to run

And pussy willows bloom; the buds
New greens, break through oppressing soil

The flowers, delicate, paint scenes of joy and hope
It was the same thirty some years ago
When one day, in a glorious season

I became a refugee, not knowing why

Yes, we had thought that it was done
And that the time had come
That we could be ourselves

The hosts of our own houses, in our land

But why have I become a refugee?

What crimes have I committed

That I have had to pack up like a thief

Collecting someone else’s things

In haste, perplexity, all hidden

From the neighbor’s eyes
Abandoning my home, my heart

To travel like a vagabond
Loathing my luggage

In the tide of the evening darkness

We went up to Wonsan for a boat

There was no boat

At least we had a truck we’d hired in Pyong-Yang

We drove along the coast

How beautiful the beaches of the land I left!

Myong Sa-Ship-Ri, the miles of white sand

The matching miles of untainted sky and sea

The smiling infant joy of innocence, the being

With the one, the changing and unchanging

The sublime, with a being all its own
How mystically serene, the far horizon

Luring always far away
As if it were whispering “Come to me!”

And shouting “Stay!” at the same time

We passed the pines, innumerable groves

Like parasols of green. They made my heart ache
The pains of life were born in me, so young a child

Who would normally play and laugh!

Then there was the magnitude and delicacy

Of the mountains of Keum Kang
How I wanted to jump from peak to peak

Playing hide-and-seek on each, and standing proud

I wanted to cry out to my heart’s content

To listen to the trails of my own echoes
“I want to live like this!

I have the right to live like this!”

Bang, bang, bang!

It is a river in our own country

That we were forced to cross. Hoping for luck alone

We rolled our skirts and pants up to our thighs

We were desperate

Some Russian soldiers fired at us. It was
our own river. It was a time of peace
Who were they, these Russians!

Someone high up gave an order

That order made a chain

That chain bound them and us

That chain bound him and me
“Do I know him? Have we met?”

If only I had met him face-to-face

It might have been different

We could have been friends . . . who knows?

We had no chance to try

Even before we could question them

They shot. We were their targets

Russians firing on Koreans

It is absurd

Is it a game? But how dangerous, and real

And yet I didn’t envy them their posts

Those soldiers dangling at the end of the chain

And yet, at my endlessly vulnerable position

I wept

On the other side at last, we reached a hill

Escaping narrowly

We fled, were refugees, not knowing why
Just sitting on a southern hill

Just like a northern hill

I could not laugh at the triumph of escape

But only weep again

My laughter having been repressed

Before I was born

Help! Oh, help me and my people!

Someone said that all the refugees

Should go to the camp - a sea of people

I asked, “Is all of north Korea down here now?”

I saw Yankee soldiers for the first time in my life

They all had shiny shoes
Clean, pressed uniforms

They were clean themselves

Just out of the bath, perhaps

They all chewed gum relentlessly

They all held strange machines
They were spraying us with powder, DDT, as if to say

We’ll rid you of the bugs and germs
You are carrying from the north.”

As if to say, as well, “This rite

Will authorize you to live in the south

Like us civilized and free.”

Was this their way of humanitarian benevolence?

We were all made white, baptized from head to toe

All white as flour-packers or as homeless nomads
Roaming in the dust. Weren’t we the same

Once called the bourgeoisie

Who have been pushed into this plight?

Some bourgeoisie! We whose very lives depend
On excess grain from the USA!
Do I thank them? Curse them?

Oh, I cannot distinguish friend from foe!

This is how my “Freedom” and my “Dignity” began
This is how my “Politics” awoke in me

As my knowledge grows, our plight seems more difficult

As the dictators sing of “democracy”

They call “communist” whoever speaks of

“Rights,” “justice,” and ‘Ireedom”
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And innocents are found, imprisioned, tortured, killed

The schemes are devilish!

To reinforce their power

They loan us money, making their pockets fat

With snow-balling interest

While the weight of our country’s debt

Strangles the poor

How dangerous this “anti-communism” is

How mutable!

“Free the poor! Free the oppressed!

Free them from the grips of a thousand demons!
Jesus set the example: we are merely following

His steps.” They say: “You are the reds.

You’re communists, and dangerous.”

The Christians exiled by the Kim regime

Are harrassed by the Park/Chun regime

Where can we turn now
With the Red Sea and the desert before us?

Oh, God help our people to build a bridge

Over the Red Sea and straighten the road in the desert

To come out victorious from the hell

Of hatred and division, to be led in the land

Of love, unity and peace!

Spring has returned again

Thirty-five springs since 1 crossed that wretched border

The thirty-eighth parallel

So arbitrary a division in our history

O Korea, where we each are born

With marks of death, indelible

Yes, it is another spring, another hope
My days are turning round and round, and I can see
The original point, but cannot get to it somehow

My enemies are too many and too strong

Oh, Korea! I suffer in my love for you!

Let the day come, let me see it

All — before my eyes, which have shed so many tears

Have finally closed

(The Historical Context, continued from page 11.)

reflections on the Minjung and secular intellectual efforts to

articulate the reality of the Minjung.

The Asian Theological Consultation, held in October 1 979,

sponsored by the Commission on Theological Concerns of

the Christian Conference in Asia and KNCC, was a high-

water-mark in the development of Minjung theology. At this

meeting, Korean theologians, in dialogue with other Asian

theologians, were able to clarify and push further the con-

cerns of Minjung theology. There is an ongoing informal

discussion group on Minjung theology involving about two

dozen people from various theological disciplines. These
conversions have inspired many books and articles on the

theme of the Minjung.

In order to formulate Minjung theology, theologians, first

of all, have tried to clarify the Minjung in Korean historical

terms. In those attempts the social biography of the Minjung

has been an important point of reference. In other words,

the social history of the Minjung liberation movements (such

as the Tonghak Movement, 1895 and March First Indepen-

dent Movement, 1919), the Minjung religious traditions, and

the past and present cultural expressions of the Minjung

are all being studied. The other important reference point

for Minjung theology is the Bible and Christian theology.

Minjung theologians are keen to discover the socio-

economic background of the Biblical texts so that these may
be studied from a Minjung perspective. Of particular interest

in the area of Biblical studies are the Hebrews (Habira) in

the Exodus, the poor in the covenant code, prophetic trad-

itions in the Old Testament, and the theme of the ochlos

(crowd) in the New Testament. In the area of theology, special

attention is being given among others to studies on theodicy,

apocalyptic, the Suffering Servant, and the Messianic Spirit

(Holy Spirit). The essential concern of Minjung theologians

in using these two reference points is to interweave the

Korean Minjung story and the Biblical story. In fact, Korean

church history is being looked at again for evidence of the

meeting together and interweaving of the two stories.

Being able to formulate her own indigenous theology, the

Korean church has already begun to discern certain funda-

mental values. We see Minjung and the Korean church as

subjects and not objects of history. Surely, during the last

one hundred years, God has led the Korean church into the

truth.

As the Korean church, under the guidance of the Holy

Spirit ventures forward into a second century, these are

some of the directions for the future:

The Korean church should emphasize humen (body

and soul) liberation as her goal, and the qualitative

enhancement of the whole life of the Korean society

to achieve this goal, the following tasks should be

involved in her mission:

(1) On the political level, the Korean churches should

continue to work for the realization of democratic

society and national unification, in which the parti-

cipation of the Minjung is guaranteed;

(2) On the economic level, the Korean church should

try to form a self-reliant economy centering on the

basic needs of the Minjung and the realization of

their welfare.
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The One who ‘‘proclaims release to the captives”

Who “sets at liberty those who are oppressed"

Is still awaited in the prisons and camps

The Pressrooms and campuses

The factories and farms

Of Korea.

Let us remember the many prisoners of conscience

Languishing in Korean prisons.

Let us remember the numberless ones

Who toll In the Korean sweat shops.

Especially the “factory girls"

Who strain their eyesighton cheap electronic gadgets.

Let us remember the ones who serve atpersonal risk

In the Urban Industrial Mission ofthe Korean church.

Let us remember the students and their teachers.

The humble folk in the church

And their valiant pastors.
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FOR FURTHER READING

Fire Beneath the Frost, edited by Peggy
Billings, Friendship Press, New York, 1 984.

This book tells of the struggles of the

Korean people to retain their right of self-

determination and their hope for the future.

For this generation in Korea and for 100
years past the Protestant witness has been
a part of this struggle. Prominent Korean

and North American Church leaders offer

a comprehensive look at the history, cul-

ture, religion and political realities that

shaped Korea. Study guidance included.

Song of the Soul: In Celebration of Korea,

by Lenore Beecham, Friendship Press,

New York, 1 983.

The joy of the diversity of the human family is celebrated

by short studies of different aspects of Korean culture includ-

ing poetry, art, folk tales, foods, festivals, dance, drama and
religions. This is a book for all ages, a valuable reference

book and study aid.

The Korean Immigrant in America, edited by Byong-suh
Kim and Sang Hyun Lee, The Association of Korean Chris-

tian Scholars in North America, Inc., 1980, U.S.A.

What does it mean to be both Korean and American?
This is the pivotal question dealt with in this volume of schol-

arly essays. The writers have responded to the question

from a number of perspectives: sociological, psychological,

pedagogical, theological and biblical. This book enriches our

understanding of what it means to be a migrant people in

a strange land.

them in the 1 960s. It tells how the church’s stand for basic

human dignity brought it into conflict with industry and
government.

Korean-American Relations at Crossroads, Edited by
Wonmo Dong, foreword by Edwin O. Reischauer; published

by The Association of Korean Christian Scholars in North

America, Inc., 1982, U.S.A.

Collection of essays by experts on Korea-American

relations.

Protestant Pioneers in Korea, by Everett N. Hunt, Jr.

Foreword by Martin E. Marty, Orbis Books, Maryknoll, New
York, 1980.

This book gives a detailed account on the earliest phases

of American Presbyterian and Methodist missionary

activities in Korea and the response of the Koreans.

Minjung Theology, edited by the Commission on Theological

Concerns of the Christian Conference of Asia.

“Minjung Theology of Korea is one of the most creative

theologies emerging from the political struggles of Third

World peoples.” In this book some of Korea’s foremost

theologians set out the substance of faith as confessed in

Korea and bring out its Korean character.

Mission to Korea, by George Thompson Brown, Board of

World Missions, Presbyterian Church U.S., 1962.

A detailed account of the history of the former Presbyterian

Church in the U.S. missionary work in Korea. A good

resource book to understand Korean history and its fast-

growing church.

The Wish - Poems of Contemporary Korea, edited by Lee
Sun-AI and Don Luce, Friendship Press, New York, 1983.

This is a collection of practical voices from the farmers,

the workers, the children, the men and women of Korea. It

touches the heart of the readers, by moving accounts of

their hopes, struggles, dreams and agonies.

Korea/Update and Korea/Action. Issued by North America

Coalition for Human Rights in Korea.

Korea/Update summarizes recent political, economic and
social developments in Korea, along with developments in

U.S. policies toward Korea. Korea/Action, enclosed in Korea/

Update, contains action suggestions, news from Korea-

related groups and descriptions of recent resources. Quar-

terly 4-6 pages.

Liberty to the Captives by George Ogle, John Knox Press,

Atlanta, 1977.

This book tells of the suffering in Korea and the challenges

Christians face there. It recounts the efforts of missionaries

witnessing to factory workers by working and living with

A History of the Church in Korea, by Allen D. Clark. The
Christian Literature Society of Korea, 1971, Seoul.

This book gives general background on geography, history

and the culture of the Korean people, bringing the figures

on economic development to the end of 1970. Also, included

in this volume is a number of the outstanding men and

women who have been leaders of the Church in Korea.

Korean Patterns, by Paul S. Crane, Holly Corporation, Pub-

lishers, Seoul, Korea, 1967.

This book is the first in a new series of popular handbooks

on Korea which is published by the Korea Branch of the

Royal Asiatic Society.

Wildfire: Church Growth in Korea, by Roy E. Shearer,

William E. Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand Rapids,

Michigan, 1966.

Case study of missionary activity in Korea by the Prebyte-

rian and other major denominations, with consideration given

to the religious, social, political and geographical situations

affecting church growth.
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The beginning: Sant receives reports from rebel troops; Prajark supports the coup at a rally.

An attempt to unseat Prem crumbles as conspirators glimpse civil war

The coup that newer was

,

By John McBeth
Bangkok: Even in a country which has

seen 14 coups since the end of absolute

monarchy in 1932, the April 1 abortive

putsch against Thai Prime Minister Prem
Tinsulanond was unprecedented. Many
questions remain about the way the at-

tempt was made, how it unfolded, and its

political and security implications.

In the end, the three-day rebellion was
not crushed —- it simply fell apart and its

prime mover, Gen. Sant Chitpatima, dis-

appeared. Sant remained in hiding— pos-

sibly in Malaysia— after the United States

withdrew an offer of asylum which Wa-
shington sources maintain was made on
the first day of the rebellion.

Sant, 1st Army Region commander
Lieut-Gen. Wasin Issarangkun na Ayut-
thaya and the colonels who pushed Sant to

-temporary power in Bangkok paused and
then fell back from the brink of what
threatened to become a civil war.

Not only was it the first time that provin-

cial forces— and not the Bangkok-based
1st Army — proved a determining factor

in a coup, but it was also the first time that

the palace played an openly pivotal role.

With rebel-held Bangkok pitted against a

transplanted government based in Korat,

130 miles northeast of the capital. King
Bumibol Adulyadej and members of the

royal family accompanied Prem to Korat,

helping to swing the balance of forces to-

wards the premier.

With the 2nd, 3rd and 4th armies’ com-
manders falling into step behind the silver-

haired, 60-year-old Prem, it was clear

from as early as dusk on the first day that

the coup was doomed, as civilian politi-

cians, ranking civil servants and promi-
nent non-governmental figures streamed
out of the capital for Korat to avoid any as-

sociation with the rebel leaders.

One notable exception was Supreme
Commander Gen. Serm na Nakhon, who
was initially stripped of his post by the

rebels, then later reinstated and appoint-

ed adviser to the new “revolutionary

council” in an apparent move to broaden
its base of support. Serm, whom aides

claim was virtually kidnapped from his

home, says he made no effort to leave

Bangkok because he wanted to be in a po-

sition to lay a restraining hand on the coup
leaders and prevent bloodshed.

Political observers believe Serm, 60, will

emerge from the affair unscathed, noting

that he faces mandatory retirement in the

October annual military reshuffle. But
with a far-reaching post-coup purge in the

offing, it is clear the army will lose almost

an entire layer of field-grade officers as a

penalty for their involvement in the power
play.

Chief among these officers are regimen-
tal commanders Manoon Rupekachorn,
Prajark Sawaengchit, Charnboon Petra-

kul, Pridi Ramasut, Punlop Pinmanee,
Choopong Mathawaphen and at least 15

other Young- Turk, colonels. .They.are al-_

most all graduates from Class Seven of the

prestigious Chulachomkhlao Royal Mili-

tary Academy.
Manoon, widely regarded as the brains

behind the movement, kept a low profile

during the action, despite being appointed
secretary-general of the revolutionary

council. He made no public statements
and few if any of the hundreds of reporters

outside rebel headquarters recall seeing

him.
Prajark, on the other hand, in typical

form, was eminently visible: tailored uni-

form, sunglasses, a heavy pistol strapped
to his hip. He toured rebel positions in an
open vehicle and appeared at a rally in a

mid-city park where he accused Prem of

hiding under a woman’s skirts — revolu-

tionary council announcements over
Bangkok radio likened Prem himself to a

woman. Punlop, the Review has learned,

broke into the Interior Ministry with 30
soldiers on the second morning of the

coup, and hustled away a ranking official

at gunpoint.

Class Seven has remained remarkably
cohesive since its members graduated.
But it was only during the rule of authori-

tarian prime minister Tanin Kraivixien in

1976-77 that its dissenting voice began to

be heard. That voice brought a new di-

mension to a military power structure that

had undergone a dramatic change since

the overthrow of Thanom Kittikachorn
and Prapas Charusathiara in 1973, and the

sudden death in 1976 of Gen. Kris Sivara,

regarded as the only army commander
since the Thanom-Prapas days with

enough clout to be labelled a strongman.
With the old cliques disintegrating and

no one of sufficient stature to keep things

in check, the alignment of forces within

the army began to take on a pattern dictat-

ed by the comradeship of old alumni, com-
mand of active combat units, and the

enunciation of a new idealistic outlook—
heartfelt or otherwise.

D espite the paradox of earlier state-

ments that they were dedicated to dis=- .

entangling the military from political life,

the Young Turks rapidly became deeply
involved in behind-the-scenes manoeuv-
ring. They lent active, if cautious, support
to premier Kriangsak Chomanan follow-

ing the October 20, 1977, coup which
ousted Tanin. Then they played a leading

role in Kriangsak’s downfall little more
than two years later as former Kriangsak
aide and Young Turk leader Col Cham-
long Srimuang switched allegiance to

Prem.
Significantly, 1977 saw the emergence of

the so-called Democratic Soldiers, a

grouping of mainly Supreme Command
and army staff officers who used the new-
ly-launched Tawan Mai weekly magazine
as a mouthpiece to advocate liberalism

and a more democratic political system.

Their leader, Maj.-Gen. Rawee Wanpen
—

- then an officer in the Internal Security

Operations Command (Isoc) — based
much of what he wrote on the teachings of

a former member of the central committee
of the Communist Party of Thailand
(CPT), Prasert Subsunthorn, who defect-

ed to the government in the 1960s.

Both the Democratic Soldiers and
Young Turks shared a common philoso-

phy and developed along similar lines. But

P<'.
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while the Democratic Soldiers have fol-

lowed a measured and more scholarly ap-

proach, the Young Turks tended to be far

more vocal in their demands.
Listeners noted that when the chips

were down on the second day of the coup
attempt, revolutionary council radio an-

nouncers were quoting verbatim from the

February issue of Tawan Mai which out-

lined the full platform of the Democratic
Soldiers for the first time . There was also a

familiar ring to some of the economic poli-

cies outlined in rebel announcements, in-

cluding nationalisation and tighter gov-

ernment control over private enterprises,

land reform., guaranteed prices for agri-

cultural products and the elimination of

monopolistic practices. Insiders say the

Democratic Soldiers were behind the re-

cent decision to terminate the Summit In-

dustrial Corporation’s lease of the Bang-
chak oil refinery and bring the plant back
under government control (Review,
March 6).

The rivalry between the factions in-

creased tension in military ranks. But
what particularly annoyed senior officers

were moves by the Young Turks to gain

promotions while at the same tirne.staying

in direct command of field units— the in-

struments which ensured their political

potency. It is widely felt that by listening

to them perhaps more than they should
have done, first Kriangsak and then Prem
only hastened the explosion that was to

come.
Whether Prem was — as rumoured —

planning a reshuffle of lower-ranking mili-

tary officers later this month is uncertain

but, if he was, then the timing of the coup
attempt becomes more significant. Cham-
long, who accompanied Prem to Korat
and remains secretary-general of the

Prime Minister’s Office, certainly appears
to have put more distance between him-
self and his Chulachomkhlao classmates
-— many of them dismissed from service at

the height of the coup and now awaiting
investigation and court martial.

Chamlong’s name has more recently

been linked to the Democratic Soldiers, as

has that of Maj.-Gen. Arthit Kamlang-
ek, a bitter opponent of Sant, who saw his

loyalty to Prem during the coup rewarded
by being promoted from deputy com-
mander of the 2nd Army to commander of
the 1st Army Region in place of the dis-

graced Wasin. Arthit helped to engineer

Prem’s, extension as army commander-in-

chief in October 1980, a move opposed by
the Young Turks and supported by the

Democratic Soldiers.

Given the Thai art of compromise and
the traditional military way of handling its

own, it is not clear just how harshly the

Young Turk leaders will be treated. Al-

though intelligence sources maintain that

Vietnamese forces on the Thai-Kampu-
chean border were in no position to take
advantage of the situation, career officers

are likely to take a dim view of the fact that

Charnboon, Punlop and Prajark in par-

ticular left for Bangkok with their troops
to support the coup, thus weakening the

eastern border defences.

It is no secret that many of the generals

wanted to see the destruction of the

Young Turks, but if the coup has effec-

tively achieved this there is no guarantee
that a new movement built around the

four later classes from Chulachomkhlao
will not rise to take its place.

D iplomats and observers see little place

for euphoriaoverthe defeat ofthecoup
attempt. Neither, apparently, does Prem,
who delayed his return to Bangkok by a

full day after the city had been secured.

While the temptation has been to view Ris

return in terms of renewed strength, pop-
ulist revolutionary council statements —
opportunist and almost desperate in their

plea for support — struck a responsive
chord among many Thais.

Mindful of a residual bitterness in the

ranks of the military, the premier faces

problems ranging from a weak, indecisive

government and controversial cabinet fig-

ures— whom he appointed
j
ust before the

coup— to sharply rising costs and a steadi-

ly deteriorating economy. Some observers
feel he may become more authoritarian,

but, as one senior diplomat noted: “1 don’t

think you can predict what he will do. We
have no sense of his ability. He has had it

within his power to propose changes
which would be accepted, but in the past

he has held back.’"

No one has doubted Prem’s sincerity

and honesty, but there have been ques-

tions about his ability to govern in a coun-
try where political footwork demands the

skills of a tap-dancer. Because many of his

closest subordinates and advisers were in-

volved, the coup cannot simply be dis-

missed as the act of a power-hungry clique

which thought its time had come. Neither,

however, can it be justified in the existing

unsettled political climate nor in the long-

term interests of the sort of stability that

always seems just out of reach. As one
veteran Thai politician told the Review
recently: “How can we be expected to

develop political maturity when the mili-

tary keeps ohThtervemng?''
Probably as controversial as the coup it-

self was the role of the king, whose in-

volvement in politics can be traced back to

the aftermath of the October 14, 1973, stu-

dent-led uprising, when he persuaded
field marshals Thanom and Prapas to go
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present salary), quoting Ref. No. HK 14, to:

PERSONNEL DIVISION
ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK

P. O. BOX 789
MANILA, PHILIPPINES

The king and queen: never so visible.

into exile to head off further bloodshed.
Never has the king been so visible in a

crisis as during the abortive coup, but
there are those who feel he was left with
little choice following the reported refus-

als of the Young Turks and Sant to answer
a summons to Chitrlada Palace as the re-

bellion unfolded. While the king made no
public statements, his presence in Korat
along with the entire royal family left no
doubt as to the outcome of the coup, but
raised serious concern over what effect it

will have on the future role of the

monarchy.
Revolutionary council statements ac-

cused Prem of bringing “the sky to the

earth,” and Sant complained on the se-

cond day of the coup; “I am not happy at

anybody who wants to- take personal ad-

•

vantage under the umbrella of the king.”

Prem has since said he is grateful to the

monarch for giving him valuable advice

and was quoted as telling his first cabinet

meeting after the crisis: “Whether you be-
lieve in the king’s grace and prestige or

not, you have to believe it.”

In a BBC documentary on the royal

family last year, the king spoke about his

role. After last week’s events, his remarks
appear almost prophetic: “It seems to be a

very bad thing to defuse a crisis because
one touches politics, but if we try to put
some reason into the heads of people I

don’t think that is so bad. And even the

words defusing the situation — I don’t

think they are very bad. If you don’t de-

fuse a bomb, it will blow up . .

.”

Asked by the BBC interviewer whether
he thought he was susceptible to being
used by various groups, the king replied:

“It’s quite normal that people will use the

king. He’s here to be used like in your
country, in Britain . . . but the way of using

depends on us also, that we are doing
things for the country, for the poeple, and
we don’t have any secret. So if things we
are doing are very open, the various

groups as you say cannot use us because if

[they do] it will be to their detriment.” Q
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Ihm coupmakers^

order of battle
Bangkok: Prime Minister Prem Tinsula-

nond organised Thailand’s biggest mili-

tary airlift to end last week’s attempted

coup d'etat but, in an almost comic touch,

the strike into Bangkok itself was largely

mounted aboard a fleet of air force buses.

Prem began putting the airlift together

within hours of reaching the Nakhon Rat-

chasima headquarters of the 2nd Army,
the formation he had commanded before

he was moved to Bangkok as assistant

army commander in October 1977. It is

apparent, however, that while the premier

had the air force and the navy on his side,

government forces entering the capital on
the final day of the short-lived rebellion

were actually outnumbered by as much as

two to one.

But, in the best tradition of Thai coups,

there was no combat. As volatile as they

might sound on the airwaves, opposing
elements of the Thai army have never

really shot it out with each other in the

past 30 years.

Gen. Chalard Hiranyasiri allegedly

broke that convention by killing 1st Divi-

sion commander Maj.-Gen. Arun Thava-
tasin during a coup attempt on March 26,

1977. He was executed for that. Most re-

ports suggest the Young Turk faction be-

hind last week’s takeover rose to promi-

nence through links with Chalard’s son,

Maj. Asvin Hiranyasiri, a classmate of

theirs at the Chulachomkhlao Royal Mili-

tary Academy who was jailed for involve-

ment in the 1977 coup but later released

and reinstated in the army.

The Chalard coup bid, mounted by a

force of only 300 from the Kanchanaburi-
based 9th Division, ended without further

bloodshed and with rebels and govern-

ment soldiers embracing. There were si-

milar scenes last week, the only significant

casualties being a motorcyclist killed in a

brief exchange of fire and a colonel who
was shot in the hip.

The Young Turks raised probably the

biggest force yet used in a Thai coup at-

tempt. They were apparently confident of

success with Lieut-Gen. Wasin Issarang-

kun na Ayutthaya, commander of the piv-

otal 1st Army Region covering Bangkok
and the eastern provinces, backing them.
Units involved included:

Three battalions of the Bangkok-
based 1st Regiment of the 1st Division un-

der Col Pridi Ramasut, who is also under-
stood to have been instrumental in draw-
ing elements of the police into the rebel-

lion. The 4th Battalion of the 1st Regi-

ment remained loyal to Prem for a good
reason: garrisoning Chitrlada Palace,

King Bhumiphol Adulyadej’s official resi-

dence, it is commanded by Crown Prince
Vajiralongkorn, who holds the rank of

lieutenant colonel in the Thai Army.
Elements of two battalions of the 1st

Division’s 31st Regiment, under Young
Turk Col Charnboon Petrakul. Regarded
as probably the best infantry unit in the

Thai Army, the 31st forms part of the

main defence line along the Thai-Kampu-
chean border, holding positions north and
south of Aranyaprathet.

Two of the three battalions of the 9th

Division’s 19th Regiment, based at Watta-
na Nakhon, 20 miles west of Aranya-
prathet. The regiment, under Col Punlop
Pinmanee, another prominent coup par-

ticipant, acts as a reserve force for the
border and is normally stationed at Kan-
chanaburi, northwest of Bangkok.

The 2nd Battalion of the 1st Divi-

sion’s 11th Infantry Regiment, which was
taken out of frontline positions north of

Aranyaprathet about three months ago,
reportedly for becoming too involved in

the border black market. Battalion
commander Lieut Col Boonyong Boocha,
a much younger officer who did not get

along with his no-nonsense, apolitical

boss. Col Issarapong Noonpakdi, is

known to have chafed over being sent into

reserve at Wattana Nakhon, where his

closer relationship with Punlop became a

factor in his decision to join the coup.
Boonyong’s executive officer, Maj. Sura-

rat Jantrathip, was also named as a partici-

pant.

Two battalions of Col Prajark’s Pra-

chinburi-based 2nd Regiment of the 2nd

TREE CROP MONITORING AND EVALUATION UNIT
FEDERAL DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

NIGERIA
The World Bank is assisting the Government of the Federal Republic of

Nigeria in the financing of a large cocoa development project in Oyo, Ogun,
Ondo and Bendel States, and of oil palm projects in Ondo, Imo, Bendel and
Rivers States. A Tree Crop Monitoring and Evaluation Unit located in Benin'
City will provide support in technical, financial and training matters for these
projects, also monitor their progress, evaluate their impact and conduct
project-related studies.
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AGRICULTURE CROP SPECIALISTS
A good University degree or equivalent profes-
sional qualification with a minimum of eight years
relevant post qualification experience on planta-

tions and small-holdings and preferably with

some extension experience. The annual crops
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ECONOMICS
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMISTS

An appropriate University Degree or equivalent professional qualification with

a minimum of 5 years post qualification experience in preparing feasibility stu-

dies, project planning, monitoring and evaluation of agricultural development
projects.

ECONOMICS BIOMETRICIAN
Qualified Biometrician or Statistician with a minimum of 5 years post qualifica-
tion experience of the design of agricultural studies particularly in respect of

small farms and with sound experience of computer data processing.

ECONOMICS ACCOUNTANT
Professionally qualified with experience of commercial accounting and finan-

cial management, able- to establish agricultural project accounting systems
and establish and monitor cost projection, budget, audit and procurement
procedures.

ECONOMICS SYSTEMS ANALYST &
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER

Suitably qualified persons with at least 5 years post qualification experience in

data processing and computer control unit.

ENGINEERING OIL MILL ENGINEER
A qualified mill engineer with designing, operating and training experience
with a minimum of 8 years on the job practical experience.

TRAINING TRAINING SPECIALIST
A qualified trainer with experience in manpower development and planning
and executing training programme for agricultural extension staff and farmers.

He should have a good University degree and 5 years post qualification expe-
rience including producing communications materials with modem communi-
cation equipment.

SALARIES AND BENEFITS
Salaries, allowances and benefits are internationally competitive. Salaries al-

lowances and benefits are very attractive for Nigerian applicants. Contract ap-
pointments will be for an initial 3 year period and could be renewed.

PROPOSALS FROM QUALIFIED FIRMS OF CONSULTANTS TO
STAFF THE UNIT WILL ALSO BE CONSIDERED

METHOD OF APPLICATION
Please submit detailed Curriculum Vitae showing Age, Qualifications, Marital

Status, Record of Employment— with dates, present employer, names and
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for i) Annual Crops
ii) Oil Palm
iii) Cocoa
iv) Coconut
v) Rubber
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Division, a former border unit that is now
being held in reserve. The Chon Buri-

hased 21st Regiment, which makes up the

other half of the 2nd Division, remained
loyal to Prem and played a key role in oc-

cupying the capital on the final day. Mili-

tary sources say Prajark had driven

across town to try to convince the 21st

Regiment commander, Col Manas
Aramsri, to change sides, but he was cap-

tured by the very blue-scarved troops he

hoped to recruit.

The Bangkok-based 4th Tank Batta-

lion of Young Turk leader Col Manoon
Rupekachorn’s 4th Tank Regiment, the

unit with the largest number of tanks in

the Thai Army. The regiment’s 5th Batta

lion, with newly-acquired M48A5 tanks,

was not moved from its forward base just

west of Wattana Nakhon, where it has

been since late last year.

The 1st and 3rd squadrons of the

Bangkok-based 1st Cavalry Regiment,
equipped with V-150 armoured cars. A
classmate of both Manoon and Prajark,

regimental commander Col Choopong
Mathawaphan

,
was senior aide de camp to

Prem.
• The Saraburi-based 17th Tank Bat-

talion, a newly formed unit that dis-

patched seven M-4! light tanks to Bang-
kok. The 11th Cavalry Squadron, also sta-

tioned at Saraburi — an important cross-

roads town 70 miles north of Bangkok,
and home of Thailand’s Armoured War-
fare Centre— appeared to align itself with

government forces despite being under
Choopong’s command.

Other significant coup elements came
from the 1st and 21st artillery regiments,
the 11th Engineer Battalion, a transport

unit and the 1st Military Police Battalion

under Col Sakorn Kitwiriya, who is

known as a close confidant of Manoon.
Analysts put the strength of the coup

force at about 8,000 men, though probably
not that many were sent into the streets.

Many of the coup troops probably did not
realise what was going on, particularly

troops from the eastern border region who
travelled in convoy to Bangkok and ar-

rived shortly after midnight.
Prem initially applied psychological

pressure, first sending F5 fighter-bombers
over the capital from the American-built
air base at Nakhon Ratchasima, then rely-

ing on leaflet-dropping spotter aircraft

and the loyalty of the air force and radio

stations in Bangkok to broadcast mes-
sages opposing the coupmakers. But

preparations were already well under way
for the airlift, built around three C130
Hercules transports recently purchased
from the United States and a twin-engined
C123 Provider. A bridgehead had already
been established at Don Muang Air Base,
adjoining Bangkok’s international air-

port, where Foreign Minister Air Chief
Marshal Sitthi Sawetsila helped coordi-
nate the operation after cutting short a
visit to Sri Lanka.

Military sources say Prem drew on the
23rd (Nakhon Ratchasima-based) and 6th

(Ubon Ratchathani) regiments of the
newly raised 6th Division and the 3rd
(Nakhon Ratchasima) and 13th (Udon
Thani) regiments of the 3rd Division to

put together four battalions for the airlift.

One reason for the haste with which the
force was assembled is understood to be
Prem’s concern over the way the coup
leaders had depleted vital Kampuchean
border defences. But the royalist premier
obviously had other motivations as well,

among them the approach of Chakri Day
(April 6) when King Bhumiphol and
Queen Sirikit traditionally pay homage at

Bangkok’s magnificent Temple of the

Emerald Buddha to the founder of the

monarch’s dynasty. King Rama I, who es-

By Paisa! Sricharatchanya
Bangkok: It was three hours after dusk on
March 31 when five army regimental com-
manders, all key colonels in Thailand’s

Young Turks movement, arrived at Pre-

mier Prem Tinsulanond’s official Bang-
kok residence near Supreme Command
headquarters. Frustrated by frequent

squabbling within the government, wor-
sening economic problems and a society

riddled with crime, the officers. Col Ma-.
noon Rupekachorn, Col Prajark Sa-

waengchit. Col Punlop Pinmanee, Col
Sakhon Kitviriya and Col Prap Choteka-
sathien, demanded that Prem stage a coup
against his own government, dissolve par-

liament and usher in an authoritarian re-

gime to rectify the country’s ills. The
Young Turks’ demands were rejected.

Prem reportedly told them that as long as

he remained leader of the government he
would not stage a coup, nor would he per-

mit anybody else to engineer one.

In an interview with the Review at his

temporary headquarters in Korat during

the abortive coup, which the colonels

Subsequently pushed through without
him, Prem said: “I refused. I talked to

them at length for several hours, explain-

ing that the government was already try-

ing its best to solve various problems and
that a coup at this stage would not improve
things but would put the country back.”

According to sources close to the Young
Turks, Prem was given two more demands
after his refusal to go along with the coup:

he should resign as premier and army
commander and agree to stay out of poli-

tics; and he should accompany the officers

to an undisclosed place, where he would

presumably be kept under house arrest.

As the negotiations went on into.the night,

the coup forces w,ere already on the east-

ern outskirts of Bangkok.
The sources said that after lengthy dis-

cussions Prem indicated he would resign.

In the presence of the young officers, he
reportedly phoned the palace, requesting
an audience with King Bhumibol Adulya-

_ dej. When Prem left his residence around
midnight, the Young Turks were under
the impression he intended to resign.

No direct comment from Prem over the

reported resignation was available, but
the premier told newsmen later that after

discussions with the Young Turks became
deadlocked, he broke away and went to

Chitrlada Palace. He did not elaborate on
how he was able to leave his residence.

Prajark’s claim during a public rally orga-
nised by the rebel leaders at Sanam
Luang, Bangkok, on the evening of April

2 that Prem had tricked him into talking

with Queen Sirikit on the phone while the

premier made good his escape could not
be substantiated.

The same sources said that after waiting
in vain for Prem to return, some of the

officers went to see Supreme Commander
Gen. Serm na Nakhon to ask him to head
the coup. Serm turned them down and
told them there was still time to change
their minds.
The Young Turks then quickly turned to

deputy army commander Gen. Sant Chit-

patima. Thai and Western sources agree
that, though there may have been some
previous dialogue between the Young
Turks and Sant, it had not been agreed be-

forehand that Sant would act as coup lead-

er. He was chosen at the last minute, after

Prem and Serm both rejected the coup at-

tempt, they said.

Shortly after 1 a.m. on April 1, Prajark
left Prem’s residence and led his troops to

take over Radio Thailand. As he moved
on to the Channel 9 TV station, tanks
rolled into position and other forces
moved to secure more installations. Al-
though the Revolutionary Council broad-
cast said the takeover was completed by
2 a.m., Thai and Western sources said it

was not completed until several hours lat-

er.

Through the first hours. Supreme Com-
mander Serm remained at his residence. It

was not until dawn that Col Charnboon
Pemtrakul, commander of the3Ist Infan^

try Regiment, arrived to take him to the

military auditorium that served as coup
headquarters.

T here are conflicting versions of the cir-

cumstances under which Prem went to

the headquarters of his old unit, the 2nd
Army, in Korat. According to one in-

formed military source, Prem was origi-

nally supposed to be picked up at the air

force base adjoining Bangkok’s Don
Muang Airport by Arthit in a helicopter.

The source said Prem was on his way to

the airfield shortly before 7 a.m. when Ar-
thit alerted him that his helicopter had
been intercepted by another helicopter

gunship and could not land.

Prem was forced to return to the palace,
where court sources say the king had
grown extremely worried about the mili-

tary crisis. The monarch finally heeded
Prem’s advice to travel to Korat. By
10 a.m., according to this version, the

king, queen and other members of the

royal family were on their way in a long
motorcade. Accompanied by Prem, they
arrived in Korat shortly before 1 p.m. and
took quarters in a mansion on the out-

skirts of the main Suranaree Camp, which
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tablished Bangkok as the capital in 17S2.

The troops flew to Don Muang in four

waves, landing in pre-dawn darkness. As
the sun rose, they boarded buses and

trucks for the ride into Bangkok along

streets free of the traffic that normally

chokes this crowded city. Entering the

capital at the same time from the south-

east coast was a motorised column crucial

to the psychological impact of the opera-

tion: a Sattahip-based Marine battalion

and strong elements of the 21st Regiment,

backed by armoured personnel carriers

and jeeps armed with 106 mm. recoilless

rifles and machine guns — the only ar-

mour and heavy weapons the government
forces brought with them.
Apart from scattered shooting behind

parliament and at one point near Chitrla-

da Palace, the seizure of the city was ac-

complished virtually uncontested.

The capture of Prajark, whose jeep had
dutifully stopped at a red traffic light,

ended any chance of a climactic shootout.

By far the most aggressive of the coup
leaders, the 43-year-old regimental com-
mander was taken into custody at gun-

point along with Sakorn and deputy 1st

Army commander Maj.-Gen. Thongterm
Pobsuk. — JOHNMcBETH

houses 2nd Army headquarters. The man-
sion is owned by Prem, who built it when
he was 2nd Army commander.
Although all four TV stations. Radio

Thailand and other radio stations in Bang-
kok appeared to be under the control of

the coup forces and were beaming Revo-
lutionary Council announcements and
orders, the rebel leaders apparently

overlooked other vital means of commun-
ication. Don Muang Airport remained
open, the nationwide long-distance tele-

phone system was functioning, and inter-

national newsagencies’ wire links with the

rest of the world were uninterrupted.

Sant’s delay in making his first sche-

duled TV appearance strongly indicated

that the rebels were having problems con-
solidating power. The broadcasting net-

works began announcing Sant’s imminent
appearance before noon, but it was not

until 2:45 p.m. that he finally came on the

air, and when he did it became obvious
that the coup was far from completed.
Seated with him during the 15-minute

appearance were a worried-looking Serm,
then called “adviser” to the Revolutionary
Council, plus 1st Army commander Lieut-

Gen. Wasin Issarangkun na Ayutthaya,
one of the three deputy coup leaders.

Deputy Supreme Commander Adm. Ket
Santivejjakul and deputy air force chief-

of-staff Air Chief Marshal Charas Vasu-
rat.

Conspicuously absent were navy com-
mander Adm. Samut Sahanavin and air

force commander Air Chief Marshal Pani-

ang Karntarat, though both were named
as deputy coup leaders. Informed sources
said Samut had rejected the coup bid from
the start, and throughout the three days of

crisis was at Sattahip naval base, keeping
in close contact with Prem.
Meanwhile, Prem was rallying support

at Korat, where his private home was
turned into his headquarters.

Prem hit back at the rebels with his first

radio broadcast from Korat in the late

IN A/lANiLA,
THE MOST
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afternoon of April 1, dismissing rebel

claims that he had resigned as premier and
army commander. He said his govern-

ment had set up a temporary headquarters

and that the king and queen and all

members of the royal family were there.

Prem stated in the broadcast that the

majority of the armed forces, police and
civilians did not support the rebellion, and
the coup was illegal. He appealed to those

who had been “misguided” to return to

barracks.

This first broadcast was barely audible

in Bangkok, because the 50-kw. transmit-

ter at Radio Thailand’s Korat station was
old and operating at barely half power.

The government loyalists realised that

the more stations they had the sooner.the

rebellion would be over. By nightfall, all

radio stations in the northeast and the

Public Relations Department TV channel

in Khon Kaen, plus provincial radio sta-

tions in the north and south, were linking

their broadcasts or relaying transmissions

from the temporary headquarters. A bat-

tle of the air waves gradually gathered mo-
mentum.
When this correspondent arrived at

Prem’s headquarters about midnight on
April 1 the atmosphere was tense. Special

Forces troops goose-stepped around the

two-acre compound while heavily armed
guards ringed the mansion itself. King
Bhumibol and Queen Sirikit had already

By David Jenkins
Singapore; The April 1 coup attempt in

Bangkok not only emphasised the concern
in Thailand over what is seen as the en-

demic vacillation of the government of

Prime Minister Prem Tinsulanond — it

has highlighted a parallel, though polite

and private, concern among Thailand’s

Asean partners about Prem’s capacity to

provide firm leadership, notwithstanding

his decisive counter-attack against those
who led the abortive coup.
Although relieved at the failure of Gen.

Sant Chitpatima’s half-baked grab for

power, and inclined by nature and diplo-

matic necessity to be loyal and uncensor-

ious of an ally, Asean leaders were report-

edly expressing some private sympathy for

the Thai army officers whose frustration

with Prem led them to take such drastic

steps.

This was particularly apparent in In-

donesia, where leaders, having seen con-

stitutional democracy fail in the early

1950s, tend to argue that it is only through
strong, preferably military government
that Thailand can hope to tackle its cur-

rent problems. And Prem, according to

this view, has failed to provide the neces-

sary leadership.

However, accusations of vacillation are

not the most significant Indonesian com-
plaint about Prem. What disturbs Jakarta
even more is that on one key issue —
Kampuchea — Prem has refused to be a

weak and malleable leader: he has not

retired to the upper floor. Tents had been
erected around the compound, now
swarming with high-ranking officers from
the three branches of the armed forces.

More important than their support for

Prem, they were there to show their loyal-

ty to the king, who was the key figure in

rallying national unity.

Among those who arrived in the early

hours of April 2 were army chief-of-staff

Gen. Prayuth Charumanee and Lop Buri
Special Warfare Centre director Maj.-
Gen. Anek Punyathi, who excitedly told

his colleagues that out of a misunderstand-
ing he had reported to the rebel leaders in

Bangkok, but had later been able to make
his escape.

B y dawn on April 2, an air force plane
took offfrom Korat air base with 50 ,000

government leaflets, the first load of a to-

tal of 200,000 leaflets to be dropped over
Bangkok. Hurriedly printed the previous

night, the leaflets were signed by Prem in

his capacity as army commander. They
echoed the same message as his pre-

vious broadcasts and set a 3 p.m. dead-
line for all rebel troops to return to

barracks.

A feeling of confidence was evident.

The 2nd, 3rd and 4th armies plus the en-

tire navy and air force had closed ranks be-

hind Prem. The government was winning
the battle of the air waves as more stations

responded as hoped to Indonesian entrea-

ties for Thailand to accept the fait accom-
pli of Vietnamese control of Kampuchea.
This irritation has not been far below the

surface recently. When President Suharto
flew to Bangkok on March 25, Indonesian
sources maintain, he was hoping to per-

suade Prem that it was time to reach some
sort of compromise on Kampuchea
(Review, April 3). Indonesia, he is said to

have told Prem, had followed the efforts

being made to promote a national front

among Khmer resistance groups but did

not think they would come to anything. At
the meeting, it is said, Suharto was able to

make little headway. As in the past, the

Thai response was: “Give us more time.

Have more trust in us.”

When, 48 hours later, Indonesian
Muslim extremists hijacked a Garuda
DC9 and forced it to fly to Bangkok (page

28), Indonesian officials are said to have
been impatient and irritated by Prem’s in-

itial refusal to allow Indonesian comman-
dos to storm the aircraft.

The coup, so soon after the hijackers

were routed, tended to confirm the view
held by some officials in Jakarta that Prem
was not sufficiently forceful. “There is a

widening disappointment in Jakarta cir-

cles with Prem,” an Indonesian editor

commented. “When one of the coup lead-

ers said he [Prem] was indecisive and like a

woman I think many people here tended
to chuckle and say, ‘Yes, we know what

switched to broadcasts from Korat and re-

ception in Bangkok improved. But doubts
still lingered over what action the govern-
ment should take once the deadline for

surrender had expired.

But at rebel headquarters in Bangkok,
leaders admitted there were many pro-
blems to overcome. In what was clearly a

desperate effort to strengthen their posi-

tion, the coup leaders reinstated Serm as

supreme commander and put him on tele-

vision and radio to try to wring further

support from the military.

The original government deadline to

surrender was extended to 5 p.m. The
rebel command organised a public rally

for the same hour. In another move to

gather support from Bangkok liberals,

rebel leaders announced plans for “full de-

mocracy,” with promises that parliament
would be reconvened immediately and a

new government with majority support
formed within 15 days. Apart from a con-
tingent of union members who broke out
in loud applause, most of the onlookers
showed little enthusiasm. When the 5

p.m. deadline passed without incident,

with only a solitary air force reconnais-

sance plane orbiting overhead, troops

guarding the rebel headquarters visibly re-

laxed.

But governmenttroopsstruckthe follow-
ing day and Sant went into hiding. By mid-
week hiswhereaboutswere unknown.

they mean’.” On the other hand, Indone-
sian leaders were surprised at the way
Prem managed to rally forces against the

coup and reassert his authority. In private,

many Indonesians frankly admit that they
are baffled by Thai politics.

Whatever their private reservations

about Prem’s competence— and Singapo-
reans and Malaysians have also been pri-

vately critical of his leadership — the

Asean members adhered punctiliously to

the tradition by which almost nothing of

any consequence is said in public until the

dust has settled. At the same time, Thai-

.

land’s four Asean partners are also careful

not to make any public statement which
might unnecessarily affect stability in this

frontline state.

Excluding the premature announce-
ment by the Thai Embassy in Kuala Lum-
pur that the change in government was no
more than “old whisky in a new bottle,”

the only substantive comment in the

Asean countries on the affair was the

statement by Philippine Foreign Minister

Carlos Romulo that he was confident the

change of leadership would in no way af-

fect Asean cohesion and strength.

If the Asean governments tended to say

nothing, the Singapore afternoon daily

newspaper New Nation spoke out. In a

front page editorial, entitled “Welcome
move,” on the day of the coup, the paper
said that, given the political bickering sur-

rounding Prem’s first major crisis and the

ensuing cabinet reshuffle, “the army take-

over in Thailand is almost welcome.”
The lesson would seem to be that when

it comes to Thai coups, it is safest to adopt
a do-nothing policy until the position be-

comes clear. In this case, to the embar-
rassment of some, it has turned out that

the old whisky is still in the old bottle.

Prem's pr^bienis w#i¥el

fist in a giowe ?
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